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Abstract 
The oracle concerning Moab in Jeremiah 48 is one of the 'hard texts' of the OT. This thesis 
seeks to find a means of reading the oracle in a way that does justice to the text both in its 
ancient context and in a Christian frame of reference. The opening chapter reviews existing 
scholarship on this text (and related texts). The two chapters which then follow preface and 
contextualise the main discussion; they focus, respectively, on the differing textual traditions 
in M T and LXX, and on the parallel material in Jeremiah 48 and Isaiah 15-16. It transpires 
that MT Jeremiah 48 contains a more marked note of lament than LXX Jeremiah 31 and that 
Jeremiah 48 has a broader purview than Isaiah 15-16. 
Chapters Four and Five then examine how US and UK Christian interpreters have dealt with 
the text; those from the US are Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann, while those from the UK 
are Jones and Clements. The US scholars in particular bring out some key elements of the 
oracle: the tone of lament (Fretheim), God's sovereignty (Miller), and Moab's pride and 
plays for power (Brueggemann). 
The last two chapters offer a fresh reading. Chapter Six proposes that the problematic 48:10 
was inserted by a scribe who longed to see the words of Jeremiah 48 brought to completion. 
Chapter Seven considers Jeremiah 48 as a whole, noting rhetorical features that suggest 
Moab's history has a cyclical nature in which Moab's sin leads to her destruction, but then 
she is restored again. Finally, two film-like imaginative readings explore the possible 
continuities and differences between Jeremiah 48 in its ancient context and in a Christian 
frame of reference. 
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Introduction 
Jeremiah 48 is an oracle concerning Moab. It belongs to the genre of oracles against the 
nations (hereafter OANs), in which Y H W H ' condemns non-Israelite nations, and it occurs in 
the middle of the OAN collection in Jeremiah (46-51) . Clements writes that the OANs are, 
'amongst the most obscure and difficult passages of the entire prophetic corpus of the Old 
Testament to understand.'^ For example, were the oracles intended for the nations' hearing? 
Either way, what purpose do they have? Were the OANs written in the context of holy war? 
What purpose might they have for Christians? 
Jeremiah 48 is oiie of the strangest texts in some ways. Apart from the oracle concerning 
Babylon in chapters 5 0 - 5 1 , which is often treated as a special case, Jeremiah's oracle 
concerning Moab is the longest OAN in Jeremiah (and longer than most of the OANs in 
other books, too). Yet it does not sit in first or last position in the collection (even i f the 
Babylon oracle is excluded). However, perhaps the most distinct element in this oracle is the 
strong note of lament that sounds almost constantly from beginning to end and even includes 
YHWH's tears and wailing. 
The aim of this dissertation is to investigate Jererniah 48 as Christian Scripture. Chapter 
One will begin by giving an overview of the field of OAN studies with attention given to 
significant contributions, especially those relating to Jeremiah's OANs. Then, before I 
engage with the main concerns of the thesis, I will address two preliminary issues about 
which something needs to be said. Chapter Two wil l deal with the first: an examination of 
the differences between MT and LXX. This analysis is particularly pertinent, since there is 
more disparity between Jeremiah's OANs than is usual between MT and LXX - in the OT 
generally as well as Jeremiah specifically. The second is a comparative study between 
Isaiah 15 -16 and Jeremiah 48 , since these two oracles concerning Moab are remarkably 
similar. Chapter Three will cover this, giving attention to the distinct nuances of each in 
order to build up a picture of their individual characteristics and emphases. 
The next two chapters wi l l then analyse how recent Christian theologians have interpreted 
Jeremiah. Chapter Four will examine the three US interpreters, Terence Fretheim, Patrick 
Miller and Walter Brueggemann and Chapter Five wil l add two UK scholars, Douglas Jones 
' I use YHWH even when the Tetragrammaton is vocalised. 
-Clements 1980b: 130 
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and Ron Clements, in order to give a slightly more comprehensive scope. As well, having 
representatives from both the US and UK might highlight any obvious differences in the 
approaches of the two nations, though this is not a main aim of this study. In the course of 
analysing these interpreters' approaches to the chapter, it will also become clear what the 
key themes and major questions relating to Jeremiah 48 are. 
Chapter Six wil l deal with Jeremiah 48:10, a curious curse that sits awkwardly in its context. 
The chapter will tentatively suggest a plausible account of the verse so that its place and role 
in the chapter as a whole becomes clearer. Finally, Chapter Seven attempts to propose ways 
in which Jeremiah 48 may be read as Christian Scripture, paying particular attention to the 
reasons given for Moab's punishment, as well as the pervading tone of lament. The reading 
utilises figural interpretation in addition to rnaking value judgments within a Christian frame 
of reference. It concludes with two film-like imaginative readings which explore the 
possible continuities and differences between Jeremiah 48 in its ancient and Christian 
contexts. 
My understanding of Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab in chapter 48 has developed 
through studying the works of others, especially Fretheim, Miller, Brueggemann, Jones and 
Clements, and their words have sometimes sparked ideas of my own. Therefore, i f I may 
utilise the words of Jones, ' [ I ] f there is anything fresh here, it is only because a dwarf has 
been able to sit on the shoulders of giants ! Some of the giants are listed in the 
bibliography.'"' In this case Jones himself is one of the giants. 
^ Jones 1962:13 
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Chapter One: 
An Overview of the Field of Jeremiah's OANs 
Prolegomenon: A Lack of Interest 
The most notable aspect in the field of OAN studies is the lack of attention that has 
traditionally been given to the OANs. This state of affairs is commonly lamented by 
scholars of the OANs (either Jeremiah's or the OANs more generally). For instance, 
Christensen begins his 1971 dissertation, Transformations of the War Oracle in Old 
Testament Prophecy, with the comment, 'The oracles against the nations (OAN) in Old 
Testament prophecy have received relatively little attention in biblical research of the past 
century.''' Another example is Dav i^ who in 1989 observes in The Book of Isaiah, 'There is 
very little in the standard textbooks on prophecy about the oracles against foreign nations 
and related material, despite their evident theological interest, and even detailed studies in 
this area are rather rare, except perhaps for the protracted discussion over whether it is 
proper to regard Deutero-Isaiah as a universalist.'^ 
One of the reasons attributed to the lack of interest in the OANs is because they have often 
been considered later additions and therefore of secondary importance. Indeed, HoUaday 
writes in 1960 in his essay on 'Style, Irony, and Autheriticity in Jeremiah' that 'One of the 
chief goals of critics of the book of Jeremiah has always been to isolate the ipsissima verba 
of the prophet and thereby to enter more understandingly into his message.'^  This is 
reflected in Eissfeldt's The Old Testament: An Introduction where he speaks only of the 
authenticity and authorship of Jeremiah's OANs, plus their placement in relation to chapter 
2SJ As well, Frank North's essay on the Ammonites in Jeremiah 49:1-6 is solely concerned 
Math glosses and corruptions in order to reconstruct the text.^ 
Christensen also argues that in the nineteenth centviry the main aim of prophecy was seen as 
concerned with universal monotheism and moral values, and thus 'the narrow nationalism of 
the foreign-nation oracles appeared to have little relevance for anyone. The OAN tradition 
constituted the dregs of the prophetic movement.'^ Another reason is given by Bellis in 
" Christensen 1975:1 
' Davies 1989:93; see also Geyer 2004:6 
^HoUaday 1962:44 
'Eissfeldt 1966:362-364 
'North 1946:37-43 
'Christensen 1975:1 
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1999 who remarks (though it is not her view) in 'Poetic Structure and Intertextual Logic in 
Jeremiah 50': 
The literary genre of the oracles in Jeremiah 50 is that of prophecies against the 
nations. In the whole Hebrew Bible this genre has perhaps been paid the least 
attention. The reason is understandable. The hatred and bloodthirst displayed in 
these oracles is an embarrassment to the more humane sensibilities of modem 
believers, both Christian and Jewish.'° 
After these general remarks I turn now to a more specific survey of scholarship on OANs 
beginning with surveys by Christensen, Reimer and Kessler and I wi l l then briefly highlight 
characteristic emphases in modem study. John Geyer has also had a long lasting interest in 
Ihe O A N s ^ d in 2004 published his monograph. Mythology and Lament. However, since he 
does not provide a survey of scholarship, he is not included in the following section. 
Brief Overview of History of Sctiolarship 
In 1975 Duane Christehsen published his dissertation on OT war oracles. Transformations of 
the War Oracle^ in 1993 David Reimer published his doctorate on Jeremiah 50-51, The 
Oracles Against Babylon in Jeremiah 50-51; and in 2003 Martin Kessler publi_shed his 
monograph on the same chapters. Battle of the Gods. A l l these works contain a summary of 
the history of scholarship regarding the OANs, although the latter two are concerned with 
the oracle against Babylon. Together they provide a good starting point for the treatment of 
the OANs, particularly Kessler's which is more comprehensive. 
Christensen divides the history of OAN scholarship into three periods of increasing 
refinement of methodology: nineteenth century German literary criticism; German form 
criticism; and the proliferation of extra-biblical materials which meant that ancient Israelite 
prophecy could be studied religio-historieally. In general, he argues, the early literary critics 
(for example, Schwally, Vplz) relegated the OANs to exilic or post-exilic times, whereas 
fonn critics (for example, Gressmann, Bardtke) reversed the picture and saw them as among 
the earliest forms of prophetic speech. 
Reimer laments twentieth-centviry disregard of Jeremiah 50-51 'after the interest shown by 
the nineteenth century writers' and claims, as Christensen similarly does, that when these 
chapters were not ignored, their study was dominated by two questions: authenticity; and 
Bellis 1999:180 
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structural problems." Nevertheless, Reimer's own dissertation is a structural analysis of 
Jeremiah 50-51. 
Kessler argues that Bardtke's 1936 paper, 'Jeremia der Fremdvolkerprophet', in which he 
proposed that Jeremiah prophesied to the nations in his youth (Jef. 1:5), marked the end of 
the older literary criticism in some ways and that following it, 'some sort of a passive 
consensus emerged, in large part because these oracles have failed to attract much 
attention.''^ Kessler supports his assertion by drawing attention to the commentaries. John 
Bright's Anchor Bible commentary was the main work between 1965 and 1986 and in 1968 
Rudolph's classic commentary was published. Though Rudolph's 1968 commentary was 
more nuanced, Kesslef observes, neither Bright nor Rudolph differed much from the general 
consensus regarding the OANs being an early genre but largely inauthentic.'^ 
The change came in the 1980s with Holladay's and Carroll's commentaries and the first 
volume of McKane's. Holladay was interested in the literary and historieal questions and 
considered much of Jeremiah 50-51 to be authentic. Carroll denied that the book of 
Jeremiah gives much access to the historical Jeremiah. McKane's commentary was 
concerned with the history of the text and in his first volume McKane introduced the idea of 
the rolling corpus. However, in Kessler's view it is Brueggemann's 1998 commentary that 
is the most useful, particularly for a wider public, with its attention to historical, literary arid 
theological concerns.''' 
Characteristic Emphases and Notable Contributions 
Although the above surveys mainly cite works on Jereniiah 50-^51, their emphases are 
characteristic of the study of Jeremiah's OANs in general in that issues of authenticity and 
authorship are common ones within a historical-critical paradigm. However, by no means 
have all historical-critical studies deah exclusively with these two questions and other points 
of interest have emerged. The Sitz im Leben of the OANs is a case in point, as is the 
comparative analysis of the OANs with other ANE cultures. A l l these topics will now be 
addressed, along with notable contributions to the field, namely McKane's 'rolling corpus'. 
These areas of interest are not discrete units within scholarship and there is significant 
" Reimer 1993:1-6 
Bardtke 1935:209-239; Bardtke 1936:240-262; Kessler 2003:19 
Kessler 2003:21. Rudolph (1968:266) attributes much of chs. 46-49 to Jeremiah, but hot ch 48 
Kessler 2003:7-31 
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overlap between them. This is particularly so in the field of comparative studies which has 
sometimes formed the basis for furthering the understanding of the OAN's Sitz im Leben. 
Authorship and Date 
There are three scholars who stand out as major contributors in the development of QAN 
studies: Eichhom, Buddeand Gottwald. The first of these, Eichhom (1752-1827),'^ is 
notable not for any discovery in the OAN field, but because he influenced the methodology, 
or, to put it another way, changed the nature of study. Eichhom stands at the beginning of 
modem biblical studies and set the trend for rnuch of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, 
for jie was akey person in introducing in the late eighteenth / early nineteenth century the 
new approach to modem biblical scholarship in which concerns about authorship and dating 
were paramount. He concluded in Die hebraischen Propheten that Jeremiah 50-51 was not 
authentic, dating the chapters between 535 and 160 BCE since the Persians (who conquered 
Babylon in about 535 BCE according to Eichhom) had not emerged as a threat before then. 16 
Budde continued the historical-critical approach and in 1878 published his article on 50-51, 
'Ueber die Capitel 50 und 51 des Buches Jeremia'. Budde's detailed study was, in Kessler's 
words, 'One of the most thorough studies ever undertaken of Jeremiah 50-51' (it is seventy 
seven pages in length) and proved to be influential. A colleague of Wellhausen, his essay 
was a piece of literary criticism in which he was greatly concemed with issues of 
authenticity. Here he argued that the prose and poetic passages should be treated separately, 
a stance that most of the subsequent commentaries (for example, Weiser's) later accepted. 
Due to his study of the vocabulary, Budde also thought that the editor of 50-51 was 
dependent on the late exilic, anti-Babylonian oracles of Isaiah 13 as well as Deutero-Isaiah 
and Ezekiel, though he retained the prose narratives as authentic. 
Gottwald is the third of the scholars noted here. He utilised the work of three Israeli scholars 
(Diman-Haran, Kaufmaim and Seeligman) and concluded in 1964 in All the Kingdoms of the 
Earth that the OANs were one of the earliest, i f not the earliest forms of Hebrew poetry and 
that they incorporated non-Israelite motifs and styles.'^ Furthermore, as the title of his book 
suggests, his work is a detailed examination of the relationship between Israel and her 
Kessler2003:13 
"Eichhom 1819:255,257 
"Kessler2003:15 
Budde 1878:428-470, 529-562 
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"Gottwald 1964:49 
neighbours in the different OT prophetic periods. Though Gottwald did not take the same 
approach as von Rad,^° the latter also argued in his definitive study. Holy War in Ancient 
Israel in 1958, and then again in Old Testament Theology in 1960, that the war oracles are 
one of the oldest in prophetic tradition and that the OANs are one form of the war oracle.^' 
There have been others who have changed the face of Jeremiah studies, such as Duhm, who 
introduced in his commentary the idea of three major sources to Jeremiah. However, since 
his theories are largely irrelevant to the OANs (he followed the school of thought that 
considered them inauthentic) he has not been selected for representation here. 
Writing in 1971 (though his dissertation was not published until 1975), Christensen claimed 
that the authenticity debate was ongoing.'^ '^  In fact the debate continues still as can be seen 
fi-om the work of Geyer, whose 2009 response to Hagedom is the latest publication on the 
OANs. Issues of dating and textual analysis also form a major component of Geyer's 
earlier works.'^'' 
Sitz I'm Leben, Form and Function 
One of the characteristic emphases within the historical-critical paradigm has been to 
provide a Sitz im Leben for the OANs and these have ranged from war, through covenant 
festivals, ascension rituals and lamentation rituals, to the royal court.'^ ^ The Sitz im Leben 
often determines what form the OANs are seen to be. They haVe been designated as war 
oracles, prophetic judgment speeches, curses, part of cult liturgy, treaty curses, political 
speeches and early apocalyptic literature. Sometimes the boundaries merge or it is thought 
that the OAN developed over time, moving from one category through to another. 
Von Rad's analysis (more than Gottwald's) had a significant impact on the understanding of 
the OANs and found wide acceptance, at least in part, and continues to do so. His influence 
is apparent in Christensen's attempt in transformations of the War Oracle to plot the 
evolution of the war oracle, in which he argued that the OANs stemmed from the war oracle 
and underwent two main transformations. First, the war oracle as a military strategy became 
a literary mode of prophetic judgment speech (that is, OAN) in the tenth to eighth centuries 
Gottwald 1976:942 
VonRad 1975:199 
--Christensen 1975:1-15 
" Geyer 2009:80-87 
Geyer 1986:129-145 
" Christensen 1975:1-15 
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BCE, around the time of Amos. Secondly, it moved from the world of international polities 
to the historical realm of early apocalyptic literature in the opening decades of the sixth 
century BCE in Jeremiah's time. That is, it moved from judgment on YHWH's national foes 
to the preservation of the Divine Warrior's people in exile until they returned to Zion.^^ 
Christensen divided Jeremiah's OANs into three categories: Jeremianic oracles; 'archaic' 
(that is, pre-Jeremianic) oracles; and exilic oracles against Babylon. The oracle against 
Moab is one of the archaic kind,^^ which means it stemmed from the period of political 
expansion under Josiah and was subsequently reused and expanded. Thus it was more 
developed and complex than the Jeremianic OANs.^* 
Where Christensen found three categories wdthin Jeremiah's OANs, Geyer argued in 
Mythology and Lament that there were two basic forms of OANs. The first relates to Amos 
1-2 and Ezekiel 25, which are characterised by a strong note of indictmerit but a lack of 
mythological language. The second form encompasses the rest of the major bodies of 
OANs: Isaiah 13-23; Jeremiah 46-51 and Ezekiel 26-32 and belongs to the realm of 
mythology.^^ Geyer's classifications have not been adopted by other scholars and the OANs 
are not generally seen in terms of mythology. Nevertheless, Geyer's book is a rare work in 
that one chapter deals specifically with the oracles against Moab in Isaiah 15-16 and 
Jeremiah 48. He argues that the language is largely liturgical, the themes mythological and 
the core is lament. According to Geyer, Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab describes the 
struggle between chaos and cosmos.'^ ^ Again, most commentators do not see Jeremiah 48 in 
cosmic terms, no doubt because the language is not cosmic; in fact the OANs rarely use 
cosmic language. 
More recently, Smelik concluded that the OANs had both a military-political level and an 
ideological one.^' Brueggemarm, too, is interested in the ideological and rhetorical fiinction 
of the OANs. In 'At the Mercy of Babylon' he surmised that when Israel spoke of the mercy 
of God it first talked of the mercy of Babylon, daring rhetoric which 'asserted that no savage 
power in the world could separate Israel from God's mercy.'^^ 
Christensen 1975:1-15 
"Christensen 1975:208 
Christensen 1975:248 
Geyer 2004:9-20 
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In Hayes's work on international treaties, 'The Usage of Oracles against Foreign Nations in 
Ancient Israel', he suggests that the OANs mean salvation for Israel because in the 
lamentation, ritual judgment on the nation denotes salvation for Israel.^^ The idea that the 
OANs function as salvation oracles to Judah still endures, for instance Diamond's 
introductory chapter in Troubling Jeremiah and Carroll's on chapter 25.'''' Another example 
is Holt, whose interesting slant is that the 'foe from the North' oracles are OANs directed 
against YHWH's own people.''^ That the OANs are not always equated with salvation for 
Israel will be discussed in due course. 
In contrast to the above scholars, Hil l , in 'The Construction of Time in Jeremiah 25', sees 
the OANs as demonstrating, as in Amos, that judgment is the same for both Israel / Judah 
and the nations.''^ Amesz makes similar observations and argues that Jeremiah 50-51 
displays YHWH's vengeance and sovereignty.^^ The idea that the OANs function as a 
declaration of YHWH's sovereignty is a common one and Bellis is representative of many 
when she claims that Jeremiah 50 'expresses the conviction that there is one Lord of history, 
who is just and powerful and who will punish those who do evil and vindicate those whose 
cause is just.' 
Comparative Studies 
Interest in extra biblical materials increased after the Second World War and in 1968 there 
were two main works published which studied the OANs in relation to other ANE contexts. 
The first was Hayes's paper, mentioned above, in which he looked at Sumerian curses.^ ^ 
The second was van Dijk's monograph on Ezekiel's prophecy to Tyre, in which the OANs 
are examined in the light of comparative Canaanite and Semitic studies in terms of linguistic 
parallels in Ugaritic and other North Western Semitic dialects. Van Dijk optimistically 
judged such philological and syiitactical comparisons as being the way forward in clearing 
up some of the problematic aspects of the text which had previously been treated by either 
emending the text or excising parts in order to 'meet the poetical and metrical requirements 
favoured by the commentators themselves.''"' Boadt too, in 1980 in Ezekiel's Oracles 
" Hayes 1968:81-92 
Carroll 1999:82, 85; Diamond 1999:22. Interestingly, in 2002 Barstad (p.93) phrased it the other way round; 
promises of salvation to foreigners were words of doom against YHWH's own people. 
"Holt 2003:185 
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Against Egypt, conducted a comparative analysis, concentrating on the grammar and usage 
of Ugaritic and Phoenician texts. This included exarnination of ANE OANs outside of the 
OT. He himself acknowledged that in some ways his work continued that of van Dijk's and, 
indeed, both these comparative studies were written for the Biblica et Orientglia series. 
Despite van Dijk's expectation, and although knowledge of ANE languages has aided 
translation and interpretation of words and phrases, the main contribution of comparative 
studies in relation to the OANs has still been in regard to their possible original Sitz im 
Leben. Hagedom's 2007 paper, 'Looking at Foreigners in Biblical and Greek Prophecy' is 
one such recent example and here he argues, from comparisons with Greek prophecy (in 
Homer and Herodotus) that the context was one of war (real or imagined). In his view, 
OANs were one means of reaffirming one's own identity and tended to imply salvation for 
the nation pronouncing them.'" 
Geyer also is concerned with comparative extra-biblical texts, for example, the Sumerian 
laments and Ugaritic texts. In his recent response to Hagedom, he asserts that Hagedom's 
comparison is invalid, not least because the Greek OANs were uttered by individuals on 
particular occasions whereas, as he argues elsewhere, the OT OANs were part of cultic 
liturgy when the Day of Atonement became linked with the Jubilee.'*^ He also disagrees that 
the OANs were salvation oracles for the nation which uttered them. Geyer bases his 
comments on an assumption of the Sitz im Leben of the OANs, which he addresses in an 
earlier paper. That is, as discussed above, a cosmic battle between the gods in the sphere of 
mythology. 
Rolling Corpus 
Perhaps the most significant development in the field of Jeremiah studies has been the 
concept of McKane's rolling corpus. Put simply, McKane looks at MT Jeremiah in relation 
to the shorter LXX Jeremiah and accounts for the difference by means of two separate 
Vorlagen. The MT version developed piecemeal over time via authors and redactors adding 
short commentary riotes on previous verses. McKane comes to this conclusion by 
investigating places in MT which are very similar to LXX and noticing that where there are 
divergences, they are usually in the form of explanatory notes present in MT but absent in 
LXX. Having perceived the method of redaction in MT, he notices other places where this 
Hagedom 2007:432-448 
87 
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appears to have occurred (even though there are no clues in L X X ) / ^ McKane develops his 
theory over chapters 1-25 in the first volume of his commentary, but although he does not 
seem to use the term 'rolling corpus' in relation to chapters 26-52, he sees the same process 
at work. This is interesting, because it brings Jeremiah's OANs into the same purview as the 
rest of the book in this respect and, in fact, McKane does not deem the OANs to have been a 
separate corpus added later to MT and LXX, but considers that they originally existed in MT 
after 25:13 (where they are in LXX).'*'* McKane's rolling corpus is now widely accepted, 
though Diamond deems all of the papers in Troubling Jeremiah to provide counter-texts to 
the idea, at least in 'overcoming some of the inconcinnity McKane has sensed afflicting the 
tradition.'''^ 
Work Specifically on Jeremiah's OANs 
There are two main distinctive elements in the work on Jeremiah's OANs as opposed to 
OAN studies in general. First, there is the issue of the order and placement of the OANs 
being different in LXX and in MT. Secondly, there is the question of the role of Babylon 
and the significance of the oracle concerning Babylon being last in the collection. The 
significance arises because Babylon is the specific tool in the rest of the book of Jeremiah 
which YHWH uses to punish the nations. There is no such equivalent in the other prophetic 
books.*^ 
LXX 
Much of the discussion on MT's versus LXX's ordering and placement of the OANs has 
centred around which came first, with the consensus historically tending to rest on LXX as 
the more original.'*^ Now, however, with the discovery of Qumran fragments witnessing to 
both traditions, it is generally thought that the two had separate Vorlagen and distinct 
redactional histories."*^ Nevertheless, the debate still continues. In his 1992 article, 'Text 
McKane 1986:l-lxxxiii 
McKane 1996:clxiv 
"'Diamond 1999:24 
See also McConville 1993:137 
Those who consider LXX's placing of the oracles to be original are: Allen 2008:458; Clements 1988:246; 
Fretheim 2002:577; Holladay 1989:313, 315; Lundbom 2004b: 181; McKane 1996:1109; Miller 2001:878 
(tentatively); Rudolph 1968:265; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:276; Volz 1928:381. Jones 
(1992:484) is one of few who consider MT's placing to be original. Those who consider LXX's sequence to be 
more original are: Carroll, 1986:497, 759; Duhm 1901:337; Jones 1992:484-485; Smothers in Keown, Scalise 
and Smothers 1995:276. Those who consider MT's sequence to be original are: Holladay 1989:313; Lundbom 
2004b: 181; McKane 1996:1110; Rudolph 1968:265; Volz 1928:382. 
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Drinkard 1991:xlii-xlv; Feinberg 1982:16; Fretheim 2002:25; Holladay 1989:313, 467; Jones 1992:49-50; 
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and Redaction in Jeremiah's Oracles Against the Nations', Watts is almost solely concerried 
with the differences between MT and LXX and seeks to demonstrate that one author was 
responsible for most of them."*^  Yet, in his final paragraph he asserts that the response to his 
resuhs should be that the OANs are no longer 'dismissed as a secondary scribal addition' 
and that ultimately they should 'be integrated into interpretations of the message of the book 
as a whole and given the attention which their prominent positions in both the LXX and MT 
suggest they deserve.'^° 
Carolyn Sharp's 1997 article, '"Take Another Scroll and Write'" is a detailed textual 
analysis of the differences between MT and LXX. In this paper, like McKane, she 
tentatively concludes that the textual state of the oracles seem to support the idea that there 
were two different Vorlagen which underlay MT and LXX.^' Also in 1997 Lundbom wrote 
a book on ancient Hebrew rhetoric in Jeremiah in which he concluded similarly, even 
speculating that Baruch was the custodian of LXX's Vorlage and Seraiah that of MT.^^ 
Babylon 
Most of the books and papers on Jeremiah's OANs published in the twenty first century have 
focused mainly on Babylon. That is, van Hecke's 'Metaphorical Shifts in the Oracles 
against Babylon (Jeremiah 50-51)', Kessler's Battle of the Gods, Holt's 'The Meaning of an 
Inclusio', all in 2003, and Smelik's, Amesz's and Brueggemahn's essays in Reading the 
Book of Jeremiah in 2004.^ ^ Previously, discussions concentrated on the putative tumaround 
in Jeremiah's views regarding Babylon in that up until chapters 50-51 Jeremiah has insisted 
that Judah must submit to Babylon as YHWH's tool of punishment, but in these two 
chapters he castigates Babylon. However, recent works, such as Brueggemarm's, have 
tended to move away from this debate to more ideological questions. In Brueggemann's 
case these relate to Babylon's political power. However, since the focus on Babylon 
concerns only Jeremiah 50-51 and has little bearing on Jeremiah 48, or the OANs in general, 
no more will be said here on the issue. Nevertheless, the increased interest in the oracle 
concerning Babylon (the longest oracle concerning the biggest player on the ANE field in 
Kreuzer 2006:226-227; Lundbom 2004b:xiv; McKane 1986:l-!i; 1996:clxxii-clxxiii, clxxiv; Miller 2001:567-
568; Stulman 2005:8; Thompson 1980:29, 119, 686; Watts 1992:446 
Watts 1992:446-447 
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in JBL. 
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the sixth century) highlights the fact that there has not been an equivalent rise in attention 
given to the oracle concerning Moab. 
Significance of Literary / Synchronic Readings 
Shift in Focus 
By the beginning of the twenty first century, scholars were beginning to talk of some aspects 
of historical-critical study in the past tense. For instance, Holt writes 'Gone are the 
questions of former times concerning Jeremiah's biography or the historical circumstances 
behind the poetry and prose of the Book of Jeremiah.'^^ Kessler talks in 2003 about 'bygone 
historicism' when he gives the aim of his own work: 
Since the goal of this work is "to hear" the text (to discover what it "says"), concerns 
with the shape, form, and sound of the text are high on the agenda. However, literary 
artistry is never viewed as an appropriate goal in itself Such a goal stops 
prematurely, neglecting serious interpretation which should flow from a thoughtful 
preoccupation with the text. It is assumed that our preoccupation demands a positive, 
sympathetic perspective on the text. There may be a connection between the fact that 
19"^  century writers were often quite negative in their comments on the text and the 
fact that they often failed to grasp its proclamatory aspect; what the text is trying to 
say. More often than not, they spent virtually all their energy on what might lie 
behind the text (historical criticism), with the unhappy result that they ran out of 
steam when they should have engaged in constructive exegesis. Such is the heritage 
of bygone historicism.^^ 
In his essay in Troubling Jeremiah Kessler writes, ' Reading numerous commentaries and 
their judgments about what is "authentic" and what is not, or what could be Jeremiah 
speaking, and what could not possibly be him, becomes not only tiresome, it provides no 
help in understanding the text.'^^ Kessler tries to move beyond the limits of literary and 
form criticism in his own work and give a literary reading of the text by introducing 
rhetorical criticism as a methodological tool.^^ 
Kessler also takes issue with those who see no coherence in Jeremiah. 
Jeremiah has enjoyed an honoured place in the canon, having been cherished by the 
faith communities of both synagogue and church as a respected part of the "holy 
book". It therefore falls to the responsible exegete to elucidate the text for the benefit 
of its readers: what are the words, the form, the structure, seen in their context - in 
Holt 2003:184 54 
" Kessler 2003:9 
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their totality and unity - saying? What is its rhetorical function of the text [sic], but 
more crucially, what is its kerygma?^^ 
For Kessler, then, the move away from purely historical-critical questions is a welcome one. 
Perdue's chapter ('The Book of Jeremiah in Old Testament Theology') in Troubling 
Jeremiah also acknowledges that at the time of compiling A Prophet to the Nations the key 
issues had been 'largely historical in nature' but that there were now new methods of 
interpretations and fresh questions.^^ Certainly, the essays in Troubling Jeremiah regarding 
the OANs tend to de-emphasise the historical questions. Perdue, in contrast to Kessler, 
however, has reservations about this move: 
The most pressing question for me nowadays, however, is whether these more recent 
methods inay be adapted to and incorporated within previous historical-critical work, 
or whether they represent what some of our colleagues call a "paradigm shift" that, 
for the most part, tends to dismiss the past in order to make room for the new...Today 
the cacophony of competing attempts to be heard has become a din of dissonance and 
a Tower of Babel in modem scholarship. This fragmentation (I prefer not to use the 
term "crisis") is centered in epistemology, for in these times we have many ways of 
knowing, issuing from different genders, sexual orientations, ethnic groups and 
cultures.^" 
Brueggemann takes the in-between position in his chapter on the future of Jeremiah studies 
when he states that ' I t is not news any longer that scholarship has moved decisively from 
diachronic to synchronic ways of reading. And while some scholars may be polemical about 
the matter, most are inclined to adopt something of a both/and approach.'^' At the same 
time he points out that ' I t is clear that synchronic reading and canonical interpretation are 
not to be equated. Nonetheless, an important convergence may be seen in these 
approaches.'^ ^ Bmeggemann sees the shift from diachronic to synchronic as marked by a 
move from historical analysis to rhetorical study. ^ •^  
This is probably best reflected in the commentaries. The earlier German commentaries 
(Duhm, Volz, Weiser, Rudolph) were primarily concerned with textual variants and 
emendations, authenticity and redaction, and literary style. More recent commentaries (for 
example, Bmeggemann's. Miller's and Fretheim's) speak of power struggles, the nature of 
YHWH's involvement with other nations and the wider implications of such texts. Carroll's 
Kessler 2003:10 
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1 9 8 6 commentary, with its ideological focus, was probably the first to depart from the 
mainstream in this way. Obviously, there have still been recent historical-critical 
commentaries published on Jeremiah, for example, Holladay's Hermeneia volumes ( 1 9 8 6 
and 1 9 9 8 ) and McKane's ICC volumes ( 1 9 8 6 and 1 9 9 6 ) . Lundbom's three volume Anchor 
Bible commentary ( 1 9 9 9 , 2 0 0 4 and 2 0 0 4 ) is also primarily in this mould, despite having 
other concerns as well. 
The tide has changed even in relation to the OANs for there has been increased interest in 
the last decade or two, particularly in relation to Jeremiah 5 0 - 5 1 . Just four years after Bellis 
was lamenting the dearth of literature relating to the OANs^ Kessler was able to write in 
Battle of the Gods: 
In our survey of scholarship on the Jeremian oracles against Babylon, we have 
witnessed a growing interest in these oracles after many years of neglect. At one 
time, compared to the rest of the book, Jererniah 5 0 - 5 1 resembled a quiet pool, 
removed fi-om the tumult of the main stream of scholarship, which habitually shunted 
aside (or just plain ignored!) the OAN, but above all the oracles against Babylon. 
Clearly, an enormous change has taken place in Jeremiah studies generally.^^ 
This change is most easily demonstrated by glancing at collections of essays on Jeremiah. 
W h e n v 4 Prophet to the Nations was published in 1 9 8 4 , none of the twenty three papers 
comprising the book was dedicated to chapters 4 6 - 5 1 . This is perhaps particularly surprising 
given the title of the collection. In the introductory chapter to Prophet to the Nations, 
Perdue writes that the history of biblical criticism 'is clearly mirrored in Jeremiah studies.'^ ^ 
Whether this is the reason that the OANs are not represented in any of the essays in the book 
is not discussed. However, he does list the issues that draw most attention and the OANs are 
not among them: date of Jeremiah's call; Jeremiah's view of and / or relation to the 
Deuteronomic reform; the identity of the enemy from the North; textual differences between 
MT and LXX; and the composition and development of the book. 'Undergirding and 
stimulating most Jeremianic research since the inception of modem criticism is the concern 
to discover the Jeremiah of history.'^^ Perdue himself attributes the OANs to later 
redactors.^^ 
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By the time Troubling Jeremiah was published in 1999 there were two essays out of twenty 
five which related to the OANs; both of these papers dealt in different ways with Jeremiah's 
oracle concerning Babylon in chapters 50-51. This interest in Babylon did not abate, so that 
when Reading the Book of Jeremiah was published in 2004, out of fourteen essays the three 
concerning the OANs all related to Babylon, though only one of these was solely concerned 
with chapters 50-51. 
It seems that the situation was a little better in Isaianic studies, for iri 1989 four of thirty 
essays in The Book of Isaiah were dedicated to the nations; one concerned the destiny of the 
nations; another centred on Babylon; the third addressed the OANs in chapters 13-23 as a 
whole; and the fourth concerned the oracle against Babylon and Assyria in 14:22-27. 
Interestingly, studies of the book of Amos tend to give more attention to the OANs found 
within it than do studies on other prophetic books. In fact, in the 1974 collection of essays. 
Studies on Prophecy there is one essay (amongst twelve) on Amos's OANs (the only essay 
on either the OANs or Amos). How much of this is due to the fact that Amos opens with the 
OANs (they come in the middle of Isaiah and at the end of MT Jeremiah) is impossible to 
judge, but their position at the start of the book means that they are hard to ignore. 
Nevertheless, overall, there has been increased interest in the OANs and this shift has taken 
place since the inception of Brevard Childs's canonical approach. This is unlikely to be 
purely coincidental, for privileging the final form of the text raises the profile of later textual 
additions ( i f such they be). At the same time, one does not necessarily lead to the other for 
even a canonical approach allows for a view of 'a canon within a canon' and the OANs are 
not normally seen as the most central texts of the OT. I would venture to suggest that one 
factor in the renewed interest may be (Western) cultural climate changes. First, the world 
has become a 'global village' and international issues are high on the agenda at many levels. 
Secondly, in Western 'post-modem' society, traditional social norms and expectations are 
challenged and hard questions are asked. This may in part account for what seems to be a 
greater fascination in scholarship than previously with the 'hard texts of the Bible', though 
such is sfiU a minority interest. As well, in 'post-Christian' UK, at least, as the general 
populace has moved away from regarding the Bible as 'inspired Scripture', such a focus may 
also have arisen from a need to jusfify the Bible / OT. In addition, riew hermeneutical 
perspectives have also enabled the hard texts of the Bible to be readdressed and perhaps 
reclaimed; one thinks immediately of Phyllis Trible's feminist readings in Texts of Terror. 
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The interest in Babylon in the twenty first century may be because of the prominent role of 
Babylon elsewhere in Jeremiah, because Babylon is the epitome of a 'wicked' foreign 
nation, or because in a contemporary world with arguably only one major superpower (the 
US) which dominates much of the rest, Babylon is the nation which resonates the clearest. 
As will become apparent throughout the dissertation, Brueggeman is an example of a scholar 
who draws links between the US and Babylon. Nevertheless, whilst Babylon has become 
the focus of some studies and more has been written on the OANs in general, the oracles 
concerning other nations still appear to be under-represented in Jeremiah scholarship. 
The OANs in Their Literary Context 
The mix of interests, some with a purely historical-critical focus and others concerned with 
the final form, is indicative of the state of current scholarship in Biblical Studies. That is, 
the work of historical criticism continues (as Hagedom's and Geyer's latest papers 
demonstrate), whilst those privileging the final form of the text work in parallel with this 
older method, i f not in tandem with it. Sometimes the research is similar though the aims 
take diverging paths, for instance intricate textual studies are undertaken as a means of 
building up a literary image rather than a historical one. Steinmann's 1992 paper on the 
order of Amos's OANs is one such example of a literary study. Here he seeks to 
demonstrate that there is coherence in the order of Amos's OANs and, convinced that he 
does so successfully, calls on those who view some OANs as later additions to prove their 
case. Acknowledging Paul's work on catchphrases twenty one years previously, he surmises 
that the order is determined by the type of nation (for example, city state, nation, or special 
nation) plus its geographical location.^^ 
The work of Shalom M. Paul cited by Steinmann is his 1971 paper on Amos's OANs. In 
this, Paul is concerned with discovering a pattem in the ordering of the OANs rather than in 
their historic setting. This he achieves by noting that the nation oracles are linked to each 
other by means of catchwords or phrases.^° Paul's literary contribution came some time 
before such studies became common in the field of biblical studies. This may be due at least 
in part to his background of midrashic teaching where the text in its final form was read 
imaginatively. That is, a literary approach would have been more congenial to a Jewish 
mind such as Paul's than it would to a Protestant historical-critical scholar standing against 
Steinmann 1992:683-689 
™ Paul 1971:397-403 
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the backdrop o f the Reformation and Enlightenment.^' Another example of textual work 
undertaken in order to understand the literary form is by another Jewish scholar, Adele 
Berlin in her 1995 article on Zephaniah's OANs and Israelite Cultural Myth in Fortunate the 
Eyes that See. Here she accounts in a literary rather than historical manner for the selection 
and omission of nations.^^ Van Hecke, too, looks at the coherence of the oracle and its 
position within the final form by means of its metaphors, specifically the pastoral ones." 
Kessler's Battle of the Gods is also largely a literary study, though in Chapter Seven he looks 
at the canonical context of the oracle in ever widening contexts (Jeremiah's OANs, the rest 
of the book of Jeremiah, Isaiah's OANs), and Chapter Eight is a historical discussion. In 
fact, he states that 'Whilst the approach is literary, its ultimate orientation is biblical-
theological.'^'* He concludes that Babylon's sins were: doing her task of subduing nations 
too enthusiastically; hubris; and idolatry (idolatry among the nations wil l be discussed in 
Chapter Seven).^ ^ As might be expected froni the title of his book, he considers that YHWH 
defeats Marduk. He observes that there are not only contrasts but analogies between Judah 
and Babylon and sees the OANs against Babylon as the only ones which are not salvation 
oracles for Judah (but are rather judgment on Babylon).''^ 
Stulman's 2005 commentary on Jeremiah is, perhaps, a little disappointing in its treatment of 
Jeremiah 48, for whilst the stmcture indicates that it will give a sequential reading of the 
chapter, Stulman does little more than retell Jeremiah 48 in prosaic form. On the other hand, 
Allen's Jeremiiah commentary published in 2008 yields one or two nuggets that are new. For 
instance, he argues that some of the OANs have a lexical link to the ones immediately 
preceding and following it, in terms of shared vocabulary or ideas.Though Paul did 
similarly regarding the OANs in Amos (see above), nothing comparable appears to have 
been attempted in Jeremiah. It is the link with the vocabiilary of chapter 47 (weeping, 
falling silent, sword, etc.) that persuades Allen that Jeremiah 48 has been placed where it 
now stands in MT, a suggestion that has not previously beeii offered.^^ Also unique to Allen 
is the dividing of Jeremiah 48 into two roughly symmetrical parts: \ab-21 and 28-44 with 
" For a further discussion on Jewish thinking and Historical criticism see Levenson 1993:33-61, 82-105. 
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45-47 an addition. Apart from this, however, his main commentary proceeds verse by verse 
through the chapter and the comments run along conventional lines. 
Paul Raabe 
Paul Raabe's 1995 article, 'Why Prophetic Oracles against the Nations?', published in 
Fortunate the Eyes that See, explicitly addresses the purpose of the OANs and in my opinion 
his paper stands as a beacon in the field of OANs in terms of perspicacity in handling the 
text in its final form. Raabe begins by pointing out that the OANs are a significant part of 
prophecy. He then takes Isaiah 13-23 as his test case and lists all the reasons for judgment 
that are given in the texts themselves, grouping them in categories. 
His paper has clear headings, including one clarifying his title question, which he argues 
needs to be split into two: 1) the ultimate goal of the future act of divine judgment; and 2) 
the rhetorical purpose of the speech. Also, he breaks down the purpose of the OANs 
according to Israel and the nations, arguing that the nations were an implicit audience, even 
i f they did not actually hear the speech. Some of these purposes overlap and it is arguable 
whether they are all distinct from each other, but nevertheless Raabe organises the material 
lucidly. 
Also unique to Raabe are the three models of OANs he proposes based on the relationship of 
woe and weal. These are: the Jonah model (divine repentance view), in which judgment is 
pronounced in an unconditional form, though i f a nation repents, YHWH wil l relent; the 
Amos model (sequential view) in which judgment is irrevocable but the nation can still have 
a fiiture bound up in Israel's; and the Obadiah model (eschatological view) in which a nation 
is accused and summoned to change its ways before the inevitable universal-eschatological 
day of YHWH. Jeremiah 48 falls under his second model, for judgment is inevitable and 
inescapable but restoration follows. 
Finally, Raabe looks at the rhetorical ptirpose of the oracles, again according to hearer, that 
is, all hearers (nations cannot escape by relying on their own resources), Israelite hearers 
(promises of rescue, warning against foreign alliances, warnings against desiring other 
nations' gods, and a background for accusations against Israel - to show that they are no 
better than the goyim) and non-Israelite hearers. The purpose for non-Israelite hearers 
correlates with the three OAN models: that i f a nation repents then YHWH might relent; that 
judgment is inevitable; that the accusations are designed to change a nation's ways. The 
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weakest section of his paper is that in which he argues that the non-Israelite hearers might 
actually have heard the OANs. For while the oracles might have been addressed to the 
nations and there are no logistic reasons that would stop a prophet (for example, a prophet or 
representative could have fravelled or uttered their words to a foreign personage in Judah), 
he argues that texts like Jeremiah 18:7-8 imply that a nafion must have heard the message 
since there is a possibility of repentance. Other commentators do not draw out this logic in 
18:7-8, which rhay well be because the context of Jererniah 18:7-8 is Judah and not the 
nations. Nevertheless, whether or not nations heard the oracles, they are an implied audience 
and Raabe addresses this. 
Antecedents for Reading as Christian Scripture 
Raabe concludes his paper by asserting that 'Indeed, one can say that from the prophetic 
point of View when the God of Israel intervenes in history, the whole world ultimately 
benef i ts ' .This final sentence of Raabe's is understated in terms of a Christian reading (in 
fact there is nothing specifically Christian about it), but is typical of the kind of comments 
that scholars tend to make when addressing wider questions about God and the world (often 
in their final paragraph). For, generally, modem biblical scholarship has riot directly 
engaged with faith questions. However, this has changed in recent years and along with a 
move towards literary and synchronic readings, there has been a greater interest in the 
interpreter's role and context. Therefore, questions of reading texts as Christian Scripture 
have come more explicitly to the fore. Brueggemann formulates this effectively when he 
writes: 
We read the texts where we are. We read the text, as we are bound to read it, on the 
horizon of China's Tiananmen Square arid Berlin's wall, of Panama's canal and 
South Africa's changing situation, of Kuwait's lure of oil. Or among us, when we 
are daring, we may read the text in relation to the politics of publication, the play of 
power in promotion and tenure, the ambiguities of acquiring grants, and the 
seductions of institutional fiinding. We inevitably read the text where we sit. What 
happens in the act of theological interpretation is not an "application" of the text, nor 
an argument about contemporary policy, but an opening of a rhetorical field in which 
an urgent voice other than our own is set in the midst of imperial self-sufficiency and 
"colonial" despair. We eonfinue to listen while the voice of this text has its say 
against other voices that claim cotmterauthority.^° 
Whilst the above quotation is not specifically Christian in focus, Bmeggemann's wider 
framework is and this sits within it. 
Raabe 1995:254 
'° Brueggemann 2004:133-134 
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Conclusion 
So, then, in the last century, the questions brought to the book of Jeremiah and chapters 46-
51 particularly have ranged from authorship and identity of the ipsissima verba, through the 
Sitz im Leben and historical setting, to the rhetorical ftjnction and ideological intentions. 
That the OANs were deemed not relevant to discussions on the ipsissima verba of Jeremiah 
is probably one reason why they were under-represented in scholarship. Therefore, one of 
the major milestones on the journey has been a shift to literary and synchronic approaches. 
Others have been McKane's rolling corpus, scholars asking what purpose the OANs had, 
and Carroll and Bmeggemann et al. bringing contemporary perspectives and situations to the 
text. 
Though the move has generally been from a diachronic to a synchronic approach, historical 
questions are still addressed. Futhermore, whilst historical-critical commentaries tend not to 
ask what the text might mean in a context other than that of the original, such as a Christian 
(or Jewish) frame of reference, they are nevertheless hospitable to these other questions. 
Likewise, few works interested in literary and cainonical issues ignore historical-critical 
observations. Nevertheless, the type of investigation that Jeremiah's OANs have undergone 
has changed over time. That is, to paint with a broad bmsh, whereas once almost every 
piece of work was of a historical-critical nature, many competing perspectives are now also 
brought to bear upon the texts (or vice versa), for example, ideological, rhetorical, etc. As 
well, there has been a fresh move to take into account the interpreter's context, including that 
of faith, and to read texts as Christian Scripture within a contemporary context. Fretheim, 
Miller, Bmeggemaim, Jones and Clements all operate within a Christian framework and 
draw out different aspects of the text. Since these commentators explicitly read Jeremiah as 
Christian Scripture, they wil l be analysed in due course. Before that, however, there are two 
pieces of analysis that need to be imdertaken: a comparison of Jeremiah's oracle concerning 
Moab in MT with, first, LXX and, secondly, Isaiah's parallel oracle. Thus the investigation 
will now turn to MT Jeremiah 48 in the light of LXX Jeremiah 31. 
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Chapter Two: 
A Comparison of Jeremiah's Oracle Concerning Moab in 
IVIT (Ch. 48) and LXX (Ch. 31) 
Introduction 
The books of Jeremiah vary more between each other in MT and LXX than is usual, not 
least because LXX is substantially shorter (by about one eighth of the length of MT)^', but 
also, as discussed, because there is particular variance in the handling of the OAN chapters. 
First, the order of the nations differs within each OAN collection and, secondly, Jeremiah's 
collection of OANs is placed at the end of the book in MT, but in the middle in LXX. This 
chapter compares Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab in MT (chapter 48) with that of LXX 
(chapter 31) in order to seek out possible variances in nuance, even perhaps divergences in 
their theologies. The ultimate purpose is that the study might help the quest of interpreting 
Jeremiah 48 (MT). This task is facilitated by The New English Translation of the Septuagint 
(NETS), a project by The International Organization for Septuagint and Cognate Studies 
(lOSCS) which was completed in 2007. 
There are no commentaries on LXX Jeremiah, but McKane, as is widely recognised, 
dedicates a considerable amount of space to the text and its development and makes use of 
LXX (and other versions). No other commentator does anything comparable in terms of 
thoroughness. Therefore, McKane's ICC commentary is the prime work consulted in this 
evaluation with regard to the text of LXX and its translation. 
The discussion wil l open with the most striking and obvious difference: the canonical 
positioning of the oracle. The examination wil l then focus on what is arguably the next most 
noticeable disparity between the two texts: material that is in MT but absent in LXX. That 
is, the last three verses in MT (48:45-47), as well as verses 40b and 41b. There is little in the 
way of material found in LXX but not MT, so the next section of the chapter will deal with 
significant differences between the two. By 'significant' I exclude translational ambiguities 
that have little impact on the meaning, particularly those relating to place names. Although I 
have not commented where the qere of MT and LXX are in accord, I will include the 
instance (verse 20) where LXX and the ketib of MT cohere. The concluding section to this 
chapter will summarise the insights gained and determine whether the theologies of MT and 
^'Carroll 1986:50 
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LXX are distinct from each other and, i f so, how this might impact an interpretation of 
Jeremiah 48 (MT). 
Since the verse ordering within the chapter is the same in both MT and LXX, I will not 
always specify whether a verse number refers to MT Jeremiah 48, LXX Jeremiah 31, or 
both, for the context wil l determine this. Both MT and LXX use masculine and feminine 
pronouns for Moab, but for the sake of consistency I will use the feminine throughout. 
To clarify: Table I is a parallel presentation of the texts of MT and LXX, together with 
standard English translations (NRSV for MT and NETS for LXX). Divergences between the 
two texts have been emphasised. I have used the Gottingen critical edition of LXX by 
Ziegler as recommended by lOSCS.^^ It is worth pointing out that occasionally the English 
versions may indicate that there are differences even though there is none in the original 
versions. For example, y i T and eTTi)(Eipov may both be translated 'arm' (see NRSV verse 
25), although here it is clearly a metaphor for 'strength' (also a legifimate translation of 
y~IT), which is closer to the sense of Pietersma's (NETS) 'effort'. 
table 1: Jeremiah's Oracle eoncerning Moab in MT (48) and L X X (31) 
NRSV Jeremiah 48 MT Jeremiah 31 L X X NETS 
Concerning Moab. Thus 
says the LORD of hosts, 
the God of Israel: Alas for 
Nebo, it is laid waste! 
Kiriathaim is put to shame, 
it is taken; the fortress is 
put to shame and broken 
down; 
rr-j-Tt? --a Yarbx •'in 
• T T ' - i p m s b : ncj-'ah 
rrrnm 32c;Qn rrEj-'nn 
I I I I . ' T • 
'Trj Mcoap. Ouxcog erne 
Kupiog Oum ETTI Na^au, 
OTi COXETO- EXri|atp9r| 
K a p i a G a i p , r|ax^uv9r| 
Ajjaaayap Kai Axnfi. 
For Moab. Thus did the 
Lord say: Woe for Nabau, 
because he perished! 
Kariathaim was taken; 
Hamasaeab was put to 
shame, and Hatath. 
the renown of Moab is no 
more. In Heshbon they 
planned evil against her: 
"Come, let us cut her off 
from being a nation!" You 
also, 0 Madmen, shall be 
brought to silence: the 
sword shall pursue you. 
rr'^b^ nacn ]V3t?n3 
rrari-'-ipj-i T D ^ nu-j 
:3-i.ri ri'^ n T]i-}nx 
'^ ouK Eai iv en laxpEia 
Mcoa^- ev EaE^cov 
EXoyiaavTO ETT' auTr|v K O K Q -
EKOVjja^iEV a\JTr|v ocrro 
E S V O U C . Kai TiaOaiv 
TrauCTETai. o-mrrfiFv rrmi 
PaSiEixai |jdxaipa. 
Healine of Moab is no 
more; in Hesebon they 
planned evil against her: 
"We cut her off from being 
a nation!" She shall stop 
with a stop: a dagger shall 
go after you, 
Hark! a cry from 
Horonaim, "Desolation 
and great destruction!" 
T - V •.• T 
•'OTl (pG)vf)V KEKpayOTCOV E^ 
Opcova i j i , 6 X E 6 P O V K Q I 
CTuvxpippa psya 
because a voice of people 
that cry from Horonaim, 
"Desolation and a great 
fracture!" 
"Moab is destroyed!" her' 
little ones cry out.*^  =p] [Cfi.Vya =3] rrpyT 
TuvETpi^n Mcoap, 
avayyeiXoTE E15 Zoyopa. | 
"Moab was crushed!" 
announce to Zoaora. 
loses 2005:http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/ioscs/editions.html (05/07/09) 
NSRV has taken nps;T W Q c n together as 'cry out'. 
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For at the ascent of Luhith 
thev so up weeping 
bitterly; for at tiie descent 
of Horohaim they have 
heard the distressing cry of 
anguish. 
[m'n'^n =3] nhvn -"a^ 
• -p?? [*n-'rn'pn =p] 
^OTi ETrXqaGri AXctf.iB F V 
KXau9|ja). avapr|aFTm 
KXaicov ev 66co Opf.ivni|i, 
Because Halaoth was filled 
by weeping, he will go up 
weeping by wav of 
••-13 ••'5'nn Kpauyfiv ouvTpi|apaTog 
TiKouaare 
Horonaim; a cry of 
fracture you have heard. 
Flee! Save yourselves! Be 
like a wild ass'" in the 
desert! 
n i ; i - iu3 n j i T i m 
:-i3-ra3 
T : • -
''<l>£UYeTe KQi acoaaxe tag 
»|)UX°? 'Jpwv Kal eaEaGe 
QOTTep ovoc aypior f v 
epripw. 
Flee, and save your souls, 
and you shall be like a 
wild ass in a wilderness! 
Surely, because you 
trusted in your 
strongholds'^ and vour 
treasures, vou also shall be 
taken; Chemosh shall go 
out into exile, with his 
priests and his attendants. 
•q-im-isVitsi Tj"it£7sjn3 
Ka-^T •'-r3'pn n x - n a 
T T ; . . . T • : -
[ O l b ? =p] [E7"'Q3 =3] 
rnc?-) Ti:ri3 n'pYj? 
= p ] ' h n : = 3 ] 
'eTTEiSf) eTTETTOiGeig sv 
6i(upco|jacT{ aoM. Km rru 
auXXr|fj<f)6nar|- Kal 
E ^ E X E O C T E T Q I Xapcog E V 
CtTTOlKiqi, 01 lEpEig aUTOU KQl 
ol a p ) ( O V T E 5 auTOu apa. 
Seeing that you frusted in 
your sfroneholds. vou also 
shall be seized. And 
Chamos shall go out in 
exile, his priests and his 
rulers together. 
The destroyer shall come 
upon every town, and no 
town shall escape; the 
valley shall perish, and the 
plain shall be destroyed, as 
the L O R D has spoken. 
p o y n -[3X1 D^iKin 
:mn- ' - |QX 
T : - T 
^KOl fj^El 6XE9pog ETTl 
Tiaaav T T O X I V . O U [if] ooGfj, 
Kai aTToXeiTai 6 auXcov, Kal 
E^oXEBpEuSrjaETai r) TTESivrj, 
KoGug E I T T E Kupiog. 
And destruction shall come 
upon,every city; it shall 
not be saved. And the 
valley shall perish, and the 
plain shall be destroyed 
utterly, as the Lord has 
said. 
Set aside salt"" for Moab, 
for she will surely fall'^: 
her towns shall become a 
desolation, with no 
inhabitant in them. 
•'•3 3 X V D ' P f a-un" 
T V T : r 
] " ' X Q n r - r r n nni'sih' 
:]rr3 3E:r 
' 5 6 T E gripeia xfj Mcoap, O T I 
acpfj dvacpGnaETai. Kai 
Traaai ai rroXEig auTrjg eig 
a^aTov saovtai- T T O S E V 
IvoiKog autrj; 
Give signs to Moab, 
because she will be 
kindled with kindling, and 
all her cities shall become 
unfrodden; from where 
will she get an inhabitant? 
Accursed is the one who is 
slack in doing the work of 
the L O R D ; and accursed is 
the one who keeps back 
the sword from bloodshed. 
nsx'??? riwvi inx'" 
:;3b 11-1X1 rr^'D-i m n i 
- " 1 : T • : T : 
rDirp 13-in 
'"ETTiKdTapaTog 6 T T O I C O V T O 
Epya Kuplou a|JEXcog 
E^aipcov pd)(aipav auToG 
dtp' aiparog. 
Accursed is the one who is 
doing the work of the Lord 
carelessly by keeping back 
his dagger from bloodshed. 
Moab has been at ease 
from his youth, settled like 
wine on its dreas; he has 
1i-11S7?Q 3 X l b ] ] X B " 
v - i Q c - b x xirt DpiZ71 
""bsQ p - i i n - x b i 
x b n S i J ^ i •'bs-'px 
x b Yn-'-ii 13 ibyt? 
T T 
"dvETTauaaTO Mcoa^ E K 
TTaiSaplou Kal TTETTOiScog fjv 
ETTl Tn ^oFn nuTOu nwv 
Moab was at rest from 
childhood and trusted in 
his glory; he did not pour 
not been emptied from 
vessel to vessel, nor has he 
gone into exile; therefore 
his flavor has remained 
and his aroma is unspoiled. 
hiysev kE, dyYEiou Eig 
dyyEiov Kal Eig dTTOiKiO|.i6v 
ouK <x))(ETO- 6id T O O T O Eorri 
ysOjia auToO Iv auxcp, Kal 
6a|jr| auToO O U K E I E X I T T E . 
from vessel to vessel, and 
he was not going into 
exile; therefore his flavour 
remained in him, and his 
aroma did not leave. 
Therefore, the time is 
surely coming, says the 
••-xs ••'p;:-rr3ri ]3b'2 
i b - T i n b i D i nini-DX3 
:—: - - I T - : • 
'^6id TOUTO i5ou r)|jEpai 
Ep^ovTai, 9r]ol Kupiog, K O I 
Therefore behold, days are 
coming, quoth the Lord, 
'" M T 'juniper', but N R S V has read - r n y s with L X X . 
'^  MT 'works' but N S R V has accepted L X X ' s reading here. 
'* N R S V reads as 'salt' after a Ugaritic gloss on Akkadian eqlel tabti 'fields of salt', the gloss sisuma 
being a plural of ss which is deemed to be a synonym for 'salt' (see McKane 1996:1164). 
" Better 'fly away', but X S n XS2, a hapax legomenon, is an awkward phrase which has generated much 
discussion on how it should be translated (see McKane 1996:1163). 
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L O R D , when I shall send 
to him decanters to decant 
him, and empty his 
vessels, and break his*' iars 
in pieces. 
T'bD"! ins;s"i • • 'y i j ciTToaTeXco auxco xXivovTag, 
KQi KXivoijaiv auTov Km TO 
axeur) auToO XeTTTuvoOai 
Kal TO KEpaajiaTO auTOw 
auyKovj/ouai. 
and 1 shall send to him 
people that deviate, and 
they will make him 
deviate, and they shall 
pulverize his vessels and 
break up his mixtures. 
Then Moab shall be 
ashamed of Chemosh, as 
the house of Israel was 
ashamed of Bethel, their 
confidence. : n n u 3 a 
'^Kal KaTOiaxuvOrjaeTOi 
McoaP aTTO Xa^jcog, wcmep 
KaTr)cr)(uveri oiKog lapaqX 
airo BaiGnX TTSTroiSoTF.c PTT' 
auTOig. 
And Moab shall be 
ashamed of Chamos, as the 
house of Israel was 
ashamed of Baithel, when 
thev had confidence in 
them. 
How can you say, "We are 
heroes and mighty 
warriors"? 
T T : • -
""•rrcog IpEiTE 'la^upoi lajjev 
xai avGpcoTTog xa^vwv eig 
TO TToXejjiKd; 
How will you say, "We are 
strong and a strong person 
in warfare"? 
The destroyer of Moab"^ 
and his towns has come 
up. and the choicest of his 
young men have gone 
down to slaughter, savs the 
King, whose name is the 
L O R D of hosts. 
T' - i in3 "in3oi ^rr'pv 
n b c ; m x 3 2 
'%X£TO Mcoa^ TToXig O U T O O , 
Koi I K X E K T O I vEaviaKoi 
avTOv KaTE^qaav Eig 
aipayr^v 
Moab perished; his city 
and his choice young men 
went down to slaughter. 
The calamity of Moab is 
near at hand and his doom 
approaches swiftly. 
3l<lb-T'J< 3V-lip"^ 
n-irra i h u m xib*? 
'^EYyug f\\iBpa McoaP 
E X S E I V , Km TTOvripia aurou 
TO^Eia aipoSpa. 
Moab's day is near to 
come, and his wickedness, 
very swiftly. 
Mourn over him, all you 
his neighbors, and all who 
know his name; say, "How 
the mighty scepter is 
broken, the glorious staff!" 
T'3-'3D-'?3i -h V T : " 
T i Q X V Q D •>U-I'I "^bi 
T T : • I-. -
"KivrjaaTE aimTi, -n-avTFr 
K U K X G O E V auTOU, TrdvTeg 
EiSoTEg 6vo|ia Q U T O U - EiTraTE 
ricog auvEjpipq PoKxripia 
EUKXErjg, pdpSog 
|j£YaXco|jaTog. 
Stir for him, all you round 
about him and all who 
know his name; say, "How 
has the renowned staff 
broken to pieces, a rod of 
magnificence!" 
Come down from glory, 
and sit on the parched 
ground, enthroned 
daughter Dibon! For the 
destroyer of Moab has 
come up against you; he 
has destroyed your 
strongholds. 
=3] ^^•3ZlQ i-T-)'" 
X Q 3 3 [•'3B7T =p] [i3t^'i 
] V 3 i T n 3 n3C7''' 
nhv 3Nib nic7"'3 
:"^"'-i2S3Q nnc; •rj3 
"^KaTO^rjei d-TTO So^rig K Q I 
KdGiaov Ev uypaaia. 
Ka9r||j£vri SKxpipETOi, O T I 
W X E T O Mcoap, dvEpr) Eig ok 
Xu|iaiv6pEvoc 6)(upa)|jd 
aou. 
Come down from glory, 
and sit on moist ground; 
seated she is being 
desfroved. because Moah 
has perished; he that ruins 
your stronghold came up 
against you. 
Stand by the road and 
watch, you inhabitant of 
Aroer! Ask the man 
fleeing and the woman 
escaping: sav. "What has 
happened?" 
• ' S S I •'-rpv " q i i - S x " 
I I - . ' : T • - ; -
'^E9' 66o0 orfjBi Km E T T I S E , 
Ka9r||j£vr] E V Apor|p, K Q I 
EpcoTriaov cpEuyovTO Kai 
aC0t!6(.IEVOV K H I FITT-nv Tl' 
EyEVETO; 
Stand by the road, and 
watch, you that sit in 
Aroer! And ask him that 
flees and escapes, and sav. 
"What has happened?" 
Moab is put to shame, for 
it is broken down; wail and 
n r i n - ' 3 b K i b E;-'3'rT^" ^"xaxriaxuvGri Mcoa^, O T I Moab was put to shame, 
because he was broken to 
M T 'their' but N R S V reads with Aquila r b ^ J I . 
Literally 'Moab has been destroyed'. 
" This is a singular construction where one would expect a plural in order to agree with r f - i u i 'and her 
towns'. ' ^ 
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cry! Tell it by the Amon, 
that Moab is laid waste. 
=p] =3] 
=p] [•'PV!'' ==] 
r a x i b iijp -'•3 
auveTpi^ri- oXoXu^ov Kai 
KEKpa^ov", avdyyEiXov Iv 
Apvcov OTi W X E T O Mcoa^. 
pieces; wail, and cry! Tell 
it in Amon that Moab has 
perished. 
Judgment has come upon 
the tableland, upon Holon. 
and Jahzah, and Mephaath, 
: [nya-'o =p] [ n y a i b 
- ' K Q I Kpiaig Ipxeiai eig yfiv 
Tou Miacop ETTi XpXf.w Kct] 
ETTi PEcpgg KQi ETTi Mco^aaG 
And judgment is coming to 
the land of Misof. upon 
Chelon and upon Rephas 
and upon Mophaath 
and Dibon, and Nebo, and 
Beth-diblathaim, 
'^ -KQi ETti Aai^cov K a i ETTI 
N a p a u KQi ETT' O ' I K O V 
Ae^XaOaip 
and upon Daibon and upon 
Nabau and upon the house 
of Deblathaim 
and Kiriathairti, and Beth-
gamul, and Beth-meon, 
^\a.\ ETTi K a p i a 9 a i p K Q I ETT' 
oiKOv FapcoX Kai E T T ' O I K O V 
Macov 
and upon Kariathaim and 
upon the house of Gamol 
and upon the house of 
Maon 
and Kerioth, and Bozrah, 
and all the towns of the 
land of Moab, far and near. 
rma-iprt") m'p'n-in 
'^ ''Kai ETTI Kapico9 Kai ETTI 
Boaop Kai ETTI Tudaag Tag 
TToXEig Mcoap xdg TToppco 
K O I Tag EyyOg. 
and upon Karioth and upon 
Bosor and upon all the 
cities of Moab, those far 
and those near. 
The horn of Moab is cut 
off, and his arm is broken, 
savs the L O R D . 
3Kib ]-i.p ny- i? :25 
1 r 
^^KOTEaxSr) KEpag Mcoa^, 
K O I T O ETTl^ EipOV a U T O U 
auvETpipr). 
Moab's horn was cut off, 
and his effort was crushed. 
Make him drunk, because 
he magnified himself 
against the L O R D ; iet'" 
Moab wallow in his vomit; 
he too shall become a 
laughingstock. 
n;;rri iK^^i 3Xib 
: K i n - D a phi?'? 
"'^ pE9uCTaTE aUTOV, O T I ETTl 
Kvjpiov EpeyaXuvGr)- K O I 
ETTiKpoOaEi Mcoap iv y^ipi 
auToO K O I Eatai Eig yiXcoTa 
Kai auTog. 
Make him drunk, because 
he was magnified against 
the Lord, and Moab shall 
clap with his hand, and he 
too shall become a 
laughingstock. 
Israel was a laughingstock 
for you, though he was not 
caught among thieves; but 
whenever vou spoke of 
n^n pntfn x i b BVif 
•• '33: | -D}< bn-m-; TJ"? 
[xapa =pi [nxsoa =D] 
Y3 711-13-7 • ' i n - ' s 
" ' K O I El |jf| Eig yEXoiaapov 
rjv aoi Iapar|X; E I E V 
KXoTraig aou EupiOr), ori 
ETToXEpEig auTOv; 
And if not, was Israel a jest 
for you? If he was found 
among your thefts, is it 
because vou kept fiehtine 
him vou shook vour head! :-nYann him? 
Leave the towns, and live 
on the rock, 0 inhabitants 
of Moab! Be like the dove 
that nests on the sides of 
the mouth of a gorge. 
Q i - I U 13TS:2* 
3 K V Q 13C7-' vbo2 
: n n s - i D 
- T 
" " K O T E X I T T O V Tfir rrnXpir Kn\ 
cpKriaav Iv TTExpaig ol 
KaToiKoOvTEg Mcoap, 
EyEVI]9r)aav M C TrFpirrrFpoi 
voaaEuouaai E V TTETpair 
OTopaTi PoGuvou. 
The inhabitants of Moab 
left the cities and lived 
among rocks; thev became 
like doves that nest among 
rocks at the mouth of a 
gorge. 
We have heard of the pride 
of Moab -- he is very 
proud - of his loftiness, 
his pride, and his 
YaYxaT Yn33 -rxn rrita 
:Y3b Q - n YmK3T 
^^pKouaa u^piv Mcoa^, 
u^piOE Xiav u^piv auTOu 
K O I UTTEprjcpaviav nuxou. Kni 
I heard of Moab's 
insolence; he was very 
insolent in his insolence 
uv|Jco9ri r) KapSia auxou. and his arroeance. And his arroeance. and the 
haughtiness of his heart. 
heart was lifted up. 
" L X X is in agreement with MT's ketib in using the singular form of the imperatives. L X X also reads n i n n 
(plural) as "'T'jn (singular) when it has dvdyyeiXov. 
N R S V has translated p S D ] as an imperative, which fits with the first half of the verse, though the form is 
actually a third person masculine wow consecutive perfect. 
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I myself know his 
insolence, says the L O R D : 
his boasts are false, his 
deeds are false. 
' 1 '• r - : — 
• syo) 6E Eyvcov Epyg Q U T G U -
ouyi T O I K Q V O V auxnu. nu^ 
OUTCOg ETTOir|0£. 
But I knew his works. It 
was not enough for him: 
he did not do thus. 
Therefore I wail for Moab; 
I cry out for all Moab: for 
the people of Kir-heres I 
mourn. 
:naiT' D i n - T i p 
^'5ia T O O T O ETTI Mcpa^ 
oXoXu^ETE TrdvToSEV, 
PorjaaiE ETT' avSpag Kip 
A5ag auxpou. 
Therefore wail for Moab 
on all sides; shout to the 
men of Kir Hadas, of 
drought. 
More than for Jazer I weep 
for you, 0 vine of Sibmah! 
Your branches crossed 
over the sea, reached as far 
as Jazer'"; upon your 
summer fruits and your 
vintage the destroyer has 
fallen. 
: b s : T I P j ^ p s a - ' ^ y ! 
'^^ cb^  KXau9|j6v la^rjp 
aTTOKXauoo^ai aoi, 
a(jTT£Xog ZE^qpa- KXripard 
aou 5if)X9E GdXaaaav, 
TToXEig la^rip f]V|javTO- ETTI 
OTTCopav aou, ETTI Tpuyr)TaTr 
aou 6XE0pOg ETTFTTFrrP. 
As with the weeping for 
lazer I will weep for you, 
0 vine of Sebema! Your 
branches crossed over the 
sea; cities reached lazer; 
upon your summer fruit, 
upon your grape gatherers 
destruction has fallen. 
Gladness and joy have 
been taken away from the 
fruitful land of Moab; I 
have stopped the wine 
from the wine presses; no 
one freads them with 
shouts of joy; the shouting 
is not the shout of joy. 
'^ •'3] nnoc? nDDXJT" 
i T f r r vh 
"auve\(;ria6r| yap^ioo\j\r\ K G I 
£U(ppoauvr| I K yiig 
McoaPiTiSog, K Q I oivog qv 
ETTI XnVoTc aou- TTpCOl O U K 
ETTOTriaav aiSsS ai5E5, O U K 
[ETTOiriaav] G I S E S . 
Joy and gladness were 
swept away from the land 
of Moabitis, and wine was 
in your vats; they did not 
tread in.the early morning: 
"aided" "aided", [they did] 
not "aided" 
Heshbon and Elealeh cry 
out; as far as Jahaz thev 
utter their voice, from Zoar 
to Horonaim and Eglath-
shelishiyah. For even the 
waters of Nimrim have 
become desolate. 
npy-TK)'" 
•b>Vp lano 
T 1, : T 
'•'drro Kpauyfig EaE^cov Icog 
E X E G X H ai TToXEig Q U T G O V 
E S C O K G V cpCOvflV GUTCOV, GTrO 
Zoyop Ecog Opcovaip K G I 
AyEXa ZaXaaiG, O T I K G I T O 
uScop N E ^ p i p Eig 
KGTGiKaupa eorni. 
From a cry of Hesebon as 
far as Eleale, their cities 
gave forth their voice, 
from Zogor as far as 
Horonaim and Agela 
Salasia, because even the 
water ofNebrim shall 
become something burnt. 
And 1 will bring to an end 
in Moab, says the L O R D , 
those who offer sacrifice at 
a high place and make 
offerings to their gods. 
r v n ^ K b T'upoi 
^^KGl dTToXcO TOV McOG^, 
cprjal Kupiog, avG^aivovTa 
I T T I PcOpOV KGl SuptCOVTG 
0EQTg GUTOO. 
And I will desfroy Moab, 
quoth the Lord, since he 
ascends upon an altar and 
offers incense to his gods. 
Therefore my heart moans 
for Moab like a flute, and 
my heart moans like a flute 
for the people of Kir-heres; 
for the riches thev gained 
have perished. 
3i<ib'p •'3'p ]3-'7y-^'* 
E7"l.ri—T'p •'E73K-bK 
mnx nwv mrr' 
T T ,T T —:— 
•'"Sid TOUTO KGpSlG pOU TOU 
MCOG^ COaTTEp GuXoi 
PoiiPiiaouai, KGpSia |.iou 
ETT' dvBpcoTTOug K i p A5ag 
waTTEp GuXog PopPnaEi- 6id 
TOUTO d TTEpiETTOinaGTO, 
aTTCoXETO [drrn nvOpf.Srrnu] 
Therefore my heart will 
rumble for Moab as pipes 
will rumble; my heart will 
rumble like a pipe for the 
people of Kir Hadas. 
Therefore, what one 
gained perished [fronri a 
person]. 
For every head is shaved 
and every beard cut off; on 
all the hands there are 
n-na • " ' T I - ' P S 
' _ ' :— _ 
"TTGaav KEtpaXf|v E V T T G V T I 
IQirco.5upr|0riaovTai, K G I 
TTGg TTCoycov 5upr|9rig£Tai, | 
They will have every head 
in every place shaved, and 
every beard shall be 
Whilst N R S V franslates rr^ri: as 'I mourn', M T actually has the third person; N R S V is following a variant 
reading here as proposed by Rudolph in BHS. Furthermore, 'moan' would probably be a better franslation (e.g. 
N R S V has followed the oriental manuscripts and Isaiah 16:8, but M T has 'the sea of Jazer' here. 
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gashes, and on the loins 
sackcloth. Kai TTaaai X^Tpeg Kovf/ovrat, 
Kai ETTI Trdorig ootpuog 
adKKog. 
shaved, and ail hands shall 
beat'^ and sackcloth on 
every loin, 
On all the housetops of 
Moab and in the squares 
there is nothing but 
lamentation: for \ have 
broken Moab like a vessel 
that no one wants, savs the 
L O R D . 
3Kib m a r ' ^ s by^* 
3 K i b - n K •>mnB— 
Y 3 f ? n - ] - ' K -"bDs 
: m n i - D N 3 
• K O I ETTI TTaVTCOV TCOV 
5copdTcov McoaP K Q I ETTI 
rrXoTEiaig auTrjg, O T I 
auv£Tpti|;a, (pqal Kupiog, cog 
dyyEiov, ou O O K E O T I XREICX 
auToO. 
even on all the housetops 
of Moab and in her 
squares, because 1 have 
crushed her, quoth the 
Lord, like a container for 
which no one has any use. 
How it is broken! How 
they wail! How Moab has 
turned his back in shame! 
So Moab has become a 
derision and a horror to all 
his neighbors. 
pnv?h 3 N V D rrMT e7Y3 
:T '313D- 'PD'7 nnno'pi 
T • • T : T • : • : 
^"iTwg A T Q T rjXdXa^E- Ttcog 
ECTTpE\j;E V C O T O V Mcoa^. 
riaxuvOTi Km EyEvETO McoaP 
Eig ylXcoTQ x m £yK6Tr]|.ia 
TTdm ToTg K U K X C O auTfig. 
How Hatat shouted! How 
Moab turned her back! 
Moab was ashamed and 
became a laughingstock 
and an object of 
indignation to all those 
about her -
For thus says the L O R D : 
Look, he shall swoop 
T : - T 
i & i a i i i K T ' "11033 rran 
""OTl OUTCOg EITTE KUplOg because thus did the Lord 
say: 
down like an eagle, and 
spread his wings against 
Moab: 
' • 1 r ; 
the towns shall be taken 
and the sfrongholds seized. 
The hearts of the warriors 
m'^ipn msS: ! '" 
3Kib -imba r r i m 
'"'EXniicfGn AKKapu.iG. Km 
TO oxupoopaTQ auvEXripipGq-
Hakkarioth was seized 
and the sfrongholds were 
also seized. 
of Moab, on that dav. shall 
be like the heart of a 
n » x 3^3 Kirrn oi^ia 
woman in labor. r m a s n 1 " : 
Moab shall be desfroyed as 
a people, because he 
magnified himself against 
the L O R D . 
If^rrrir nit Q M H tr^^n o v i a 
•"S DVD 3Nlb nQE7af2 ''•^ Kai aTToXEiTai Mcoa^ drro 
OXXOU, OTI ETTi KUpiOV 
EpEyaXuvGri. 
And Moab shall be 
desfroyed from being a 
crowd, because he was 
magnified against the 
Lord. 
1 ciiui, piL, ojiu [rap are 
before you, 0 inhabitants 
of Moab! savs the L O R D . 
3}tlb T\->h'V 
'' Vayig K Q I (po^og Kn\ 
PdGuvog ETTl rroi', KnOr^ycyr^r 
Mcoa^-
Trap and fear and pit are 
upon you, you seated one 
of Moab! 
Everyone who flees from 
the terror shall fall into the 
pit, and everyone who 
climbs out of the pit shall 
be caught in the trap. For 1 
will bring these things 
upon Moab in the year of 
their punishment, savs the 
L O R D . 
LD3rr =p] [o^arr =3]^ ^ 
'psi':' "insrr ^asQ 
n'?j7rr'i nnsrr- 'px 
n D 3 -rs'pi n n s r i - ] p 
r f ' P N X"'3K-'3 
E i n ^ p s natp 3xib-'pK 
T Tl-. . , - ; T 
:mn"'-axa 
"o (pEuycov drro TrpoacoTTOu 
TOO tpO^OU EpTTEaElTai £ig 
Tov PoGuvov, Kai 6 
dvaPaivcov E K T O O ^ O G U V O U 
auXXripipGr^oETai E V Trj 
TTay{5i, O T I ETrd^co TauTO 
ETTl McoaP EV EViaUTCp 
£TTiaK£ij;£a)g auTCOv. 
He who flees from before 
fear shall fall into the pit, 
and he who climbs out of 
the pit shall be caught in 
the frap, because 1 will 
bring these things upon 
Moab in the year of their 
visiting. 
in me snaaow or nesnbon 
fiigitives stop exhausted: 
for a fire has gone out 
]l'3E?n S^^is 
C7N">3 Dioa nbn 
]"'3Q rr3rr'7T ]Y3E7nn 
from Heshbon, a flame 
froni the house of Sihon: it 
n x s b 3 X ' m pn'ia 
Pietersma franslates K O I I ^ O V T O I as 'shall beat', but McKane (1996:1190) deems 'Kou/ovTai to correctly 
understand n n a as a reference to "gashes" on the hands associated with mourning, which is the sense which is 
given by Rashi and Kimchi.' 
3 7 o f 2 9 5 
has destroved the forehead 
of Moab. the scalp of the 
people of tumult. 
Woe to vou. O Moab! The 
people of Chemosh have 
perished, for vour sons 
have been taken captive, 
and vour daughters into 
captivity. 
Yet 1 will restore the 
fortunes of Moab in the 
latter davs. savs the 
L O R D . Thus far is the 
judgment on Moab. 
••JS "rpTpT 3>t1Q 
;]Yxc? 
T S y 3KYD •7['p-'1K''^ ' 
inp'7-13 pYP3-nx7 
;n-'3c;3 
3KYa-m3P •'n3g;Y'^  
; 3XYQ D S P P 
A list of minor divergences which will not be addressed are as follows: 
• instances where L X X renders r]''2 as O I K O V where in MT n"'3 appears to be part of 
the place name itself (see verses 22^23) 
• the reverse of the above; where ~)E7*'0n is a place name in L X X , although it naturally 
translates as 'tableland' (see NRSV's translation of 48:21); see also LXX's 
Apaaaya^ compared to MT's 32i?773rf 'stronghold' (v. 1), A T Q T for nnn 'he / it is 
shattered' (v. 39) and AKKapicoG for m'nfpLr 'Kerioth / the towns' (v. 41) 
• cases where there appear to be differences in tense between past and present / future 
• variation in singular and plural verbs and nouns, for example, MT's plural "[''"lUDQ 
'your fortified towns' compared to LXX's singular o-^^vpw^d a o u 'your stronghold' 
in verse 18 
• slight variations in word order, probably the most major being verse 43 where MT 
has nST nnST "rns 'terror and pit and trap' and L X X has - r r a y i g K a i tpo^og K O I 
369uvog 'trap and fear and pit' 
• MT's declaration in verse 2 that Moab's praise (rrbrrn) is no more, whereas it is her 
healing ( l a T p e i a ) that no longer exists in L X X 
• the inclusion of MT's reference to Madmen (]Q"rQ) in verse 2 
• LXX's translation of n~lS7D 'wild ass' in verse 6 (ovog a y p i o g ) as opposed to MT's 
"lS7nS73 'juniper' (see footnote 84) 
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• the land described as JtQS3 'thirsty / parched' in verse 18 of MT but uypaaia 
'moist' in L X X (perhaps from a Vorlage of X3a3 'in a pool' or n « 2 2 'in filth')^^ 
• MT's use of a masculine participle in MT (02), followed by a feminine one (nu'pOD) 
in verse 19, as opposed to two masculine participles in L X X (tpeuyovTa and 
acpC6|i6vov) 
• a difference of place names in verse 21 (rtSil"' in MT and Pecpag in LXX) 
• the strange phrase nnD""'D """layD 'oh the other side of the mouth of the pit' in 
MT's verse 28 compared to LXX's E V TreTpaic; 0T:6|jaTi PoGuvou 'among rocks at 
the mouth of a gorge' (perhaps from the Vorlage •'"ITS^)^^ 
• expanded descriptions of YHWH, where MT gives a fuller designation of YHWH 
than just his name:'PKIB'' ""n^ K mK3S mn"'(v. l)and mt«32 mn^ "['pnn 
IQtt? (v. 15) (LXX does not have any instances where YHWH is described by 
anything other than Kupiog) 
• simple textual corruptions, such as confusion. These include: verse 31 where 
L X X renders E7irT, not Win, as A5ag; verse 32 where LXX's -rroXeig 'cities' 
represents •"'HS? rather than l i ; 'sea of Jazer';^ ^ and verse 34, where MT's 
"prf ry 'as far as Jahaz' is rendered by ai TtoXeig auxwv 'their cities' cry out, 
which Ziegler puts down to a Vorlage of •n''~ll7 (the :J and Q also differ here). 
Verse 30 where MT has imas? 'his insolence' and L X X epya auTou 'his works' 
from irn3S7 will be discussed briefly.^ ^ 
D i f f e r i n g Sequence and Canonical Position 
In L X X , Jeremiah's OANs come between what is 25:13 and 25:15 in MT (there is no 
equivalent of MT's 25:14 in LXX) , whereas they almost conclude the book in MT (and 
probably once did, since chapter 52, very similar to 2 Kings 24-25, is usually considered to 
be a later addendum).The order of nations within their respected collections is shown in 
Table 2. 
^ McKane 1996:1175 
See McKane 1996:1182 
' ' Cornhill cited in McKane 1996:1185 
McKane 1996:1183 
Allen 2008:536-357; Clements 1988:245; Fretheim 2002:651; Holladay 1989:23-24; Lundbom 2004b:510, 
512; McKane 1996:clxxi-clxxii; Miller 2001:925; Thompson 1980:30; and implied by Carroll 1986:757, 858 
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table 2: Order of Nations in Jeremiah's OANs in MT and L X X 
M T L X X 
Egypt Elam 
Philistia Egypt 
Moab Babylon 
Ammon Philistia 
Edom Edom 
Damascus Ammon 
Kedar'"' Kedar 
Elam Damascus 
Babylon Moab 
As discussed in Chapter One, it is now generally accepted that the two had separate 
redactional histories. The question here is what difference the final form makes to the 
overall reading of Jeremiah in general and, in particular, the collection of OANs. Given that 
beginnings and endings are often significant, it is unlikely that the nuances of MT and L X X 
remain unaffected, since the two versions depart from each other in the way they end the 
book and also in the nations that open and close their OAN collections (chapters 46-51 in 
MT and 25:14-31:44 in LXX) . We shall look at the ordering first. 
Order of Nations 
Perhaps the most striking aspect of the two collections is that Babylon ends MT's collection, 
whereas it sits third in LXX's (Moab's case is the reverse; it is third in MT, but last in LXX). 
Babylon's position in MT is more intuitively explainable than Moab's in LXX, for the 
hammer that smashed all the other nations, the major threat at the time in the literary world 
of Jeremiah, is herself finally broken. Babylon does not only have a pre-eminence in MT 
Jeremiah's collection of OANs, but Babylon also has a greater prominence in chapter 25 of 
MT.'°^ The relevant references to Babylon (in verses 1, 9, 11, 12) have been emphasised 
Table 3. 
m 
Table 3: Emphasis on Babylon in MT's Jer. 25:1-14 compared to LXX's 
NRSV Jer. 25:1-14 MT Jer. 25:1-13 L X X NETS 
The word that came to 
Jeremiah concerning all the 
people of Judah, in the 
fourth year of King 
Jehoiakim son of Josiah of 
Judah (that was the first 
year of King 
T - T : : • 
n''i73-irt rr3B3 rr^lrr' 
in;!c;x'-'-]3 D-'p;;YrT''p 
naon X T t n-nn-' 
-isxmaisab niYB»-irr 
: '?33 Tjbb 
" O Xoyog 6 ysvopevog 
Txpoc; lEpEpiav E T T I TTOvxa 
xov Xaov Iou5a E V T C O E T E I 
xcp xExdpxcp xoO IcooKip 
uiou Icoaia PaaiXscog 
louSa, 
The word that came to 
leremias regarding all 
the people of louda, in 
the fourth year of King 
loakim son of losias of 
louda, 
Where M T also includes the kingdoms of Hazor in the oracle concerning Kedar, L X X does not and instead 
of n i J n has auXri 'court'. 
See also Holt 2003:198-199; Watts 1992:443 
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Nebuchadrezzar of 
Babylon). 
which the prophet Jeremiah 
spoke to all the people of 
Judah and all the inhabitants 
of Jerusalem: 
x^aan in;;Q-!i -13-1 -icyx^ 
:nbxb a'poi-i-; •'3c?;'-'-'?3 
6^v EXdXrjGE Trpog TrdvTG 
T O V Xaov I O U 6 G K G I Trpog 
T O U g K G T O l K O U V T G g 
lEpouaaXriij Xlycov 
which he spoke to all 
the people of louda and 
to the inhabitants of 
lerousalem, saying: 
For twenty-three years, from 
the thirteenth year of King 
Josiah son of Amon of 
Judah, to this day, the word 
of the LORD has come to 
me, and I have spoken 
persistently to you, but you 
have not listened. 
-^hip I V D N - | 3 in^iz;K''''p 
HT n-TH DY^ n -ryi n-jin-' 
n]rT'--i3-T 
•"Ev TpiaKGlSEKdTCO E T E l 
T O U IcoaiG ulou Apcog 
PaaiXECog I O U S G K G I Ecog 
Tfjg ripipag T G U T r i g EiKoai 
K G l T p i G E T r | K G I EXdXriGG 
Trpog updg opGpi^cov K G I 
Xlycov 
In the thirteenth year of 
King losias son of 
Amos of louda, and 
until this day for 
twenty-three years, and 
1 spoke to you, being 
early and speaking, 
And though the LORD 
persistently sent you all his 
servants the prophets, you 
have neither listened nor 
inclined your ears to hear 
••"Ks^n T ' i3 i ; - '73-n»t 
DriS7Qi? vh) rhm D s c n 
• 5 ? m - n } ; { Dri-'prr-K'b-i 
• ' K G I GTTEaTEXXov Trpog 
updg TOug 6ouXoug pou 
T O u g T T p o c f r i T G g 6p9pou 
a T T o a r E X X c o v , K G I O U K 
E i a r | K o u a G T E K G I O U 
TTpoaEa)(ETE ToTg c b a i v 
u p c o v . 
and 1 would send to 
you my slaves the 
prophets, sending them 
at dawn, but you have 
not listened and have 
not paid heed to your 
ears 
when they said, "Turn now, 
everyone of you, from your 
evil way and wicked doings, 
and you will rernain upon 
the land that the LORD has 
given to you and your 
ancestors from of old and 
forever; 
y-iDi ny-in Ysma 
~ •• T T T : - • 
13t?71 a-D^hh>VT2 
^Xsycov 'ATTOOTpd<priTE 
E K G O T O g GTTO Tfjg 65oU 
G U T O u Tfjg T T O v r i p d g K G I 
G T r o Tcov trovripcov 
£TTlTr)6EUpdTC0V UpCOV, KGl 
KGTOiKrjaETE E T T I Tfjg yfig, 
ng E S C O K G upTv K G I ToTg 
T T O T p d a i v u p c o v d r r ' 
G i c o v o g KGl Ecog G i w v o g -
when 1 was saying, 
"Do turn, everyone 
from his evil way and 
from your evil doings, 
and dwell upon the 
land that I have given 
to you and your fathers 
from of old and 
forever; 
do not go after other gods to 
serve and worship them, and 
do not provoke me to anger 
with the work of your hands. 
Then I will do you no harm." 
• T i b x i-inx iD'pn-':>!sif 
QirV nirjFicn'pi 
''pri TTOp£UEa9£ OTTiaCO 
G E W V dXXoTpiCOV T O U 
S O U X E U E I V G U T o T g K G I T O U 
TXpoaKUVElV G U T O i g , OTTCOg 
pn Tudpopyi^riTE p E E V ToTg 
spyoig Twv ) ( £ i p c o v u p c o v 
T O U KGKcoaGi u p d g . 
do not go after foreign 
gods to be slaves to 
them and to do 
obeisance to them in 
order that you may not 
provoke me to anger 
with the works of your 
hands so as to do you 
harrh." 
Yet you did not listen to me, 
says the LORD, and so you 
have provoked me to anger 
with the work of your hands 
to your own harm. 
=3] lyob mn-'-QKa 
[•'3D-'i7?n =p] [-giDV^ri 
: Q 3 ' P 
' K G I O U K rjKOUaGTE p o u . And you did not hear 
me. 
Therefore thus says the 
LORD of hosts: Because 
you have not obeyed my 
words. 
: i - i3^-n}< DniyDD-xS 
"610 T O U T O Td6E XlyEl 
K u p i o g 'ETTEiSri O U K 
E T T i O T E u a G T E ToTg Xoyoig 
p o u . 
Therefore this is what 
the Lord says: Because 
you have not believed 
my words. 
I am going to send for all the 
fribes of the north, says the 
LORD, even for Kins 
Nebuchadrezzar of 
•'nrrpb-i nbto ijarr' 
l ibs mhsstSQ-ba-hx 
rrin-'-DKa 
'{5ou Eyco aTTOcrTEXXco K G I 
Xr)pi);opGi T T G T p i d v G T T O 
Poppd KGl d |a ) G U T O u g E T T I 
Tf|v yf)v T G U T r j v KGi E T T I 
behold, 1 am sending 
for you and I will take 
a paternal family from 
the north, and I will 
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Babylon, mv servant^ and I 
will bring them against this 
land and its inhabitants, and 
against all these nations 
around; I will utterly destroy 
them, and make them an 
object of horror and of 
hissing, and an everlasting 
disgrace. 
••'nx3m '>i^v b33-"Tjbo 
nx^rr f-ixn-by 
by"! ni3E7'"i-byi 
z-'no nbxn n^i-irr-bs 
riQio'? c n o ^ i •• 'nQinni 
:Dbii7 mb-inbi np-ic^bi 
T o u g K O T O i K o u v T a g a u T r | v 
K a l £1x1 T T O V T O xd E 9 v r | i d 
K U K X C O a u T r j g K a l 
E^EpniJCoaoui a u T O u g K a i 
Scooco a u T O u g E i g 
d(pavia | . i6v K a l E i g 
aupiypov K a l E i g 
ovEiSiapov a i c o v i o v -
bring them against this 
land and against its 
inhabitants and against 
all nations around it, 
and 1 will utterly 
devastate them and 
render them into an 
annihilation and into a 
hissing and into an 
everlasting disgrace. 
And I will banish from them 
the sound of mirth and the 
sound of gladness, the voice 
of the bridegroom and the 
voice of the bride, the sound 
of the millstones and the 
light of the lamp. 
bip QTO •'n-T3xni'° 
bijs nnpc b ip i ]it5c 
• : ' n i bi'p rrbz) b ip i ]nn 
:-i : -11X1 
' " K a l diToXco dir' auTcov 
ipcovriv xapd? x a l cpcovqv 
ELuppoCTuvrig , 9covriv 
vup<f)iou K a l tpojvf|v 
vOpcpnS- da| ir |v pupou K a l 
tpoog Xu)(vou. 
And I will banish them 
from a sound of mirth 
and a sound of 
gladness, a voice of 
bridegroom and a voice 
of bride, a fragrance of 
perfume and light of a 
lamp. 
This whole land shall 
become a ruin and a waste, 
and these nations shall serve 
the king of Babvlon s e v e n t v 
years. 
nxirr f- ix?' ' '? •in"'!?"!" 
113^1 TOcb nsnnb 
•^bn-nx nbxn ••'liin 
•is;3E7 bss 
T T v.. T 
" K a l ECTxai T r d a a r] yf] E i g 
aipaviapdv, Kal 
SouXEuaouaiv Iv xotg 
ISvEQlV £ p f i n | i q K r > V T r r e r r ] 
And the whole land 
shall become an 
aiuiihilation, and they 
shall be slaves amongst 
the nations seventv 
years. 
Then after seventy years are 
completed, 1 will punish the 
king of Babvlon and that 
nation, the land of the 
Chaldeans, for their 
iniquity, savs the LORD^ 
making the land an 
everlasting waste. 
a-'Vjv mxb??3 n^rri'^ 
b 3 3 - T l ' b o - b » -rpQX'rnw 
nin^-Qx: xinrt -"lan-byi 
f-ix-b!7i Q3il7-n« 
I'nx TIDCI D"''TO3 
rDbi'u nibnob 
'"Kal £v T W TrXr|pco6fivai 
EpSopHKOvxa e x q 
E K S i K r j a c o x6 E'Gvog E K E T V O 
K a l S r j a o p a i auxoug E i g 
a c p a v i a f j o v aicoviov 
And when seventy 
years are completed, 1 
will punish that nation, 
and 1 will make them 
an everlasting waste. 
1 will bring upon that land 
all the words that I have 
uttered against it, everything 
written in this book, which 
Jeremiah prophesied against 
all the nations. 
=p] [•'n^X3m =3]'-^  
n.^-T^bs-nx 
nx rr-'bu •'n-!3i--iE7x 
n^rj 1 2 0 3 3in3ri-^3 
irtiQT' X3:—)E7X 
T : : • T • V - ; 
:D^iari-b3-by 
' " ' K O I excd^co Exrl xr|v yf)v 
E K E i v r i v irdvxag xoug 
Xoyoug pou, oug iXdXriaa 
Kox' a u r f j g , ixdvxa xd 
y E y p a p p l v a E V xcp ^ipXicp 
x o u x c o . 
And 1 will bring upon 
that land all my words 
that 1 have spoken 
against it, everything 
written in this book. 
For many nations and great 
kings shall make slaves of 
them also; and I will repay 
them according to their 
deeds and the work of their 
hands. 
Q'^ pbDI ••'3-1 D-ilJ 
orrb •'noboi ••'bi-i? 
rani-i"' nE7ya3i Qbyss 
MT 25:18-26 provides an extensive list of those YHWH would punish, making the point that 
after these had drunk from his cup of wrath, Babylon would have to drink. Thus chapters 
46-51 loosely parallel chapter 25 in their structure (as well as the order in which the nations 
are listed) in that chapters 50-51 show that YHWH's punishment has been exhaustive. This 
unique status of Babylon's role has led commentators to regard MT's collection as being 
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comprised of two parts: 46-49 and 50-51 ."^ "^  If one does separate out Babylon, then Elam 
becomes the last of the collection in 46-49 and thus assumes significance akin to that given 
by its first posifion in LXX. 
Rudolph and Weiser deem L X X to understand Elam as Persia and therefore that the list 
begins with three great empires: Persia, Egypt and Babylon.'^^ Conversely, Holladay 
(following Rietzschel) dismisses this idea since L X X distinguishes between Elam and 
Persia.'"^ Others suggest that LXX's oracles are arranged chronologically (Duhm),'*'^  
though the same suggestion, along with geographical arrangement, has been made for MT's 
order (Holladay, McKane, Rudolph).'"^ However, Elam's significance could perhaps be 
explained thus: Elam was a distant empire to the East of Judah and thus if YHWH's 
judgment had reached Elam, it might signify that he had satisfied the limits of •"•larr'PD 
3 1 3 D n^'KH 'all these nations around' (25:9), TravTd T Q IGvp T O K U K X C O auxfig in LXX. 
The oracle concerning Babylon then naturally follows in MT. 
If Elam does represent the borders of YHWH's punishment, then LXX's order of OANs 
becornes a little more understandable, for the list starts by demonstrating that YHWH's 
judgment is complete. The next two nations in the list (Egypt and Babylon respectively) 
then almost act as demonstration of this in that it becomes clear that Israel's first enemy has 
received YHWH's word against her, as has Israel's last oppressor. After these nations which 
perhaps represent the boundaries and completeness of YHWH's punishment, come the rest. 
Thus both MT's and LXX's arrangements of nations in Jeremiah's OANs pay tribute to the 
fact that YHWH's punishment has been exhaustive. 
m Nevertheless, it is easier to recognise why Egypt should top the list in MT than Elam 
L X X ; after all, Egypt was the first 'superpower' to oppress Israel (as opposed to Babylon, 
the last). Unsurprising as well, if central positions are also important, is that Edom comes 
middle of the list in both traditions. For Edom was another age-old enemy, which, unlike 
Egypt, had loose blood-fies to Israel. In addition the oracles concerning Edom in MT and 
L X X are relatively long ones, which is in accord with their significant positions in the list. 
Brueggemann 1998c:421; Carroll 1986:753, 754; Clements 1988:247; Fretheim 2002:577; Holladay 
1989:313; Jones 1992:520; Lundbom 2004b: 182; Miller 2001:911 (implied). C f Volz (1928:389) who assigns 
46-51 to one author. 
Rudolph 1968:266; Weiser 1955:389 
Holladay 1989:314 
'°^Duhm 1901:336 
Holladay 1989:313; McKane 1996:1110; Rudolph 1968:265; Volz 1928:382 
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Other than Babylon, of the nations listed some are to be expected, for example, the old 
enemies, Egypt, Philistia, Moab, Ammon and Edom (found in the first half of MT's 
collection), whilst others perhaps are not so, for example, Damascus, Kedar and Elam (found 
in the second half). 
It is a little harder to explain the length of the oracle concerning Moab in MT's Jeremiah 
given that it does not have a significant location in the list. In eontriast, its position at the end 
of LXX's arrangement is in keeping with its length, though a new question arises; why 
should the oracle against Moab close LXX's collection? The question is not why the oracle 
against Babylon is not last (and its third place position can be explained), but rather, why 
that concerning Moab and not one of the other nations stands last. 
Again, it is possible to provide a plausible explanation for Moab's final position in LXX. 
Apart firom the oracle against Babylon (whose position has already been accounted for) the 
oracle concerning Moab is the only one that explicitly has the image of drunkenness, (whilst 
the oracle concerning Edom mentions drirJiing from the cup in 30:6, it does not speak of 
drunkenness). Thus, from a literary perspective, this oracle most naturally leads into chapter 
32 with its motif of the cup of wrath from which the nations are to dririk until they vomit. 
Interestingly, though, unlike MT, LXX's oracle concerning Moab does not refer to Moab 
vomiting (48:26 cf. 30:26). Nevertheless, the extraordinary length of the oracle might 
suggest that it is especially important and that its position at the end of the list is for impact 
and not merely because it shares subject matter with the next chapter. At this point we turn 
in more detail to the canonical position of Jererhiah's OANs in MT and L X X to see if this 
throws any light on the matter. 
Canonical Position 
In L X X Jeremiah, with the exception of chapters 37-38 (MT 30-31), the poetic, oracular 
portions tend to be in the first half of the book (1-32), whilst the second half is mainly 
narrative (there are also narrative portions in the first half).'"^ Thus, in LXX's arrangement, 
the last chapter (52), which is seemingly out of place in MT, more smoothly follows the 
other n£irrative passages. Again, then, it may have been a literary or stylistic choice that 
It is sometimes thought that L X X Jeremiah had two franslators; one for chapters 1-28 and one for 29-52, 
though Tov (1976:1, 6) deems there to have been one franslator and then an editor for 29-52. It is interesting 
that the OANs fall across both parts of this fraditional divide and this fact might call into question either the 
division marker of the book or the usual understanding that the OANs form one collection. At any rate, 11 
the term 'first half rather more loosely, based on what appears to be literary style, i.e. poetry versus prose 
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use 
drove the L X X redactors to organise the material as they did (whether or not it was the 
original arrangement or a subsequent alteration). However, in LXX's arrangement, Judah 
receives her oracles, then the oracles concerning the nations are uttered and only after that is 
the new covenant promised - a few chapters later in 37-38. Therefore, as L X X stands, there 
is a logical movement in the first part of the book from punishment (Judah's then the 
nations) to promises of restoration of Judah in chapters 37-38. 
In contrast, the promise of Judah's bright fiiture in MT (30-31) comes after most of the 
poetic oracles of judgment against her, but before those against the nations. As well, the 
large narrative sections (which also proclaim judgment on Judah) precede the OANs. Thus, 
loosely, from the structure of the two books, whilst L X X proclaims judgment upon all before 
it signals Judah's restoration, after which come the narrative sect ions ,MT deals with 
Judah in entirety (judgment aiid restoration) and the narrative sections (mainly relating to 
Judah) before it turns to the nations."° 
Therefore, their place at the end of Jeremiah in MT gives the nations a prominence that they 
do not have in L X X , a stance that is supported by the fact that Babylon has a greater profile 
in chapter 25 of MT, as has been seen. The status of the nations is also heightened by the 
fact that near the begirming of the book, the prophet Jeremiah is commissioned as a 
•"lab X'^ nD 'prophet to the nations' (1:5-10), though it must be noted that L X X is identical 
here. Thus in MT, at the beginning of the book, the middle (ch. 25) and the end, the focus is 
on the nations, with increasing intensity and greater specificity each time: 1:5-10 briefly sets 
the scene and reveals that the nations en masse are involved; chapter 25 lists many countries 
by name and provides a short overview of how the story will play out and then chapters 46-
51 give the detailed oracles for some of the lands mentioned in chapter 25. To a lesser 
extent the same could be said of the first half of L X X , though the balanced structure of 
beginning, middle and end is not there across the whole book. 
Holt says similarly when she considers that the 'foe from the north' oracles (FNOs) are 
OANs directed against YHWH's ovvn nation and therefore that the FNOs near the beginning 
of MT's book of Jeremiah and the OANs towards its close 'function as each other's 
See also Fretheim 2002:578 
Gosse (1998:78-79) argues that chapter 36 (MT) largely determined the organisation of L X X whereas the 
'new perspective of chs. 30-31' caused the M T redactors to reposition the OANs. In this new perspective, the 
wounds of Jerusalem are healed by transferring the malediction from Jerusalem to Babylon. 
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intertexts' and give the book a circular composition.'"' At the epicentre is the prophecy of 
punishment for Israel/Judah and the nations, particularly Babylon."^ 
Therefore, the OANs can be seen as the final act of YHWH's judgment of the ANE world at 
that time as described in chapter 25; once Babylon has drunk fi-om the cup, this particular 
story is over. Carroll, too, comments that 'MT ends on a dramatic note; G is much more 
modest'."^ That a new story will begin is adumbrated by the promise of restoration which is 
given to Moab in MT 48:47. This verse is absent in L X X , along with the equivalent of 
48:45-46 (the song in Numbers 21:28-29), for LXX's oracle stops three verses before MT's. 
Material Absent from LXX 
Promise of Restoration (IVIT 48:47) 
LXX's ending to Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab (31:44) is a natural conclusion; O T I 
e-rrd^ co T Q U T G ETTI Mcoa^ ev ev iauTcp STzioKs\\ie(x)^ QUTCOV 'because I will bring these 
things upon Moab in the year of their visiting.' MT, on the other hand, ends with 
n2n~ry mn^-Dx: mD"'n n^-in}<3 sxiQ-mnc? ^n3E?T 'Yet i will 
restore the fortunes of Moab in the latter days, says the LORD. Thus far is the judgment on 
Moab' (48:47). 
Promises of restoration are relatively rare in MT's OANs, but they are even more scarce in 
L X X where, usually, they either do not appear at all or the wording is slightly different from 
MT's. In fact, whereas Egypt, Moab, Ammon and Elam are all offered restoration in MT 
Jeremiah, only Elam in L X X receives an o f f e r . T h u s , whilst MT seems more concerned 
than L X X to give prominence to the nations and their punishment in Jeremiah (by placing 
the OANs at the end of the book), it also has a greater emphasis on their restoration, 
although such an emphasis should not be overstated. MT therefore tends to have a slightly 
more nuaneed perspective on the nations than L X X in that it portrays more facets of 
YHWH's involvement with them. Furthermore, that not all nations are offered restoration 
indicates that YHWH's dealings with them are not uniform. For although the OT usually 
"' Holt 2003:197, 200,204 
"^Holt 2003:200 
"^Gartoll 1986:757; see also McConville 1993:148 
Outside of Jeremiah, L X X has Egypt's promise of restoration in Ezekiel 29:14, but it does not have Isaiah's 
blessing on Egypt in M T (19:25). The dubious promise to Tyre and Sidon in Isaiah 23:17-18 occurs in both 
M T and L X X . McConville (1993:145) points out that the inclusion of Elam's restoration in L X X Jeremiah 
weakens the argument that M T Jeremiah's verses of restoration in the OANs were later additions. 
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makes a sharp distinction between Israel and 'the others', a closer look at 'the others' in MT 
shows that each one is treated on an individual basis. This diversity is less obvious in LXX. 
As discussed, in L X X the chapters which promise a prosperous future for Israel follow both 
the poetic oracles against Judah and those against the nations. Having the OANs before 
chapters 37-38 means that they do not detract from this hope. Similarly, the lack of hope for 
the nations in Jeremiah's DANs in LXX means that Judah stands in clearer contrast to the 
state of the nations than perhaps she does in MT. This is particularly so in the case of Moab, 
for if the oracle against Moab included a final verse of restoration, then the whole corpus of 
Jeremiah OANs in L X X would end on this note of promise for the nations. As the last verse 
it would carry greater significance and perhaps even signal hope for the nations as a whole. 
In the structure of MT's Jeremiah, oh the other hand, the promises to the nations add literary 
balance to the book. For as Judah is threatened with punishment and later given a glorious 
promise, the nations are also threatened with punishment and, although they do not receive 
anything on the scale of chapters 31-32, there are slight hints scattered throughout the OANs 
that suggest that they, too, might see a brighter future. Having looked at the last verse of 
restoration in MT, it is time to look at the two previous verses (45-46) which are also absent 
in LXX. 
The Taunt Song of Numbers 21 .28-29 (MT 48:45-46) 
Milgrom helpfully sunraiarises the three theories of the origin of the taunt song in Numbers 
21:28-29.''^ Whatever its origins, however, it appears that in Numbers 21 only the northern 
part of Moab had been conquered, whereas in Jeremiah 48 the southern part is affected as 
well"^. Lundbom argues that one is not to suppose that in Jeremiah 48 the fugitives came 
from the south to Heshbon (the enemy was coming from the north), but rather that this is the 
beginning of the invasion and the fugitives are from around Heshbon. At any rate, 
Jeremiah 48:45-46 reemphasises what the previous three verses have predicted - that Moab 
will be destroyed as a people - for if the inhabitants escape from one calamity they will be 
Milgrom 1990:462-463; see also Ashley 1993:424; Gray 1903:303; Budd 1984.245, 247; Levine 2000:103-
104. Levine (pp. 106-107) also observes that Moab is referred to as C7in3"Qy in this taunt song (in both Num. 
21 and Jer. 48), but that no other nation (other than Israel) is depicted as the people of their gods. 
Rudolph 1968:284-288; van Zy l 1960:55-56 
Lundbom 2004b:309; see also Allen 2008:487; Duhm 1901:352; Freedman 1949:312-313; McKeating 
1999:208; McKane 1996:1197; Rudolph 1968:283; Weiser 1955:410 
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caught by the next until they are all destroyed (48:42-44). Or, as Fretheim puts it, 'They will 
flee, but soon fall exhausted, hardly beyond the shadow of the city from which they flee'."^ 
Why the taunt song is quoted in Jeremiah 48 is not clear (and commentators do not tend to 
ask the question). However, these penultimate two verses of chapter 48 could be understood 
as an implicit declaration that history repeats itself for Moab. That is, what they said then 
about Moab they now say again. That could be the case regardless of the tone in which it is 
sung (though sad irony would fit the overall tone of the chapter)."^ If MT's oracle of 
judgment finished with these verses, it would be even bleaker than LXX's ending. However, 
the final verse of restoration completes the cycle and turns the situation around. In the same 
way that Moab recovered as a nation from Sihon's (and then Israel's) conquests in Numbers 
21 (and countless times since), she will once again stand as a nation on this occasion too. 
The cycle of destruction followed by restoration seems set to continue, at least for Moab. 
Such a cycle is absent in L X X Jeremiah 31 for two reasons. First, since it does not quote the 
taunt song, there is no link to Moab's repeated history and secondly because it does not 
address Moab's restoration, there is no sense that Moab has come full circle by the end of 
the chapter. In this way, then, L X X seems to have a slightly narrower focus in that it 
concentrates on the offences of Moab and their consequences (in terms of YHWH's 
judgment) at one particular point in time without reference to Moab's wider story. However, 
Moab's story in Jeremiah 48 is not 'just history', for it is YHWH who restores Moab's 
fortunes in 48:47, just as it is YHWH who brings punishment upon her (48:44). 
YHWH's involvement is also perhaps drawn out from an extrapolation of Ashley's 
observation that grammatically 'he made' in Numbers 21:29 refers to Chemosh, not 
Sihon.'^° That is: 
3mQ Woe to you, O Moab! 
12?1DD"Dy m a x You are undone, O people of Chemosh! 
• D"''?D T'33 ]n3 He has made his sons fugitives, 
rTiaiPn T^nDSI and his daughters captives, 
]in"'0 to an Amorite king, Sihon. (NRSV) 
118 Fretheim 2002:603 
Most commentators do not suggest the words are those of mockery, although Lundbom (2004:308, 311) 
points out the text reuses an original mocking song. Rather they implicitly seem to accept the words at face 
value, even if they do not atttibute 'genuine grief to them as Clements (1988:255) does. 
120 Ashley 1993:426 
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Though the first half of Jeremiah 48:46 is identical to Numbers 21:29, the second half 
diverges, and there is no ambiguous reference to Chemosh as the source behind Moab's 
predicament. 
3X10 "['p-'IX Woe to you, O Moab! 
tfflQD'Qy The people of Chemosh have perished, 
"lacc/a •[•'33 '\npb"'D for your sons have been taken captive, 
n"'3273 "[•'nD3T and your daughters into captivity. 
It is obviously impossible to know whether a scribe of Jeremiah 48 had in front of him a text 
equivalent to MT's Numbers 21:29 and whether he deliberately altered it (Jer. 48:45-46 also 
does not include the reference to rebuilding Sihbn's city in Num. 21:27). Nevertheless, in 
the final form of the text, there is only one hand behind Moab's exile and that is YHWH's. 
Jeremiah 48 might even act as a commentary on Numbers 21 in that it makes explicit at least 
three factors that are absent in Numbers 21, the first being YHWH's involvement. Secondly, 
Jeremiah 48 recognises that Moab's destruction is not arbitrary, but the result of her sin. 
Thirdly, Jeremiah 48 adds the new idea that Moab's restoration is also from YHWH which 
means that the cycle is more precisely one of sin-punishment-restoration. In fact, the first 
two ideas seem to emerge with more clarity each tiine the taunt song is sung over Moab. For 
there is no indication that Moab's defeat was the result of her wrongdoing when Sihon 
seized the land and the taunt song was first sung, but by the time the Israelites reused the 
song, the implication is that Moab was defeated because she did not allow them to pass 
through her land. Similarly, YHWH's involvement is not apparent when Sihon first 
conquers the land, but it is implied when the Israelites seize Moab from Sihon. However, 
when the taunt song is reused in Jeremiah 48 the link between Moab's offences and 
YHWH's punishment is perspicuous. 
Also interesfing is that whereas MT concludes verse 44 with an unambiguous miTi 'DN:, 
there is no equivalent in LXX, despite this verse concluding the oracle. This is not the only 
instance where MT explicitly attributes words to YHWH where L X X does not; there are five 
occasions where MT has mn''"Df{3 (or, in the case of 48:15 a fuller version) where LXX 
does not: 48:15, 25, 30, 43, 44.'^' There is no apparent reason for the difference, either in 
terms of LXX omitting or MT expandirig, and it might simply be a stylistic difference (see 
121 
Jeremiah 48:47 also has the term, but since LXX has no equivalent to this verse at all, it is not counted here 
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the discussion in Chapter Three), but the contrast highUghts YHWH's high profile in MT 
Jererniah 48. 
The Eagle and the Labouring Woman (MT 48:40-41) 
For thus says the LORD: Look, he 
shall swoop down like an eagle, 
and spread his wings against 
Moab: 
Tiaaa :tnm nxT" noaa 
1 T -
40" 
OTl OUTCOg eiTTE 
Kupiog 
because thus did the 
Lord say: 
the towns shall be taken and the 
strongholds seized. The hearts of 
the warriors of Moab. on that dav. 
shall be like the heart of a woman 
in labor. 
m n s Q m m'^-ipn msS:" ' 
rr'can: 
m&K 3'73 Kinn oi'^a 
1—— 
AKKapiGL)6. Km 
TQ 6)(upGJ(jaTa 
ai;ve\Ti|j(|)0r|-
Hakkarioth was seized, 
and the strongholds 
were also seized. 
The final major text that is not present in LXX is found across the last half of verses 40 and 
41. Together these two half verses are almost identical to MT Jeremiah 49:22 (see the table 
at the begiiming of Chapter Three of this dissertation). As with 48:45-46, then, the material 
that is missing from LXX in 31:40-41 is that which is shared with other texts. In fact, the 
same could be said of 48:47. This may indicate that these verses in MT were quotations 
which were subsequently inserted, especially as the shared material is interleaved with 
48:40-41. For it is perhaps more likely that an MT redactor would weave new material into 
an original text than an LXX author would remove 'quoted' parts fi-om two verses, but leave 
the 'unquoted' elements.'^^ 
The metaphors mean that MT's version is more poetic (a topic to which we will return). As 
well, the force is slightly stronger in MT with its depiction of the strength of the destroyer'^ '^  
(an eagle) compared to the weakness of Moab's strongest men (women in labour). This adds 
to the weighty conclusion of MT's oracle, which I argued is given by the quotation of the 
tatmt song found in Numbers. That is, 40-41 and 45-46 reiterate the desperate and weak 
predicament of Moab and the inevitability of her destruction in a way that LXX does not at 
this point. Against such verses, the final verse of restoration stands in stark contrast. 
Having looked at the main phrases present in MT but not LXX, we now turn to the 
differences between the two texts, including single words found only in MT. These are often 
122 
Indeed, those who deem these verses to be an addition in MT are: Duhm 1901:351; Holladay 1989:353; 
McKane 1996:clxvii, 1194; Rudolph 1968:283; Volz 1920:314. However, Thompson (1980:713) and Weiser 
(1955:409) consider that L X X removed the verses, since they are repeated material. 
E.g. McKane 1996:1194 
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only small variations and whether they have an impact on the nature of the two oracles is the 
matter now under investigation. 
Differing Materiai 
Rather than discuss each individual variation in turn, I have grouped them according to 
subject matter, in lirie with issues that, as will become clear throughout the rest of the 
dissertation, are key ones in MT Jeremiah 48. 
Lament 
For every head is shaved 
and every beard cut off; on 
all the hands there are 
gashes, and on the loins 
sackcloth. 
T : I T T 
T : M T T T : 
n-na ••"T'-ba 
rp'e; •lanD-'pyi 
I T • - : T - : 
•"traaav Ke(paXf|v |y 
iravTi TOTCM 
5upT]9qaovTai, Kai Tiag 
TTCoycov ^upriSrjaETai, K Q I 
Traaai X i^ps^ K6i|;ovTai, 
Kai ETTi rrdarig oocpuog 
aaKKog. 
They will have every head 
in every place shaved, and 
every beard shall be shaved, 
and all hands shall beat, aiid 
sackcloth on every loin. 
On all the housetops of 
Moab and in the squares 
there is nothing but 
lamentation: for I have 
broken Moab like a vessel 
that no one wants, savs the 
LORD. 
T . . - ^ . 
T T :• 
: - T r»—; r-
r 7-
rmn-'-Dxa 
1 : T~r 
'^*Kai ETTl TTOIVTCOV TWV 
6co|jdTCOv McoaP KQI ITTI 
•n:\aTEia15 auti^g, OTi 
a\jv£Tpiv|;a, (pr|CTi Kupiog, 
(05 dyyEiov, ou OUK ECTTI 
XpEia auTOu, 
even on all the housetops of 
Moab and in her squares, 
because I have crushed her, 
quoth the Lord, like a 
container for which no one 
has any use. 
There is a slightly greater emphasis on lament in MT than in LXX.'^' ' Perhaps the most 
striking example is in verse 38 of MT, which has a phrase that is not in LXX; IDDQ n'PD 
'[in] all of her [there is] a wailing'. Furthermore, LXX begins the verse with a conjunction 
(xai) that links it with the previous verse. These two minor differences mean that in LXX, 
the first half of verse 38 expands what verse 37 means by the mourning rituals happening EV 
TTavTi TOTTco ' in every place' (a phrase that is not in MT), by explicitly stating that it takes 
place on all the housetops and in the squares. MT, on the other hand, notes, like LXX, that 
all heads and beards are shaved but then adds as a separate 'sentence' that on all the 
housetops and in the squares there is wailing. There is little difference between them, but 
MT reiterates the act of mourning, rather than emphasising the extent of it as LXX does. 
Similarly, the reference to i l p y t 'cry' in verse 4 is absent in LXX. 
For at the ascent of Luhith | [nih^rr =3] nblTQ | ^QTI MngOp AXgco9 EV | Because Halaoth was 
I will argue in Chapter Seven that the lament in MT Jeremiah 48 and MT Isaiah 15-16 should not be taken 
as mockery but should be read as genuine. I do not repeat the argunients here since they stand for L X X too and 
there is nothing significantly different in LXX in this respect. 
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they go up weeping bitterly: 
for at the descent of 
Horonaim they have heard 
the distressing cry of 
anguish. 
•-p?? [*nirn'?n =p] 
-r-nb3 •'3 •'Da-rrby 
••-1,3 ••':'-n'n 
KXaicov Ev 65a) 
Opa>vai|.i, Kpauynv 
auvTpi|ipaTog nKouCToie 
filled by weeping, he will 
go up weeping by wav of 
Horonaim; a cry of 
fracture you have heard. 
Verse 5 in M T reads " •DnTlby '>'D'22 'they go up weeping bitterly', but LXX's version is 
rephrased in a way that appears to incorporate both "'Dna and iD3.'^^ Thus neither LXX nor 
MT have a greater emphasis than the other on the aspect of lament at this point; in MT the 
weeping is more intense but it only occurs once, whereas in LXX the weeping is not as 
intense, but there are two mentions of it. The first 'they' in MT would naturally denote the 
little ones in the previous verse and presumably the 'he' in L X X refers to Halaoth, there 
being no reference to the little ones in verse 4. The second 'they' and 'you', respectively, 
refer to the Moabites and even i f it is not clear exactly which party of Moabites are in focus, 
in both cases the bitter weeping is intensified through hearing the cries of others' anguish 
elsewhere. 
In verse 17, Moab's neighbours are instructed to mourn over her in NRSV and to 'stir for 
him' in NETS. "113 cari take a variety of meanings and KIVECO is an appropriate Greek 
translation of it, although Kiveco does not carry a sense of grief as 1^2 does. Therefore, since 
the context suggests that 113 means 'to show grief, the element of lament is somewhat 
removed from LXX at this point. 
Therefore I wail for Moab; 
I cry out for all Moab; for 
the people of Kir-heres I 
mourn. 
^'6ia TOOTO ETTi McoaP 
OXOXUCETE TTOIVTOSEV, 
PonaaiE ETT' avSpag Kip 
A5ag auT^jjou. 
Therefore wail for Moab 
on all sides; shout to the 
men of Kir Hadas. of 
drought. 
The intensity of lament is also heightened in MT in verse 31. The structure of the verse is 
somewhat different in LXX and MT, but there are two main points to note. First, the final 
word is rran"' 'he mourns' in MT (see footnote 93 for NRSV's translation ' I mourn'), 
whereas it is duxHou 'of drought' in LXX.'^^ Secondly, LXX summons others to wail and 
cry for Moab (imperative verbs), whereas in MT, YHWH himself wails and cries (first 
person verbs). 
See also McKane 1996:1159 
McKane (1996:1184) deems LXX's translation to be 'obscure' here. 
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More than for Jazer I weep 
for you, O vine of Sibmah! 
Your branches crossed 
over the sea, reached as far 
as Jazer; upon your 
summer fhiits and your 
vintage the destrover has 
fallen. 
•^ -w^  KXau9|j6v la^np 
aTTOKXauaopai aoi, 
a|jTTE\og Z]Epr||ia- KXripatd 
aow 6if)\9e SdXaaerav, 
TToXeig la^rjp fiv|;avTo- erri 
OTTCopav aou, ETti 
TpuyriTaig aou oXeSpoc; 
ETTETTEOe. 
As with the weeping for 
lazer I will weep for you, O 
vine of Sebema! Your 
branches crossed over the 
sea; cities reached lazer; 
upon your summer fi^it, 
upon your grace gatherers 
destruction has fallen 
As well in MT, YHWH weeps over the vine of Sibmah (verse 32) 'more' (]Q) than he does 
over Jazer, whereas in LXX there is no comparative; simply cog 'as'.'^^ Since the variations 
later in the verse concerning appear to have little impact on the meaning of the text, they 
wi l l not be discussed here. 
There are other slight variations in these verses of lament (verses 31-38) which axe 
seemingly insignificant, but which are included here for completeness (except for the 1/1 
confiision in verses 32 and 34 which are mentioned in the introduction). In verse 33, LXX 
has the additional Trpcoi 'in the morning' but no equivalent of'?Q~1D 'fruitfi i l land' and in 
verse 37 there is no equivalent in LXX of the preposition blf 'on' in ( r m a D''~['''bZ) bi7 
'on all the hands there are gashes'). 
Overall, however, the weeping is more bitter and widespread in MT than LXX. Futhermore, 
YHWH's wailing in the first person in verse 31 in MT, as opposed to LXX's call to 
raises the issue of whether MT and LXX present YHWH's involvement with Moab any 
differently to each other. 
mourn. 
Divine Involvement 
Gladness and joy have 
been taken away from the 
fruitful land of Moab; I 
have stopped the wine 
from the wine presses; no 
one treads them with 
shouts of joy; the shouting 
is not the shout of joy. 
:~n-'n Kb TTTF 
•'^auvE\|;iia0ri ^appoauvr] 
Kai euippoauvri EK yfjg 
Mcoa^mSog, KQI olvog 
nv ETTi XnvoTc aou- Trpwl 
ouK ETTaTTiaav- ai6£6 
QISES, OUK [£TTOir|aav] 
QISES. 
Joy and gladness were 
swept away from the 
land of Moabitis, and 
wine was in your vats; 
they did not tread in the 
earlv morning: "aided" 
"aided", [they did] not 
"aided" 
Verse 33 in LXX is hardly comprehensible which perhaps indicates that the Greek translator 
has been unable to make sense of the underlying text and, in fact, gives up completely at the 
end. This raises the quesfion of whether he had a damaged text. Nevertheless, this verse is 
127 
See discussion in McKane 1996:1184-1185 
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the one occasion other than verse 31 where YHWH speaks in the first person in MT but not 
in LXX. For MT has Tint&n ' I have put an end to', a word that finds no counterpart in 
LXX. Thus in MT YHWH is explicitly responsible for Moab's state and therefore, like the 
lament in verse 31, Moab's predicament is given stronger weight by YHWH's admission. 
We have heard of the pride of 
Moab — he is very proud ~ of 
his loftiness, his pride, and his 
arrogance, and the haughtiness 
of his heart. 
Ynaa 7XQ 
^'fiKouoa u^piv Mcoap, 
u^pias Xiav OPpiv QUTOU 
Kai UTTEprnpaviav nurnu, 
Kai uij;c69r| r) Kap5ia 
auToO. 
1 heard of Moab's 
insolence; he was very 
insolent in his insolence 
and his arrogance. And his 
heart was lifted up. 
There is one instance where L X X uses the first person singular where MT does not; instead 
of the ambiguous 'we' (13y?atC7) in 48:29, LXX has T (tiKouaa). However, there seems to 
be little significance in this as far as divine involvement is concerned, for here YHWH is not 
engaged in some action over or against Moab (for example, weeping or judging); rather, he 
simply hears of Moab's insolence. 
Of more import is the reference to ]13"'l"n2 in verse 18 of MT, for which LXX has no 
equivalent (except Sept.^ *^*).'^ ^ I f pD '^ l -nn is a relational term ('daughter Dibon') rather 
than merely denoting a certain people ('daughter of Dibon')'^^ then this is an aspect that is 
missing in LXX, even i f the term is used in mockery in MT. Such a connection between 
YHWH and Moab may also be implicit in the reference to r r i l i y s rtpUT (qere) 'cry of her 
little ones' in verse 4.'^° LXX seems, instead, to have had as its Vorlage n n y s (Zoyopa 
'Zogora / Zoar'), a reading attested to by four Hebrew manuscripts as well.'^' 
In the second half of verse 38, MT specifies that YHWH has broken 3X1Q-nN, whereas 
Moab is not explicitly named in Ziegler's edition of LXX. MT's naming of Moab a second 
time in a section in which YHWH's lament and his punishment are intermingled stresses the 
fact that this whole exchange is between these two parties alone and that YHWH's purview 
extends only to Moab at this point. Again, then, when all these small differences are placed 
together it can be argued that MT presents YHWH as being slightly more involved with 
Moab than he is in LXX. 
128 
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McKane 1996:1174 
See Chapter Four for a short discussion on this. 
' npS7T is an absolute noun and therefore ungrammatical in connection with .T'liSJa 
McKane 1996:1159 
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Moab's Offences 
We have heard of the pride 
of Moab — he is very proud -
- of his loftiness, his pride, 
and his arrogance, and the 
haughtiness of his heart. 
T 1 : - T ^'riKOuoa u^piv Mcoa^, 
(j^piaE Xiav CPpiv auTOu 
Kal UTTEpqcpaviav auTOu. 
KQi u\|)cij9r| ri Kap6ia 
auToO, 
I heard of Moab's 
insolence; he was very 
insolent in his insolence 
and his arrogance. And his 
heart was lifted up. 
I myself know his insolence, 
says the LORD: his boasts 
are false, his deeds are false. r - : — ? 1 : <r-r 
• eyco be eyvcov Epya 
auToO- ou^i TO iKavov 
auToO, o(j\ o u T O j g 
ETTOiqCTE. 
But 1 knew his works. It 
was not enough for him: he 
did not do thus. 
MT is also more expansive than LXX in describing Moab's offences in verses 29-30. Both 
MT and LXX begin verse 29 by stating that Moab is very proud and end with her 
haughtiness of heart. In between, however, MT describes her pride in three ways 
(irnnai l ^ ixa i inaa 'his haughtiness and his pride and his arrogance'), whereas LXX uses 
only two (u^piv auxoO Kal uuepricpaviav dvixoO 'his insolence and his arrogance'). In 
addition, the ~r/T confusion in verse 30 means that in MT, YHWH specifically knows of 
i m n y 'his insolence' whereas in LXX he knows more generally about epya auTOu 'his 
works'. Furthermore, whereas MT has V12 'his boasts / idle chatter' in verse 30, LXX 
seerhs to have a Vorlage of P I 'his sufficiency'.'•'^ The result is that Moab's pride is more 
forcefiilly presented in MT than in LXX in these two verses. Similarly, in verse 7, MT 
accuses Moab of trusting "^jTmsiK^T '^"'ioyQ ' in your deeds and in your treasures', 
whereas LXX only maligns her for trusting ev 6xupc6|iaai aou 'in your strongholds'. 
The reverse is the case in verse 11, however, for in LXX Moab is accused because 
TTe7TOi6cog f)v eiri rr) So^r) auTOu 'he trusted in his glory', whereas in MT, Moab has 
simply been T'10lD"'pK K i n Dplffl '(and) settled like wine on its dregs.' Moab's 
wickedness is also emphasised in LXX in verse 16, where (apparently) the ambiguous nX7~l 
has been translated as TTOVTipia 'wickedness'. In MT, the sense of nS7~l appears to be one of 
misery or distress, for which LXX could have used either xa K O K Q (for example, Jer. 25:17; 
28:60, 64), which has a broader meaning more akin to nS7~l, or it could even have employed 
KoiKcoaig 'cruel suffering, oppression' (for example, Jer. 28:2). 
132 McKane 1996:1183 
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Another interesting textual point worth noting is Rosel's observation that LXX often uses 
£I5GO\OI rather than 0eoi to denote foreign gods (for example, Moab's 6i5c6X.oi in Numbers 
25:2). However, in Jeremiah 31:35, Moab's gods are referred to as 9goi which might imply 
(if Rosel is correct) that the oracle is not as polemical as it might be and even that idolatry is 
not the main focus of 31:35. 
There are other minor differences between MT and LXX in the verses relating to Moab's 
offences, but they seemingly bear little weight on a reading of the texts. These are: the 
accusation in MT's verse 7 that Moab trusted "["'iffUQn ' in your deeds' as opposed to LXX's 
6xupco|iaai ' in your strongholds'; the absence of the first ]D in LXX's verse 30; and LXX's 
preposition erri in verse 35 (ava^aivovTa ETTI ^copov 'when he ascends upon an altar'), in 
contrast to MT's lack of preposition, leading to the awkward reading n?33 nbS7Q. As well, 
the end of verse 27 in MT has TTIDnn ^2 "yi^l ""lO'iD 'but whenever you spoke of 
him you shook your head', whereas LXX has OTI lTroXi|ieig auxov; 'is it because you kept 
fighting him?' Though in MT the sense seems to be one of mockery whereas LXX implies 
violent action, the idea in both is that Moab mistreated Israel in some way. On balance, 
then, it seems that neither LXX nor MT focus more on Moab's offences than the other. 
Whether the same can be said for the punishment YHWH inflicts on Moab is the matter now 
at hand. 
Moab's Punishment 
Concerning Moab. Thus 
says the LORD of hosts, the 
God of Israel: Alas for 
Nebo, it is laid waste! 
Kiriathaim is out to shame, 
it is taken; the fortress is 
put to shame and broken 
down; 
~ T T ;, 
nc7"'3'n rme? "^ s 
I • T T •% 
• T T T : : • 
3ac7Qrt nE7-'3n 
I—T • T 
:nnm 
'Tfi Mcoap. OuTCog EiTTE 
Kupiog Oi/ai ETTl Na^au, 
OTi wXf TO- sXqptpSri 
KapiaGaip, vio^vvQx] 
AjjaaayaP KQI AtaG. 
For Moab. Thus did the 
Lord say: Woe for Nabau, 
because he perished! 
Kariathaim was taken; 
Hamasaeab was put to 
shame, and Hatath. 
The destroyer shall come 
upon every town, and no 
town shall escape; the 
valley shall perish, and the 
plain shall be destroyed, as 
the LORD has spoken. 
"TQca-i pQyri 
:mrri 
T 
*Kai ri^Ei oXEGpog ETTI 
Tuaaav TTOXIV, OU pp 
acoSrj, Kai aTroX-EiTai 6 
auXcOV, KQl 
£^oXE9p£u9t]OETai n 
TTESIVTI, KaOcbg EITTE 
Kupiog. 
And destruction shall come 
upon every city; it shall not 
be saved. And the valley 
shall perish, and the plain 
shall be destroyed utterly, 
as the Lord has said. 
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In verse 1 MT asserts that Kiriathaim is put to shame (nE7i3n) as well as taken, whereas 
LXX does not have an equivalent to this first instance of mz/'^an. In verse 8, too, MT 
reiterates the fact that "l"*!?! 'no city' will escape, whereas LXX does not repeat the 
subject. Whilst these do not make any significant difference to the sense, MT gives a 
slightly fiiller and therefore arguably more emphatic, account of Moab's punishment than 
LXX. 
Verse 26 in MT informs us that 1N"'p3 3}t1Q p D D l This literally reads 'and Moab shall 
clap in his vomit', which most English translations render something akin to 'and Moab will 
wallow / splash in his vomit'.'^^ In contrast, LXX has Kai eTTiKpouaei Mcoa^ Iv xsipi 
auTou 'and Moab shall clap with his hand'. The final result is that MT paints a more 
graphic (and abhorrent) picture of Moab's punishment than LXX at this point. 
On the other hand, it could be argued that LXX's descriptions of Moab's judgment are 
sometimes more striking than MT's, for in two instances Moab falls to waste in MT but is 
burnt in LXX (verses 9 and 34).'^" As well, in MT verse 32, the destroyer (IIK?) falls upon 
Moab's vineyards ("l''S3), but in LXX, destruction (oXeSpog) falls on her grapegatherers 
(TpuyriTal). Therefore, whilst in MT the destroyer is personified, it is only the vintage that 
is affected, whereas in LXX the people themselves are attacked. 
Again, there are slight variations which have little impact on the oracle. First, MT silences 
(••rain) whereas L X X brings to a stop ( K Q I TtaOaiv iraucreTai) in verse 2. Secondly, LXX 
has TCI Kepaapaxa auToO 'his mixtures' as opposed to MT, which has •rT'bnDT 'his jars' in 
verse 12 (possibly a scribal error for t a Kepapa auTou 'his horn-shaped bowls').'•^^ 
Thirdly, in LXX verse 36, what (a) Moab has made has perished (aTrcoXeTo), whereas MT 
specifies that the riches she made (ilics? mn" ' ) have perished (TT3K).''^^ Fourthly, 
in verses 
Brueggemann 1998c:447; Carroll 1986:786, 787; Duhm 1901:349 ('hinklatscheh wird Moab in sein 
Gespei'); Weinberg 1982:304; Freedman 1949:308; Jones 1992:505; Lundbom 2004b:283; McKane 1996:1178, 
1180; Miller 2001:888, 891; Stulman 2005:364. Allen (2008:475) has 'empty its stomach with its vomit', 
Holladay (1989:343, 360) has 'overflow' as does Thompson (1980:707), whilst Smothers (in Keown, Scalise 
and Smothers 1995:304) has 'dash his hand in his vomit' and Volz (1928:413;) has 'uber seinem Gespei 
speien' ('vomit over his vomit' - see also 1920:310-311). Calvin (1855b:27,28, 29) also has 'he clapped / 
struck his hands together' ('complodo') though he suggests the text should be translated to mean that Moab 
would roll in its own vomit ('involvit'). 
'^ ^ The idea of water being burnt is strange in v.34. 
Lust, Eynikel and Hauspie 2003:337 
rn.rr; is a feminine singular, nwv is a masculine singular and n?*? is a plural and so does not agree with 
either of the preceding words. L X X does not have this problem. 
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21-24 MT has a reference to 3K1Q "piX " ' l y 'cities of the land of Moab' (verse 24), 
whereas LXX just has Tf6X.Eig Mcoa^ 'cities of Moab'. 
In summary, then, the variations between MT and LXX with regard to Moab's punishment 
demonstrate that sometimes MT has the more vivid portrayal, but on other occasions LXX 
does. On balance, however, taking into account the material that is additional to MT (40-41, 
45-46), YHWH's punishment is more forcefiil in MT than LXX. 
Wings, Signs, Salt (v. 9) 
Set aside sajt for Moab, 
for she will surelv fall; 
her towns shall become a 
desolation, with no 
inhabitant in them. 
Ksn •'•2 
rraob n-'-ij7i 
-1 T •,- T : 
:"[ri3 3Ejr 
''SoTE gripEia li^ Mcoa^, OTI 
a<pf) ava(p9rja£Tai. KHI 
"rraaai a l TioXeig auxfjg Eig 
apaxov EaovTat- -rrnfipv 
EvoiKog auxfj; 
Give signs to Moab, because 
she will be kindled with 
kindling, and all her cities 
shall become untrodden: 
from where will she get an 
inhabitant? 
In 48:6 the speaker of the oracle turns to Moab and urges her to flee, whilst in verse 9 he 
compels others to give wings / salt (MT) or signs (LXX) to her so that she may fly away 
(MT) or be kindled (LXX). There are textual difficulties with the first half of the verse in 
MT, partly because it appears that N2n stem fi-om two different roots, and partly 
because of the difficulty in translating the hapax legomenon, 7"'2. Space precludes a proper 
discussion here, but a brief summary is as follows. Traditionally, f*'S has been understood 
to mean 'wing', though other possible traiislations include 'flower' (see Vulgate), 'signs' 
fi-om LXX's ar)|J6ia, or 'salt' given the Ugaritic gloss sisuma on the Akkadian eqlet tabti 
'fields of salt': sisuma is the plural of ss which is considered to be salt.'^^ 
The translation affects whether the verse is meant in a positive or negative way. For instance 
it ihay be a command to make Moab's lands a saline waste, or it may be a summons to help 
her flee. Certainly it would seem that in LXX, signs appear to be some form of aid or at 
least warning, though it is hard to make sense of the verse. 
To summarise again, my conclusions are as follows. Smothers's observation that salt is 
always rendered by another word than ss in Akkadian and that 55 only ever means salt 
marshes is a compelling argument against the comparatively new idea that Moab is to be 
For discussion on this see Allen 2008:476; Calvin 1855b:13-14; de Waard 2003:189-190; Duhm 1901 •347-
Feinberg 1982:302; Freedman 1949:304; Fretheim 2002:598; Holladay 1989:341; Jones 1992-502- Lundbom' 
2004b:261; McKane 1996:1163-1165; McKeating 1999:204; Rudolph 1968:275; Smothers in Keo'wn Scalise 
and Smothers 1995:313-314j Stulman 2005:362; Thompson 1980:704; Volz 1920:208. 
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offered salt. Moreover, that 'salt' as a translation for the Hebrew ]*'>3 comes from an 
Ugaritic gloss on an Akkadian text is a procedure which, to use de Waard's words, seems 
'farfetched'. McKane's eind de Waard's comments that signposts are inappropriate for 
such a chaotic situation are also persuasive. ]n3 becomes redundant i f sending her out in 
bloom or taking her crown since Moab is not given anything. Therefore, it seems to me that 
'wings' becomes the most likely option, in this case, the underlying verb would be 'to 
f ly ' . 
So, i f Moab is to be given wings to fly away, the question becomes whether it is a 
straightforward command or an ironic one intended to mock Moab. Either are plausible, but 
given the command to flee in verse 6 (which is not generally considered to be ironic), I 
would tend to accept verse 9 as a summons to Moab's neighbours to help her flee away. 
This understanding seems to cohere with the tenor of LXX, even though the wording differs. 
It also has the support of traditional interpretation, for example, Rashi. '"'^  This being said, it 
is a futile command, for it is clear that Moab will not escape destruction. So, Whilst Moab is 
in need of help and those around are to supply it, such aid can only have a limited effect in 
the circumstances. Read in this way the verse (in both MT and LXX) adds to the rhetoric of 
Jeremiah 48 in terms of the pathos behind such destruction and in the way that divine 
punishment is meted out with a call for human assistance to the punished. Although both 
MT and LXX contain the rhetoric on this occasion, overall their literary styles vary slightly. 
Literary Form 
MT is slightly more poetically phrased than LXX. For instance, in verse 15 MT balances 
nbv 'has come up'*'*" with Tll*> 'have gone down', but LXX does not have an equivalent of 
nbv. Similarly, in verse 5 MT balances weeping at the nbVTZ 'ascent' with crying at the 
T n Q 'descent', whereas LXX has ev 6§cp 'by way' where MT has 1~\'\J2. As well, where 
MT begins both halves of verse 10 with a curse (nTni<T...~n"lK), LXX has only the first 
(ETTiKaTdpaTog). 
On a couple of occasions, MT's text carries an urgency (even i f the sense is one of mockery) 
that is missing in LXX in that it uses imperatives where LXX does not: T3TS7 'leave' and 
de Waard 2003:190 
139 
140 
Rashi http://www.chabad.org/librarv/bible cdo/aid/16045 (05/07/09) 
See footnote 90 re the singular form of nbs7. 
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'be' in verse 28 (though T3TS7 could be pointed as a perfect) which are rendered by Aorists in 
the Greek (respecfively, KaTeXiTtov 'they left' and eyevriOriaav 'they became'); and IDb 
'Come' in verse 2, which is not present in LXX at all. 
There are another two verses where a statement is emphatic in MT but not in LXX. The first 
is verse 9 where TtoBev makes LXX's clause a question, as opposed to MT's statement and 
the second is the opening to verse 27. LXX has what looks to be quite a literal translation of 
MT's DX.. M^h> DNI, that is, K O I ei . . . ei, but the result is that the Greek (which is difficult 
to understand) has conditional clauses rather than what is generally considered to be an 
emphatic statement or rhetorical question.''" 
In other words, as well as MT being more poetic than LXX in terms of balancing phrases, it 
is also a little more urgent and emphatic. 
Conclusion - Differing Theologies? 
In summary, then, a comparison of the two has shown that MT's version of Jeremiah's 
oracle concerning Moab is nuanced slightly differently from LXX's oracle in a number of 
ways. Each also shed light on the other, although for the purposes of this dissertation the 
interest lies in how LXX illumines MT. 
The length of the oracle in MT suggests that it is significant, yet its location within the 
collection does not reinforce the suggestion. However, in LXX both the length and its 
position at the end of the collection pay tribute to Moab's significance, even though placing 
the oracle last may have been a literary decision given the subject matter of drunkenness 
which links to the next chapter. Nevertheless, since Moab is important in LXX, one may 
reasonably infer the sarhe in MT which therefore suggests that one is to take the signal from 
the length of the oracle in MT, rather than from its position in the list. Babylon, it transpires, 
has a greater prominence in MT than in LXX (for example, see 25 :1-13) and her special 
status eclipses Moab's, as is shown by her final posifion in the OAN collection. 
I f Moab has a lower status in MT than in LXX in terms of its place within the OAN 
collection, the canonical placing of the whole OAN collection within the book suggests the 
opposite. The nations appear (in increasing detail) at the begirming, the middle and the end 
141 
Bnieggemann 1998c:447; Clements 1988:253; Duhm 1901:349; Holladay 1989:360; Lundbom 2004b-284-
McKane 1996:1178, 1180; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:317 
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of MT Jeremiah. The OANs provide the final chapter to the story as set out in chapter 25.'''^ 
In contrast, all the material on the nations is situated in the first half only of LXX Jeremiah, 
perhaps because LXX has a tendency to delineate between 'poetry' (first half of the book) 
and 'prose' (second half) in a way that MT does not. LXX's structure means that the OANs 
come before the 'new covenant' promises, whereas the reverse is the case in MT. Thus in 
LXX YHWH pronoimces his punishment on all nations before there is restoration for Judah, 
whereas in MT, he deals with Judah completely (punishment and restoration) before he turns 
to the nations. 
MT's occasional promises of restoration to the nations are not only demonstration that MT 
gives a filller account of YHWH's dealings vvith the nations, but show that individual nations 
are treated differently from one another. On the other hand, Judah's hope stands in clearer 
contrast to the fate of the nations in LXX, precisely because the OANs (apart fi-om Elam's) 
do not include such promises. 
MT's oracle concerning Moab is more intense than LXX's version. For instance, the end of 
the oracle builds up to a particularly dramatic climax with the quotation of the taunt song, for 
its inclusion demonstrates that Moab's history repeats itself Therefore, there is an 
inevitability about Moab's destruction (and subsequent reversal of fortunes) that is not there 
in LXX. The material in verses 40-41 found only in MT also adds to the more dramatic 
ending of this oracle in MT, for the strength of the eagle (a metaphor for the destroyer) is 
contrasted with the weakness of a woman in labour (a metaphor for Moab). Lament, too, 
finds fuller expression in MT. The nature of divine involvement is also heightened in MT in 
that there is more speech attributed to the first person and phrases that perhaps reflect a 
connecfion between YHWH and Moab, for example, rT'T^ua npUT (qere) 'cry of her little 
ones'. However, there seerns to be little difference in the way Moab's offences are presented 
in the two versions of Jeremiah's oracle over Moab. 
Therefore, whilst Moab does not appear in a significant position within MT's OAN 
collection in Jeremiah, the oracle itself gives, on the whole, a more vivid portrayal of 
Moab's plight than LXX's does. Such a depiction is further enhanced by the oracle's 
literary style, which is a little more poetic than LXX in terms of word balance and urgent 
and emphatic tone. Nevertheless, the dissimilarities do not seem major enough to lead to 
distinct theologies. Instead, I would be more cautious and talk in terms of varying 'nuance' 
'"^  See also McConville 1993:140 
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(see the opening sentence to this section) rather than different theologies. In fact, the 
comparison of the two texts has sometimes confirmed previously detected possibiHties of 
nuance, for example, the extent to which Moab is lamented, particulariy by YHWH. 
Whether the comparison between Jeremiah 48 (MT) and Isaiah 15-16 (MT) will yield 
similar results wil l now be seen. 
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C h a p t e r T h r e e : 
J e r e m i a h 4 8 i n t h e L i g h t o f I s a i a h 1 5 - 1 6 
Introduction 
One of the striking characteristics of Jeremiah 48 is the extent to which it shares material 
with other books (primarily prophetic books) in the OT. Although the primary concern here 
is with the similarities between Jeremiah 48 and Isaiah 15-16, it may be helpful to preface 
this discussion with a table of parallels which sets out all the material that Jeremiah 48 
shares with other texts. Table 4 does this. 
Table 4: Parallels between Jeremiah 48 and Other O T Texts 
V. Jeremiah 48 Ref(s) Parallel Passage 
1 
nc;"^3'n rc^-^ •'s laa-'pN lYn bxn'c;-' 
rnnriT nwrpn ntb-'ln B-IQ^HP i^ l?"?? 
Is 15:1 •-3 nana axYo - iy T T O 'P''':>3 •'S asYn KEQ 
:nDna aj^Ya-rp TTB? S-ibs 
2 i3Bn li'3c?n3 35<ib n'pnri niv T'X 
•'Yap nan*'"!:??! ''^'? '^Vl 
:3-in '^^ n T)ini< "'P'^ n ]piQ-Qa 
3 rbYia -I3B1 n'to D-'aYnhD nps72 'pYp Is 15:5bp-
Y 
Is I5:8a 
:TIS;S;I naej-nps^T Q"'3"iYn ^ i - n •'3 
(3KYO bnsa-nx r^pa^n na''pn-i3) 
4 =3] npi7.T lyo^pn 3t<ib n-i3ca 
I T T : • : • T T : : • 
: [rfTv:^ =p] [n."'"i.Y:7^  
5 [*n''m'?n =pl fmn'pn =3l nbvD ""S Is I5:5b TiTT'3 Y3-nbsr •'333 rr'm'pn rhvn 
•'-13 D ? ? ! ! ! ! m b ? --^  •'P3"n'?sr ""^^^ : n s 7 y i a e r n p s 7 T o-'anYn 
6 iS7Y-ii?3 nai-inra Dstffaa io'?n loa 
- : - T V : • : r—:—: r-" ^ 
:-|3-iQ3 
Jer 51:6aa 
7 Ti''riY~i3Ys3^ Ti'iDyos "qntp? is?: "'s 
=p] [tc-ips =3] ss:;') • ' I 3 ^ n riN-oa 
=pl r-in-- =3l ^•>-iw^ vans n'pYaa feYoD 
Jar 49:3b 
Am 1:15 
: viH"' T"")^! T'?n3 '1^:: n'?Yaa B|).'?S "'3 
: m n i noK T ^ m T'")ioi xin n'pYas •a'pn T|'?m 
8 . Lj'^ an Kb Tiyi T's;-'73-S>K - n c K'3"'T 
-i^v\ nE7"'pn npibaT ppyn n a x i 
9 n"'-i:7T Hian Ksa •'3 3KYQS f s - i a n 
tins 3WY'' "CXQ rTa->:;rTn npt^ 'p 
3E71"' ]"'KQ is a common motif in the prophets, 
particularly in Jeremiah, and is often in conjunction 
with the noun HQE? or verb DQC?, e.g. Is. 5:9; 6:11; 
Jer 4:7; 34:22; 44:22; 46:19; 51:29, 37; Zeph 3:6 
(examples where ilDK? and DQE? are not used are Jer 
26:9; Zeph 2:5) 
Is 15:9 ]Yr3"'"i-by rr'CN-'s u-[ IK'^Q ]YO"'-! •'p •'3 
:np7}$ n-'-iK^'^i n^;-)X 3XYQ vio-h^b msoYa 
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Is 16:1 
:"[V 3^-n3 
Is 16:4 77110 ibb 7no">in 3Kib -"ma 73 ma-' 
T ••• • • • •-•; T - T - I T T 
:f7Kn-]P 007 IDn 7E? 7b3 fQ7 ODK-iS 
Is 16:5 71-1 brTK? n^ ^^ g iibj; 3D;'1 KD3 7973 ]3ini 
:p7?£ 77pi DS^n B 7 7 1 ^r^^ 
10 
:dik> i3-ir\ yjb 
11 
Y3 ibyu -roy i s ' b r "^bn nbVasT 
:-iQ3 Kb Yn-«-i.i 
12 mn-^ -DK? ••'K3 D-'p^ -nDn ]Db 
ip"'i;' T'ba] insj^i ••'v'a nb-'rirrbc?'! 
•rj-'bs:'] 
13 n->3 iE7'3~itp??3 taibpQ 3Klb E;3T 
:Dnp5Q bK rr^ap bniw": 
14 bin"'Bj?Ki iDrT5?$ •"'nV33 i ipKh "TIIK 
: nonbrab 
15 v-jin? -in?QT nby rf-iui 3Kib iic^ Jer 46:18a 
Jer 51:57b 
Jer 50:27a 
:ibB7 niH3:t np-- TjbDn-DKa 
fnstab 177'' n-i-isa-bs i37n) 
16 mno Vnyni t<iab axib-TiN 3i'-ip 
T - : • T T : T T W 
:n'KQ 
Jer 50:27b (:Dn7p5f) nv DDI'-I S5""'3 •rj-'by -iin) 
17 VoB -"yT bbi T'3-'3D-b3 lb n.D 
bpo Ti7-nc3n -i3t?3 ns-iK npK 
: m K Q n 
T T : 
18 8!9-j:3 [•'3B71 =p] [i3t?7i =3] .7.13313 
nby 3KYQ -nB7-'3 1l'3''Tn3 n3E7'' 
T T T - 1 • • •—'— 
Is 47:1 f7Kb-'3i£? b33-n3 nbin3 7E5s;-bx7 •'3t&i •'71 
D-'7?73V13 S03-]?t<. 
19 
inn- ir iD-nQ i n o K nLjboDi or-ibxc? 
T T : - - - : • T T : - ; T 
20 =p] [•'b''bin =D] nnn-'3 3Nib ©-"sn 
TT-'art [ipvn =p] [•'pVIi =2] h'?"''?"'^  
:3i<ib •'3 iinx:? 
21 ]ib'n-bt;{ -IB-ran f-i.i«{-bi<i K3 ostsoi 
=p] [nysVo =3]-by] nanr'^^l 
22 ro^nbpT n-'3-bvi ibrbyi ]V3-'7-byi 
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23 
24 
25 
T : 
Ps 75:11 
(10) 
(jam o'^^i :ini2-'^?i) 
26 Zeph 
2:10b 
:nYx3:j nin") ay-bs; i^J^a^i - f l in •'3 
27 bxniz;'^  rT:;r[ phBri xib oxi 
[ x s p ] =p] [rtxap] =D] •• '3D?|-DN 
r-mbnn Ya T ' - | 3 - I •'Tn-'S 
28 3Kib •'nc;-' » '?o3 I:3E7T ••'"is; 13TI? 
: n n D - ' s n a s ' s "|pn naViD I T T I 
Is 16:2 
Jer 49:16 
3KYn m:3 na-'-'nn n'pcra p T7Y3-^Y»2 n^'ni 
riYanx*:* nisxTo 
•'13113 •'DDE? -risb p-TT -|nK K-'EH T[nsbDn) 
•?[Dp 11033 n-'33n"'3 ni73a DY-IO •'csn vhort 
(rmrr'-DNa TIT-IYN DBD 
29 Yn3a ^•Kn nx^ 3i«nb-]Ytt3 naiTno* 
n3'7 a-mniitaT Vaikai 
Is 16:6a-
ba'« 
Yankai Yn^xa nttn 3KYn-]YKa narac 
30 Is 
]6:6bp'** 
:T'"73 p - x b Yn-i3ri 
31 
:nan-'B7nn-T'p 'ley/rbK ps7Tx 
Is 16:7 
Is 15:2ba 
Is 15:5a 
Is 15:8b 
'^T'^/cb b-''?-'-' n b s 3«Yn'p 3KYD b-''?-'-' 
:D''K33-:1N nann n'onn—i-ip 
b'''?"'"' 3KYO K S T I Q bi7T Y33-bs; 
nb3y -i:;'3~ri? ^^1^3 psTT"" 3»tYn'p •'s'p 
n '^c^bt? 
irrn'pb'' D''b''}< "IXST nn'p'p'' n''b3i;{—ry 
32 nD3E; ]aarr •?]'?-n33K -ITST -"aaa Is 16:8 
Is 16:9'*= 
•iY3 •'by3 nij3B7 laa bbax ]Y3Bn nYn-ri:: •'s 
-1310 iLJFi luaa -iTS7''~m r f p i - i c l o b n 
:D'' 1-13X7 lETtiJ? n-TiYnbe? 
TlT'-ix n n 3 B ]aa -ITU-" --ass n33K i s - b u 
^s-ip-bu ""s nbybxT ]Y3Bn • ' n i r m 
:!2saji727."!lT3i?-'?»T 
33 Is 16:10 
Is 16:9b 
D^Q-1331 bBisn-iP b"'3i ni^ nt? nP^tsi 
TT-i'irr •n'-iT'-kb n-isp-is r"" s;s;-|i xb i p i - x b 
:"'n3B7n-n"'n 
bD3 iTH •q-i-'sp-bs;-! •qs-'p-bu •'3 
143 Not strictly ba since the Masoretes have not inserted a zakeph katon at this point. 
See previous footnote (143) re division of verse. 
Bendavid (1972:201) considers that nnw (Jer. 48:32) is a parallel of "n-'n (Is. 16:9) so I have included it for 
completeness, though it is not one I would necessarily have marked given that "TTTI occurs in the next verse in 
Jeremiah. 
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Is 15:6b 
( :n in xb p-i"" nba n-'isn c?a-'"'a) 
34 
q'pYp iDn; 
Is 15:4a 
Is 15:5a 
Is 15:6a 
n^Bj'pB nba»- i»3-n» nn-i-ia pvr-' axYab •'aS 
Tini maro D->-ID3 •'?3'"'3 
35 Is 15:2a 
Is 16:12'^ 
••aab mbari p-'i-i rr^an n'py 
x a i rman-bsyaNib nxb3"'a nx-i3-ia rrim 
:baT' xbT bbsnnb iBJ^pn-bx 
36 
non"' D"'b"'bn3 E n n ' T ' p "'G73X"'5^ * 
m a x rros? mn-' p - b s 
Is 16:11 
Is 15:7 
Is 15:5aa PVT^ a^Yn*? "'3'? 
37 bs7 rw-ia IPT-'^DT n n i p D K - I - S S ••S Is 15:2bp 
Is 15:3a 
i n m a ipr-ba nmp TWKi-baa 
T "t? "trr T T : T irr t • 
pp man rn'iJina 
38 Is 15:3b 
Jer 22:28 
Jer 
19:llaii 
r a a a nn-' b-^b^-^ rhs n T i a m a n n-rnaabr 
••'pp-DX in-iaa nrn tzj-'Nn f i sa nras a a y n 
f -iBxa nx-rn I'-yn-nKT nrn ayn-nx laETit 
nannb b a r - x b n c x naV '^n •''^a-nx lap?"' 
39 «]-i.s;-naDrt •?!•>}< ib"'b'>r[ nnn 
nnn??'?i pnt?r'p DXYQ n;;rri cYa axib 
n-'a-'ao-b^'? 
T - : T : 
40 ts-isT nKTi ncaa nan mn-- nb-'a 
laijYn-bij Tiaaa 
Jer 49:22a 
Dt 
28:49'''^  
^333 izna-'i n x T T n b y ncsa nan 
rin?3-'?.? 
- icxa T~i.i<n n2p?2 pVn-iD "'la T|->bu nin-' NE?-' 
: •i'3t:7b uQcn-xb -IE7N "'Va ntoan nx^"' 
Wildberger (1997:125) deems there to be no link between Jeremiah 48:35 and Isaiah 16:12 because the 
content is too dissimilar (1997:125). Smothers (in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:310), on the other hand, 
does link the two. 
Smothers (in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:310) suggests a link here and also between Jer. 48:41 and 
Deut. 28:52. Deut. 28:49 is one of three verses where ~1E73 and nxn occur together (the other two being Jer. 
48:40 and Jer. 49:22) and therefore the connection is possible. However, I am less convinced that there is 
overlap between Jer. 48:41 and Deut. 28:52 (there is no shared language though the idea is similar), but have 
included it here for completeness, especially as it is in the same section as Deut. 28:49 and therefore the link is 
more plausible. 
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41 I rrcsri: miarpni m'^iipLi ni?*?? 
j b a it^nn rn^a a^AB r??i71 
Jer 49:22b 
Is 15:4b 
Dt 28:52 
iWS 3*?? ^inn Ri'^ a a i i i^nm.3 l2 -nOT 
nvn^.li?53 w-i-!:; ayib •'g'pn ]3-':'y) 
-ifibn n i l . ~y T'l.V'?"'^?^ "^ '^  i ^ m ) 
•[na ntj'3 rrnx -ic?^ { m-ia|n-i mnbsn 
Pains of childbirth is a eommon motif (e.g. Is 13:8; 
21:3; Jer 30:6; Mic 4:9, 10) 
42 
43 I 3xib atPi"-* T ' ? V n?T nnai -ms Is 24:17 
Lam 3:47 
44 •^'B? -rnan ^3?p [ori =p] [o j^rr =D] Is 24:18 
Jer 23:12b 
Jer 11:23b 
n'pipni nnan-by Va-' -man 'pVpo oan n:;ni 
m-ina ma-iK""? 13*?? nnBH ^Vn^ 
r f i x •'ipib itoy-i^l innsD 
45 I Q-^ pj n a n TTDS; iVacpn '?33 
Num 
21:28 
Num 
24:17bp 
Is 16:3 
tp-jN m b a i"???? axib -ir n'pay 
:ntD-:!35-'7a 7/?7/:^  ayib -"nt^ a rnoi 
( •'n-'G7 1275? nas; [•'i<"'an =p] [iK"'art =a] 
..113..B.-'JnjI?. ^"II^D'D'IC?? T 'n? "^ "^ ^ 
46 I inp'p-^a Pib3-Dg l a y ayib Num 
21:29 
•u^b? n:33 in; pib3-DP n-[ay aKib •?['?-'itt 
:]YmD ^ib?^ n^apg T'riJ?'! 
Ezek 
29:l4aa 
Jer 49:39 
Jer 49:6 
Jer 46:26b 
Is 16:13 
Ezek 
25:1 la 
Pn?.a m a g r n x ^nap-i 
I'a-'Ptt =p] [aic7X =a] n-'P=;n rr'in^? ^ 1^^ 
:nin-;-PH3 •b-'s; [map =p] [n-ia?; =a]-nx 
]iby-'D3 map-nx a'^ px la'^nnsi 
(:mn;'~nt53 n^p-iria -[apn "[a-^iqsi) 
(rrxQ aKia- '?x rqn; 15.71 it??? l a i n np 
D'^ DBP rrinuN ajob^T 
Is 16:14 -iiap ••'DP pbpa ibxb np-' - ia i nnyi 
-iNPT a n lYQin ':>ba axib n a s ibp2T 
T : T T I T •.- T T I: • : 
r-i-iaD Nib lUTQ uira 
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K e y 
Colours denoting OT books: 
Jeremiah 48 and Isaiah 15-16 (black) - the whole of both texts are given here 
Numbers refs 
Deuteronomy refs 
Psalm refs 
Isaiah 24 refs 
Other Jeremi ah fefs, 
Lamentai io in rel's 
. E'ze'kiel refs 
Amos refs 
Zephaniah refs 
Emphasis denoting closeness of parallel: 
Same word(s) or root(s). Breaks in the underlining indicate that the words 
either do not follow the same order in the common material, or are separated by 
other words. 
SmilarwordsOT 
Wording looks like it has b^m altered slightly (for example, see M. 48:31 and h. 
(Verse or part verse enclosed by brackets) = possible loose link. 
Where a word or phrase in Jeremiah 48 has more than one parallel, it will be 
emphasised in the 'Jeremiah 48' column according to its closest parallel. 
Table layout: 
The 'Ref(s)' column is mainly given so that the reader is not wholly dependent on 
colours to depict texts. 
To aid the reader, on occasion (when a verse has a parallel in more than one text), the 
text of Jeremiah 48 has been split across hnes so that it lies adjacent to its parallel 
text. 
For each verse of Jeremiah 48, the parallel texts have been arranged according to the 
following criteria: 
1. the closest parallels are shown first 
2. the texts follow the order of the verse in Jeremiah 48 as rhuch as possible 
3 . canonical order 
* Corrections of the BHS marked with asterix - typographical errors, corrected towards 
Leningrad Codex (that is, Jer. 48:5). 
Texts are included in the table where there is more than one word in common with a phrase 
in Jeremiah 48 (for example, Ezek. 25:11, Zeph. 2:10b). However, those with only one word 
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in common (for example, E?X 'fire' in Am. 2:2, •''Itl? 'chiefs / rulers' in Am. 2:3), or those 
containing familiar, but general, themes (for example, pride in Is. 25:11 and Zeph. 2:10a, 
and the taimting of Israel in Zeph. 2:8), are not included. The table is my own, but I have 
consulted tables and lists in Wildberger, Bendavid Smothers, Gray, and Jones as well as 
NASB's cross-reference column.''*^ 
The reason for choosing to compare Jeremiah 48 with Isaiah 15-16 rather than with the 
words against Moab in other prophetic books is that these other oracles consist only of a few 
verses each and contain little overlap with Jeremiah 48 in terms of repeated words. Jeremiah 
48 and Isaiah 15-16 not only share a considerable amount of material, on the other hand, but 
they are similm- in other ways, too. First, they both refer to a large number of places in 
Moab, secondly, they are both long oracles, and thirdly, the tone of lament that runs through 
each of them is striking, i f not the most prominent feature of both. These similarities have 
led commentators to surmise that one author has quarried material from the other, or that 
both have relied on a common source. 
At the same time, there are notable differences between these oracles. For instance, 
Jeremiah 48 explains that Moab's destruction is YHWH's pimishment meted oiit to Moab 
because of her offences. The text cites some of these misdeeds. It also communicates 
Moab's future restoration. In contrast, Isaiah 15-16 does not depict Moab's calamity in 
terms of YHWH's pimishment and appears disinterested in Moab's sins as well as her 
ultimate reversal of fortunes. YHWH is also conspicuously absent by name (until the 
addendum) in Isaiah 15-16, whereas Jeremiah 48 frequently refers to him. Moreover, there 
is no equivalent section in Jeremiah 48 to Isaiah 16:1-5, a passage that is often supposed to 
be a Moabite appeal to Judah and which looks forward to a righteous Davidic king. As well, 
Isaiah's oracle concerning Moab concludes with a (self confessed) later addendimi, which 
Jeremiah's does not. 
The analysis in this chapter will begin by looking at the similarities between the oracles (that 
is, shared material, nimiber of place names, length, and lamenting tone) and will then move 
on to deal with the differences between them. Most of the examination of the differences 
will concentrate on material found in Jeremiah 48 but not Isaiah 15-16 (that is, reasons for 
Moab's sin, her punishment, her restoration, and explicit references to YHWH) whilst the 
Bendavid 1972:201, 206, 188; Gray 1912:271; Jones 1992:499, 505-507; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and 
Smothers 1995:310; Wildberger 1997:127-129 
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material found only in Isaiah 15-16 (that is, the supposed appeal with its possible 'messianic' 
allusions, and the addendum) wi l l be given less priority. This is because the key question 
concerns Jeremiah 48 and the comparison with Isaiah 15-16 is in order to illuminate 
Jeremiah 48, not to provide a reading of Isaiah 15-16. 
Having examined the nature and extent of the differences, I shall then investigate the 
direction of borrowing. Since Isaiah 24:17-18 is identical in parts to Jeremiah 48:43-44 it is 
also briefly included. I f it can be shown that Jeremiah 48 reuses material from Isaiah 15-16 
(and 24), as the majority of commentators surmise, then the omissions and deletions may 
illumine the processing behind the text of Jeremiah 48. The final section wil l pull together 
all the observations and conclusions and cautiously seek to answer why the authors of 
Jeremiah 48 and Isaiah 15-16 might have shaped their oracles as they did. 
Similarities Explored 
Shared Mater ia l 
The; shared material tends to take four forms. First, there is a concentrated clustering of 
equivalent verses; this forms the bulk of the common material between Jeremiah 48 and 
Isaiah 15-16, that is, Jeremiah 48:29-38a and Isaiah 16:6-12. Secondly, there may be a close 
correspondence between isolated verses, for example, Jeremiah 48:5 and Isaiah 15:5b. The 
third form is less apparent and is when the overlap in the words and phrases is either small 
enough or general enough to make it unclear whether borrowing has taken place at all, for 
example, Jeremiah 48:45 and Isaiah 16:3. Fourthly, there are examples where there is little 
or no shared language, but where the thoughts are obviously similar, for example, Jeremiah 
48:41 and Isaiah 15:4b. Not only do the third and fourth categories merge, but it becomes 
difficult to clarify at which point the material ceases to be shared, particularly as the 
concerns of the oracles are broadly similar (Moab's calamity). This section looks at 
examples from each category, in descending order of overiapping language.'''^ 
The closest correspondence is between Jeremiah 48:29-38 and Isaiah 15:2^7 and 16:6-12, as 
shown below in the excerpt from Table 4. 
Table 4 does not gj-oup the verses according to these four classifications; instead, as the Key shows, it 
highlights where words or roots are the same, where they are synonymous or similar, where it appears that 
spellings have been altered slightly, and where there is only a possible loose link, between texts. Nevertheless, 
it follows that the level of correspondence can often be seen at a glance. 
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^9 
bo 
31 
32 
33 
34 
b5 
b6 
Jeremiah 48:29-38 
Vnaa tkq rtxa 3xib°]Yxa i jyae ; 
Isaiah 15:2-7; 16:6-12 
b"?b2? nba JxYob jkYq b'^ b'^ '^  ]Db 
tp-iKDr-rix larin ny-in-T'p W'^ g^ ivb 
b^ 'b-'-' amb Km-'Q b y i Y33-by 
• : 1 T : •• - : 
n^ E/bE? 
T • • : 
:nnbb3 •"'b'^x "°iJ<?'i rrnbb'^  a^bax-iv 
noaip ]Ba bbpK lYatpn nYaie? -"s 
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15:3b 
It is clear that the majority of equivalent material in Jeremiah 48:29-3 8a occurs in Isaiah 
16:6-12, whilst the connections with Isaiah 15:2-7 are less strong. It is also apparent that 
Jeremiah 48:29-38a reads as an interleaving of Isaiah 15:2-7 and 16:6-12 and not as i f one 
section follows the other. For example, Jeremiah 48:35 shares language and ideas (Moab's 
worship on high places) both with Isaiah 15:2 and 16:12. The overall result is that the 
intensity of the mourning is concentrated in Jeremiah, but spread across Isaiah. Whichever 
direction the borrowing took, the original material has been significantly reworked. 
An example of close correspondence between isolated verses is Isaiah 15:5b with Jeremiah 
48:5: 
Jeremiah 48:5 
" ' D a - n ' p y •'333 
•••3-nn m a s -"D 
i r D E ? i 3 E ? - n p s 7 2 •'-i;s 
For (at) the ascent of Luhith 
he goes up weeping bitterly; 
for at the descent of Horonaim 
they have heard the distressing cry [lit. 
distress of cry] of breaking 
Isaiah 15:5b 
Y S - n b y ^ 3 3 3 
n u y • i3E7-npyT 
For (at) the ascent of Luhith 
he goes up weeping 
for (by) the road to Horonaim 
they raise a cry (over their) [lit. of] 
breaking 
Most of the verses either side of Jeremiah 48:5 do not reflect Isaiah 15-16 (48:3 has echoes 
of the latter part of Isaiah 15:5 as well as 15:8a). In Isaiah, the verses either side of 15:5 
' The Qere version; the Ketiv reads mnbn 
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resonate with Jeremiah 48:34, 36b-7; in fact, Isaiah 15:5 is located between two verses that 
are, respectively, akin to Jeremiah 48:34a and 34b. This is seen more clearly in 
Wildberger's table since he starts by laying out the full text of Isaiah 15 rather than Jeremiah 
48.'^' Thus Isaiah 15:5 and Jeremiah 48:5 are both examples of close correspondence 
between isolated verses, as opposed to a larger section which has been reworked. 
An instance where the connections are too loose to be strictly classified as shared language, 
yet may still be weak associations, is the first verse of each oracle. 
Jeremiah 48:1 Isaiah 15:1 
tnnm nacnn rTe7''2n • T T ' - i p i i iDba 
Although the verses vary considerably from each other, both testify that the cities of 
have TIE? 'been destroyed' (both use the Pual). However, where Jeremiah 48:1 lists Nebo 
and Kiriathairn, Isaiah 15:1 (the shorter verse) refers to Ar and Kir. Similarly, in Jererniah 
48:3 rrpyi 'a cry' is heard from Horonaim, whereas in Isaiah 15:8a nprtn 'the cry' goes 
round the whole of Moab. While there is only one word common to the two verses, the idea 
in both is of a loud cry that can be heard from a considerable distance. 
An example which demonstrates that the authors expressed the same ideas, but used 
different language is Jeremiah 48:41 / Isaiah 15:4b. 
Jeremiah 48:41 Isaiah 15:4b 
n c s n : rm2?2m m^ipn rriDb: ns7-i^  ly^n^ 3 x m ^"shn I D - ' P U 
3^3 Kinn nvn axiQ -"naa 2b rr^m 
The point of both verses is to express how weak the strong men of Moab have become. 
However, the strong men of Moab are called i i t l Q """nna in Jeremiah but "'Zjbn in 
Isaiah. The weakness runs to the inner core of these strong men, but this inner core is 
depicted as the 3^ in Jeremi^, and the C0D3 in Isaiah. Whereas in Jeremiah their heart 
becomes m S Q rTiZ7K 3'?D 'like the heart of the women in labour', in Isaiah ^b rm"' 12723 
'his soul trembles in him'. The only word common to both sentences is 3J<1Q. 
Wildberger 1991:127 
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Isaiah 16:11 (Jer. 48:36) is a similar example, though in this case there is more shared 
language and sentence structure and it appears that simple substitution of words has taken 
place. 
Jeremiah 48:36 Isaiah 16:11 
D-'bibnD E7-in~i-'p ""{oaN^ bK ^2b^ t b i n -i-'p':^  
In both cases the internal organs moan (HDrr) like a musical instrument, but again, the 
internal organs as well as the instrument differ. Jeremiah uses b''hn 'flute / pipe' in 
Jeremiah whilst Isaiah has IIDD 'lyre'. Interestingly, Jeremiah once more uses whilst 
Isaiah does not, but uses i i y n . 
In summary, then, the only place where there is substantial commonality is the largely 
lamenting material of Jeremiah 48:29-38a (Is. 15:2-7 and 16:6-12); otherwise the Isaiah 
material appears in Jeremiah 48 with 'much difference of order.''^^ The examples given 
above demonstrate that the 'borrower' has been free in the way he has utilised existing 
material, sometimes directly quoting from it, at other times reworking it so that it no longer 
has a one to one mapping with the original, and on yet other occasions using the idea but not 
the words. Thus, though one author might have relied on the other's work, it was far from 
blind copying. This variation in the way that the shared material has been used indicates the 
individual nature of the oracles. 
Two points should be noted in relation to the shared material in order to demonstrate the 
distinct character of each oracle. First, both oracles contain a substantial portion that is not 
found in the other, (that is, Is. 15:9-16:5 and Jer. 48:6-27, 39-46, though see the above 
discussion on 48:41, as well as the possible slight overlap with Jer. 48:45 and Is. 16:3). 
Secondly, Jeremiah 48 shares material with a number of other passages within the OT 
(Numbers, Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Amos and Zephaniah, and possibly Deuteronomy, 
Psalms and Lamentations). This is particularly apparent in Jeremiah 48:43-46, which 
corresponds to Isaiah 24:17-18a (Jer. 48:43-44a); Jeremiah 11:23b and 23:12b (Jer. 48:44b); 
Numbers 24:17bp (Jer. 48:45b); and Numbers 21:28-29 (Jer. 48:45b-46). Having looked at 
the specific overlay of material between both passages, it is time to look at more general 
similarities. 
'"Gray 1912:271 
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Place Names 
Blenkinsopp observes that of the twenty three place names in Isaiah 15-16, fifteen are 
mentioned in Jeremiah 48*" and he notes that whilst many of them caimot be identified, it 
seems that the most densely populated areas of Moab were affected (Nebo, Medeba, 
Heshbon, Elealeh, Jazer, Jahaz, and Dibon).'^'* Several Isaiah and Jeremiah commentators 
point out that the place names may be representative of the whole country, 'as i f he had said 
that this destruction would not only seize the extremities of that covmtry, but would reach its 
inmost recesses, so that no one comer could be exempted.''^^ Thus the number of place 
names may indicate both the intensity and scope of Moab's destruction. 
In both Jeremiah 48 and Isaiah 15-16, the place names often appear more densely in 
passages of intense lamenting (as well as in the context of judgment in Jer. 48:21-24); see 
Isaiah 15:1-5, 8; 16:7-9a, 11; Jeremiah 48:5, 31-32, 34, 36.'^^ This would suggest that the 
abundance of towns and cities named is in part to emphasise the breadth and depth of the 
lament over Moab as well as her destruction. The exaggeration in Isaiah 15:4 that the cries 
of Heshbon and Elealeh were heard in Jahaz (which Kaiser notes is 30km / 18m away)'^^ 
may also make the same point. In other words, the lament goes wide and deep. 
"^ In order of appearance in Isaiah 15-16: Moab, Ar, Kir, Dibon, Nebo, Medeba, Heshbon, Elealeh, Jahaz, 
Zoar, Eglath-shelishiyah, Luhith, Horonaim, Nimrim, Arabim, Eglaim, Beer-elim, Dimon, Sela, Amon, Kir-
hareseth, Sibmah, Jazer; also Zion. In order of appearance in Jeremiah 48 those that appear in both texts are: 
Moab, Nebo, Heshbon, Horonaim, Luhith, Dibon, Amon, Jazer, Sibmah, Elealeh, Jahaz, Zoar, Eglath-
shelishiyah, Nimrim, and presumably Kir-heres (for Kir-heres and Kir-hareseth being the same city see 
Wildberger 1991:146-147, 150). In addition to these, Jeremiah 48 has Kiriathaim, Madmen, Aroer, Holon, 
Jahzah, Mephaath, Beth-diblathaim, Beth-gamul, Beth-meon, Kerioth, Bozrah, Sihon; also Israel. Bethel in 
48:13 may well refer to a god rather than a place name, given that it is in parallel with Chemosh in the first half 
of the verse. L X X renders it coarrep KaTr)axuv8ri o i K o g lapar^X a - rro BaiBriX T T E T T O i S o T e g E T T ' ai/xoTg 'as the 
house of Israel was ashamed of Baithel, when they had confidence in them'. If a place represents its 
inhabitants then L X X ' s plural 'in them' (aOtoig) suggests the people of Bethel. In other words, it seems clear 
that L X X renders Bethel as a town, even if the Greek is not the easiest to read in this verse. Those who 
consider the possibility that Bethel in MT refers to a deity are: Allen 2008:480; Carroll 1986:784; McKane 
1996:1169; Holladay 1989:358; Lundbom 2004b:268; McKeating 1999:205; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and 
Smothers 1995:315; Sweeney 2004:1021; Thompson 1980:706; and Weiser 1955:406. However, Rudolph 
1968:280 disagrees and deems Bethel to be the place of Israel's shrine, as do: Calvin 1855b: 18-19; Duhm 
1901:348; Feinberg 1982:303; Freedman 1949:30; Fretheim 2002:599; Jones 1992:503 and Volz 1928:406. 
Brueggemann 1998c:445 and Miller 2001:891 do not address the issue. 
Blenkinsopp 2000:298 
Calvin 1855a:472. See also Isaiah commentators: Kaiser 1974:66; Widypranawa 1990:94, 95; Wildberger 
1991:118 and Jeremiah commentators: Calvin 1855b:8; Clements 1988:254; Feinberg 1982:304; Fretheim 
2002:596; McConville 1994:705; McKane 1996:1177. 
As noted in Chapter Four, Fretheim (2002:601) points out that five different verbs of lament are used in 
Jeremiah 48:31-32, 36. 
Kaiser 1974:68 
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Length 
Although the oracles concerning Moab are among the longer ones in Isaiah and Jeremiah, 
the oracle in Jeremiah is more prominent among its surrounding oracles than its Isaian 
counterpart. The oracle concerning Babylon is the longest in both books, but in Jeremiah, 
the oracle concerning Moab is second in length, surpassing even the oracle concerning 
Egypt. With the exception of Babylon, it is not only longer than Jeremiah's other OANs, but 
significantly so (it is also somewhat longer than Isaiah 15-16). In contrast, Isaiah's oracle 
concerning Egypt is longer ( i f one includes the oracle directed towards both Egypt and Cush 
in Is. 20) than its Moabite one. Furthermore, Isaiah's oracles concerning Damascus, Cush 
and Tyre are also relatively long, so Isaiah 15-16 does not stand out from the other oracles in 
quite the same way that Jeremiah 48 does in its context. This may indicate that Moab has a 
greater prominence in Jeremiah's OANs than in Isaiah's. 
Lament 
Despite the element of lament being central to Isaiah 15-16 and Jeremiah 48, the overall tone 
of each oracle differs somewhat fi-om the other. This is largely because Isaiah 15-16 does 
not have the searing threats of punishment characteristic of Jeremiah 48. For, whilst Isaiah 
15-16 is not homogeneous, it primarily consists of a lament whereas Jeremiah 48 consists of 
much more than mourning in terms of reasons given for Moab's punishment, etc. In other 
words, Jeremiah 48 gives a fuller coverage of Moab's downfall. At the same time, whilst 
lament might be more central to Isaiah 15-16 than Jeremiah 48, the latter chapter explicitly 
attributes the first person laments of 48:31-32 and 48:36 to YHWH. Thus the lament here is 
arguably more intense. 
Similar first-person laments to those in Jeremiah 48 are found in Isaiah 15:5 and 16:9,11, 
but they are not explicitly ascribed to YHWH (YHWH's lament in Jer. 48:31 is attributed to 
Moab in Is. 16:7). It is only in the penultimate verse (16:13) that the whole oracle is 
described as m n ^ 13 -1 H C K l i i n ' t h e word which YHWH spoke'. Although prophets 
often represent YHWH in their speech and there is no evidence that this is not the case here, 
Isaiah leaves open the possibility that the sentiments expressed belong to the prophet only. 
This is reflected by the way that, whilst 16:13 may indicate that the first person singular 
denotes YHWH throughout, none of the Isaiah commentaries consulted makes this assertion. 
Some note that the prophet and YHWH are indistinguishable,'^^ but most attribute at least 
Goldingay 2001:1 I I ; Oswalt 1986:346; Young 1965:467 
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some of the first person sayings (15:5, 9; 16:4, 6, 9, 10, 11) to the 'author', 'poet' or 
'prophet', 'the unknown mourner' (Seitz), or even Moab (Calvin) rather than to YHWH.'^^ 
Although mn''"DJt3 is a literary convention, it is interesting that Jeremiah 48 and Isaiah 15-
16 differ in their use of it. For, Isaiah 15-16 does not have the occurrences that are in 
Jeremiah 48:12, 15, 25, 30, 35, 38, 43, 44, 47 (though not all these verses have parallels in 
both texts). In addition neither does it have mil" ' "IQK-HD (48:1, 40) and mrT^ "inK 
(48:8). I f such conscious shaping has taken place then it might indicate there is more 
significance behind mrT''DN3 than is usually allowed for, since it would be unlikely that a 
scribe would make the effort to either remove or add a literary convention. It may be that by 
placing some of the laments on the lips of YHWH the author has endowed them with more 
power and force. I f this is so, then in this respect too, the tone of lament is more intense in 
the Jeremiah 48 oracle concerning Moab. However, it must be pointed out that these phrases 
are much more common in general in Jeremiah than in I sa i ah ,which may indicate, after 
all, that there is nothing more than a difference in literary style between the two books. 
Summary 
In siimmary, then, there are undoubtedly similarities between Isaiah 15-16 and Jeremiah 48. 
The proliferation of place names in both oracles may signify that Moab's calamity is 
widespread. That they are densely populated places may point to the magnitude of the 
calamity, and the fact that the places are listed in contexts where verbs for wailing are piled 
upon each other may indicate the extent of Moab's rnouming. 
However, a closer look at most of the similarities between the oracles actually reveals 
divergence between them. First, the overlapping material is not, by and large, laid down in 
the same form in both oracles; sometimes the author has woven together larger sections, on 
one occasion he has cited a verse (particularly the case i f Jeremiah 48 depends on Isaiah 15-
16), at other times he has used just a couple of words or even incorporated the ideas but iiot 
the words. There is also a significant portion of each oracle that is unique to it. In addition, 
Jeremiah 48 shares material with a variety of other texts in a way that Isaiah 15-16 does not. 
159 Blenkinsopp 2000:298,299; Brueggemann 1998a:144; Calvin 1855a:473,476, 493, 494; Childs 2001:131, 
132; Clements 1980b: 152; Dillmann 1890:158; Gray 1912:272; Hayes and Irvine 1987:242, 245; Kaiser 
1974:73; Kissane 1941:183, 193; Seitz 1993:140; Skinner 1900:122, 123, 125, 130, 131; Sommer 2004:815; 
Stacey 1993:111; Tucker 2001:169; Watts 1985:284; Widyapranawa 1990:99; Wildberger 1991:118, 120, 138, 
148, 151 
A quick count in my concordance gives 25 occurrences of mn"'"DJ<3 in Isaiah compared to 175 in Jeremiah 
and 38 occurrences of mn") "IQX ns in Isaiah compared to 150 in Jeremiah. 
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Secondly, whilst both oracles are long and therefore assume a certain significance in their 
immediate collection, Jeremiah 48 is proportionally much longer than most of its neighbours 
and therefore has an even greater prominence than Isaiah 15-16. Thirdly, some of the 
mourning is explicitly attributed to YHWH in Jereroiah 48, which may add force to the grief 
and importance to the oracle overall. Fourthly, whilst the tone of lament permeates both 
oracles, it is much more representative of Isaiah 15-16 as a whole, whereas Jeremiah gives a 
broader perspective of Moab's calamity. This wider focus means that Jeremiah addresses 
sorne issues that Isaiah does not. It is to these that we now turn. 
Material in Jeremiah 48 but not Isaiah 15-16 
In terms of material present in Jeremiah 48 but absent from Isaiah 15-16, the most 
significant differences lie in Jeremiah's attention to Moab's sin, her punishment and her 
restoration, and the explicit reference to both YHWH and Chemosh. 
Although Jeremiah 48 refers to Moab's sin, punishment and restoration, equal weight is not 
given to each and how they are treated differs. That is, the only verse that promises a 
reversal of fortunes is the last verse and thus the oracle is not infused with hope all the way 
through. Neither, does the chapter focus heavily in any one place on the reason for Moab's 
punishment; rather it is punctuated throughout with short explanations of why the calamity 
befalls her. It is difficult to separate threats of punishment from descriptions of its result, but 
the idea of punishment seems to run throughout the whole oracle, often twinned with 
lamentation or the reason for such punishment (for example, 48:7-8, 11-12, 20-21, 32-33, 38, 
42, 44).'^' 
Sin 
Early in the oracle (48:7) the reason given for Moab's predicament is that she trusted in her 
treasures. In fact, the causal factor in the chapter for Moab's calamity is normally Moab's 
sin. The other reasons are given in verses 11,13, 26, 27, 29-30, 42 and possibly 35 but since 
they are given fuller discussion in Chapter Seven they will not be discussed here. It is 
enough to note that of these sins, Isaiah refers only to Moab's pride, which it phrases (16:6) 
in the same (though fewer) terms as Jeremiah 48:29-30. Unlike Jeremiah, however, Isaiah 
does not place Moab's pride in the context of setting herself up against Israel's God. 
Also see Fretheim 2002:597 
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Punishment 
Since Isaiah 15-16 is largely uninterested in Moab's sins, it is perhaps to be expected that it 
does not concentrate on the punishment for these wrongdoings. In 15:9 someone threatens 
to bring further things upon Moab and in 16:10 declares that, '>n3t!7r[ HTTt ' I have made 
the shouting cease'.'^ ^ As discussed, 16:13 might imply that all first person speeches belong 
to YHWH but, in Jeremiah 48, YHWH is explicitly connected with the threats of 
punishment, as he is with some of the laments. Therefore, in Jeremiah there is no question 
that YHWH is responsible for Moab's downfall. In the following examples, the context 
(though not cited here) also connects the T with YHWH where Isaiah 15-16 does not: 
'\h~''nnb^'\ 'when I wil l send to him' (48:12) those who wil l tip him over, 
•'n3127n ••'3p"'Q 'And 1 have stopped the wine from the presses' (48:33), 
3K10'p •'n3E7m ' And I wi l l make an end of Moab' (48:35) 
3X1Q-ni< •'n-)3C£;-'D 'For I have broken Moab' (48:38) and 
•n-rpa n3E7 3XnQ-bK n-'bii J<-'3H-^D'Fori wil l bring to her, to Moab, the year 
of their punishment / visitation' (48:44). 
The frequent first person references in Jeremiah 48 to YHWH's involvement in Moab's 
downfall emphasise that it is divinely initiated. Such a focus in Jeremiah 48 on the Divine 
may explain why Chemosh is targeted in this oracle, but not in the parallel oracle in Isaiah. 
Certainly, Isaiah 15-16 does not appear to have the motif of a battle between deities that 
Miller and Brueggemann regard as a theme running through Jeremiah 48.'^ '^  Neither is 
YHWH presented in Isaiah 15-16 as the Divine Sovereign (cf Jer. 48:15) or the God of 
Israel (cf Jer. 48:1). 
As well as the first person threats, Jeremiah 48 contains several images and metaphors of 
pimishment that are absent in Isaiah 15-16 and the main ones are as follows. First is the 
metaphor of the wine which has been allowed to settle but will now be poured out (48:11-
12). Second is the metaphor of Moab as a drunkard splashing about in his vomit (48:26). In 
fact, Moab's humiliation and shame is a key theme in Jeremiah 48, and the terms used by 
Jeremiah to depict Moab's shame are (48:1 twice, 48:20), 12713 (48:13 twice, 48:39) and 
piniz? (48:26, 39). In Isaiah, on the other hand, the motif of shame is almost entirely absent 
in that there are no explicit references to it. 
Thomas notes in MT's apparatus for Is. 15:9 that it has been proposed that I I ' I K 'a lion' be emended to 
1X1}< 'I see' or I K l ^ 'fear'. This would reduce the force of the only expHcit reference to YHWH's 
punishment of Moab in Isaiah 15-16. Gray (1912:286) also points out that neither the verb (nic; 'to put / set') 
nor the object (mSDi: 'things added / additions') really suggest calamity. 
'" Brueggemann 1998c:445; Miller 2001:891 
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A third image used in Jeremiah 48 (see also Isaiah 24:17-18) illustrates the inevitability of 
the coming judgment and is based around word-play. I f one flees from the ins 'terror' they 
wil l fall into the nriD 'pit ' , and i f they climb out of the nns they wil l be caught in the 
ns'trap' (48:43-44). Fourthly, Moab is likened to a vessel that is about to be broken (48:38-
39). Thus some of the images Jeremiah 48 uses to portray Moab are degrading and the 
language is harsh, i f not shocking. However, arguably, none of these metaphors is as violent 
as 48:10 in which those who withhold their swords from shedding blood are cursed. 
The disaster that befalls Moab is described as DDE?n in Jereniiah (48:21, 47). This 
reinforces the link between M.oab's sin and the destruction brought about by YHWH, and 
removes any notion that Moab's fate is undeserved. There is no equivalent of these verses in 
Isaiah 15-16 and although there is a reference in 16:5 to one who sits on a future Davidic 
throrie DDtsa t!7~m DQtC 'judging and seeking justice', the context here suggests that 
DDtffa has a more salvific meaning. 
Restoration 
Some Isaiah commentators understand 16:5 to offer hope for Moab (see discussion below), 
but there is nothing equivalent in Isaiah 15-16 to the promise of Jeremiah 48:47, which once 
again is attributed to YHWH: mn-'-DK: •^ a"'n n->-ini<3 3Kia-m3E7 n^3E7T '"Yet I will 
restore the fortunes of Moab in the latter days", says the LORD.' (NRSV) 
In other words, in Jeremiah 48, YHWH is explicitly mentioned by name and is a central 
character who plays a greater and more instrumental role in Moab's fortunes than he does in 
Isaiah 15-16, where his presence is implicit. That is, in Jeremiah 48, YHWH is the one who 
judges Moab and brings pimishment upon her, he is the one who weeps over her and he is 
the one who instigates her final re-establishment. 
Summary 
To summarise so far, then, the text of Jeremiah 48 is more brutal than Isaiah 15-16 in the 
way it points out the reasons for Moab's destruction and in the images it uses to portray what 
it terms Moab's 0DK7a. Moreover, it explicitly attributes these threats to YHWH. This is 
not the complete picture, however, for Jeremiah 48 concludes with a future promise of 
restoration for Moab. In many ways, therefore, Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab is fuller 
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and richer than Isaiah's, for it encompasses a broader and more complete scope of Moab's 
catastrophe and calls attention to the nature and extent of YHWH's involvement. At the 
same time, it is becoming apparent that the two oracles have been shaped for different 
purposes and the purpose for Isaiah's oracle may be enhanced by its narrower focus. 
Material in Isaiah 15-16 which is not in Jeremiah 48 may be part of this focus. 
Material in Isaiah 15-16 but not Jeremiah 48 
16:1-5 
Isaiah 16:1-5 is difficuh to interpret for a number of reasons. For example, Childs points out 
that the obscurity of the literary structure impedes a 'coherent interpretation,' and 
Blenkinsopp cautiously tackles the 'many textual problems' which he, with Wildberger, 
attribute to 'extensive damage in transmission.''^ The ancient versions vary widely from 
each other and MT as well, which may indicate, as Oswalt comments, that 'they too were 
struggling with a difficult passage and were attempting to make sense of it in diverse 
ways.''^^ The subsequent difficulties in interpreting 16:1-5 in MT are as follows. First, it is 
not clear who addresses whom and whether, i f it is Moab who speaks in verses 1 -4, it is still 
Moab in verse 5. The issue mainly turns on how "Tiia in 16:4a is pointed: 'my 
fugitives' (MT), or according to its construct state "'n'l^ 'fligitives o f (Targum).'*^ 
Secondly, scholars do not agree on whether verse 5 or verse 6 is the answer (if, indeed, one 
is given at all) to what might be a Moabite appeal in 16:2-3.'^^ Thirdly, there is ambiguity 
over whether 16:5 offers hope to Moab, or merely to Judah. Fourthly, there is discussion 
about whether there are 'messianic'allusions in this verse, with its reference to the judge 
Blenkinsopp 2000:196, 299; Childs 2001:131; Wildberger 1991:119 
'"Oswalt 1986:341. For a discussion of the major differences see: Gray 1912:287-291; and Wildberger 
1991:110-111. 
For a discussion on the addressees see: Blenkinsopp 2000:299-300; Calvin 1855a:483; Dillmann 1890:154; 
Goldingay 2001:109; Gray 1912:288-289; Kaiser 1974:72; Oswalt 1986:341; Smith 1927:280; Young 
1965:463. 
For a discussion on the answer see: Bmeggemann 1998a: 142; Clements 1980b: 154; Childs 2001:132; 
Goldingay 2001:109, 110; Gray 1912:291; Hayes and Irvine 1987:244; Kaiser 1974:72; Oswalt 1986:341; Seitz 
1993:139; Skinner 1900:129-130; Tucker 2001:169; Watts 1985:287; Widyapranawa 1990:98; Wiidberger 
1991:140. 
For a discussion on whether the response offers hope see: Brueggemann 1998a: 142; Childs 2001:132; 
Clements 1980b:154; Dillmann 1890:156; Goldingay 2001:110; Gray 1912:291; Hayes and Irvine 1987:244; 
Kaiser 1974:74, 71, 73; Oswalt 1986:343; Seitz 1993:139-140; Smith 1927:280; Stacey 1993:113; Watts 
1985:287; Widyapranawa 1990:98; Wildberger 1991:140. 
Although commentators frequently use the term 'messianic', this is an anachronistic concept. Nevertheless, 
passages such as Isaiah 9 and 11 depict an idyllic fijture for Israel / Judah when a Davidic king will rule in 
justice and righteousness and where there is transformation generally (for example, carnivorous animals lying 
peacefully with animals that would normally be considered their prey in 11:6-7). This is the sense in which I 
use 'messianic'. 
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who sits on the throne of David.' It is beyond the scope of this work to attempt to chart a 
good course through these murky waters, but a look at the map may at least give an 
indication of what might be considered to be some of the better routes. 
Although the commentators do not make the observation, the fugitive state of the Moabites 
is referred to in the previous chapter, so i f one takes Isaiah 15-16 as a whole, the context 
would tend to suggest that the versions are correct in their pointing of 16:4a as "'ni3 
'fugitives o f . Therefore, since it makes sense of the text, I accept the weight of recent 
scholarly consensus that in these verses Moab appeals to Judah for protection, by means of a 
tribute.'^' 
I am persuaded that the verses do have 'messianic' overtones mainly because the language is 
typical of other 'messianic' passages, such as Isaiah 9 and 11. That is, KOD 'throne', 
m bnii2 ' in the tent of David', 10n2 ' in loving kindness', nQX3 'in 
faithfulness', tSDBJD 'justice', p"r:2 'righteousness'.'^^ It seems to me, therefore, that what 
appears to be a promise given in Davidic language might (but not necessarily) indicate that 
Judah, rather than Moab is the speaker here. Many recent scholars also tend to deem 16:5 to 
be Judah's response to Moab's request. Thus, since verse 5 seems more appropriate to a 
Judean speaker and a positive response is in keeping with the overall tone of the oracle with 
its sympathetic hearing of Moab's cries, I would be inclined to accept that verse 5 is an offer 
of hope given by Judah to the Moabites. 
I f Isaiah 16:5 can be construed as 'messianic' then it surpasses the promise of a reversal of 
fortunes in Jeremiah 48:47, despite its rather elusive nature. At the same time, whether or 
not Isaiah 16:5 is 'messianic', the hope is expressed in human terms via a human deliverer, 
whereas in Jeremiah 48:47, YHWH himself is the agent of Moab's restoration. 
'™ For a discussion on possible 'messianic' allusions in Is. 16:5 see: Brueggemann 1998a; 142; Calvin 
1855a:485-486; Childs 2001:132; Gray 1912: 271-272, 289; Hayes and Irvine 1987:243-244; Kissane 
1941:184, 193; Oswalt 1986:341, 343; Skinner 1900:129; Seitz 1993:139; Smith 1927:280; Stacey 1993:113; 
Tucker 2001:167-170; Wildberger 1991:143-144, 153; Williamson 1994:56-62; Young 1965:464; 
Widyapranawa 1990:97, 98. 
Blenkinsopp 2000:299; Brueggemann 1998a: 141; Childs 2001:131; Clements 1980b:154; Dillmann 
1890:154; Goldingay 2001:109; Gray 1912:288; Hayes and Irvine 1987:242; Kaiser 1974:70; Kissane 
1941:192; Oswalt 1986:341; Seitz 1993:139; Skinner 1900:127-128; Sommer 2004:816; Stacey 1993:112; 
Tucker 2001:168; Watts 1985:287; Widyapranawa 1990:97; Wildberger 1991:119, 140 
E.g. Gray 1912:289; Williamson 1994:56-57. See Footnote 169 re the term 'messianic'. 
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There are no immediate reasons for the absence of Isaiah 16:1-5 in Jereniiah 48. I f the 
author of Jeremiah 48 utilised Isaiah 15-16 (as will shortly be discussed) then it is unlikely 
that he omitted the first part of Isaiah 16 because it suggests helping Moab, for Jeremiah 
48:9 seems to be an instruction to aid her. As well, Jeremiah 33 is a text which expresses 
future hope for the house of David, using the same language as the 'messianic' passages in 
Isaiah; t3SE7Q and p ^ 3 in Jeremiah 33:15-16, T O n in 33:11 and n o x in 33:6, so the book of 
Jeremiah is not devoid of such material. However, i f the author of Jeremiah 48 borrowed 
material from Isaiah 15-16 the simpler explanation might be that Isaiah 15:9b-16:6 was a 
later addition and imavailable for reuse. This may also be the reason why Jeremiah does not 
have the addendum in Isaiah 16:13-14. 
Addendum in 16:13-14 
This additional eonMnent in 16:13-14 refers to the main body of the oracle as an 'earlier' 
(THQ) one. Jereniiah's oracle, on the other hand, is presented as the current utterance. 
Stacey suggests about Isaiah 16:13-14 that this 'final comment is made by an editor who was 
aware that the prophecy had been in existence a long time, but remained unfulfilled'.'^^ 
Perhaps, as Tucker says, it was at a time when Moab was in her 'glory'.' I f Jeremiah 48:10 
is a gloss inserted by a scribe who saw that the oracle against Moab was not fulfilled (see 
Chapter Six) then it is interesting that in both oracles there is sufficient concern over Moab's 
flourishing for the scribes to add these prose comments. It would further indicate the 
ambiguity of the relationship between Israel / Judah and Moab: some authors wrote laments, 
whilst others called for her destruction. 
Direction of Borrowing 
There are three obvious possibilities regarding the link between Isaiah 15-16 and Jeremiah 
48. First, that Jeremiah borrowed Irom Isaiah; secondly that Isaiah depended on Jeremiah, 
and; thirdly, that both used a common source, at least in part. The latter is a minority view, 
which is largely rejected even by those who conclude that it is impossible to determine the 
provenance of the oracle.'^^ A handful of Isaiah comme:ntators suggest that Isaiah 15-16 
'"Stacey 1993:114 
Tucker 2001:169; see also Blenkinsopp 2000:300; Skinner 1900:132; Wildberger 1991-152 
Those who accept a common source: Gray 1912:271-272; Oswalt 1986:336; Pfeiffer and van Zyl quoted in 
Wildberger 1991:124; Seitz 1993:138, 140; Skinner 1900:122, 123. Procksch (1930.222-223) deems 16:6-12 
to have come from a common source, though between Isaiah and Jeremiah, he chooses Jeremiah as the author 
of the Urtext. Isaiah commentators who reject the common source theory: Childs 2001:114; Kissane 1941:184, 
193; Stacey 1993:100. Jeremiah commentators who reject the common source theory: Fretheim 2002:595, 599, 
601, 603; Miller 2001:891; Thompson 1980:700. 
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relies on Jeremiah 48,'^^ but the overwhelming majority of Isaiah and Jeremiah 
commentators are persuaded that it is the Jeremiah author who utilises Isaiah, even if, like 
McKane, they are not always certain in every case.'^ ^ A number of commentators (usually 
those with shorter commentaries) do not address the issue at all.'^^ 
However, the situation might not be as simple as the above three options might suggest, for 
texts themselves are dynamic and shaped over a period of time. Indeed, Holladay remarks 
that 'the literary history of Isaiah 15-16 is itself tangled: it is not self-evident that the 
material in Isaiah that duplicates material in the Jer chapter is in every instance antecedent to 
the duplications in the Jer chapter.''^^ Nevertheless, for the sections that have extensive 
overlap, it can probably be assumed that one or both authors relied on a source and for this 
reason, the following deals only with the three straightforward possibilities. It is sufficient 
for the purposes of this chapter to recognise and bear in mind that not all passages were 
necessarily available to anyone relying on the text of Jeremiah 48 or Isaiah 15-16. 
Demonstrating that Jeremiah 48 depends on Isaiah 15-16 may be fruitful to the 
understanding of Jeremiah 48. For example, a citation of lament does not necessarily carry 
the same weight as an original composition and so might affect how one views the tone. Or 
the substitution of (Jer. 48:5) in place of 1~n (Is. 15:5), seemingly to balance it 
poetically with n'^UQ, might cast light on Jeremiah's literary shaping and the value he 
places on such. Alternatively, i f it can be established that the author of Isaiah 15-16 
depended on Jeremiah 48, then Isaiah 15-16 (possibly the first appropriation of Jeremiah 48) 
might exemplify how Jeremiah 48 was understood in antiquity. For instance, i f this is the 
case then Jeremiah 48:29-38a, in which YHWH weeps and wails (arguably the most intense 
part of the chapter), has been extensively reused, mainly in chapter 16, but in chapter 15 too, 
though, interestingly, some of the lament has been taken off YHWH's lips (Jer. 48:31) and 
176 
177 
Bardtke cited in Wildberger 1997:124; Blenkinsopp 2000:296, 298; implied in Smith 1927:279 
Isaiah commentators: Calvin 1855a:474; Kaiser 1974:60; Kidner 1994:644; Sommer 2004:816; Watts 
1985:284; Wildberger 1991:124-125. Jeremiah commentators: Allen 2008:477; Carroll 1986:792, 795; 
Clements 1988:252; de Waard 2003:184; Duhm 1901:349-350, 350-351; Feinberg 1982:306; Freedman 
1949:312; Holladay 1989:346, 352; Jones 1992:499, 505-507, 508; Lundbom 2004b:287,290-291, 296, 297; 
McKane 1996:1192, cf. 1159, 1170, 1182, 1186, 1187, 1188, 1189, 1190, 1194; McKeating 1999:203; 
Procksch 1930:208; Rudolph 1968:281; Smothers 1995:310; implied in Stuiman 2005:361; Sweeney 
2004:1020; Volz 1928:409,410,412,413; Weiser 1955:403; implied by Brueggemann 1998c:442. Also, 
Schwally, Driver, Schottroff and Alonso-SchSkei cited in Wildberger 1991:124. 
Isaiah commentators who do not address the issue: Brueggemann (though see Jeremiah commentary), 
Clements, Goldingay, Hayes and Irvine, Tucker, Widyapranawa, Young. Dillmann (1890:146) does not 
discuss the borrowing but deems Isaiah 15-16 to have been vkritten by an unknown author. Jeremiah 
commentators who do not address the issue: Kidner and Calvin (though see Isaiah commentary). 
"'Holladay 1989:346 
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placed on Moab's (Is. 16:7). In contrast, the reference to YHWH as King (Jer. 48:15) has 
been passed over. I f both oracles use a common source, then the situation is similar to that 
of not knowing which text depends on the other, in that, without the source, analysis is 
restricted to comparisons. This is by no means valueless, however. For example, comparing 
Isaiah 16:6 and Jeremiah 48:29 reveals that msy (Is. 16:6) seems to have been a suitable 
synonym for 3b D n (Jer. 48:29). 
Due to the restrictions of space, I wi l l not rehearse all of the arguments for each position 
(though there are not many), especially as most are not very persuasive. For instance. Gray 
provides a rationale for a common source based largely on form-critical suppositions (the 
contrast between the elegiac tone of the common material and the non-shared material).'^" 
Yet it seems that Gray's case is substantially weakened by his reliance on certain imderlying 
suppositions or assertions, such as his apparent assumption that Isaiah could not have 
borrowed from Jeremiah. 
Wildberger is one of few who provide reasons for the majority position that Jeremiah 48 
quarried Isaiah 15-16. He provides about five reasons (though not systematically) for his 
view, but again most are less thaii convincing. For example he supposes that Jeremiah's 
OANs were salvation oracles for Judah, that Isaiah 15-16 is carefully structured,'^^ and that 
the fall of Moab in Isaiah is only partial, whereas ( i f one treats Jeremiah 48:47 as ah 
addition) the oracle in Jeremiah presents it as complete and as a past event. '^ ^ Having given 
his supporting arguments, Wildberger asserts that, 'These observations make clear that 
Jeremiah 48 depends on Isaiah 15f.''*'' To my mind, some of these observations are far from 
clear indicators. Nevertheless, I am convinced by his observation that Jeremiah appears to 
be loosely constructed of material harvested from elsewhere, since as can be seen from Table 
4, Jeremiah 48 shares material with a number of other places. Indeed, Jones also reasons 
that, 'Because so much is quoted, the dependence must be this way round.' '^ ^ 
Interestingly, one of the few supporting arguments for Isaiah's dependence on Jeremiah uses 
the same argument, for Blenkinsopp surmises that 'the more fragmentary state of Jer 48 
Gray 1912:271-272; see also Seitz 1993:138 
Wildberger 1997:14, 122, 124-125 
'^ ^ cf. Blenkinsopp 2000:297 
Cf. WHJ ••'Q"'"n3n (Jer. 48:12) which suggests that her destruction lies partly in the future. 
Wildberger 1997:125 
Wildberger 1997:125 
Jones 1992:499, a point he reiterates on p.507. However, it must be noted that using the term 'quoted' in his 
first clause presupposes his conclusion in the second. 
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suggests that this small collection of anti-Moabite propaganda has provided the raw material 
for the Isaian poet.' Nevertheless, it seems to me more likely, as Wildberger and Jones 
argue, that a loosely structured text containing material shared with a number of other 
Scriptures is a passage which has made use of these other sources, rather than a text which 
others have copied. 
Isaiah 24:17-18 
Scholars are a little more equally divided regarding the link between Jeremiah 48:43-44 and 
Isaiah 24:17-18 than they are between Jeremiah 48 and Isaiah 15-16. Of the Isaiah and 
Jeremiah commentators surveyed, only Thompson suggests that there might have been a 
common source underlying both.'^* Some are of the opinion that Isaiah quotes Jeremiah,'^^ 
many, particularly Isaiah commentators, are imdecided,'^° but the majority view is still that 
Jeremiah quotes Isaiah (Jones's reasoning is the same as for Is. 15-16 - see above), although 
Kaiser is the only Isaiah commentator here to suggest this.'^' 
Summary 
Ultimately, one cannot fully resolve the direction that the borrowing took. Nevertheless, I 
am inclined to hold the view that Jeremiah 48 might have been based upon Isaiah 15-16 and 
24:17-18. The weight of scholarly support would indicate similarly. At the same time, the 
author has substantially changed the existing text for his own purposes and, as the texts 
stand, the dissimilarities between them highlight the distinct ways in which each has been 
shaped. In fact, the way an author shapes his work tends to be more apparent when there is a 
parallel version to act as a comparison. Nevertheless, the greater the divergence between 
the two texts, the less significant the borrowing becomes in terms of its impact on the new 
piece. Indeed, as has been shown, the purposes behind Isaiah 15-16 and Jeremiah 48 appear 
to be quite separate. 
Blenkinsopp 2000:298 
Thompson 1980:713 
189 
Blenkinsopp 2000:356; Holladay 1989:348-349; Sweeney 2004:1024; Volz 1928:410; Wildberger 
1991:499; Williamson 1994:181-183,252; also tentatively holding this position are Clements 1988:204 and 
Lundbom 2004b:304. 
Isaiah commentators: Brueggemann 1998a:194; Goldingay 2001:141; Gray 1912:419; Oswalt 1986:453; 
Tucker 2001:212; Watts 1985:383; Kissane 1941:282 is ambiguous on the issue. Jeremiah commentators: 
Brueggemann 1998c:450-451; Fretheim 2002:603; McKane 1996:1196; McKeating 1999:207. 
Allen 2008:487; Carroll 1986:795; Duhm 1901:351; Feinberg 1982:307; Freedman 1949:312; Jones 
1992:499, 506; Kaiser 1974:190; Rudolph 1968:283; Smothers 1995:310; implied in Stulman 2005:361; 
Weiser 1955:410 
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Conclusion: Diverging Purposes 
Exploring the similarities demonstrated that, although Isaiah 15-16 and Jeremiah 48 contain 
niuch overlap, the two oracles are quite distinct from each other even in aspects which 
appear alike on the surface. So, whilst the place names seem to indicate in both oracles that 
Moab's destruction is widespread and the length of the oracles perhaps represents their 
importance in their corpora, the shared material demonstrates that the author reworked the 
secondary text in an unrestricted way, reweaving sections, quoting a single verse, or utilising 
just one or two words or an idea. 
The shared lament material is concentrated in one place in Jeremiah 48, but spread out across 
Isaiah 15-16. Furtherrhore, Isaiah's oracle is largely a description of Moab's (and sometimes 
implicitly YHWH's) grief over the scope and intensity of her destruction, whereas Jeremiah 
48 is broader in scope (concerned with Moab's sin, punishment and restoration) and deeper 
in intensity (YHWH is designated explicitly as the one who mourns Moab). 
Analysing the material present in Jeremiah 48 but not Isaiah 15-16 highlights the tensions 
that are present in Jeremiah 48. First there is the paradox of YHWH as the agent of the 
punishment, the lament and the restoration. Secondly, there is the undercurrent of a battle 
with Chemosh. These tensions may perhaps be detected in Isaiah 15-16, but to a much 
lesser degree. Likewise, Moab's sin is not absent in Isaiah 15-16, but pride is the only 
offence listed and even then, not in relation to YHWH. Her punishment is also briefly 
mentioned, but the oracle does not elaborate on it by means of metaphors as Jeremiah 48 
does and there is no equivalent to the curse of 48:10. There is also no direct reference to 
Moab's restoration, though Isaiah 16:5 seems to be a promise of hope (if not a 'messianic' 
hope) for Moab in answer to a Moabite request to Judah to take pity on her fugitives. 
Al l these observations highlight the diversity between the two oracles and emphasise that, 
whichever was the borrowed source, Isaiah 15-16 and Jeremiah 48 bear their own individual 
stamps. Nevertheless, having addressed the issue of the direction of borrowing, it seems that 
Jeremiah 48 contains so many references to other texts that its author is probably the one to 
have harvested the material from elsewhere. This conclusion is in keeping with the 
consensus among the commentators. However, a more interesting question than which came 
first might be to ask what those purposes might have been. 
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Brueggemann asserts regarding Isaiah 15-16 that mostly, 'this song of grief is not interested 
in blame. The costs and hurts are too massive and acute for moralizing.' '^ ^ However, the 
costs and hurts are massive and acute in Jeremiah 48, yet this oracle is interested iri blame. 
Interestingly, Bfueggemaim takes a different tack here. He notes the opposing themes of 
pride and power, and loss, and remarks that 'these two incongruous rhetorical elements fight 
each other.' '^ ^ In addition, he sees at the centre of the oracle the process that arrogance 
leads to loss, which leads to griefThus, his approach to Jeremiah 48 somewhat 
undermines his assertion concerning Isaiah 15-16. I would suggest that, rather than hurt 
being too deep for moralising in Isaiah 15-16, it may be that issues of blame were not 
appropriate for the purpose for which Isaiah's oracle concerning Moab was written. 
Brueggemann also observes that, 'The text passes up the chance to make an Israelite point 
that a Moabite god cannot save.' '^ ^ Again, the text may pass up the opportunity because it 
detracts from its main purpose. 
Given its tone and content, one purpose of Jeremiah 48 might be to provide an overall 
accoimt of the whole perspective of the upon Moab: the reason for it in terms of 
Moab's sins; who is responsible for it (YHWH by means of 1"TE7 'a destroyer'); the nature 
and scope of it (complete ruin across many of her cities and exile for her god); the reaction to 
this judgment (Moab's and YHWH's mourning over her); and the final outcome of YHWH's 
gracious restoration. It is beyond the rubric of this chapter to examine the purposes of Isaiah 
15-16 except to note that scholars have proposed a number of reasons, some of which 
overlap with those given for Jeremiah 48."^ However, how scholars have viewed the 
purposes of Jeremiah 48 is part of the investigation that will now be undertaken as the focus 
turns to how the US scholars, Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann deal with this chapter. 
Brueggemann 1998a: 145 
Brueggemann 1998c:443 
Brueggemann 1998c:449 
Brueggemann 1998a: 145 
Goldingay 2001:109; Kaiser 1974:74; Oswalt 1986;336 
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Chapter Four: 
An Analysis of Fretheim's, Miller's and Brueggemann's 
Readings of Jeremiah 48 
Introduction 
In this chapter I wil l look at the way in which the three US contemporary scholars, Fretheim, 
Miller and Brueggemann approach Jeremiah's oracle against Moab. I will pay particular 
attention to the hermeneutical moves that they make and wil l evaluate the respective 
strengths and weaknesses of such. 
I wil l begin by outlining Miller's, Fretheim's and Brueggemann's hermeneutical bases, 
which will be followed by an overview of the main points of their commentaries relating to 
Jeremiah's OANs and Jeremiah 48 in particular. Then Twill assess how the commentators 
address key issues in the text, such as its tone, the nature of divine involvement, and the 
content and purpose of the message. The tone is important, not only because it gives an 
indication of how to hear the message, but also because Jeremiah 48 has quite a distinct note 
of lament. One reason that the nature of divine involvement becomes an interesting issue is 
because YHWH expressly interacts with a nation that is not 'my people' in the OANs. 
The OANs are in the strange position of being pronouncements regarding other nations, yet 
texts included in Israel's Scripture, so the purpose of the message is partly defined by which 
nation is expected to hear / read it, which adds an intriguing dimension. Therefore, it is 
pertinent to see how the commentators handle this, as well as what they consider to be the 
significant aspects of the content of the message. In the final section, I will examine how the 
three scholars appropriate the text as Scripture in a contemporary context. 
Although all commentaries on Jeremiah 48 are short pieces, some of the essential questions 
are tackled in the scholars' other writings that speak about the OANs, or more general topics, 
such as divine involvement. Therefore, I will draw on a variety of works throughout. None 
of the authors engages much with the Hebrew in his commentary and that is reflected in this 
chapter. 
Hermeneutical Bases 
Before noting their individual outlooks, it is worth noting that Fretheim, Miller and 
Brueggemann all wrote their commentaries for series whose editors explicitly relate the 
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purpose of the commentaries to the Christian faith. Fretheim wrote for the Smyth & Helwys 
Bible Commentary series which claims that; 
In an unprecedented way, the Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary brings insightful 
commentary to bear on the lives of contemporary Christians...The 5/«>///? & Helwys 
Bible Commentary makes serious, credible biblical scholarship more accessible to a 
wider audience...Our writers are reputable scholars who participate in the community of 
faith and sense a calling to communicate the results of their scholarship to their faith 
community...Thus the reader can note a confessional tone throughout the volumes." '^' 
Miller writes for the The New Interpreter's Bible series, which describes its intention as 
follows: 
The general aim of The New Interpreter's Bible is to bring the best in contemporary 
biblical scholarship into the service of the church to enhance preaching, teaching, and 
study of the Scriptures... [T]he Reflections [sections] are geared specifically toward 
helping those who interpret Scripture in the life of the church by providing "handles" 
for grasping the significance of Scripture for faith and life today. 
Though Brueggemarm's commentary is now published independently, it was originally 
written for the International Theological Commentary series. On the back cover of each 
commentary is written; 
[T]he International Theological Commentary moves beyond a descriptive-historical 
approach to offer a relevant exegesis of the Old Testament text as Holy Scripture. 
The series aims, first, to develop the theological significance of the Old Testament 
and, second, to emphasize the relevance of each book for the life of the church.''^ 
These are the guidelines to which Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann were writing, 
therefore. At the same time, they are all working within their own individual Christian 
traditions as well. 
Patrick Miller, a Presbyterian by tradition,^^'' describes himself as a Reformed Theologian,'^''' 
whilst Terence Fretheim studied and npw teaches under a Lutheran banner.^ "^ 
Brueggemaim, who had a 'German Evangelical upbringing' and was 'a child of the Prussian 
Union', belongs to the United Church of Christ.^ -^^  Each of these North American scholars 
sees the Bible as Scripture that is relevant to present societies. Fretheim writes, 'Let me 
suggest a preliminary understanding of the Bible as Word of God: the Bible's unique 
Fretheim 2002:xiv-v 
Miller 2001 :xvii-xvii 
E.g. Widyapranawa I990:Back Cover 
'"^  Dobbs-Allsopp 2005:26-27 
Miller 2000b:9 
Lutheran Seminary 2009:http://www.luthersem.edu/facultv/fac profile.asp?contact id=tfrethei (05/07/09) 
Brueggemann 2005b:x, 21 
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capacity to mediate God's word of judgment and grace, which can effect life and salvation 
for individuals and communities.''^ *''* Miller expresses his position in the preface to his 
collected essays: 
The hermeneutics of suspicion is always meant to be followed by a hermeneutics of 
retrieval, the fresh recovery of the significance of the biblical text for faith and life. I 
do not know i f that is 'the law of the Medes and the Persians', but it seems to me 
inescapable i f scholarship is to be of service to both the academy and the church.'^°^ 
Brueggemann asserts that the Bible's authority can only be understood in the light of the 
community it authorises (that is, the church and synagogue, the academy, and the public 
arena) and that it is too easily 'applied' to contemporary situations. He claims that, 'The 
central thrust of this classic that mediates new life is its offer of an alternative reality of 
governance that is sure but not dominating, producing new modes of certitude, power, and 
knowledge.'^^^ 
None of the scholars glosses over or dismisses the 'hard texts'. Fretheim asserts that 'there 
are some biblical statements about God (as well as other matters) to which the reader simply 
has to say No! Readers can no longer simply trust everything that the Bible says, about God 
as well as other matters, and this makes problematic such an understanding of authority.'^°^ 
For: 
The texts themselves fail us at times, perhaps even often. The patriarchal bias is 
pervasive, God is represented as an abuser and a killer of children, God is said to 
command the rape of women and the wholesale destruction of cities, including 
children and animals. To shrink from such statements is dishonest. To pretend that 
such texts are not there, or to try to rationalise our way out of them (as I have 
sometimes done), is to bury our heads in the sand.^°^ 
He insists that we are always in danger of domesticating God, 'making God more palatable 
to modem tastes', especially in relation to the judgment texts. It is therefore particularly 
interesting to see how he handles such a text as Jeremiah 48, given that he aims to present 
Jeremiah's challenging image of YHWH in a way that helps 'inform faith and life.'^*'^ 
Miller acknowledges that 'we are before a great and terrible God who is known to be for us 
but who cannot be domesticated and moralized into a gentle, loving force.' Like Fretheim, 
Fretheim & Froehlich 1998:82 
Miller 2000b: 11 
Brueggemann 2005b: 10-16, 17, 41-42 
Fretheim & Froehlich 1998:61 
Fretheim & Froehlich 1998:100 
Fretheim 2002:xiii; Fretheim & Froehlich 1998:105 
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his solution on occasions is 'to protest this savage and ungrounded destruction - as, indeed, 
we must, for we are moral creatures in God's own image.' Yet, at the same time, he asserts 
that when our questioning is over, we, with Job, may need to repent rather than gO home 
with satisfactory answers.^'^ 
One of the topics to which Brueggemarm frequently returns (and which is most extensively 
discussed in his Theology ofOT) is that of the contradictory voices in the texts. 
Brueggemann perceives that OT rhetoric, particularly as it is found in texts such as Jeremiah, 
is 'endlessly pluri-vocal, subversive, and deconstructive' and his aim is always to give these 
'"other voices" a serious hearing.' Although he argues that suspicion is part of the canonical 
claim of the OT itself and such 'paradigmatic juxtaposition of core testimony and 
countertestirriony' refiise to give closure to the text, he welcomes Jiirgen Moltmann's 
suggestion that Good Friday and Easter Sunday provide a "dialectic of reconciliation". With 
Miller, he stresses the necessity to retrieve texts after a suspicious reading and he argues that 
retrieving wounding texts entails honestly in facing the wounding and the wounded, whilst 
simultaneously expecting healing. Like Israel, Brueggemann tries to come to terms with the 
difficulty that YHWH is 'sometimes silent...sometimes ashamedly absent...sometimes 
unreliable and notoriously cunning.' Therefore, unlike Fretheim and to a lesser extent 
Miller, Brueggemarm is disinclined to say 'no' to the problematic texts in this 'haunting 
book', but rather to hold them in tension with the 'easier' texts.^" 
In their respective commentaries on Jeremiah, both Fretheim and Miller are sympathetic to 
Childs' canonical approach and applaud his (and others') attempts to find coherence in the 
book and to concentrate on the final form whilst not ignoring the process of transmission and 
earlier levels of the text.^'^ Fretheim welcomes the later textual developments because 'they 
reveal an understanding that Jeremiah's words continue to speak to audiences that live on the 
far side of the original historical context.'^''' However, the tension between the historical 
and literary worlds, between diachronic and synchronic readings, is ever-present and can be 
observed in the way Miller approaches his commentary on Jeremiah. Whilst he elsewhere 
proposes that the prophets and their prophecies can only be understood in their social, 
political and religious contexts, in his commentary on Jeremiah, 'oracles and narratives are 
interpreted as they relate to the picture of the prophet they present without trying to 
'^^  Miller 2001:919 
^" Brueggemann 19 
'^^  Fretheim 2002:2J, 
Fretheim 2002:29 
ruegge ann 1997b:133; 1998c: 13; 2000a:48, 55; 2005b: 132, 147, 176; 2006a:60, 91 132-140 
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differentiate between the historical prophet and the presented prophet.'^ '"* This is not a 
reversal of stance, for he does not ignore the historical context in Jeremiah; rather he 
acknowledges, despite his expansive knowledge of history, that there is a limit to how far 
one can match the literary and the historical. 
Brueggemann refi-ains from placing too much emphasis on questions of "history" too. As 
well, he resists the "dominant reality" of our time and place and also the dogmatic 
theological claims of the Christian tradition. He makes these decisions in order not to 'curb 
the richness, boldness, and complexity of Israel's testimony,' and is partly driven by his 
premise that 'fideism and scepticism are twin temptations.' Although he considers that 
preoccupation with historical criticism is responsible for severely limiting Jeremiah studies 
and judges the 'hermeneutieally innocent' canonical approach of Childs to operate from high 
ground since it assumes such a reading is self-evident,'^'^ he acknowledges the merits of 
both. Nevertheless, Brueggemann, a student of James Muilenburg, claims that OT theology 
'is essentially a rhetorical analysis.. .to see what Israel says about YHWH.' He combines the 
two methods of sociological and literary analysis so that he reads Jeremiah with 'a critique 
of ideology and a practice of liberated imagination.' He presses the need for a pluralistic 
interpretation, but at the same time insists that OT theology must also 'stand in some 
interpretive continuity with ancient witnesses who imagined and uttered with radical 
difference.' Brueggemann attempts, in his commentary on Jeremiah, 'to "go inside'" the 
text with as few prejudices and premature judgments as possible.^'^ Thus, Brueggemann 
asserts, as Miller and Fretheim infer, that one needs to fully enter the literary world of the 
text to truly understand it. 
It is worth including Brueggemann's own admission as a close to this section: 
I have come belatedly to see, in my own case, that my hermeneutical passion is 
largely propelled by the fact that my father was a pastor economically abused by the 
church he served, economically abused as a means of control. I cannot measure the 
ways in which that felt awareness determines how I work, how I interpret, whom I 
read, whom I trust as a reliable voice. The wound is deep enough to pervade 
everything.^ 
214 Miller 1995:97; 2001:561 
'^^  Brueggemann 1997b:729; 2002:88; 2005b:l 12-113, 117, 168; 2006a:30, 33-34, 91 
Brueggemann 1998c:xii, 17; 2000a:122;2005b:l 12, 143, 145 
'^^  Brueggemann 2005b:32 
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Overviews 
Fretheim 
Many of Fretheim's general, introductory observations about the book of Jeremiah are 
reiterated in a more specific way in his remarks on Jeremiah's OANs. For instance, he 
views the book of Jeremiah as a collage; 
That is, the book does not present an argument in any usual sense or a clear historical 
development but seeks to achieve its objective by a kaleidoscopic look at a highly 
complex situation from a myriad of angles. The resultant portrayal is highly 
impressionistic, perhaps even surreal, and leaves the reader with a sense of the 
situation that is much more effective than a photograph or a linear argument could 
achieve.^ 
He considers Jeremiah 48 similarly, 'The poetry in these oracles is a kind of rhetorical 
collage, designed to look at Moab's disastrous situation from every angle, as i f turning an 
object in the light and seeing how the light plays off different surfaces.'^'^ 
Other examples of the coherence Fretheim sees between Jeremiah as a whole and the OANs 
can be found in some of the major themes he detects in both, such as: God and creation; the 
pathos of God; and sin and judgment. The theme of creation forms a large part of 
Fretheim's overall interpretative framework and he claims that, in order to understand 
Jeremiah as a prophet to the nations, it is imperative to recognise the importance of creation 
in the book of Jeremiah. He reasons that, 'because God is the God of all creation, God is the 
God of all peoples and nations,' and he notes that in Jeremiah 46-51 'again and again the 
parallels between Israel and the nations are drawn out.' Fretheim considers that the function 
of the OANs is to herald a universal restoration and that the purposes of YH WH are 
universal in scope. The oracles, such as that concerning Moab, which end with a promise of 
restoration to the nation are an indication of this. At the same time, he acknowledges that 
'the particularity of God's work in and through Israel remains intact amid the universality of 
God's work among the nations' and that Israel has a special place even in the OANs.'^ ^" 
Much of Fretheim's commentary on the oraCle concerning Moab focuses on the aspect of 
lament and the pathos of God, which Fretheim sees particularly evident in Jeremiah 48. 
Indeed, he says, 'For God, the internal side of judgment is grief.'^^' He also points out that 
arrogance, not idolatry, is the most common sin in Jeremiah's OANs and is the one for 
Fretheim 2002:19, 22 [quote on p.22] 
^" Fretheim 2002:597 
Fretheim 2002:29-41, 575, 577, 578, 579, 638; 2005:168, 174 
Fretheim 1984:112; 2002:597, 602, 603 
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which Moab is condemned in Jeremiah 48.^ ^^ As vvell, Fretheim draws significant attention 
to Moab's judgment in terms of her utter destruction and her shame and humiliation.^^^ 
Certain sounds are interwoven throughout, and they are primarily the sounds of 
wailing and crying on the part of the Moabites, its neighbors, and God. This theme 
of weeping is interwoven with the staccato beat of devastation, desolation, and death 
and their effect on the Moabites and their status in the world. These materials tend to 
evoke different emotions in the reader: a recognition of what pride, arrogance, and 
self-satisfaction can lead to as well as a sympathy for those who are suffering in the 
wake of marauding armies.^ '^ '* 
Fretheim's understanding, apparent throughout his commentary on Jeremiah, is that 
YHWH's judgment is often worked out through consequences inherent in the sin, that is, 
human rtyi 'evil ' brings ni7-) 'disaster'.^^^ 
Fretheim notices that Jeremiah 1:1-3 indicates that the fall of Jerusalem has already taken 
place and therefore that these verses 'provide a lens through which the book is to be read'. 
The preaching of Jeremiah thus addresses a different audience than the book of Jeremiah 
(even i f such audiences are composed largely of the same people), he argues. However, he 
does not appear to allow for an audience for the preaching of Jeremiah 48, since ' in their 
most basic form, these oracles are, of course, not spoken to Moabites but are shaped for 
exilic readers.' Although he considers that the OANs had their own pre-prophetic history of 
transmission, he is not persuaded by any of the options offered (for example, military, royal, 
or worship), though he acknowledges that they have been shaped by holy war.^ ^^ 
Miller 
Miller also has the Exile and Fall of Jerusalem in mind when he writes of Jeremiah that 'no 
other biblical book so enables readers to comprehend theologically what was going on at that 
time - to hear both what happened and why it happened.' It seems that, for Miller, the 
OANs help the reader understand the universality of YHWH's dominion, for 'the sovereign 
rule of that God over the whole earth is nowhere more clearly asserted than in the address of 
oracles to other nations without respect to their relationship to Israel / Judah.' He repeats 
Fretheim 2002:576-577, 595 
UDTO 'judgment' is only used five times in Jeremiah's OANs, two of which are in Chapter 48. Therefore, 
whilst 'judgment' may not always be the most appropriate term to use when speaking about Jeremiah 46-51, it 
appears suitable with regard to the oracle concerning Moab. UDDO will be discussed further in Chapter Six. 
Fretheim 2002:597 
Fretheim 2002:34, 576, 579; see also 2005:163. Similar could be said of ]1U although he does not. Cf 
McConville (2004:31, 34) who is wary of this '"mechanistic" worldview'. 
Fretheim 2002:4, 579, 596 
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this idea in his section on Jeremiah 48; 'even other nations find themselves under the rule of 
the Lord of Israel.' Although he asserts that such a universal reign is good news for both the 
chosen and unchosen, that God's last word throughout Scripture is not judgment, and that 
eschatological hope may have universal dimensions. Miller stresses that the restoration 
prornised to Moab and others are specific promises to particular peoples and nations.^ ^^ 
Miller notes that Jeremiah's OANs 'share neither form nor tone.' In some, for example, 
pathos accompanies the declaration of future destruction, whilst the announcement is given 
with 'fierce intent' in others. He acknowledges that 'the sounds and wails and acts of 
mourning reverberate' in Jeremiah 48, but he does not concentrate on that aspect. Instead, 
he focuses on the conflict between '"the King, whose name is the LORD of hosts" (v. 15)' 
and the Moabite gods. Although Miller does not use the terms 'Divine Warrior' and 'Day of 
the Lord' with respect to Moab, these are terms he uses throughout his commentary on 
Jeremiah 46-51 (chapters 46, 47, 49 and 50-51), and the idea is present in his comments on 
chapter 48, too. For his statement in his 'Reflections' on Jeremiah's OANs that, 'the divine 
warrior who goes with sword in hand is the ruler whose kingdom and power are at stake' 
accords with his portrayal of the God who conquers Chemosh and the Moabite gods.^ ^^  
Likewise, he does not mention YHWH's vengeance with regard to Moab, although this is 
also a common element in his remarks on the OANs iri general. 
Miller gives both Moab's sin and her resulting punishment considerable attention. The 
'arrogance and insolence of the nation' leads to destruction and 'to the picture of shanie and 
devastation, a nation reduced, is added a nation humiliated'. Here, Miller observes, 'sin and 
punishment correspond as they do elsewhere in the prophets'. When he talks of a 
correspondence, he means, loosely, that the punishment fits the crime. Thus, 'the nation that 
laughed at a destroyed Israel wil l itself become a laughingstock.'-^^ 
Brueggemann 
Since it is difficult to discern the political-historical events, geographical places, and literary 
intentions in this 'disordered' poem of Jeremiah 48, Brueggemann largely restricts himself to 
the text's claims and its rhetorical effect. He perceives that this literary world is concerned 
with the power and pride of Moab and her god, Chemosh, all of which are dismantled under 
the power of YHWH's sovereignty. In less than twelve pages of commentary, Brueggemann 
Miller 2001:555, 878, 892, 918-920 
Miller 2001:878, 883, 885, 886, 890, 900,915, 919 
Miller 2001:890-892 
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uses the word 'power' or its derivatives twenty three times (more than he uses any other 
significant word), six times twinned with 'pride'. He deduces that the theological conclusion 
of the wine-making metaphor in 48:10-13 is that Chemosh has failed and the title 'the King' 
in 48:15 provides 'a direct challenge to the rule of Chemosh, who is in the process of being 
dethroned and displaced.' Brueggemann points out that both Judah's exile and that of 
Chemosh, with Moab's priests and princes, are due to trusting in false gods and 
ideologies. '^'*' 
Much of Brueggemann's work on this chapter focuses on the political nature of Moab's 
pride and subsequent destruction ('political' is used ten times and variants of 'destruction' / 
'destroy' occur eighteen times). He asserts that, in general, OANs demonstrate that when a 
nation overreaches itself and 'violates the larger dynamic of the political process which has a 
coherent moral purpose, trouble comes'. In Moab's case, the indictment is twofold; first, she 
raised herself up against YHWH and secondly, she set herself against Israel, making the 
latter a laughingstock. Her punishment is to be reduced to helpless humiliation. 
Brueggemann sees the text's assumption that Moab 'should be responsive or submissive to 
YHWH' as 'a daring act of rhetoric which insists upon connections where others do hot 
notice or acknowledge them'.'^^' 
Whilst accepting the oft stated opinion that the OANs declare YHWH's sovereignty over all, 
Brueggemann argues that this is not their only purpose and they need more nuanced 
treatment. Neither is he persuaded that the OANs were intended only for Judah and 
considers that Jeremiah's oracle against Moab 'is too specific and didactic for that to be an 
adequate explanation of the poem'. YHWH 'speaks this way because the establishment of 
YHWH's hegemony over the nations is crucial to their well-being.' Thus Jeremiah 48:14-20 
urges Moab 'to change its speech, in order to bring its speech into contact with the new 
reality caused by YHWH' - a reality of devastation. Brueggemann expands the idea of 
unreality and reality (a common theme of his) in his comments on 48:29-33 when he 
proposes that YHWH is real throughout, but Moab treats him as 'unreal', which leads to 
Moab herself becoming ' unreal'.'^ ^^ 
Brueggemann 1998c:442-445 
Brueggemann 1998c:420; 446-447; 453-454 
Brueggemann 1997a:88; 1998c:418-421, 446, 448,452. The use of the masculine pronoun for YHWH is 
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Brueggemann draws attention to the lament and grief in Jeremiah 48, but he does not 
attribute the weeping to YHWH and his focus is on Moab's former state and the cause of the 
mourning, rather than the mourning itself, that is, the 'exuberant', 'extravagant' celebration, 
no doubt with 'exaggerated drinking' which is brought to 'an abrupt' end. He understands 
the poet to be proposing that arrogance leads to loss, which in turn leads to grief (emphasis 
his)."^ 
The restoration promised Moab at the end of the chapter is, he proposes, the newness that 
follows from YHWH's sovereignty, sovereignty that is only established through Moab's 
destruction. He asserts that YHWH destroys in order to save, in the same way that 
governments in the real world of power behave. '^''' 
Analysis 
The analysis that follows looks at how Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann deal with the tone 
of Jeremiah 48, the nature of divine involvement, the contents and purpose Of the oracle and 
the way it should be appropriated as Christian Scripture today. There is some overlap 
between sections, partly because the line of delineation between, say, tone and divine 
involvement, is narrow, but also because the comrhentators are not working within these 
categories and their remarks often extend across my divisions. 
Tone 
There are several major themes that run throughout the oracle against Moab, including 
lament, destruction and shame, which are common to the OANs. However, the tone of 
lament wails louder in the oracle against Moab than in any other of Jeremiah's OANs. 
Although both Fretheim and Miller point out that mourning is a prominent feature of the 
chapter. Miller barely discusses the subject, only briefly noting that YHWH is the subject of 
the lament in verses 31-32."^ ^^  Fretheim, on the other hand, dedicates two sections to the 
'Divine Lament over Moab', which, together, span three of the total ten pages of his 
commentary on chapter 48. Brueggemann's commentary lies between the two. He notes 
that the motif of sadness is adumbrated by the first word of the oracle, 'Woe' (48:1), and he 
discusses the wailing and mourning, but does not offer lament as a leitmotif sn^ his 
commentary reflects this. 
^" Brueggemann l998c:448-449 
Brueggemann 1998c:452-453 
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I would suggest that the differences may largely be due to the nuances and elements in a text 
to which the commentators are naturally attuned. Fretheim notices suffering, particularly 
divine suffering; indeed he has published a book entitled The Suffering of God, a work to 
which he refers the readers of his commentary on Jererriiah 48. His writings are concerned 
more than Miller's with YHWH's emotions and he asserts in his Jeremiah commentary and 
in God and World in the Old Testament that the God of Jeremiah is not an aloof God. 'God 
is a God of great passions (pathos); deep and genuine divine feelings and emotions are 
manifest again and again. Sorrow, lament, weeping, wailing, grief, pain, anguish, heartache, 
regret, and anger all are ascribed to God in Jeremiah.'^^^ Brueggemann is closer to Fretheim 
than Miller in his emphases on YHWH's emotions and attributes so it is interesting that he 
does not note that it is YHWH who wails over Moab in Jeremiah 48. 
Fretheim is keen to point out that display of divine emotion is not for sentimentality's sake 
and in the same way, Fretheim's perceptions of lament in a passage are not due to his own 
sentimentality. He considers that the tone of 48:30-33 might be ironic, rather than mournful, 
but he reasons from the text that it is a genuine lament. This is partly because YHWH's 
lamenting corresponds with his summons to the Moabites to flee, but also because lament is 
a common feature of the OANs.^^^ 
Fretheim observes (in both his sections concerning divine lament) that five different verbs 
for weeping and wailing are used in Jeremiah 48:31-33, 36. This range of vocabulary 
stresses the depth to which YHWH enters into his mourning over Moab, he deduces, 
emphasising that 'God's lament places the divine wailing over Moab in parallel with the 
divine lament over Israel.' Although, as stated, he acknowledges the particularity of 
Israel, throughout his commentary on Jeremiah 48 he draws attention, as here, to the 
similarities between Moab and Israel. 
Given that Israel was YHWH's own special people, it is all the more remarkable that 
YHWH expends such sorrow and mourning over Moab. To have noted that not only were 
five different funereal verbs used in these verses, but that they were expended on a foreign 
Fretheim 2002:33; 2005:173 
Fretheim 200.2:33, 604-605 
Fretheim 2002:601, 605 
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nation, would have reinforced Fretheim's claim that 'this is an intense experience for 
God'.^^^ Elsewhere {The Suffering of God) he does make this observation: 
To hear such mourning on the part of God for a non-Israelite people is striking 
indeed. Most of this language is also used to describe the weeping and wailing of the 
Moabites, so that the impression created is that of a God whose lamentation is as 
deep and broad as that of the people themselves.^'*° 
A few pages later he calls attention to the parallel between Israel and the nations: 
That God is represented as mourning over the fate of non-Israelite people as well as 
Israelites demonstrates the breadth of God's care and concern for the sufferers of the 
world, whoever they might be. Israel has no monopoly on God's empathy. All 
people everywhere have experienced the compassion (and judgment) of God, even 
though they may not realise that fact. There is a universal extension of the 
compassion of God in these passages that is matched by such texts as Jon. 4:10-11 
and Jer. 12:14-15.^^' 
That God cares for all people everywhere is undoubtedly a belief held by Christians, and 
Jeremiah 48 with its strong note of lament lends itself to such an understanding, but I wonder 
i f Fretheim's commitment to his creational model sometimes overshadows the centrality of 
the concept of election. 
Although Miller does not comment on the divine lament in Jeremiah 48 other than noting its 
existence, neither does he overly seek to converge the paths of YHWH's dealings with Israel 
and Moab. It is true that he points out the similarity between the fate of Judah and the 
nations and notes that both Judah and some foreign nations are offered restoration.^ "*^ 
However, in his commentary, the 'foreignness' of Moab remains intact. For instance, the 
strangeness that Israel's God might relate to Moab at all is reflected in his statement that, 
'Even the other nations find themselves under the rule of the Lord of Israel' (emphasis 
mine). Also, where Fretheim notices that the restoration promised to Moab uses language 
used earlier for Israel, Miller points out that no details are given about what Moab's 
restoration involves, whereas they are for Judah.^ "*^  
Perhaps the best example of the 'foreigrmess' of Moab in Miller's commentary, however, is 
in the way he concentrates on the centrality of the gods in Moabite culture and reveals 
YHWH's opposition to them. Miller's ear is attuned to the 'conflict between gods that lies 
Fretheim 2002:605 
Fretheim 1984:133 
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beneath the surface of Jeremiah 48' and therefore his commentary assumes a warlike tone.^ '*'^  
He argues that: 
Although there is no explicit conflict between the Lord and the god of Moab, there is 
an implicit claim that the Lord is sovereign over the gods of Moab. The text 
combines the reference to Chemosh's going into exile (v. 7) with the identification of 
the destruction of Moab as "the work of the L O R D " (V. 20), a theme that echoes 
throughout the rest of the chapter.^ ''^  
He notes that YHWH wi l l bring an end to sacrifices to other gods. In contrast, Fretheim says 
little about YHWH's opposition to Chemosh and the gods of Mgab. This may be because he 
considers that idolatry is not the focus of Jeremiah's OANs and 'even in v. 35 the issue of 
worshipping other gods is somewhat subdued'.^''^ However, since chapter 48 impHcitly 
seems to oppose YHWH and Chemosh, a short discussion on the topic might have been 
helpful. 
Although Miller does not explicitly speak in terms of tone, such conflict is a dominant tenor 
in his work and again it is easy to trace this heightened awareness. Miller has charted the 
history of Israel's God in relation to the Canaanite gods El and Baal and has a lasting interest 
in Ugarit and her deities. Therefore, he has given a great deal of thought to the contrasts and 
connections between the gods of the ANE. In addition, he has written extensively on the 
topic of YHWH as a divine warrior, who fights holy war for Israel. These two interests 
combined explain why YHWH should be portrayed in his commentary on Jeremiah 48 as the 
conqueror of Chemosh, particularly since the imagery of divine warrior is beginning to 
become more prevalent by the time of Jeremiah: 
The language and understanding of God as warrior dominated Israel's faith 
throughout its course. In prophetic oracles, in psalms of the temple, and especially in 
the development of eschatologieal and apocalyptic literature, the centrality of YHWH 
as the divine warrior and commander of the armies of heaven and earth is very much 
to the fore and grows out of the earlier theological formulations. It would not be 
amiss to say that the most elaborated conceptions of the divine warrior come at the 
end of the Old Testament period.'^ ''^  
There is no mention or inference of YHWH as divine warrior in Brueggemann's 
commentary and while he translates mX32J mn"' as ' L O R D of the troops' (48:1), his 
remarks on the verse concern the sovereignty of YHWH, rather than his warrior status 
'^^  Miller 2001:891 y - C ^ X 
-"^  Miller 2001:891 rl? 
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(though Brueggemann expounds this military formula elsewhere in his commentary).^ "** 
Perhaps the lack of discussion regarding the divine warrior is largely to do with the fact that 
Brueggemann focuses not so much on the battle itself, but on the reasons for and the results 
of it. The first word, 'woe' gives the tenor of what follows, he asserts, and writes of verses 
34-39: 
In grief, this is what the mourner might say; "How it is broken!" The poet comes 
close to the edge of language;, beyond which nothing dare be uttered. The rhetoric 
provides no coherent statement, but almost an ejaculation of disconnected words: 
"broken, wail, shame, derision." Moab is completely dismantled; nothing coherent 
can even be voiced about it.^ "*^ 
So, one of the tones in Brueggemann's commentary is brokenness, which is portrayed by the 
rhetoric of sharp reversals: 'Mourning, weeping, [and] crying' stems from this brokenness 
along with 'humiliation, weakness, helplessness, and instability.' However, Brueggemarm's 
concentration on the contrast between the former pride and fortunes of Moab and all she has 
lost somewhat overshadows the tone of lament. Indeed, he notes how the rhetoric of 48:29 
piles up six words, five of which are either derived from the same root or have a similar 
sound: '"pride, pride, loftiness, pride, arrogance, a haughty heart."'^^° 
In his other writings Brueggemann notes that the proper idiom for a prophet is grief, 
particularly in Jeremiah, and, 'My impression is that one could open Jeremiah's poetry 
almost anywhere and find this ministry of articulated grief. He also sees in the prophets a 
God of pathos and suffering, and a God who grieves. Most of Brueggemann's observations 
and insights regarding YHWH's grief and mourning are in the context of Israel / Judah (for 
example, grief at their end) and one might conclude that YHWH's pathos is confined to his 
people in the mind of Brueggemann.^^' Yet, in his chapter 'Nations as YHWH's Partner' in 
Theology of the Old Testament he writes: 
It is much less explicit that YHWH's governance of the nations is marked as much 
by passion as it is by fireedom. Here we move in the realm of inference, but we must 
at least ponder the rehabilitative utterance of YHWH concerning the nations, which 
we have noficed in Amos 9:7, Isa 19:23-25, Isa 56:3, 6-7, and Jonah. In each of 
these, YHWH makes a positive move toward the nations, for which there seems to be 
no evident motivation.^ ^ 
Brueggemann I998c:428 248 
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It is true that passion does not necessarily include lament and grief, but YHWH's expressed 
sorrow over Moab in Jeremiah 48 would support this 'inference' of Brueggemann's. It 
might even allow Brueggemann to say of the nations as he does of Israel, 'Without this grief, 
there is no tomorrow.. .out of God's grief comes utter new possibility.' Certainly, such 
assertions would not be out of place regarding Jeremiah 48 with its strong tone of lament and 
its final promise of restoration. Similarly, it would have been pertinent in the context of 
Jeremiah 48 to make his assertion that YHWH's purposes for creation become evident in the 
midst of suffering and the hope of public newness.^ ^^ 
Most of Brueggemann's reflections concern Moab, rather than YHWH, and it may be for 
this reason that he recounts Moab's suffering and lamenting, but not YHWH's. Neither does 
he talk much about Judah, which may also be why he does not tend to compare and contrast 
Moab and Judah in the way that Fretheim does. As stated, he makes the comment that Judah 
and Moab both go into exile because of idolatry, but, like Miller, he retains the foreignness 
of Moab by keeping her in the context of Chemosh. He writes of 48:7, ' I t is stunning that 
this is now "the people of Chemosh," Moab as known by its god.'^ '^* 
Miller, writing about those nations in Jeremiah that are given no reason for their destruction, 
asserts, 'The reader confi-onts head-on this terrible God who moves in wrath that cannot be 
softened or covered up. Its color is blood. Its outcome is death'.'^ ^^ However, he does not 
provide a softened image of YHWH that is not blood red for those nations, such as Moab, 
which are given a reason for their destruction. The oracle against Moab with its plangent 
wailing is a prime candidate for demonstrating that the 'terrible God who moves in wrath' is 
also, to use Fretheim's words, 'a God of great passions (pathos)', 'a God whose lamentation 
is as deep and broad as that of the people themselves'.Fretheim recognises that the holy 
war tradition has shaped the OANs^^^ and acknowledges in The Suffering of God that 
YHWH is sometimes a Warrior, but when speaking of such asks, 'what does it cost God for 
God to he God?' (emphasis his). He also asserts in several works that YHWH's anger is 
not a divine attribute and without human sin there would be no divine wrath or violence.^^^ 
Brueggemann 2006a:78, 165 
Brueggemann I998c:451 
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In the light of Miller's and Fretheim's commentaries, the absence of any discussion about 
what YHWH 'feels' for Moab (whether pathos or wrath) is even more stark in 
Brueggemann's cominentary. Given that in so much of his work Brueggemann is at pains to 
hear all the voices in the text, this is somewhat surprising. Whatever his reason, the effect is 
that YHWH appears remote and even dispassionate. At this point it would be useful to look 
in more detail at how the commentators view divine involvement in Jeremiah 48. 
Divine Involvement 
YHWH's relationship to his creation is one of Fretheim's most-discussed topics. Repeatedly 
throughout his writings he speaks of YHWH interacting with his creation in a relational 
way.'^ '^^  For instance, he writes in God and World, 'all of the creatures of the natural order 
are considered to be members of God's own family.'^^' That YHWH has a genuine 
relationship with humanity can be seen in the metaphors that are used in Scripture, for 
example, king-subject, husband-wife, parent-child, shepherd-sheep and redeemer-redeemed; 
even non-personal metaphors, such as a rock, are described in human terms. 
Thus, when we speak of the knowledge of God, the relational and experiential 
aspects need to be emphasized. God's revelation occurs within the context of a 
personal relationship, indeed most clearly in cormection with a personal encounter, 
and it is shaped in fimdamental ways by the way in which the resultant relationship is 
understood to engage everyday experience. God does not leave a word and then go, 
but accompanies that word with a continuing personal presence (cf. the " I am with 
you" formula in the theophanies—Gen 26:24; Jer 1:8). But even more, that 
continuing presence is to be interpreted in terms of the theophanic appearance. That 
presence has essential continuities with what was inherent in the theophany; it is a 
personal and interpersonal encounter even though the human form is no longer 
evident (cf. New Testament talk about the work of the Holy Spirit in John 14-16). 262 
He observes that the prophets use these relational metaphors more than they do covenantal 
ones. In Fretheim's view, such a relationship is not confined to Israel but embraces the 
whole world.^" 
Furthermore, he sees the whole cosmos as interrelated and he often uses the image of a 
spider web to explain his model.^^ 'To live in a relational worid inevitably means that every 
creature will be affected by every other; each individual is involved in the plight of all.' This 
Fretheim 1984; 1986; 1991; 1997; 1997-1998; 1998; 1999; 2002; 2004c; 2004b; 2005; Fretheim & 
Froehlich 1998 (the references in each are too numerous to list them all individually.) 
Fretheim 2005:261 
Fretheim 1986.261 
^" Fretheim 1984:114, 115, 116; 1986:264; 1997:1; 1998:26, 33; 2002:31-34; 2004c:45; 2005:15, 17, 241 
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includes YHWH who has chosen to limit himself to work from within the created order. 
Therefore, YHWH will be affected and caught up by the world's violence, according to 
Fretheim. At the same fime, he argues that YHWH's work with human beings will 
positively affect the estranged relationship between other humans, the animals and the 
natural order in general.'^ ^^ He does not make this latter point in relation to Jeremiah 48, 
although it would suggest that Moab's restoration has, by implication, a good effect on all, 
which would help support his claims that the purpose of the OANs is about universal 
restoration. Instead, as mentioned above, he points out that the language used for Moab's 
restoration of fortunes is that used earlier in the book for Israel (for example, 29 .14). 
Elsewhere, Fretheim stresses that the intensity of YHWH's presence in the world varies and 
is partly dependent on human need and experience. He apprehends that this varying 
intensity also confirms the advantage there is in being the elected people. For, although 
YHWH engages with the lives of outsiders, blesses them and even makes promises to them, 
this is not sufficient for the fiiUest possible life, a life that Israel has.^ ^^  Nevertheless, this is 
not a stance he stresses in his Jeremiah commentary oh chapter 48. 
Fretheim remarks that there is a surprising number of references to 'God's daughter' [sic] in 
Jeremiah's OANs (46:11, 19, 24; 48:18; 49:4; 50:42; c f Is 23:12; 47:1) and concludes that 
It is theologically significant that Israel is not the only people who are considered to 
be the children of God. These references are testimony to God as Creator of all 
people; as such, God as parent i_s concerned about the welfare of all of God's 
children, not just God's elect.'^ ^^ 
Jeremiah 48:18 refers to Dibon (an iinportant Moabite city) as ] 1 3 ' ' T n 3 n3E7''. However, 
it is disputable how the "HD idiom is to be translated ('daughter', 'daughter o f , 'lady', or 
'inhabitants o f ) and what precisely it means. The debate partly relates to whether a 
relationship is implied in the idiom, particularly that with YHWH, or i f it is just a way of 
referring to people of a city or town, that is, 'daiighter of D i b o n ' . S o , while the idiom may 
imply that YHWH is the father of the people (and Fitzgerald and Caragounis take this to be 
the case when the idiom is used of Israel), it does not necessarily have that connotation. At 
Fretheim 2004b:367; 2005:26, 196 
Fretheim 1984:62; 2005:25, 105, 107 
Fretheim 2002:583; also 2005:168 except read 'Israelites are' for 'Israel is' 
NRSV translates "ll^il-nn nDB-" in Jeremiah 48:18 as 'enthroned daughter Dibon', NIV 'inhabitants of the 
Daughter of Dibon', NEB and REB 'natives of Dibon', NASB 'daughter dwelling in Dibon', AV 'thou 
daughter that dost inhabit Dibon' and GNB 'you that live in Dibon'. 
Althann 1978:390; Caragounis 1997:780; Fitzgerald 1972:403-416; 1975:167-183; Haag 1975:335; Tsevat 
1975:341 
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the same time, MT Jeremiah 49:4 does not use n3 in its construct state as in the idiom and 
cannot therefore be read as 'people of...' Instead, it uses the absolute state and can only be a 
relational designation for Ammon; n331t£7n nnn 'faithless daughter'. However, Jeremiah 
48:18 does not actually state that Moab is YHWH's daughter, for example, 'my daughter'. 
Therefore Fretheim's presumption on this point suggests that at times his theological schema 
makes some of his detailed exegesis questionable. 
It is, perhaps, also equally theologically significant that, even i f the ~n3 idiom is used to 
denote Egypt, Moab, Ammon and Babylon as YHWH's 'daughter' in Jeremiah, the foreign 
nations are never referred to as his •"'33 'sons' (a higher status in the ancient world than 
'daughter') as are Israel and Judah (for example, Is. 1:2). Neither is a marital metaphor 
employed. In fact a husband-wife relationship is never applied in the OT to describe the 
relationship between YHWH and the foreign nations. That the higher status terms as well as 
the most intimate of relational expressions are reserved for Israel / Judah alone suggests that 
YHWH does not enter into as deep a relationship with the nations. 
So, then, I consider that Fretheim needs to clarify i f he is speaking about Israel only when he 
exhorts his ExAuditu readers, 'When thinking of God as judge, remember that the judge 
behind the bench is the spouse of the accused one in the dock.'^^° His overall outlook is in 
accord with common Christian understanding in that 'God is not a suffering-at-a-distance 
God; God enters into the suffering of all creatures and experiences their life.''^^' However, 
not only is the judge behind the bench not the spouse of the foreign nations, even i f he is the 
parent, he is also the divine warrior who sometimes even acts against Israel / Judah. The 
relational metaphors axe only one facet of divine involvement. 
Miller, by contrast, presents a completely different picture of divine involvement from 
Fretheim. He declares in The God You Have: 
The God who speaks to us in Scripture is not friendly except to human beings. The 
stories of the Lord's war against the other gods (e.g., cutting off the hands and head 
of Dagon of the Philistines) is a narrative way of telling us that there are all sorts of 
possibilities out there to lure our worship and obedience, but the maker of heaven and 
earth is a jealous God and wi l l have none of it. One of the chief ways ii i which we 
domesticate God is to assume the kind of friendliness, selflessness, and tolerance on 
270 
Fretheim 1984:166 
Fretheim 2004c:45 
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the part of God that we hope is present in each of us. The jealousy and wrath of God 
are reminders that God is not meant to be likeable but to be God.^ ^^ 
As in the case of Fretheim, whilst Miller's general point may stand, I would suggest that he 
has slighfly exaggerated his claim. The God who speaks to us in Scripture might not be 
friendly to 'other' gods, but, as Fretheim observes, 'While the people may be the focus for 
God's suffering, God is anguished over the consequences for all aspects of the created order 
affected by the devastation.'^ ^•^ Fretheim proposes that YHWH's lament is more intense for 
Sibmah than for Jazer because of the vegetation found in Sibmah (Jer. 48:32).^''' Miller does 
not allocate much discussion to the creational aspects and metaphors of Jeremiah 48 and the 
long quote of Miller's above, where those 'except' humans appear to mean other gods, 
suggests that Miller does not tend to think in creation-wide terms. Furthermore, when he 
speaks elsewhere of the universal character of YHWH's sovereignty, it is in terms of 
YHWH's rule extending to the foreign nations as well as Israel. He also advises that the 
God of the OT should be understood in political tertns, as the creator and governor of both 
the human and divine w o r l d s . I n contrast to Fretheim, then. Miller's work centres on the 
supernatural rather than the natural world. This is unremarkable given that Miller has 
written so much on the divine assembly and ANE deities. 
Where Fretheim concentrates on the parental and marital metaphors. Miller gives more 
credence to the metaphor of kingship in Jeremiah 48, noting that the image of YHWH as 
king predates Israel's own experience of a human king.'^ ^^ Fretheim does not elucidate the 
appellation of YHWH as King in 48:15, but Miller quotes the verse twice and compares the 
broken sceptre and staff of Moabite rule with the rule of the King, the L O R D of hosts. For 
Miller, the reference to YHWH's kingship is an implicit link to YHWH as a warrior. For, 'it 
is the establishment of YHWH's eternal rule and sovereignty that is the ultimate goal of 
YHWH's wars.. .it is not possible to talk of God as king without talking of God as 
w a r r i o r . I t is not possible to determine why Miller does not explicitly refer to YHWH as 
the divine warrior in his interpretation of chapter 48, when the idea seems so prominent in 
his mind and prevalent elsewhere in his commentary on Jeremiah 46-51. Perhaps it is due to 
the confines of space (the commentary on the oracle against Moab is less than three pages in 
total), or because he does not want to over-emphasise his point, or because he feels that he 
Miller 2004:64 
Fretheim 1984:133 
Fretheim 2002:602 
Miller 1965b:45; 1986:141 
Miller 1986:142 
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has already been clear enough. Overtly referencing the concept of YHWH as divine weirrior 
might have been beneficial to his reader in establishing Miller's frame of reference, 
however. 
He argues in 'God the Warrior', that YHWH is involved with history and does not always 
reveal himself in ways we would like.^^^ In The God You Have, he asserts that the proper 
response of both humans and gods is one of prostrate worship.^^^ At the same time, Miller 
recognises that YHWH is not impassible, but is a God of mercy and compassion, who is 
'tied to moral accountabilities' and that his sovereignty 'is power in behalf of justice and 
compassion.'•^ '^^  This facet of YHWH's nature does not come to the fore in Miller's work on 
Jeremiah 48, where he mainly presents the sovereign God as Moab's destroyer, and 
implicitly portrays him as the avenger of Israel (see Jer. 48:26-27). Aside of these examples, 
there is little in Miller's commentary concerning the interaction between YHWH and 
humanity. It sometimes seems as i f Miller has become used to working with a subset of 
YHWH's nature which on occasion leads to a rather narrow presentation of YHWH; a King 
who is remote. 
Miller maintains that a prophet's role is not only to herald YHWH's war, but is one of 
intercession. In intercessory prayer, the prophet 'joins with the will of God to mercy and 
compassion' to effect a renewal in the world. 'Such intercession is expected by God and 
incorporated into the divine activity'.^^' I f such intercession is expected, one might ask why 
Jeremiah, commissioned as a prophet to the nations, does not intercede for Moab (or ariy 
other nation). Miller does not ask the question (neither do Fretheim or Brueggemann). 
In The Book That Breathes New Life, Brueggemaim stresses the relatedness of YHWH 
(emphasis his) and in Theology of OT he notes that the adjectives used to describe YHWH 
are primairily relational. At the same time he argues in Theology of Orthat the central noun 
metaphors in the OT are ones of governance whilst the less central ones are those of 
sustenance. 'Relational' is a loose term, but he groups what seem to be the most relational 
metaphors (for example, healer, mother, shepherd) under those metaphors of sustenance, 
whereas the most frequent metaphors of judge, king, warrior and father are listed under those 
of governance. Even the metaphor of father is not nearly as prominent as those of judge. 
Miller 1965b:43 
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king, warrior, he observes. Given thait the three most common metaphors are those of judge, 
king, warrior, therefore, 'relatiorial' does not seem to be the most appropriate adjective to 
use. This is particularly so in the case of YHWH's dealings with the nations, which 
Brueggemann treats almost solely under the metaphors of judge and king.^*^ 
The term 'relational' does not seem to fit, either, with how else Brueggemann describes 
YHWH. For instance, he argues that in Jeremiah there is a distance between YHWH and 
Judah as there is between YHWH and Jeremiah. He also proposes that because YHWH is 
holy and committed to justice, he is therefore dangerous and subversive and points out that 
Jeremiah 4-5 describes YHWH as a Hon, a wolf and a leOpard. He claims that Jeremiah 
portrays YHWH's sovereignty in all its rawness, because 'Historymakers cannot appeal to 
an anemic God who is a good buddy or a warm fuzzy. This God is not a God to be 
"experienced."' This is similar to Miller's position that YHWH is not meant to be likeable. 
In addition, although Brueggemann contends that when YHWH is violent it is normally in 
order to maintain his sovereignty, he surmises that his violence is sometimes irrational. 
In his commentary on Jeremiah 48, YHWH is often referred to as a 'dangerous power' who 
unleashes himself on those who ignore him. As well, however, there are hints of a more 
'relational' God and Brueggemann attests that YHWH is 'the L O R D of heaven and earth, the 
initiator of the Exodus who withstood the Egyptian empire for the sake of the slaves.'^ '^^  
This idea also comes across in his comments on the final verse of restoration, but although 
he twice describes YHWH as passionate when speaking of this verse, neither time is in 
relation to his restorative action. First he writes: 
The assertion of v. 47 can of course be understood simply as an editorial manoeuvre 
to tone down the awful threat of the foregoing. Read theologically, however, the 
verse suggests that YHWH's prirnary business with Moab is not destruction. The 
destruction so passionately voiced is a "strategic necessity" in order to establish 
YHWH's sovereignty, out of which will come YHWH's powerfiil newness.^ *^ 
Then later he adds, 'There may be a restoration of destiny (48:47), but first there is an exile 
(48:7, 11,46). Because there is a powerful, passionate YHWH, there wil l be an inescapable 
exile.'2«^ 
Brueggemann 1997b:;225, 234-261; 2005b: 148 
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Indeed, the two most prominent rnetaphors for YHWH in Brueggemann's commentary on 
Jeremiah 48 are the aforementioned 'king' and 'judge'. As in Miller's commentary, 
YHWH's sovereignty and rule is the dominant theme and, with Miller, he often depicts 
YHWH as sovereign over Chemosh. Brueggemann twice quotes the title of 48:15, 'the 
King', and remarks that YHWH defeats Chemosh as he did the Egyptian gods and Dagon. 
The metaphor of judge is implicit, but apparent, when he speaks of the 'verdict of God'.^*^ 
He sees the verdict of YHWH - to make Moab disappear - as dominating the entire chapter 
and one is reminded of the court-scene fi-amework of Theology of OT, despite the differing 
roles of YHWH in the two works. 
In the main, however, Brueggemann engages little with the exact nature of divine 
involvement with Moab. Nevertheless, in Texts that Linger, Brueggemarm, who is 
suspicious of certitude, proposes that the OANs challenge Israel's certitude about her 
relationship to YHWH.^^^ He reasons that her natural reply to YHWH's question in Amos 
9:7, 'Are you not like the Ethiopians to me, O people [lit. sons] of Israel?' (NRSV), is 'No'. 
Therefore, 'The "to me" of the question means that YHWH stands outside the cozy 
reductions of certitude and confidence that marked Israel's theopolitics.' He reiterates this in 
'At the Mercy of Babylon' where he claims that there is a relationship between YHWH and 
the nations; moreover this relationship finds its way into Israel's theological speech. In 
Theology of OT, he describes this speech as part of Israel's unsolicited testimony and even 
asserts that 'The way in which Israel is treated by YHWH in the Exodus is the way in which 
every people may expect to be treated by YHWH.' He argues that when similar language is 
used of Israel and the nafions, it shows that Israel's monopoly on YHWH has been broken 
and he deems Isaiah 56:7 to show that YHWH finally accepts the nations into his 
covenant. 
Nevertheless, despite the above and although he acknowledges in his commentary that the 
destiny is the same for Moab and Judah, they receive the same from the hand of YHWH and 
Nebuchadnezzar, and the metaphor of the broken vessel in 48:38 is used earlier for 
J " Brueggemann 1998c:443, 445, 446, 447,449,450, 451,452, 453 
'Certitude' is one of Brueggemann's most common words (it occurs in the third sentence of his 'Preface to 
the CD-ROM Edition' of his Theology of the Old Testament) yet he does not seem to define it properly 
anywhere. Perhaps the closest he comes is in Theology of the Old Testament ([997b:7 5) where he uses it in 
conjunction with two other phrases that appear to be synonyms of it; 'no obvious lines of certitude, no ready 
formulations of assurance, no self-evident reliabilities'. 
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Jerusalem (22:28; 30:12-17),'^^° Brueggemanri, in his commentary on Jeremiah, does not 
overstress the similarities between Israel and the nations. It is not possible to see whether 
this is intentional in his commentary on Jeremiah 48, but he translates the ~n3 idiom 
elsewhere as 'daughter o f , which indicates that he attaches no relational significance to 
Dibon in 48:18. He also points out that in Isaiah 19:24-25 some, but not all, of the special 
terms for Israel are used of other nations. Furthermore, he observes in OT Theology that 
even scholars who wish to emphasise the sameness between Israel and the nations still retain 
at least one distinction. ' I t is odd but worth noting that that "one respect" is not the same 
among various scholars but regularly is found somewhere.'^^' 
It is interesting to observe the language by which Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann speak 
of Moab's restoration. When Fretheim addresses the issue of restoration in his commentary 
on the oracle concerning Egypt (Jer. 46), he uses the term 'salvation', but not 
'forgiveness'.•^^^ He refers to forgiveness only in relation to Israel / Judah in his commentary 
on Jeremiah's OANs. Likewise, in Miller's 'Reflections' on Jeremiah 50:20 where Israel is 
pardoned, he speaks of YHWH forgiving Israel and contemporary Christians, but he does 
not use the term 'forgiveness' in relation to Moab or the other nations offered restoration. 
One cannot say whether Fretheim and Miller realise that they, in keeping with the text, have 
used different language for the nations than for Israel. However, it is possible that they have 
instinctively and subconsciously distinguished between Israel and her neighbours by their 
terminology. I f so, it is interesting, particularly in Fretheim's case, that despite their stress 
on universality, their language implies another reality. 
Brueggemann asserts in 'The Travail of Pardon' that, from its earliest times, Israel has seen 
YHWH as a God of pardon, even though such pardon is not lightly or readily granted. He 
seems to use 'pardon' (n'PD) interchangeably with 'forgiveness' and for cases when there 
has been repentance as well as when there has been none. Contrary to many scholars, he 
understands that the prophets' function is not to call people to repentance, which is marginal 
in the prophets, but to proclaim a new truth. Nevertheless, he speaks of forgiveness in 
relation to the repentant Ninevites in Jonah and, whilst not wishing to push his point, 
remarks that there is, ' i t appears to me, a predilection toward forgiveness, restoration, and 
rehabilitation' even with 'the most recalcitrant of nation-partners'. Even so, he does not talk 
290 
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in terms of forgiveness / pardon in relation to the nations in Jeremiah 46-51; rather 
'newness' for Moab and 'homecoming' for Ammon.^^'' 
It is true that, although words for 'forgiveness' occur more in Jererniah than the other 
prophets (including 50:20), such language is rare.^'" Nevertheless, Jeremiah (along with the 
rest of the prophets) never offers the nations forgiveness, even when promising restoration as 
in Jeremiah 48:47; 3Xia"m3E; T131;:;T is an idiom for ' I wil l restore the fortunes of Moab' 
(v. 47). In the case of the Ninevites, the word is the Niphal of oriD 'be sorry, moved to pity, 
have compassion' (Jon. 3:10; 4:2) rather than ubo 'pardon, forgive' as in that offered to 
Judah in Jeremiah 50:20. The lack of forgiveness proffered the nations may (or may not) be 
a significant distinction between them and Israel / Judah. Given that all interpreters 
elaborate upon the subject of forgiveness and stress that judgment is not the last word for 
some of the nations, it would be helpfiil for a fuller excursus from Brueggemaim (and 
clarification from Fretheim and Miller) on the subject of forgiveness in regard to the nations 
(Moab in particular, given YHWH's intense lament over her). For example, is it pertinent to 
view Moab's restoration as evidence that YHWH has forgiven her? I f not, how do 
restoration and forgiveness / pardon differ? 
In summary, then, we have seen that Fretheini sees YHWH's involvement with his creation 
in relational terms (for example, parent^child), whereas Miller and Brueggemann view 
YHWH's interaction with humanity frorn the perspective of YHWH as King. Fretheim's 
interests extend to the natural world of creation: Miller's to the supernal realm of the gods. 
Brueggemann's interest in the natural realm centres around the political rather than the 
creational aspects, but he gives more attention to Chemosh than Fretheim. Although I 
consider each to over-emphasise his particular concern at times, when taken together they 
provide quite a wide view of divine involvement. Although Fretheim, more than Miller and 
Brueggemarm, draws out the similarities between Judah and the nations (sornething the text 
does not explicitly do), all of them tend to miss the differences between them (also implicit 
in the text), such as the lack of intercessory prayer for the nations and the fact they are never 
offered forgiveness. The authors also sometimes omit points or arguments made elsewhere 
in their works that would either clarify their hermeneutical positions, or would further their 
claims for Jeremiah 48. 
Brueggemann 1997b:452, 524, 525, 456; 1982:55-56; 2003b:284-285, 292 
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The Message and its Purpose 
Although we have looked at the restoration promised to Moab, the bulk of Jeremiah 48 
focuses on the destruction she is about to receive. It is the content of the message and its 
purpose to which we now turn in order to see how Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann 
handle them and draw out the significant features of the message. 
Content 
The subject Fretheim most develops is that of mourning and lament. However, he also gives 
the subject of Moab's sin and her punishment considerable treatment, expounding upon the 
'language of death and destruction' and the 'mocking or taunting of Moab.'^^^ 
That Moab appears to be punished primarily for her pride and arrogance is a good example 
of a nation judged under what Fretheim calls natural law. For Fretheim understands that 
nations are judged, as well as against their own laws, according to morality common to 
humanity (natural law). He explains that arrogance and pride are not normally drawn up into 
law codes, for ' i t is assumed that they reflect certain moral orders that people should have 
known from observation and life experience and for which they would be held accountable.' 
Such a general moral code would also include such matters as social justice, often the 
motivation for YHWH's judgment. Fretheim sets out this model in the introduction to his 
commentary, but does not reiterate it in the section on Jeremiah 48. This is a shame, for 
such a model could explain why hubris is the main sin listed there (as well as in the other 
OANs).'^ ^^ Similarly, Brueggemann also detects in the OT 'a kind of international law or 
code of human standards that seems to anticipate the Helsinki Accords of 1975 in a rough 
way, a code that requires every nation to act in civility and humaneness toward others.''^ ^^ 
Yet, he too, also does not mention this with respect to Moab. 
Neither does Fretheim reiterate the point made in his introduction and his commentary on 
other chapters of these OANs, that the link between deeds and their consequences is 
embedded into the moral order, that is, human n r n 'evil ' brings ny~l 'disaster'. This 
natural progression from sin to its inherent consequences is, Fretheim argues, the most 
coirmion agent of divine judgment. In his commentary on Jeremiah's oracle against 
Fretheim 2002:598, 600 
Fretheim 2002:38; 2005:143, 166. Fretheim notes that natural law is evident throughout the Wisdom 
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Babylon, he notices that the language of retribution 'is not strictly appropriate for 
describing' such moral order, since YHWH does not introduce anything new, but utilises 
what is already at work. Fretheim also explains in God and World that, since this moral 
order is not a 'tight causal weave', the wicked may prosper for a time and the irmocent may 
'unfairly' suffer, including the animals and the land, and even the whole ecosystem. It 
would have befitted his commentary on Jeremiah 48 to have included this argument, 
particularly since he suggests that YHWH's weeping is probably, in part, over the animals 
and the land. Such a suggestion would also have clarified the framework within which 
Fretheim works.'^ ^^ 
As Fretheim is interested in the consequences of sin in the natural moral order. Miller's 
studies have concentrated on the way the texts show the close cormections between sin and 
judgment. As we have seen, Miller finds the same association in the oracle concerning 
Moab. In fact, he refers the reader of his commentary to Sin and Judgment in the Prophets, 
where he examines such correspondence in detail. In Jeremiah 48, Moab the niocker 
becomes Moab the mocked. This is a model example of correspondence, and Miller flags it 
as such. However, he does not identify the correspondence between Moab's sin being 
arrogant pride and her punishment being shame. This may be because the two are not placed 
in juxtaposition to each other in the text and therefore do not meet the criteria that Miller has 
for correspondence. Or it may be because Miller considers the pride-shame notion to be too 
similar to the mocker-mocked idea to note it separately. Nevertheless, I would suggest that 
it might have been valuable to make the reader aware of this correlation. 299 
The subtitle of Bnieggemann's commentary on Jeremiah is 'Exile and Homecoming'. Exile 
and homecoming are key themes for Brueggemarm that are twinned throughout the OT, 
particularly in communal life. He mainly thinks of the motif in terms of Israel, but, as we 
have seen, refers to the promised restoration of Ammon as 'homecoming'. 'Homecoming' is 
not a word he uses in relation to Moab, but he does refer a number of times to her 'exile' and 
the idea of homecoming is probably implicitly present when he speaks of her 'restoration of 
destiny.'"'"^ Whether, in general, this motif is as common as he proposes, it seems to lend 
itself naturally to Jeremiah 48. In many of his works, Brueggemann plays with the notion of 
reversals and opposites and his remarks on Jeremiah 48 are no different. He talks about the 
'massive inversion' of Moab's pride and power, the 'dramatic reversal' of her fortunes and 
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status, and how words sounding the same are used to voice 'exact opposites' (exile and 
return).^*" Again, in my view, such motifs are not only in keeping with the text, but draw 
out some of its key nuances. 
However, one motif that is not quite as prominent as Brueggemarm presents it, in my 
opinion, is that of power, particularly political power. He writes (regarding 48:1-9), 'The 
connections between the centres of power and pride and the phrasings of loss pound at the 
listener'^ ^^ and he continues such observations throughout the chapter. However, riD 
'strength, power' is used only once (48:45), as is 'PTI 'strength, efficiency, wealth, army' 
(48:14), TS7 'strength' (48:17) and m33 'strong, mighty man' (48:41). It is true that 
metaphors of power and strength are used (for example, y~lT 'arm, shoulder, strength' and 
p p 'horn' in 48:25), as all three commentators point out,^°^ and that Moab's strongholds 
and secure places are mentioned (48:1,18, 41). However, I would propose that the text's 
main focus is Moab's current situation - weeping in utter brokenness and shame amidst 
destructiori and devastation. 
Brueggeman comments that the poet of 48:14-20 'seeks to break the power of ideology 
which keeps speaking about a reality that no longer exists' and suggests that even the urge to 
flee in 48:6 and 48:9 may be an urge to flee from royal-urban ideology.^"" It is characteristic 
of Brueggemann to bring contemporary categories to the text. Sometimes i t is illurninating; 
at other times it is not clear exactly how the category coheres with the original context, that 
is, in this case, what royal-urban ideology means in a Moabite setting. Nevertheless, it 
seems to me that the snapshot of the horror of Moab's experience of this new reality eclipses 
the remembrance (hers and the readers') of the old reality of Moab's power and ideology. 
Despite approaching the text through the lens of political power, Brueggemann writes with 
rhetoric similar to the text itself He does not diminish the enormity of Moab's sin and 
presents to his readers the devastating results of her pride and arrogance against YHWH. 
Brueggemann observes in Theology of OT that YHWH approves of human governance but 
only within his limits (unfortunately, nations are inclined to want to assume too much power 
for themselves).''^^ Such a comment would be helpful regarding Moab. 
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One strength of Brueggemann as a Christian interpreter, in my opinion, is that when he 
makes parallels with other parts of Scripture, he includes the NT. So, for instance, when he 
notes that Moab offends YHWH because she offends his people (48:27), he not only makes 
references to the language of lament in Psalm 59:8, Lamentations 1:7 and Jeremiah 20:7, but 
also refers to 1 John 4:20. 'Moab does not love the brother whom it has seen, and surely 
does not love God whom it has not seen.'^ *^ ^ At the same time, an allusion to such a verse is 
arguably out of keeping with the tenor of the chapter, for the OANs are not concerned with 
brother loving brother or, indeed, God. Brueggemann does not make a comparable comment 
regarding Jeremiah 48:10 or 48:26 and it would be interesting to see how he fits such verses 
into the framework of 1 John 4:20 that he brings to the chapter. In addition, the OT does not 
always promote love of brother for Israel, either. For instance Isaiah 60:14 talks about those 
who had formerly despised Israel bowing down to her and Isaiah 61:5-6 pictures strangers 
and foreigners serving her. It does seem clear, however, that YHWH sometimes views 
offences against Judah as those against himself and it would seem that way here (see Chapter 
Seven for further discussion on this). 
I have focused on the main theme of the oracles as found in the respective commentaries, but 
there are other aspects I could have discussed. For instance, although all interpreters 
understaiid differently the concept of the wine settled on its dregs (48:11), they describe the 
process to which the metaphor refers and thus what they think it means. Fretheim and 
Brueggemann identify the word play involved in 48:43-44 (Tr iD 'terror', n n s 'pit', and FTD 
'trap') and explain that the repetition of the idea is for emphasis. Fretheim recognises that 
Moab's restoration has not been fiilfilled (not an infrequent occurrence in the prophets).^°^ 
There are also features of the text which are not overtly theological, but may still affect the 
reading of it. For instance, the oracle against Moab is longer than the other oracles, except 
that concerning Babylon. Fretheim admits that the reason for its length is unknown, while 
Miller only acknowledges it is 'long, often repetitive' and contains verses identical to 
material elsewhere. Brueggemann both declares it to be a 'long and complicated poem' with 
a beginning address that 'goes on and on' and also admits that it is difficult to determine why 
it is so long. Although he views the poem as a 'catchall' for traditional materials, he 
Brueggemann 1998c:447 
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suggests that the length may be because Moab was an immediate rival to Judah and thus 
308 
evoked the most hostility and resentment. 
As well, it is notable that Isaiah's oracle concerning Moab (Is. 15-16) is also one of Isaiah's 
longer OANs (along with Babylon and Egypt) and that, as Fretheim observes, 'the oracle in 
Isaiah has even more the character of a lament!' Miller advises that Jeremiah 48 is to be 
compared with other oracles concerning Moab, although he himself only remarks on the 
shared language between Isaiah 15-16 and Jeremiah 48. Brueggemaim does not suggest 
such a comparison and makes only a passing reference to the shared language of Isaiah 
16:6ff and the oracle against Moab in Amos 2:1.^°^ It is interesting that none of the 
commentators investigates these features a little further, because the length (in Isaiah as well 
as Jeremiah), combined with the aspect of lament, may indicate that Moab is particularly 
significant to YHWH. However, the length and nature of their commentaries, particularly 
Miller's, probably preclude much comparison between the texts. 
Another example of an aspect of the text that is not overtly theological is the relationship 
between poetry and prose. Fretheim asserts in his 'Introduction', that 'prophetic oracles are 
often presented in poetic form, but they are also accompanied by prose passages providing 
interpretative comment.' Such an understanding has the advantage of side-stepping, to some 
extent, the issues of when such prose comments were added, or at least neatly incorporating 
possible later additioris into the core of the oracle. Indeed, Fretheim opines, 'let it be noted 
that problems of coherence are often rooted in the interpreter's theological perspective.'^'" 
Miller, on the other hand, referring to Childs and others, warns that: 
These salutary efforts to see some coherence in the various "sources" of tradition 
complexes and to affirm the significance of the later editorial stages of the book's 
composition should not cause the interpreter to ignore or smooth over inconcinnities 
in the text, signs of a less tidy growth that surely was a part of the creation of the 
book, as is clearly indicated in the different textual forms of Jeremiah.^'' 
Neither of them addresses the topic in Jeremiah 48 specifically, however, or remarks on the 
singular transition from poetry to prose in 48:10. Brueggemann, on the other hand, does 
comment on this transition, but seems unable to explain the 'two incongruous prose verses' 
around verse 11 (48:10 and 12-13). It is a positive thing for Brueggemann that 'the relation 
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between prose and poetry is an endlessly vexed question' because, as he explains in the 
preface to his Jeremiah commentary, ' i t is precisely those vexed questions that preclude any 
final reading...The book becomes a place in which to remain and play and listen and 
notice.'^'^ 
Purpose 
The Main Purpose(s) 
In his commentary on Jeremiah 50-51, Fretheim acknowledges that ' i t is the kingly rule of 
Israel's God that wi l l finally prevail over the rule of all earthly kings,'^'^ but, he contends, 
the purpose of the OANs 
is not simply to claim that God rules over the nations (see the language for God as 
King in 46:18; 51:57), but that God is about the restoration of the entire creation. 
Jeremiah's God is no local deity, concerned simply about the people of Israel. God is 
the Creator God, the "God of all flesh" (32:27; see 25 :31; 45:5), who works out the 
divine purposes for the entire creation in and through the movements of all nations 
and peoples. As helpfiil as the metaphor of God as King is, it is simply insufficient to 
encompass these broad^based purposes. Notably, these texts say not a word about 
these nations honoring the sovereignty of God, as i f they would come to "know" that 
Israel's God is King in and through the experience of disaster (an apparent exception 
is 16:21...).^'' 
Their placement at the end of MT also indicates to Fretheim a 'complex eschatological 
purpose with universal themes,' as does the inclusion of an oracle to somewhere as 'far-
flung' as Elam.^'^ 
It appears that Miller regards the OANs as having slightly different purposes depending on 
their audience. He argues that the oracles provide hope for Judah's deliverance, but is 
ambiguous about the role they played for Moab. 
The nations are an audience for the word of the Lord in their own right. Jeremiah's 
call at this point is not simply a nationalistic reflex. Whatever good possibilities they 
may include for the community under judgment - and some good possibilities are 
definitely indicated - these oracles are not primarily to or for that community. The 
kingdom of God is universal in scope, and the affairs of all the nations come under its 
sway. One of the most telling indicators of that in the scriptures is the prophetic 
propensity for addressing and speaking about the affairs and fate of others than Israel 
and the insistent claim throughout these oracles that what is going on is entirely the 
Lord's doing.^'^ 
'^^  Brueggemann 1998c:xiii, 445 
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There are two points of ambiguity in Miller's comments with regard to whether the nations 
were the intended recipients of the OANs. The first is who is denoted by 'the community 
under judgment', that is, those for whom 'these oracles are not primarily to or for'. 
Although the most immediate community under judgment in each of Jeremiah's OANs is the 
foreign nation itself, which is sometimes offered good possibilities, the previous paragraph 
talks about the hope for Judah in these oracles and this paragraph begins 'But these oracles 
are not simply to show the elect a way out'. The second point of ambiguity is that, although 
he speaks of the nations as an 'audience.. .in their own right', in the next paragraph he 
concedes: 
[I]t is still not possible to assume that all of these oracles were announced in the 
hearing of persons who were members of the nation being addressed. 
To that extent, they belong to a cadre of biblical texts that seem to address a larger 
community that may not or cannot hear them.. .The claim that is inherent in these 
oracles concerning other nations, oracles that are often addressed quite directly to 
them, is all the more radical i f they were not spoken in their presence. There are 
indicators that God has other stories with other nations, but Israel's own story claims 
that the Lord is involved with the nations near and far, that they stand under divine 
judgment for their sins and may also stand under that same divine mercy that so often 
saved Israel.''" 
Thus it appears that Miller considei-s the oracles were primarily to and for the nations, even 
though the audience was largely hypothetical, but their inclusion in Israel's Scripture is 
Israel's own testimony to YHWH's wider involvement with humanity. Apart from the 
words of hope offered to Judah, it seems that Miller deerns that the main purpose of the 
OANs is the same for both audiences; to claim YHWH's universal rule, 'one that does not 
depend on the acquiescence of its subjects or even whether they hear the words addressed to 
them'.^'« 
Brueggemann thinks the single theme of Jeremiah 46-51 is YHWH's sovereignty and rule 
over the nations and that the purpose of the book of Jeremiah is to relate the imperial policies 
and power of Babylon to the clairns of Yahwism, Nevertheless, we have seen that 
Brueggemaim, like Fretheim, does not consider that the only purpose of the OANs is to 
'"Say among the nations, 'The LORD is king!"" (Ps. 96:10). He also argues that the purpose 
for chapters 46-49 (where YHWH triumphs over the nations through Babylon) is different 
'^^  Miller 2001:917-918 
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from that of the oracle against Babylon in 50-51, which shows that, ultimately, YHWH's 
purposes do not converge with Babylon or any earthly power.'" ^  
The subject of the nations frequently features in Brueggemann's work and thus it is possible, 
through these other writings, to build up a more comprehensive view of his understanding of 
the purposes of the OANs. It transpires that there are actually a number of purposes, 
although most are not mentioned in his work on Jeremiah 48. Some of these overlap with 
the purpose of prophecy in general or Jeremiah's prophecy more specifically. For instance, 
he contends that the point of Scriptural prophecy in general is to disrupt the old consensus, 
while 'Jeremiah's call is to shatter old worlds (bring them to an end) and to form and evoke 
new worlds (cause them to be).' Such a shattering and reforming takes place through the 
poetry describing a new reality, by which the listener experiences an alternative world."'^" 
Since for Brueggemann, rhetoric is a mediator, and the only way to stop a society's 
destructive processes, one begins to see why the rhetorical effect of Jeremiah 48 on its 
listeners is so important to him. Brueggemann is clear in several of his works (including his 
commentary on Jer. 48) that one of the purposes of the rhetoric in the OANs is to crush the 
absolute self-aggrandising political power of arrogant and proud nations. He sees this as one 
of the prime purposes of the oracle concerning Moab: to show that nations cannot act in the 
way that Moab did, in pride and arrogance, resisting God's authority, magnifying herself 
instead, and deriding Israel. 'There is a terrible accounting.'^^' 
OANs do not only challenge the pride of the nation, but the pride of Israel / Judah's 
particularity, Brueggemann asserts, for they demonstrate that YHWH is involved, even has a 
relationship, with other nations.^ ^^ 'At the end of the Old Testament, prophetic faith knows 
that Yahwism runs well beyond Israel. Indeed, YHWH, in the end, has more than one 
chosen people.'^ ^^ He even considers what he perceives as Israel's loss of particularity as 
having a positive element for her; the privilege of normality in being merely one nation 
among the others.'^ '^* It wi l l be realised from my comments above that I do not accept that 
the OANs indicate that the nations become other chosen people. 
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At the saBne time, Brueggemarm sees the OANs as salvation for Israel / Judah because the 
destruction of her oppressive enemies offers her hope, as well as assures her that she is not 
singled out for destruction. Fretheim suggests similarly. It is not only Israel / Judah who 
benefits from this situation, however, for in Brueggemaim's mind the OANs can be seen as 
salvation for the nations as well; as he says regarding Moab, YHWH's hegemony over the 
nations is for their own well-being. In fact, he claims in Theology of Orthat Isaiah 19 
shows that, 'The ultimate promise "on that day" for the nations as partners of YHWH is the 
complete end of hostility and the rule of a shared shalom' though he is more reserved in 
Cadences of Home where he points out that the occasional hope offered to the nations should 
not be overplayed.^^^ Thus Brueggemann considers that the purpose of the OANs is to bring 
both good and bad news to the nations and Israel / Judah. 
Whilst accepting that, within a Christian fi-ame of reference, YHWH's rule over the nations 
is to their benefit, I would question the assertion that a 'complete end of hostility' and 
'shared shalom' is promised in the OT. First, none of the OANs (including Jer. 48) uses this 
language. Second, there is a paucity of promises of restoration for the nations, as 
Brueggemann himself notes, and so any positive future is given in muted tones. Thirdly, the 
book of Jeremiah, at least, does not talk about a complete end of hostility or an idyllic period 
that includes the nations (for example, Jer. 30-31). Brueggemarm's language can easily 
sound as i f it stems from a Christian eschatological frarhework, and while a future shared 
Shalom may be part of the bigger frame of reference, such terminology is out of place in 
relation to Jererniah's OANs. Nonetheless, I would agree that Jeremiah 48 spells good and 
bad news for Moab and possibly good news for Judah (if 48:26-27 are intended to avenge 
Judah), though there is nothing in the chapter that explicitly indicates bad news for her. 
Once more, the outlooks of the three commentators reflect the commentators' own interests. 
Whereas Miller sees the demonstration of divine sovereignty as the main purpose of the 
OANs (as does Brueggemann), Fretheim unequivocally asserts that such a perspective is not 
enough (as does Brueggemarm). For Fretheim, the main aim is to announce creation-wide 
restoration, whilst for Brueggemann it is to show that YHWH will ultimately destroy 
political pride and absolute power. A l l positions can be held credibly together as part of a 
wider purpose. However, Miller appears to paint with a broader brushstroke than Fretheim 
and Brueggemann, which perhaps blurs the more subtie nuances. For whilst it could be said 
Brueggemann 1997a: 89; 1997b:521 
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that renewal and restoration are subsets of divine sovereignty. Miller's explanation does not 
naturally lead one to think of regeneration. 
At the same time, although the OT undoubtedly witnesses to YHWH working out his 
purposes for the restoration of the entire creation I wonder i f it is going too far to see this as 
the specific purpose of the OANs. I would therefore be inclined to think that Fretheim again 
overstates his case. This seems particularly so in the case of Jeremiah 48 where, arguably, 
creation is not the main issue and Moab, not creation, is promised restoration. Brueggemann 
seems to have the most nuanced understanding and I have presented a variety of his 
perspectives with their testimony and countertestimony. However, his explanation of the 
oracle against Moab is much narrower than the views found in his other works and centres 
around political power: 'This poem is exactly the voice of the government of YHWH that 
intends to re-establish its authority and prerogative.'''^* Again, therefore, it seems as i f all 
commentators find in the text confirmation of their overall theological understandings 
where, in actual fact, the text does not always conform to these. 
Other Purposes 
Both Fretheim and Brueggemaim suggest other plausible purposes of the OANs. For 
instance, Fretheim suggests that 'a related purpose of these oracles (at least those in chs. 46r 
49), depending upon the historical context, may have been to alert Israel that appealing to 
such nations for help would be a vain exercise. Yet, the texts are remarkably silent about 
such a p u r p o s e . T h i s is similar to Miller's remark quoted earlier (see footnote 272) that 
the stories of YHWH's war against the nations show that YHWH wil l not tolerate appeals to 
other gods. Or, as Miller phrases it in yet another context (the first commandment), 'there 
are other powers at work in the world whose ultimate conquest by the Lord of history is sure 
but whose power to entice and appeal, to exercise control over our lives.. .is real and 
constantly present.'•'^ ^ 
When writing about the plagues of Egypt, Fretheim proposes that the purpose of the plagues 
were for YHWH to raise his name, not just to Israel, but to the whole world.^^^ He does not 
make a similar comment regarding the OANs, but the parallels of judgment on the nations 
perhaps suggest tha:t he could credibly do so. Brueggemann, on the other hand, does make 
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such an observation. He maintains that the OANs are to suit YHWH's own purposes and 
argues in Theology of Orthat these purposes are aside of Israel's needs and in Cadences of 
Home that they are not to do with the destiny of the nations, but YHWH's own 
glorification.^^" That is, the ultimate purpose of the OANs is to glorify YHWH. 
This idea can be compared to Ezekiel 20 where YHWH withholds judgment from Israel 
"•Qtt? y^l^h 'for the sake of my name' (20:9, 14, 22) and restores them for the same reason 
(20:44; see also 36:22). His concern is that his name should not be profaned in the sight of 
the nations around. I f the idea is that a nation's condition reflects the care or efficaciousness 
of its deity, then Israel's restoration and the nafions' downfall could be seen as two sides of 
the same coin. As well, when YHWH restores Israel despite her not turning back to him, he 
tells her mn"' ^3}<-»D onUT^T 'then you will know that I am YHWH' (20:44). In other 
words, the driving force behind YHWH's actions is his own glorification. This will be 
discussed further in Chapter Seven. 
Another purpose of the OANs, according to Brueggemann, is to show that, 'In the end, the 
Oracles against the Nations are a theological statement, not to be explained away by 
historical correlafions. In the end, the historical process, the rise and fall of the great powers, 
is ail unmistakable witness to the relentless rule of YHWH.' To my mind, this purpose can 
become quite a key one, particularly in a secular world where political history is not 
envisaged in terms of God, for, as Brueggemann acknowledges in his commentary on 
Jeremiah's oracle against Egypt, this claim is not self-evident.^^' Briieggemann also argues 
that the task of prophetic imagination is to offer adequate symbols to confront the horrors of 
experience and to give public expression to fears and the reality of death. Given this purpose 
and that Brueggemann considers the nations were the primary audience for the OANs, then it 
could be inferred that one intent of the OANs is to provide the nations with such symbols. 
Of the three authors, only Brueggemann provides a reason for the purpose of the specific 
oracle against Moab (to show that nations cannot act in pride and arrogance), but Fretheim 
and Miller are in good company since most commentators do not give a separate reason for 
each nation. Nevertheless, both Fretheim and Miller note the differences between the 
various OANs in Jeremiah and it may be that each individual oracle has no more purpose 
than to help build up the bigger picture. Thus what Fretheim says about the oracle against 
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Moab, that it is 'designed to look at Moab's disastrous situation from every angle, as i f 
turning an object in the light and seeing how the light plays off different surfaces,' could be 
applied to the OANs as a whole.''''^ That is, the oracle against Moab would be one surface 
which would reflect one particular aspect of the disastrous circumstances of the nations; 
perhaps that of divine lament over such a situation. However, while there is some sense in 
which the 'foreign nations' stand as a whole in opposition to Israel, each nation is a nation in 
its own right and, in my view, it is one of the strengths of Brueggemann's commentary that 
he attempts to treat the oracles individually, searching for the specific purpose of each. 
In summing up this section on the message of Jeremiah 48, one can see that Fretheim, Miller 
and Brueggemann make many insightful observations, expounding the text in a useful way 
and pointing out the major themes. In my opinion. Miller's commentary is stronger than 
Fretheim's in discussing the content of the oracle concerning Moab, whilst Fretheim's gives 
a better exposition of its purpose (even though his comments relate to Jeremiah's OANs in 
general). Brueggemaim's probably comes somewhere between them; he elucidates both the 
content and the purpose, but what appears to be his own agenda sometimes detracts from 
both. He also makes intertextual connections which is demonstration that he has the whole 
of the Christian canon in view when he interprets a particular text. 
On occasion, all commentators neglect certain things that might be helpful to the reader. For 
example, neither Fretheim nor Brueggemann talk about natural law in relation to Moab, and 
Fretheim does not discuss here, although he does elsewhere, the consequences of sin being 
embedded in the act of sinning. Similarly, Miller neglects to point out the correspondence in 
the sin of Moab's pride and her concomitant shame, despite correspondence being a frequent 
theme in other works. Fretheim's view of Jeremiah 48 (that YHWH's uhimate aim is for 
creation-wide restoration) is more comprehensive than Miller's (that it is a declaration and 
demonstration of YHWH's sovereignty) or Brueggemann's (that YHWH's power will 
ultimately dismantle all other political powers), but I doubt that the primary purpose of the 
OANs, in particular Jeremiah 48, is restoration, or that these OANs always attest to a 
'creation-wide' scope. 
Some of the purposes listed above, such as YHWH's sovereignty over all creation, are 
timeless, but the following section deals in more detail with how the commentators 
specifically handle Jeremiah 48 as Scripture, relevant to contemporary Christians. 
Fretheim 2002:577, 597; Miller 2001:38 
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Scripture For Today 
Although the 'Connections' and 'Reflections' sections of their respective commentaries 
specifically deal with the application of the text, in the main body of their commentaries 
both Fretheim and Miller seem to have One eye on the text's present (and even future) 
relevance. For example, Fretheim says, 'for God an internal grieving always accompanies 
wrath and judgment (as is commonly the case in the breakdown of interhuman 
relationships)' and Miller writes, regarding the restoration of Moab, 'so also wil l it be with 
the Lord's judgment against the nations.' Similarly, though Brueggemann does not have a 
comparable section in his commentary regarding application, he too makes generally 
applicable remarks. For example, regarding 48:40-47 he writes, 'Such an act of self-
magnification can only bring ruin and devastation.' Or, when he articulates the unfeasibility 
of Moab's policy, he adds, 'Nations in the end cannot act in such a way with impunity.' 
Even when Brueggemann elucidates what the God of the text is like, one gets the impression 
that he is speaking more widely: 'the God of the whole Israelite tradition, the LORD of 
heaven and earth, the initiator of the Exodus...the God who destabilizes and deabsolutizes 
every pretentious and petty political claim for the sake of a larger ordering that makes human 
life possible.' Since Fretheim's and Miller's commentaries do both have a section explicitly 
geared towards helping those in the church who interpret Scripture, however, it is worth 
taking a look at how they do this.^ ^"' 
In God and World, Fretheim writes that ' i t is not uncommon that communities of faith 
reduce God to the God of their particular domain. For example, it may be claimed that 
God's only or primary business is to look after Christian folk'. He goes on to argue that the 
OANs counter this view by shoving that YHWH is present and active in all peoples. 
Brueggemann also understands the OANs to function as 'an important critique and warning 
against a notion of "God's elect people," as it pertains both to Jews and Christians.' ^^ '^  In 
his 'Coimections' section on Jeremiah 46 Fretheim propounds this viewpoint and explains 
how it impacts his ideology of mission: 
The prophetic perspective would claim that all people have had an experience of God 
before "we showed up with the Bible in our hand." We do not bring God to the 
world! God is there before we travel to any particular place, indeed before we even 
thought about reaching out to others. Again, one of our basic tasks is that of 
discernment. I f we listen carefiilly to these people we may discern specific ways in 
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which God has been active in their lives. Perhaps it has been an experience of 
unconditional love, or incredible mercy, or a miraculous deliverance at the individual 
or communal level. Our responsibility, then, is to name that experience in terms of 
the God to whom we witness.'^ ^^ 
This quote reveals that Fretheim is working within a modem framework from the nineteenth 
/ twentieth century (though this framework reworks a patristic Logos one). However, such 
an ideology of mission is a long way fi-om the text of Jeremiah's OANs which do not 
envisage mission to the nations in any sense like the Christian way. It is also interesting 
from a missiological view that, as Miller points out, some nations possibly never received 
'their' denouncing oracles. 
Furthermore, Fretheim's imagined experience is a positive one; 'love', 'mercy' and 
'deliverance'. For some nafions which are not promised restoration the only recorded 
'experience' of YHWH in Jeremiah's OANs is his destruction of them and even for those, 
such as Moab, that are promised restoration, it is a future event. It is doubtful that, in a 
contemporary context, it is wise to start fi-om this position and 'name that experience in 
terms of God', not least because it is rarely possible to determine which events are God's 
judgments. Nevertheless, Fretheim's point may be taken broadly that the OANs counter the 
assumption that YHWH was not in the nations before the prophet showed up. 
In his 'Connections' secfion on Jeremiah 48 (enfitled 'The Divine Lament over Moab') 
Fretheim picks up on the theme of lament and says that YHWH mourns with those who 
mourn: 'God enters into the suffering of all peoples, whether or not that suffering has been 
deserved (as certainly was the case with both Israel and Moab).'^^^ Much of what he says in 
'Cormections' repeats what has preceded with regard to both lament and the parallel between 
Moab and Israel, which is disappointing. Such remarks are general observations and could 
be read from the viewpoint of either the Moabites, or the Judahites, or a contemporary 
congregation, although he writes from the position of an observer. 
In his article, 'Terror A l l Around', Miller counsels that when surrounded by terror, the point 
is not to ask about what is happening, but to discern the work of God. He advises that, 
although we have to be carefial about seeing God's judgment in human events, i f we assume 
that it cannot be so, then 'we have either forgotten our Bible or allowed the cross to take the 
sting out of history.' Or, in Sin and Judgment, he writes, 'The theological task is not to 
Fretheim 2002:588 
Fretheim 2002:605 
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eliminate this word of judgment in history but to probe more deeply into understanding that 
reality past and present, for only in this way can the message of the prophets come to life and 
perdure.'^ ^^ In The God You Have he also remarks that one's neighbour is to be found in 
strange and unexpected places (despite the emphasis on neighbourliness in Brueggemann's 
works, Brueggemann does not make this point). Any of these might be suitable conclusions 
to reach given his comments on Jeremiah 48. The first (not to ask what is happening but to 
discern the work of God) could be made from the point of view of Moab, though even to 
speak of 'God' is to adopt a fi-ame of reference that would have been alien to Moab. The 
second point (we cannot rule out that God's judgment is in human events) could be made 
from Judah's point of view and the third (that one's neighbours are found in strange places) 
is a general observation. However, in his 'Reflections' on Jeremiah 48 he does not make 
these points. 
He notes, instead, that Moab was not condemned for one single sin, but that pride and 
mockery of Israel were both reasons for her judgment - judgment which also brought an end 
to sacrificing to her gods. This suggests to Miller that sin is often a more complex matter 
than we may realise; 'our sins are manifold and complicated but discernible to the eyes of 
God precisely in all their complexity'. This means, for him, that general confession of sin 
becomes an important liturgical act. He also asserts that the emphasis on shame (in Jer. 48 
and other nations in Jer. 46-51) alerts the contemporary reader, who is probably only aware 
of personal shame, to corporate shame.'^ ''* To my mind, this application contains insightful 
observations. 
In contrast to Fretheim, therefore. Miller's starting point is the oracle's own frame of 
reference, that is, Moab is the implied reader rather than Israel. This is not at odds with how 
he considers the OANs should be interpreted, because, as we have seen, he recommends that 
they must be heard in their own right. However, he also writes that, 'then and now the 
primary agenda of the listeners to Jeremiah's oracles is set around what happens to the elect 
community of faith.. .we expect them to have to do with us.' Context implies that Miller 
approves, at least in part, with this expectation. Nevertheless, he does not apply Jeremiah 48 
from the stance of the elect, although he does suggest that the OANs can be used to warn 
against national arrogance. In addition, he reiterates the general point that all nations are 
Miller 1982:139; 2001-2002:501; 2004:18 
Miller 2001:918,920 
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under YHWH's divine judgment and mercy, and he implies that we must accept the fact that 
YHWH does battle in this 'often messy world...as much as within the human soul.'^ •'^  
Brueggemann does not think that texts should be 'applied' to our contemporary context. 
'Rather, our situation needs to be submitted to the text for a fresh discernment. It is our 
situation, not the text, that requires a new interpretation.' This statement, using the 
traditional language of'submission', is a clear example that Briieggemarm attributes the 
Scriptures with authoritative power. At the same time his meaning is unclear, for how does 
submitting a situation to the text differ in practice from 'applying' the text? Brueggem_^ 
does not see 'contemporary application' as something that happens after the process of 
analysing the text in its historical context. 'Good interpretation surely moves back and forth 
between critical historical awareness and the pursuit of meaning in contemporary context.^ 
He counsels that i f the texts are alive and authoritative then we must ask what they continue 
to say. So when he talks about the book of Jeremiah's aim being to show that Y H W H ' S 
dangerous power is released into the public domain and to reshape kingdoms, he continues, 
'Moab, like all of the nations, must come to terms with Y H W H ' s sovereign resolve. A 
mocking disregard of this holy intention will bring deep trouble, visible even in the public 
5 340 
process . 
Although Brueggemann does not have a specific section in his commentary regarding 
contemporary appropriation of the text, appealing to his wider works yields useful insights. 
Brueggemann deems many texts to challenge the dominant, consumerist culture of the West, 
particularly the US, a society which is in deep dislocation, despite its excess satiation. 
According to Brueggemarm, such a world is not dissimilar to that of Jeremiah's and he states 
in his chapter on 'The Nations as YHWH's Partner' in Theology of OT, ' I intend that my 
analysis of YHWH and the nations should finally settle in the presence of the United States, 
which has no viable competitor for power.' Brueggemann makes the point that grasping 
after power is not only wrong, but will ultimately fail because 'there is simply not enough 
power in the long run to sustain itself in the face of human restlessness among those who 
refijse to be eradicated as an inconvenience'.^^' 
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Brueggemann suggests that, like Jeremiah and the prophets, the church should utter speech 
about hurt and hope to counter this dominant ideology. He contends that peace is not 
possible 'until nriodes of domination and control are given up.' I f it is not too late (and it 
might be), 'the only way from here to there, from despair to hope, from death to new life, is 
by way of weeping, of grief, of exile'.^''^ The oracle concerning Moab in Jeremiah 48 with 
its lament, threats of exile (48:7, 12, 46) and promise of restoration seems to be particularly 
suited to this philosophy of Brueggemann's, so it is surprising that he has not used it for 
such. 
Brueggemann's observations so far have been made from taking Moab as the implied reader. 
However, one can also ascertain how Brueggemann considers the text should be overheard 
by its Judahite audience. In Cadences of Home, Brueggemarm refers to the non-Israelites as 
second addressees of the text (the Israelites being the first addressee) and makes the point 
that, 'The church in much of the Western world, and surely in U.S. society, has lost its 
tongue for this second addressee.' Thus the OANs fiinction as a reminder to the church that 
there are second addressees. He reminds the US church that '"the nations as partners" is 
crucial i f we are to recover a biblically informed voice amid the mounting military 
imperialism of the US government.' At the same time, recognising that other nations are 
arnong YHWH's partners does not mean that they should always be highly regarded and 
Brueggemaim cautions the interpretative community to be alert and suspicious of the great 
political empires (and presumably smaller ones, such as Moab, as well), precisely because 
the text itself is. He also warns that, 'What Jeremiah asserts is that the real danger is not 
Babylon, or Assyria or the Soviet Union or China. The tlireat, finally, to our way of life is 
the sovereign God who will be pushed only so far and then not mocked any further.'^''^ 
Overall, then. Miller's application largely assumes a Moabite frame of reference, whilst 
Fretheim and Brueggemann make general comments, although Brueggemann in his other 
works provides readings from the viewpoints of various implied readers. None makes it 
plain in his commentary that he is starting from the stance he is; it is an implicit 
hermeneutical rhove (although since Fretheim considers that the nations were not audiences 
of the OANs it might be assumed that his application is not concerned with Moab as an 
implied reader). Since it is quite a big shift in perspective to read the text from a Moabite or 
Judahite frame of reference, or one that incorporates both, I consider that it would be helpful 
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to declare sueh a starting point (for example, a brief note in the introduction to the OANs in 
their commentaries). Reading the text from different viewpoints might also help to create 
fuller and broader interpretations, as can be seen from the consultation with Brueggemann's 
other writings. Furthermore, even though many aspects may look similar from any 
viewpoint (for example, YHWH's sovereignty or YHWH's lament over humanity), the 
message of Jeremiah 48 would undoubtedly sound different to a Moabite in the sixth century 
BCE, a Judahite of the same period and a Christian in today's world (not to mention 
contemporary Jews as well as the variations that undoubtedly exist across different parts of 
the contemporary Christian and Jewish worlds). 
Conclusions and Reflections 
In my opinion, in general, Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann do not make unwarranted 
claims in their commentaries. Nor do they make huge, unjustified hermeneutical leaps. 
Between them they provide several important insights on Jeremiah 48 and give a wide view 
of its scope, for example, Fretheim's attention to the realm of the natural world and the tone 
of lament, Miller's focus on the arena of divine beings and Brueggemann's concentration on 
the political nuances and the means and ends of powers. In addition, all authors are bold 
enough to suggest ways in which the oracle concerning Moab can be understood as Christian 
Scripture today. 
There is some overlap between what each of them says, but their commentaries are more 
distinctive from each other than one might imagine given the similar backgrounds of the 
authors (nationality, time of writing, faith, hermeneutical bases). It is possible to discern in 
their commentaries the issues and themes that have engaged their scholarly thinking over the 
years. I consider that this is both a strength and a weakness. It is a strength in that it brings 
out nuances of the text that might be missed or dismissed, such as Miller's emphasis on 
YHWH's power over Chemosh and his opposition to the Moabite gods with all that worship 
of them involved. At the same time it is a weakness in that sometimes there is a tendency to 
overlook elements outside their particular interests and in all commentaries there are one or 
two aspects of Jeremiah 48 which I consider would have benefited from a fuller treatment. 
The best example of this is on the subject of tone: Miller and Brueggemann could have 
expanded upon the aspect of lament, while Fretheim could have given more attention to the 
impact on the tone that mentions of Chernosh and the Moabite gods might have. 
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Another weakness is the tendency to see in the text confirmation of the theological models 
they have formed over the years, such as Brueggemann's emphasis on political power and 
Fretheim's on creation. Finding such support is not necessarily problematic in itself, for 
these texts may have contributed to those models in the first place, but I consider that they 
have overstated their cases at times. For instance, I do not quite see the justification behind 
Fretheim's assertion that the restoration promised to some of the nations, including Moab, 
necessarily implies a renewed creation. It is clear from his commentary on Jeremiah 48 that 
this is not one of the texts of the Bible to which Fretheim 'simply has to say No!' However, 
at times he is perhaps in danger of domesticating Y H W H and making him 'more palatable to 
modem tastes'.'^ '*'* 
Miller, on the other hand, touches on Y H W H ' s mercy and his forgiveness, but his overall 
presentation of Y H W H is, to use his words, 'a single color: red.' Although when Miller 
depicts Y H W H as the colour of blood he is not referring to Jeremiah 48 , his portrayal of 
Y H W H in Jeremiah 48 still seems to resemble that same colour; he is so caught up with the 
sovereignty of the warrior God that he omits to portray a God who weeps. This outlook may 
reflect his Presbyterian, Reformed background. Fretheim's Lutheran setting may have 
provided him with a less rigid / softer view of Y H W H , though such suggestions can only be 
tentative. Ironically, elsewhere. Miller gives a more balanced representation, for example, 
'The church lives theologically and experientially with the question of whether God's anger 
is always awash with tears, as it was in Jeremiah's time, and whether judgment is no less 
disturbing to God than it is to those who experience i t . ' He also appreciates that in Jeremiah, 
particularly in the laments, the anguish of the prophet overlaps with that of YHWH.^"*^ 
Nevertheless, in conteniplating Miller's blood-red God, I am reminded of Fretheim's article 
on The Color of God. Too many people are happy with an eight coloured crayon picture of 
God, he opines, whereas even a box of sixty four is not enough."''*^ Miller sometimes appears 
to use too few crayons and, despite his warnings to others, Fretheim himself seems to stick 
to his favourites. Brueggemaim, too, tends to use the same ones over again. Jeremiah 48 
uses its own colours ( i f not sixty four) and I consider that, together, Fretheim, Miller and 
Brueggemann provide their readers with enough of those colours to get a good picture of 
Jeremiah's oracle against Moab. In such a portrayal, Y H W H is a sovereign ruler who 
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interacts with the whole of creation in a relational way, conquers and crushes false gods, and 
dismantles self-aggrandising political powers. 
Fretheim, Miller and, particularly, Brueggemann treat the text as a unified piece and as part 
of the canonical whole. As such, their commentaries keep Jeremiah 48, and the OANs in 
general, tightly within the rest of the corpus of Scripture. This I see as a strength, 
particularly when dealing with them as contemporary Scripture. The OANs might have been 
a collection of prophecies in their own right before they entered the book of Jeremiah, but a 
wise handling, in my opinion, interprets them against the rest of Jeremiah and the oracles 
against Judah. Al l three commentators do just this, drawing out the parallels between the 
oracles to the elect and those to the non^elect, and discussing the similarities between their 
judgments and their restoration. 
At the same time, I would suggest that the distinction between Judah and the nations is 
sometimes lost or overlooked in this approach - in Fretheim's work to a greater extent than 
in Miller's and Brueggemann's. For instance, in the text the restoration of Moab is not given 
in detail, as it is to Judah, no forgiveness is offered Moab (or the other nations), the prophets 
do not intercede for the nations, and metaphors of sonship and marriage are never used in 
relation to the nations. As well, there is a tendency to lose in Fretheim's and Miller's work a 
sense of Moab's own identity and to subsume her as one facet of 'the nations' (which may 
be her role). Brueggemann's work is slightly different in this respect in that it gives the 
oracle against Moab its own purpose, distinct from Jeremiah's oracles against the other 
nations. In all works, however, I would have welcomed more discussion about the specifics 
of Moab, particularly in relation to the length of the oracle, especially since Isaiah's oracle 
concerning Moab is also long. 
I suggested throughout that Miller could have said more on different subjects, for example, 
larnent, and the correspondence between pride versus shame, but I am aware that his work is 
more restricted than Fretheim's and Brueggemann's in terms of space and that he has had to 
choose what to include and exclude. It must be said that Miller's commentary does not 
waste space retelling the biblical narrative as some commentaries do, but explains various 
aspects as it goes along. Fretheim and Brueggemann, more than Miller, tend towards a 
retelling, but they could probably better be described as explanatory and interpretative walks 
through the text. AH are enlightening commentaries. 
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I consider that the appHcative move from the text to the contemporary world is not the 
strongest part of any of the authors' works, mainly because their comments tend to be too 
general or repetitive. Miller writes as i f Moab is the implied reader, but his other comments 
and those of Fretheim and Miller tend to be quite general, so it is not possible to tell who the 
implied reader is, i f there is one. Whilst general comments are valuable, it would be 
interesting to look at Jeremiah 48 with different implied readers in mind, i.e. Moab and 
Judah, and I would suggest that applying some tenets of literary theory might, perhaps, lead 
to a richer application of the text (despite his lack of a section dedicated to the 'application' 
of the text, it is surprising that Brueggemann does not do this). Interestingly, the Judahite 
frame of reference is the least discussed, which is strange, not only because Judah would 
have been the primary audience for Jeremiah 48 (certainly in written form), but also because 
the Church often sees herself in terms of Israel and Judah, at least metaphorically. Such a 
reading would raise interesting questions, such as whether it is appropriate to intercede for 
the nations. In some contexts, the Church might derive from Jeremiah 48 hope that their 
persecutors will be judged and, perhaps, even be surprised that such judgment might be 
executed with tears. 
YHWH may be sovereign over all and interact with every nation. There may be similarities 
in his dealings with different nations,^'''' and in the language and form of the oracles,^ '** but, 
according to Jeremiah's OANs, YHWH works in different ways with different nations. The 
oracle against Moab, with its own individual characteristics, demonstrates that one size does 
not fi t all. Between them, Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann make the reader aware that 
this oracle reveals that, on occasion (but not necessarily every time), the Divine Warrior, 
King of the cosmos, strips a nation of her power and pride, in the same way that he 
'disrupt[s] all present power arrangements',^ "*^ but weeps over her individual cities as he 
does so. Furthermore, amidst the destruction and devastation, alongside the shame and 
humiliation, and over the weeping and wailing, a whisper of hope for fiiture restoration may 
be heard. 
See Miller's comments on the similarities between Moab and Ammon (2001:294). 
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Chapter Five: 
An Analysis of Jones's and Clements's Readings of 
Jeremiah 48 
Introduction 
Having looked at three contemporary US scholars, I will now consider two contemporary 
UK OT theologians: Douglas Jones (who died in 2005)^^° and Ronald Clements. Like 
Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann, Clements is an active churchman, as was Jones until his 
death. For comparative purposes, the chapter wil l follow the same format as the previous 
one, but it should be noted at the outset that any perceived variations between the UK and 
the US interpretations are not necessarily due to national or cultural differences. At the same 
time, any such variations may indicate certain leanings of the two schools of thought. 
Hermeneutical Bases 
Again, it would be usefiil to include the editorial statements of Jones's and Clements's 
respective commentary series regarding the nature and purpose of each. However, the New 
Century Bible Commentary series does not have a separate editorial statement, except for 
describing itself on the back cover as '[s]cholarly and comprehensive in scope'. 
Therefore, Jones's own comments from the preface will have to suffice. 
The editors of the Interpretation series write that it 'is designed to meet the needs of 
students, teachers, ministers and priests for a contemporary expository commentary...The 
series is written for those who teach, preach, and study the Bible in the community of 
faith...It is planned and written in the light of the needs and questions which arise in the use 
of the Bible as Holy Scripture...The task which they [commentators] undertake is both to 
deal with what the texts say and to discern their meaning for faith and life.'^^~ 
Jones is clearly quoting from information he has from the New Century Bible Commentary 
series when he writes that the series is 'to provide guidance for "students and clergy and also 
for the interested layman'"."'^^ He describes this 'as a formidable task, and few have been 
able to steer a safe course between the Scylla of critical complexity and the Charybdis of 
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uncritical simplicity'.^^"^ However, in contrast to Smyth & Helwys Bible Commentary, The 
New Interpreter's Bible, International Theological Commentary, and Interpretation, there is 
no mention in this New Century Bible Commentary volume on Jeremiah of 'faith' or 
'Christian'. Instead Jones gives the main aim of the commentary as seeking to answer the 
question 'what kind of material is this?' and states that, 'The aim is to identify each stage of 
the tradition, of which the ministry of Jeremiah is the first, in order that the total Jeremiah 
tradition may be understood.'^^^ 
This lack of a specific Christian focus to the commentary does not reflect Jones's approach 
as an individual, however. For Jones was ordained in the Anglican Church and held various 
posts within the Church, including that of canon of Durham Cathedral. His final 
professorship in the Lightfoot Chair of Divinity at Durham University was attached to this 
canoruy.^ ^* Thus, Jones held together the academic discipline of Theology and Christian 
faith within a church environment. However, in Jones's mind, such a twinning of 'faith and 
theology' was not the privilege only of those at the top of their profession in academic and / 
or church fields. For, he writes in the preface to his Torch series' commentary on Haggai, 
Zechariah and Malachi: 
I believe that biblical scholarship must be justified outside professional preserves. It 
is important that the ordinary reader shall not only know the results of biblical 
research, but also to some extent see how they are reached. There is nothing like the 
discipline of simple language and explanation for exposing weaknesses that can be 
concealed by impressive technical terminology.^^^ 
Jones acknowledges that much of the OT is difficult to understand and that the modem 
^ C O 
world has, in many ways, made such an understanding even harder. Yet his solution is to 
work harder as a theologizin to remove soine of these difficulties from his reader, as is seen 
in the preface to his commentary on Isaiah 56-66 and Joel (also in the Torch series): 
The prophecies of the Book of Isaiah (representative in this respect of all prophecy 
and, indeed, of the Old Testament) present great difficulties to the modem 
commentator... The difficulties are those of communicating the meaning of the text to 
those who are hungry for the word of God. Until modem days, the reader of a 
commentary would start to read with the initial conviction that the book contained 
the treasures of divine wisdom. And this conviction would carry him over the 
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obscurities inevitable in literary forms and ideas of a distant age. He was not worried 
by the things that deter a modem reader. The modem reader starts fi-om the 
assumption that the intelligibility and the relevance of the text must be demonstrated 
to him. He has heard enough, in the air we breathe i f not in so many words, to 
suggest that the Old Testament is ftiU of obscurities. He is not persuaded that the 
effort to penetrate them is worth making. A universe of thought and progress seems 
to lie between the prophets and the twentieth century. Above all he looks for 
relevance and he cannot see that the literature of the Hebrews speaks directly to his 
condition. 
This Commentary seeks to satisfy thoroughly the demand for intelligibility. No pains 
have been spared to try to show why such and such a form of words was used, what 
the situation was that evoked them, how they were relevant to the prophet's hearers, 
what their inner meaning may have been.''^ ^ 
Jones does not lay all the responsibility with the scholar whilst the 'ordinary reader' takes a 
passive role, however. Better understanding often 'involves the discussion of issues which, 
in themselves, are of little interest to most people'''^ *' and 
the price to be paid [for his explaining what lies behind metaphors and images] is that 
many people, who want help with the reading of the prophets, wi l l turn away from 
discussions which seem to them so much acadeniic irrelevance. They are asked to 
believe that the meaning of the prophets carmot be discovered without effort."'^' 
In other words, his approach to the hard texts of Scripture begins with the contemporary 
receivers of the text. He advocates that the Christian reader and the academic commentator 
redouble their efforts and work together in order to grasp a text's meaning and significance. 
It is worth noting that whilst Jones often quotes Calvin, 'This does not mean that 
theologically I am a "Calvinist". I am not. It does mean that I pay my tribute to one of the 
greatest of all interpreters of the Old Testament.'^ ^^ 
Ronald E. Clements is an ordained Baptist minister,'^ ^^ who acknowledges that his academic 
interest in theology stems from his faith: 
That theology is the handmaid of religion, and not necessarily its crowning 
achievement, is a conviction that underiies this work [Old Testament Theology]. 
Writing from a Christian context, I find myself, in the company of most Christians, 
committed to the Old Testament as a consequence of the history and genesis of my 
own faith. To pretend that this is not so, and that some better reasons for studying 
the Old Testament might be found, would not be intellectually honest. There is a 
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need therefore for seeking to understand the Old Testament theologically from this 
perspective.'"'^ '* 
In one of his earliest works. Prophecy and Covenant, he states that the two aspects of 
modem OT study which have most influenced his approach are the importance of cult in 
Israelite religion and the contributions of form-criticism and tradition-history.^^^ Although, 
in many ways, he himself is interested in reconstructing OT historical events, for example, 
see Abraham and David and Isaiah and the Deliverance of Jerusalem (and even his A 
Century of Old Testament Study shows his natural predilection for such reconstructions), he 
opines that, 'AH too easily an overpreoccupation with attempts to reconstruct the biblical 
history "as it actually happened" can hide from our eyes the very features which the Bible is 
at pains to make us see.'^ ^^ In fact, he criticises OT theology for being unbalanced in this 
area: 
Both on account of its ovm antiquity, and also as a result of the predominantly 
historical approach to the main subject areas concerned with the Old Testament, the 
discipline appears to be more a historical, than a truly theological, one. Cert:ainly the 
study of the history of ancient Israel, and of the history of its religion and literature, 
creates an inmression that the prevailing methodology is historical rather than 
theological.^^ 
He also recognises that sometimes it is just not possible to reconstruct such history, for: 
[QJuestions may be raised concerning the extent which any or all of the prayers 
ascribed to these biblical figures can be regarded by the modem reader as authentic. 
It can only be stated quite frankly in regard to such questions that they are 
imanswerable. The questions themselves therefore are virtually pointless. Not only 
do we not have the means by which to deal with them adequately, but there would 
appear to be little gain in attempting to do so, except to satisfy a certain type of 
curiosity.^^^ 
In his view, the redaction-critical approach to which he subscribes does not distinguish as 
sharply as literary criticism between 'authentic' and 'inauthentic' material. Furthermore, 
where literary criticism 'tends too readily to dismiss the latter as of only slight relevance', 
redaction criticism sees later textual additions as building on an already established tradition 
whilst at the same time becoming themselves the basis of further tradition."'^^ His definition 
of a redaction-critical approach, written before Childs had properly developed his 'canonical 
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approach' (with Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture in 1979 and The New 
Testament as Canon in 1984) nevertheless resonates strongly with it: 
What is fimdamental to a redactio-critical [sic] approach to the prophetic books is the 
attempt to understand and interpret the form and intention of these books as a whole. 
This means both a study of the form and arrangement of the whole book, comprising 
primary and secondary material, and also a careful appraisal of the structure of the 
larger units of which the books are composed. It may at times look at the ordering 
and conjunction of quite short sayings and oracles with a view to discerning in their 
formal arrangement some clue as to the intention of the editors who have made this 
arrangement.^^" 
A few years later, Clements speaks approvingly of Childs's bibUcal interpretation, stating 
that he agrees largely v^ dth Childs's account of 2 Kings 18:17-37.^^' He sometimes even 
uses terminology favoured by Childs, such as the 'shaping of the book of Isaiah into its 
present form...a very elaborate whole'^^^ (emphasis mine). In the preface to his Jeremiah 
commentary he writes that his aim 'has been to try to enable the modem reader to sense how 
this remarkable book would have been read in ancient Israel and to discern the situation to 
which it was addressed.' (p.vii). Interestingly, though, despite the series' claim that 
commentators seek to discern in a text meaning 'for faith and life ' , in his preface Clements 
says nothing about this or, indeed, anything about how the text might function today. 
Like Clements, Jones also writes in his Jeremiah commentary that his aim is to identify each 
stage of the tradition in order that the total may be understood (p.7), for 'the main benefit of 
the literary analysis is to help us to understand how the book reached its present form. It is 
its present canonical form, thus understood, which is finally important' (p.47). Thus, with 
their emphasis on the final form, together with their interest in the development of tradition 
and redactional processes, both Jones and Clements are sympathetic, at least in part, to 
Childs's canonical approach. At the same time, neither of them purport in their prefaces to 
read the text from a Christian perspective. 
Overviews 
Jones 
Jones deems the OANs to have been 'likely to have a liturgical or quasi-liturgical context' 
(p.34) and much of his commentary on Jeremiah 48 and the OANs in general is underpinned 
by the hypothesis that this context was the feast of Tabernacles: 
™ Clements 1975a:6 
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[T]he restricted interest of the oracles, the recurring and limited themes, the 
circumscribed pool of vocabulary, suggest that they were composedfor a single type 
of occasion which itself determined the similarities. It is possible to hazard a guess 
as to what the occasion was, and to locate it in the feast of Tabemacles. Dogmatic 
confidence is out of place, for there is no way of avoiding a hypothetical proposal as 
to the place and purpose of the oracles, itself based on a hypothesis. But there are 
strong pointers, (p.488) 
One such pointer is the theme of kingship, since it is central to both the OANs and the feast 
of Tabemacles. As well, he sees the so-called royal psalms with their emphasis on YHWH's 
triumph over the nations as supporting this idea since they may have been part of the ritual 
(p.488-489). 'What we may imagine to have happened is this. The feast of Tabernacles, 
when the monarchy had perished, provided the occasion when the theme of kingship of 
YHWH over all nations was kept alive.' (p.489) Jones's work builds upon that of Bentzen, 
Reventlow and Wurthwein and, before that, Mowinckel, who pointed out that the New Year 
Festival (closely linked to the feast of Tabemacles and which Mowinckel termed the 
Ascension Festival) contained a sfrong element of judgment against YHWH's enemies; often 
the foreign nations.^ ^^ Behind the OANs, argues Bentzen, lie the rites of this festival."'' 
Jones writes, concerning Jeremiah's OANs in general that, 'The single underlying theme of 
their message was the sovereignty of YHWH' (p.490) and the overall thrust of his comments 
on the oracles against the individual nations seems to be aimed at ftirthering this assertion 
and demonstrating its validity. His remarks on Jeremiah 48 are no exception and he quotes 
verse 15, a verse which supports this claim, both in his introduction to the chapter (see 
below) and in his detailed exposition (p.504): 
There are also signs that the great feast which we have found to be the most plausible 
suggestion for the context and occasion of these oracles may be also the context here. 
Verse 15 has: says the King, whose name is the L O R D of hosts, cf. 46.18. Here 
also the real theme is the sovereignty of Israel's God over other peoples, (p.498-499) 
This hypothesis affects the dating and authorship of the OANs. He considers it unlikely that 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, or Ezekiel were the authors, but, given the demise in prophecy and that the 
OANs do not mention the Persian empire, he thinks it likely that the OANs were written 
before the fall of Babylon, in the decade before Cyrus (p.48). 'They are a genre and a 
tradition which belong to the same period between the fall of Jerusalem and the rise of 
Persia.' (p.490) 
Mowinckel 1922:65-77, 268-276 
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In general, as well as offering his hypothesis for the place of the OANs in Israel's cult, Jones 
is more occupied with the historical-critical and literary components of the text, so that in his 
introductory section to Jeremiah 46-51 he discusses the differences between LXX and MT, 
the authorship of the oracles, and phrases characteristic of the Jeremiah tradition, etc. 
Likewise, in his opening section on Jeremiah 48, he discusses the shared material in this 
complicated, edited collection of oracles and attempts to identify which parts belong to the 
Jeremiah tradition. Interestingly, where Fretheim describes Jeremiah 48 (as well as Jeremiah 
in general) as a 'collage', Jones uses the term 'mosaic' to describe the manner in which 
material found elsewhere within and outside the book of Jeremiah is re-laid to form the 
OANs generally (pp.34, 486 twice) and Jeremiah 48 in particular (pp.499, 504,507). 
He recognises that it is impossible to uncover all the underlying historical events, but gives a 
brief outline of who the Moabites were and their political status around that time. In his 
more detailed remarks on the text, he addresses textual, linguistic and literary issues, as well 
as clarifying points of geography and history. He observes that the imperative is often 
rhetorical in the chapter, but does not discuss how that might affect the tone. In fact Jones 
does not say much regarding the tone. He acknowledges that 'The theme of mourning and 
lamentation is sufficiently pronounced ( w . 5, 17, 31, 37) to suggest that this has something 
to do with the purposes of the oracles.' (p.499) However, he does not posit a suggestion 
what this 'something' might be and says little conceming the lamentation in this collection 
of oracles against Moab. 
Although he does not think that the holy war tradition is behind the OANs (p.485), he does 
consider that 'The ideology of the holy war and particularly the idea of the ban was current 
in Moab. What was holy to Chemosh was put to the ban in Israel and vice versa.' (p.502) 
Thus, he explains the references to Chemosh in Jeremiah 48. 
Clements 
Like Jones (indeed, Jones quotes Clements on this matter - p.485), Clements does not deem 
holy war to have been the setting for all the OANs. He concedes that, ' I t is a reasonable 
conjecture that the category of an oracle against a foreign nation owes something to the 
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ideology of holy war'.^^^ However, he argues that, since not all the foreign nations were 
Israel's enemies: 
Whatever the category of such prophecy may once have owed to the ideas and 
practices of the holy war, therefore, must have already receded into the 
background... Al l in all, therefore, there is no very substantial ground for accepting 
that the holy war provided the essential setting for prophecies against foreign 
nations."^ 
Unlike Jones, however, Clements does not consider that the cult provided the setting for the 
OANS, either."'''^  Instead, he concludes: 
That any one sphere of Israel's life, the royal court, the cultus or the military 
organisation of the state with its inheritance of holy war ideology, formed the 
exclusive setting of the category of the oracles against foreign powers cannot be 
regarded as established. Rather we must regard these prophecies as a distinctive 
genre of their own which drew from many aspects of Israel's life...the category in 
general displays clear signs of having been subjected to an interesting and quite 
distinctive tradition of development. 
Clements is also keen to point out in Prophecy and Tradition that whilst there are recurring 
elements, the collection of OANs in Isaiah, Jeremiah and Ezekiel show no pattern. For 
instance, only some are Israel's enemies and some do not contain political threats. 'We 
cannot force these foreign nation oracles into one mould by claiming that they consistently 
fiinction as a kind of assurance for Israel. Sometimes they do, but often they do not.'^ ^^ 
For Clerhents the OANs raise a lot of questions: 
I f these close neighbours of Judah were caught up in the same events, was not the 
same divine purpose that related to Judah also operational for them?... 
If, as Jeremiah declared, YHWH the God of Israel was controlling and using Babylon 
to punish Judah, then what was God's purpose with respect of these other nations 
who did not worship him as the Lord? Was the same Lord God punishing them also, 
although they did not know him by name? I f so, what were their sins? Were they 
perhaps simply to be regarded as purely innocent victims of events which concerned 
them only indirectly? Major questions regarding the morality of God's actions and 
of the theological implications of monotheism are involved with the answers 
presented or implied regarding these issues, (p.246) 
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Unfortunately, Clements does not provide answers to many of these questions, but in his 
section on Jeremiah's oracle against Moab he admits that such propheciies may only provide 
a partial answer to these deeper questions regarding the meaning behind world events 
(p.254). 
Given that Fretheim, Miller, Brueggemann and Jones focus to a greater or lesser extent on 
YHWH's sovereignty as a key theme of the OANs, it is somewhat surprising that Clements, 
in his albeit short (three page) commentary on Jeremiah 48, does not refer either to the 
sovereignty of YHWH, or to kingship in any context. As well, he only briefly mentions 
Chemosh and seems to find more significance in the way that the poem has been built up, for 
instance, in the number of place names listed. 
Clements begins by addressing the literary questions, but the most prominent feature of his 
commentary on Jeremiah 48 reflects what Clements considers to be one of the primary 
attributes of the chapter itself; that of tone. He draws attention to the amount of grief 
expressed by the poem, but finds a diverse range of emorions displayed in the oracle against 
Moab. In fact, he deems this variety to be characteristic of Jeremiah's OANs in general, for 
'there is no single emotional tone evident throughout the prophecies, whether of shared grief, 
vengeful recriminations, or a naive " I told you so!" sense of satisfaction. There are many 
moods expressed in them' (p.247). How Jones and Clements handle these moods shall now 
be investigated. 
Analysis 
Tone 
In his preface to his commentary on Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi, Jones writes (regarding 
new interpretations he may present), ' I f sometimes they [the readers] detect a tone of 
subdued excitement, they are certainly catching the mood of the writer [i.e. Jones] and 
sharing the intense interest of discovery.'''^ *^ Despite Jones's perception that such emotions 
shine through his written words, this tone of excitement, even subdued excitement, is not 
immediately obvious to me in either this work or his others. In fact, to my mind, Jones is the 
most reserved, even detached, of the five UK and US Christian scholars studied here. 
Therefore, perhaps it is of little surprise that emotion with reference to Jeremiah 48 hardly 
features in Jones's commentary. Neither does it figure in his general comments on the 
''"Jones 1962:13 
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OANs, although he describes such a message as 'a colourful, powerful, condemnatory 
prophecy' (p.486). 
It is not that Jones always overlooks the various tones in the oracle; it is simply that he does 
not expound them. So he notes the shame in 48:1 and 48:13, that destruction ("TIE?) is a 
theme of the chapter (p.502, 506), that in 48:27 the mocker becomes the mocked '[b]y the 
irony of judgment' (p.505), that 48:43-44 commimicates the 'inescapability of judgment' 
(p.506), and even, regarding 48:14-28, that '[t]he element of anticipatory mourning is strong 
in this poem, not only in the call to mourning ( w . 17, 20) but also in the use of 'ekah (vv. 
14, 17) the characteristic opening of the elegy (Isa. 1.21; Lam. 1.1; 2.1; 4.1)' (p.504). He 
also identifies lamentation as one of the elements of 48 :1^10 (verse 5), but his comments on 
48:5 are solely concemed with the textual aspects of ' the ascent of Luhith'; whether it is a 
corruption of Isaiah 15:5 and how LXX translates it. The closest he comes to 
acknowledging the pain that is prevalent in Jererniah 48 is, rather paradoxically given that it 
curses those who withhold the sword, in his remarks on 48:10: that judgment 'is worked out 
in the tragedies and vicissitudes of history.' (p.502) 
It may be that he plays down the moiming because he does not consider it genuine, for he 
ignores the weeping and wailing of 48:31-32 and, almost bizarrely, picks up on the tone of 
celebration instead: 
Isa. 15 and 16 are comparatively straightforward laments over the doom of Moab. 
Here [48:45-47] the lament element is extrapolated and becomes part of an oracle 
which, like the previous oracles, both celebrates some sort of disaster (the destroyer 
has fallen, w . 32, 29) and looks forward to a completion of the judgment (vv. 35, 40-
44) (p.507). 
In fact, the note of celebration is perhaps the strongest tone that comes through in Jones's 
work, for this is the aspect he chooses to expand regarding 48:45-46, 'The heart of the ballad 
quoted in Numb. 21.27-29, celebrating the destmcfion of the people of Chemosh, is very 
much to the author's purpose.' (p.509) On a related note, Jones four times draws attention to 
the 'vintage shouts of rejoicing' (p.508) of 48:32-34 (pp.499, 506, 508 twice), although the 
point here is that this celebratory shout ( I T T ! - v. 33) will not be uttered. 'The author 
seems to wish to mb this word in! ' (p.506). 'The word heddd occurs three times, as though 
reinforcing it and playing on it. Is there a play on the Canaanite storm and weather god 
Hadad, who was expected to guarantee the rain?' (p.508) Such an emphasis on celebration 
See Chapter Six for the fuller quote. 
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is less surprising in the context of Bentzen's assertion that 'YHWH's advent as judge of the 
world in the New Year service was considered good tidings.. .the theophany of the [sic] God 
arriving as judge of the world is described as a motive for jubilation.'^^^ 
The scantiness of Jones's discussion on tone may arise from the fact that the tone of the 
oracles is not cmcial to his theory that they formed part of the liturgy of the feast of 
Tabemacles. In fact, it could be argued that oracles such as Jeremiah 48, which mourn over 
a foreign nation, lend themselves less to such a setting. For this reason, it is a pity that Jones 
does not address the element of lament and explain its role in relation to this proposed 
scenario. 
Jones's treatment of the tone of Jeremiah 48 may be limited, but Clements gives 
considerable attention to the subject. As we have seen, he observes a variety of emotions 
both across the OANs and within each one. Conceming Moab, he writes that: 
In ethical and theological content we find a considerable shift of tone and outlook in 
these sayings addressed to Moab. The final unit porfraying Moab as helpless and 
defeated has a sfrong feeling of pity for the victims and shares in their fear and 
confusion ( w . 40-46). The sayings that precede this, however, sharply condemn the 
fraditional pride of Moab... Verse 10 adds a touch of brutality by its comment 
"cursed is he who keeps back his sword from bloodshed," (p.253) 
Acknowledging that verse 10 may be a subsequent addition, Clements nevertheless 
concludes: 
Al l told, however, there is a mixture of emotions displayed against Moab throughout 
the chapter and virtvially nothing by way of direct allusion to identifiable military 
actions. We should not therefore mle out the possibility that more explicit historical 
allusions have been deliberately suppressed in building up the whole composite 
poem, (p.253) 
Clements atfributes some of the emotion to the 'traditional and deeply felt attitudes' (p.254) 
towards these old enemies of Israel and 'there is bitter anger expressed against the worship 
of Chemosh' (p.254). 'Nevertheless', he continues, 'all such negative attitudes are totally 
swallowed up in the larger recognition of the tragedy and horror of Moab's sufferings in the 
wars against Babylon. The sense is that Moab has suffered far more than it or any people 
deserve' (p.254). 
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Clements clearly does not consider that the mourning is ironic, for he concludes that 'By the 
richness and variety of its poetry, the prophecy as a whole displays a genuine sense of grief 
shared with Moab in her sufferings ( w . 45-46).' (p.255) In Prophecy and Tradition he 
asserts that the strong similarities across the OANs in the invectives against the nations are 
'the consequence of a particular tradition about YHWH's concern with them'.^^'' 
Interestingly, even though he exposes the negative attitudes towards Moab in the oracle, 
Clements does not identify any celebratory tones. 
Of the five commentators discussed, Clements is the one who most draws out the variety of 
tones within the oracle against Moab. He is also the only one who proposes that the 
historical setting has been deliberately understated in order to emphasise the tone. This is an 
interesting proposal and one to which we shall return when we look at the purpose of the 
oracle. Now, however, I shall examine how the interpreters handle divine involvement in 
Jeremiah 48. 
Divine involvement 
Jones writes re the OANs that: 
They reflect the prophetic conviction, fi-om the time of Amos, that the LORD is the 
lord of the nations and not of Israel only, that none ultimately escapes the divine 
judgment, that those who have gloated over Judah's fall wil l themselves stumble and 
fall, that the LORD is not mocked and the whole world is in his hand, (p.486) 
As we have seen, Jones views the theme of kingship in the feast of Tabernacles as extending 
to the nations. He finds such substantiation for this claim in pa;ssages such as Zechariah 
14:6, where ' i t is said that those who survive of the nations that attack Jerusalem on the Day 
of the Lord, "shall go up year after year to worship the King, the LORD of hosts, and to keep 
the feast of booths'" (p.488). Thus, for Jones, the primary relationship that YHWH has with 
the nafions is that of divine sovereign. 
Jones states that, 'The great day of the feast is in a special sense the LORD's day, attracting 
to itself the ideology of the Holy War. Here Israel receives the promise that, though the 
nations band themselves against the LORD's people, he will intervene to save them' (p.489). 
Nevertheless, Jones cautions that this only applies to OANs 'which are really salvation 
oracles for Judah' (p.489), for, as stated above, neither Jones nor Clements subscribe to the 
theory that the context for the OANs is always holy war, since not all the nations are Israel's 
^''Clements 1975a:66 
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enemies. It seems that Moab was not Israel's enemy at the time of the Babylonian rise to 
power in the sixth century, nor is the oracle a salvation oracle for Judah. Therefore, it seems 
unlikely that the holy war motif is appropriate in this instance. 
Nevertheless, Jones considers that Chemosh is set up in opposition to YHWH in Jeremiah 
48, not least because both are cultic gods, but also because Moab as well as Israel / Judah 
had the concept of holy war and the idea of putting to the ban. Solomon may have made a 
political alliance with Chemosh, but in 48:7, as Jones implies, it is YHWH who is victorious 
in the holy war. Jones discerns that in 48:13 the parallels between Moab and Israel are again 
brought to the fore, for both Moab and Israel were ashamed because of their confidence in 
false gods (Jones accepts El-Bethel as a deity rather than a place) (p.503). 
However, the real theme of the oracle against Moab, according to Jones, is 'the sovereignty 
of Israel's God over other peoples' (pp.498-499; see also pp.504) which becomes 'crystal 
clear' in verses such as 48:38b, 42, 44b (p.507). YHWH's sovereignty is particularly 
highlighted, Jones argues, i f the oracle is anticipatory or predictive (p.500). In Moab's case, 
this sovereignty, as Jones observes, 'looks beyond the destruction of Moab to an ultimate 
salvation, as also for Ammon 49.6 and Elam 49.39' (p.507). 
Jones does not suggest why Moab might be offered salvation, as he does not for either 
Ammon or Elam. However, although it is not listed in the quote above, Egypt is also offered 
restoration (46:26) and Jones is a little more forthcoming in this part of his commentary. He 
considers that: 
[A]t some stage of redaction (after LXX), the tiltimate salvation of the nations was 
envisaged, cf. 48:47 (Moab); 49.6 (Ammon); 49.39 (Elam). For this universalist 
spirit see also Isa. 19.16-25. Al l are absent from LXX which here represents an 
earlier text. It should not occasion surprise that this note should be introduced 
subsequently. It is the inner logic of the teaching on the sovereignty of YHWH and it 
took time to work it out. (p.496)^ '^* 
Jones does not elucidate 'the inner logic' at work here, which is surprising, for it is quite a 
big hermeneutical step to start from the sovereignty of YHWH and end with ultimate 
salvation for all, though Jones would probably see it as more or less self-evident, especially 
in a post-Enlightenment context. Jones reiterates this view elsewhere in his works and it is 
apparent that he sees the sovereignty of YHWH in this quite specific way, at least in part. In 
384 
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his commentary on Zechariah 9:7 he declares, 'Even the hated uncircumcised, after 
judgment, shall be incorporated with the People of God,'^^^ although in his commentary on 
Zechariah 2:11 he confesses that 'We are not told whether this wi l l involve more thaii the 
recognition of YHWH as God (Isa. 45.23).'^^^ However, he realises that such a stance is 
problematic, as he articulates in his commentary on Isaiah 56^66; 'Zechariah envisaged 
many nations "joined to the LORD", that is, incorporated in the people of God (2.11; c f 8 .20-
23; 14.16-19). But this appeared to raise acute practical problems, and even to lead to 
contradictions of the law of Moses.'^ ^^ 
One way that Jones holds this paradox in tension is by appealing to the changing 
circumstances of history. 
When the rise of Assyria in the eighth century B.C. expanded the horizons of Israel, 
so that her parochial boundaries ceased to be the limits of her concern, the quick 
sensitiveness of the prophet Amos comprehended the whole knovra world within the 
providences of the One God and re-drew the diagram of Israel's special place within 
it''' 
Nevertheless, Jones does not nullify the concept of election even whilst he asserts that the 
non-elect wil l be incorporated into the people of God. Thus, on one hand, he argues that, 
'The world is one world, designed for a universal harmony, because the ground and goal of 
its being is the One God who made it and means to bring all things to perfection' and 'the 
whole world is the world of the One Living God and He never despairs of it.'^^^ On the 
other hand, he also asserts that, 'we have to reckon with the offensive notion of election, the 
possibility that He has found arid chosen to nourish a heightened sensitiveness to Himself in 
one set of men, so that through them He may niake His will known more clearly to all 
men.'^ *^^  Indeed, the concept of election is fiindamental to a universal knowledge of God's 
will in a Christian understanding and the nature of the nations' incorporation complex. 
Chapter Seven probes this issue a little further. 
Like Fretheim, therefore, it appears that Jones himself is caught between affirming YHWH's 
inclusiveness of all people and not denying the exclusiveness of YHWH's covenant with 
Israel. He clearly feels uncomfortable with the latter and his desire to affirm the former may 
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well be due in part to the culture within which he lived: one which reacts against the dreadful 
things it has seen, for example, the Nazi regime. That this is the case is indicated, not only 
in the number of times he refers to the relatively recent term, 'racialism', in his works, but 
also in the way in which he uses it. So, he is quick to proclaim that 'Racialism is dead in the 
thought of Zechariah,'^^' and feels the need to explain that 'The re-election of Jerusalem 
(1:17; 2:12; 3:2; 8:1-8, 22) is not an example of narrow racialism, anticipating Judaism, but a 
central biblical principle.'^^^ 
We have already seen that in his commentary on Jeremiah, Clements raises the question of 
whether the same divine purpose was intended for the nations as for Israel since both were 
caught up in the same events (and he directs his readers to Prophecy and Tradition, where he 
addresses such questions). He also asks i f the same God was punishing the nations even 
though they did not know him by naime. A related question, which Clements does not ask, is 
whether the divine involvement (or even the divine relationship) was also the same between 
Israel and the nations. 
While he draws attention to YHWH's role in history and politics (p.254), we have noted that 
Clements does not mention YHWH's sovereignty in his introductory remarks on Jeremiah 
46-51 and iii his comments on chapter 48. In fact, although Clements observes that the 
Jerusalem cult 'placed a quite exceptional emphasis upon the cosmic and supra-riatural 
power of YHWH, as the King of the universe',^'^ YHWH's sovereignty is not an overriding 
thenie in Clement's writings and where the idea is present it is often not in the precise terms 
of'sovereigrity'. For instance, in his remarks ori Jeremiah's oracle against Philistia, he 
asserts that 'at every turning-point the Lord God has remained in control' (p.251), that the 
historical order reveals 'a process of re-creating the world under the hand of God' (p.251), 
that 'there is more than a hint that some "grand design" is operative, and that it is important 
for prophecy to provide a basis for understanding this.' (p.252) Regarding Edom in 
Jeremiah 49, he states that 'the downfall of Edom, as of the other nations made the subject of 
these prophecies, hangs in the air as a fate decreed by God with virtually no explanation, 
either moral or historical' (p.257). 
The only time he uses the term 'sovereignty' in his commentary on Jeremiah's OANs is in 
relation to Babylon's fall; 'all this will be a result of the providential rule of God, who 
^" Jones 1962:66 
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wields unlimited power and impartial justice in determining the rise and fall of 
nations...sovereignty over all nations and peoples belongs exclusively to God' (p.260). 
Indeed, Babylon's rule is 'a demonstration of the sovereign rule of God over the world' 
(p.264). Elsewhere, he maintains that Sennacherib, 'the Assyrian king had no power than 
that which had been given to him by God, so that his own boastful claims were an act of 
blasphemy' and 'Isaiah gives a firm implication that the Assyrian king would be punished 
for this sinful arrogance.'^ ^^ 
It is clear, then, that Clements recognises the sovereignty of YHWH over the foreign nations 
and their kings even i f he does not always use such terminology. Nevertheless, i f he is 
reluctant to make too much of YHWH's sovereignty over the nations (and he might not be) 
then it may be because he is more concerned to discover the divine purpose behind the 
oracles, rather than to determine the nature of divine involvement. This would explain why, 
despite Clements's interest in the tone of the oracles and his emphasis on mourning and pain 
in the oracle concerning Moab, he is silent regarding YHWH's role in the lament and does 
not address the issue that YHWH himself utters the lament in 48:31-32, 36. 
Clements is careftil not to diminish Israel's unique position and this may be another reason 
why he does not stress the universality of YHWH's sovereignty. For in Prophecy and 
Covenant, he claims that, ' I t is true that the oracles against foreign nations are a large and 
important part of the prophetic corpus, yet the first interest of the prophets is in God's action 
towards Israel, and sometimes even the oracles against foreign nations have an indirect 
concern with I s r a e l ' . F r o m other works we can see that he acknowledges that 'the Hebrew 
Bible is itself very conscious of the extent to which Israel's experiment in nationhood was 
closely matched by that of surrounding peoples (as witness the "foreign nation" oracles of 
the prophets).'^^^ 'Yet for all its naitional and political status Israel is not like any other 
nation, but is regarded as quite distinct from them,' The reason for this, Clements explains, 
is to be found in Dt 7:6 (cf Dt 4:20; 14:2; 26:18-19) - simply that YHWH has chosen 
Israel.3^^ 
In Wisdom in Theology, Clements argues that the wisdom literature in the third century BCE 
provides a corrective to 'the traditional belief in a retributive providence which might be 
Clements 1980a:38 394 
^''Clements 1965:16-17 
Clements 1989c:7 
^''Clements 1968a:32 
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thought to act as a form of natural law',^'* a 'belief in a rather abstract moral order in the 
world.'^^^ Such a 'traditional belief would have been operative in the prophets and, 
although Clements says nothing regarding it in his commentary on Jeremiah's OANs, it is 
likely that this is the model against which he understands the OANs. I f this is so, then he is 
in company with Fretheim. 
Also, like Fretheim, Clements talks about human relationships in terms of a 'web', by which 
he means that: 
[N]o one individual can act without what he or she does affecting other people. The 
whole of humankind live in a reriiarkable web of relationships in which every 
individual action has its consequences upon others. The creation of life and the 
taking of life influence and act upon other people. In families, clans, tribes, and 
nations; in houses, settlements, villages, and cities, the actions of men and women 
interact with each other, and thereby human society is experienced.''^'' 
Unlike Fretheim, however, Clements does not extend this web either to the whole cosmos, or 
to God. Instead, it seems, Clements envisages a more localised web than Fretheim, one 
which primarily encompasses those in direct contact with one another; 'We are, each one, 
influenced and molded [sic] by the lives of those around us. In turn, we may assist in the 
development and forriiation of the lives of those who know and depend on us.'""" 
Nevertheless, Clements recognises a larger scope, even i f he does not appear to think of it in 
terms of a web, for, as he says in his commentary on Jeremiah 48, both Israel and Moab 
'have been overtaken by the same world-changing events in which the rise and fall of entire 
nations had been manifested.' (p.253).''°^ Whereas Fretheim uses the concept of the web to 
explain what appears to be violence on the side of God and that what God does to one entity 
will affect another, Clements attempts to show by it that, 'A handful of good men and 
women can become a saving remnant!''''^ ^ He makes no such comment regarding Moab's 
restoration, however, an event which he regards, instead, as demonstrating that there is 
always a possibility of hope (p.255). 
So, then, Clements does not divulge much about how he views divine involvement in the 
OANs, particularly YHWH's relationship with Moab in Jeremiah 48. Instead he implicitly 
acknowledges YHWH's sovereignty, but focuses more on the 'divine purpose' of the oracles 
Clements 1992:161 
"'Clements 1992:164 
'""Clements 1985b:22 
Clements 1985b:24 
'"^See also Clements 1996:115 
Clements 1985b:22 
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(see also p. 149). Jones, too, does not engage a great deal with divine involvement in 
Jeremiah 46-51, but where he does it is to emphasise YHWH's sovereignty over all peoples. 
In fact, he considers that the main theme of Jeremiah's ministry, 'is the sovereignty of the 
Word of God over all nations and causes and persons' (p.42). It is possible that YHWH's 
sovereignty is the over-arching theme of Jeremiah 48, but the substance of the oracle 
concerns what can be colloquially termed 'blood and tears'. It is the contents and message 
of this oracle and how the commentators handle them which wil l now occupy us. 
The Message and its Purpose 
Content 
Jones is attentive to the literary issues in this 'collection of material' (p.499), such as the 
plays on words, but he also points out interesting phenomena in the content. For example, 
he notes that an extraordinary amount of place names are mentioned, that there is no 
reference to the foe from the north, that the theme of the Day of the LORD is implicit only 
and that there is a 'remarkable use of "scriptural" passages' (p.499). He discusses whether 
the prophecies were likely to have been uttered before or after the event of Moab's downfall 
and concludes that at least some of the sayings are predictive (p.499). 
Jones's commentary is largely composed of succinct observations and explanations of a 
historical-critical or textual nature on various points of interest or problematic words and 
phrases in the text. Therefore, whilst Jones touches on the main themes of the oracle, he 
does not tend to explore them. So then, he points out that the year of visitation 'is a vital 
motif of all these poems' (p.506) and he highlights the comparisons between Israel and 
Moab, for example, 48:13 and 48:14-28 (p.503, p.504). As well, he draws attention to some 
features in Jeremiah 48 which recur throughout the GANs, for example, shame (48:1, 20, 
39), pride (48:2, 7, 29-30, 42), the sword (48:2) and the desfroyer (48:8, 15, 18) (p.498). In 
fact, he stresses that the repeated use of the root "nE? 'destroy' forms one of the key themes 
in the chapter - the destroyer (48:8) destroys Moab (p.499, p.502). He points out that 'there 
is no indication of who the Destroyer is or from whence [5zc] he is expected to come' 
(p.504), but he is 'an instrument of the LORD' (p.502) and 'the execution of the destruction 
of Moab is the LORD'S work', although Jones judges the portrayal of such to be simplified 
(p.502). As discussed above, Jones emphasises the tone of celebration over Moab's 
destruction. 
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Like Fretheim, Miller and Brueggemann, Jones explains the metaphor of Moab having been 
settled on his lees and the 'threat of judgment (v .12)' (p.503) which foretells 'the reversal of 
Moab's pride' (p.503). He also remarks in his notes on 48:27 that, 'By the irony of 
judgment, Moab shall herself become a derision' (p.505). Yet, he does not draw out the 
extent and prominence of Moab's shame in the text. Also, like Fretheim, Jones subscribes to 
some notion of natural law, for as he expresses in Instrument of Peace, 'When Amos 
understood that foreign peoples were giiilty before God, though they had no knowledge of 
the law of Moses, he was anticipating the Pauline principle that the Gentiles who do not 
possess the law have the moral law inscribed in their hearts.''*°'* Yet, again, he does not 
discuss such concepts with regard to Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab. 
Clements seems more attuned than Jones to nuances of the content of the message. For 
example, as we have seen, he observes that there are no specific details about the military 
actions in the chapter, whilst the range of sentiments is given prominence. He sees the 
demise and denunciation of Chemosh as striking '[a] more theological note', whilst the 
'heavy use' of Moabite place names provides opportunities for word play. For Clements, the 
content of the message leads him to conclude that ' i t is evidently the quest for an 
understanding of the meaning and significance of Moab's downfall that is uppermost in the 
prophecy.' (p.253) It is not always possible to grasp truly a deeper level of understanding of 
world-events, but Clements considers that: 
Nevertheless, by the manner in which the poems have been composed, often out of 
earlier fragments and on the basis of very limited acquaintance with the affairs of the 
nation concerned, there is a careful attempt to bring together the framework in which 
a fuller understanding is to be sought, (p.254) 
He discerns several key factors in the text: the comprehensiveness, as shown by the list of 
place names; the characterisation of Moab's pride; the anger against the worship of 
Cheniosh; the 'tragedy and horror of Moab's sufferings' which eclipse the other key 
elements; and the promised restoration (p.254-255). Such a list is reflective of features 
common to OANs in general, for example, the pattern of threatening announcerhents that 
sometimes provide a motive for the judgment, which is often hubris against YHWH and 
pride.''°^ Clements says less than one might expect regarding Moab's destruction, which is 
described in some detail. It is interesting that he does not give Moab's destruction the 
""^  Jones 1965:33 
'"^Clements 1975a:60, 65 
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attention that it perhaps deserves, but focuses instead on the aspect of mourning, whilst 
Jones brings out the destruction, but not the lament. 
Purpose 
Although Jones considers that the OANs are written largely for 'the Jews' (p.486) -
presumably Israel and Judah - he appreciates that Jeremiah 48 contains a summons for the 
Moabites to flee and that it pronounces 'a solemn curse on the invader i f he is slack in 
performing what is "the work of the LORD" (v. 10)' (p.501). However, as discussed, 
Jones's primary consideration is not the role of the oracle's message, but how the oracle fits 
into the festival rituals and liturgy. Therefore, he is not so concerned with questions about a 
potential original audience. By the same token, he is not interested in subsequent audiences 
either, such as the Christian reader. 
Clements is unclear whether he considers that the nations were ever the recipients of the 
oracles, for he concludes 'that at least some of the prophecies emanate from him [Jeremiah] 
and that he was truly "a prophet to the nations".' (p.247) Likewise, in Prophecy and 
Covenant, he claims that although the prophets were primarily nationalists, they sometimes 
delivered oracles outside Israel's borders.'*^^ At the same time, he avers in Prophecy and 
Tradition, that it is unlikely that OANs were heard by representatives of people they 
addressed. Instead, 'These were apparently preached so as to be heard by Israelites, and 
hardly, i f at all, by the peoples whose downfall they proclaimed.'^°^ That the nations did not 
hear the oracles does not necessarily reduce their effectiveness, he avers, since curses were 
considered effective despite the addressee being absent. 
In his Jeremiah commentary, he argues that the oracles had an extensive literary history, 
though he rejects the idea that Jeremiah's OANs existed as a separate, independent corpus 
before their inclusion in the book of Jeremiah (p.246). He surmises that 'the major reason 
for their inclusion into Jeremiah's book must lie in the fact that the events relating to what 
Jeremiah had to say about Judah embraced a great many other nations also.' (p.247) This 
implies that they were intended primarily for Judah, but presumably, whoever heard them 
would realise that, ' I f God was at work in these events, then the divine purpose must also 
"^Clements 1965:31 
'"'Clements 1975a:61-62 
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incorporate these other peoples in its range.' (p.247) This divine purpose overlaps with the 
more general purpose of the OANs. 
The purpose of the OANs for Jones is, of course, determined by their supposed context of 
the feast of Tabernacles (for example, twice on p.504). At this point, I wil l pause and give a 
short critique of Jones's position, for I am unconvinced that he is correct for the following 
reasons. First, the feast was a time of celebration (which may be why Jones highlights this 
sentiment in Jeremiah 48) and not mourning and therefore the tone of lament in Jeremiah 48 
does not quite seem appropriate to such a feast. Secondly, mourning over a foreign nation 
seems p^icularly inappropriate in a context where Israel celebrates, among other things, her 
freedom from Egypt (and, as Fretheim argues, at least some of the mourning resists an ironic 
reading). 
Thirdly, none of the so-called royal and Zion psalms that Jones cites as those which 
'celebrate or anticipate the triumph of YHWH over the nations which threa;teh Zion and its 
king', and whose context he argues was the pre-exilic feast of Tabernacles (Ps. 2; 18; 46; 47; 
48; 68; 72; 76; 93; 97; 98) (p.489), contains any lament or mourning over the nation in 
question. Neither do those passages he lists as 'celebrating' YHWH's sovereignty (Exod. 
15:8; Num. 23:21; Deut. 33:5; Ps. 22:29; 93:1; 24:7-10; Is. 44:6; Obad. 21; Zech. 14:9) 
(p.488-489). In my opiriion, therefore, although the content of the OANs and some of the 
psalms may contain similar material, there is a marked difference in tone between them and I 
would hesitate before connecting them in the way that Jones, Bentzen, Reventlow, 
Wiirthwein and Mowinckel have done.''°* 
Fourthly, one of the pfesiippositions underlying the concept of holy war, which Jones rejects 
as suitable for the context of the OANs, underlies the feast of Tabernacles, too. That is, that 
the nations are Israel's / Jiidah's enemies; hence the festival celebration over their downfall. 
Bentzen, Reventlow and Wurthwein all subscribe to this premise, although Wurthwein 
cautions that how much an oracle was spoken in the cult has to be decided in each case."*"^  
Jones, on the other hand, does not address the issue of the nations as YHWH's enemies, 
although, as quoted above, he recognises that not all OANs are salvation oracles for Israel 
(p.489). Instead, he points out that the feast of Tabernacles was the only feast which those 
408 
409 
Bentzen 1950:93-95; Reventiow 1962:63; Wurthwein 1970:120-122; Mowinckel 1922:65-77,268-276 
Bentzen 1950:92, 94; Reventlow 1962:63; Wurthwein 1970:122, 124-125. Wurthwein (1970:122) prefers 
to use the term 'Kultdrama' (cult drama) to refer to the setting, for he considers that the event is acted out. 
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from the nations were to attend.''"' Since Jones does not accept the holy war concept partly 
because not all the nations in the OANs are enemies of YHWH's people, it seems slightly 
strange that he overlooks this objection in relation to his preferred context. 
Nevertheless, Jones is undoubtedly correct that the feast of Tabernacles 'was predominaritly 
the feast in which the kingship of YHWH was celebrated,' and '[h]ence it was the obvious 
claimant to be the feast of the world-wide sovereignty of YHWH, attended by all 
peoples.'"*'' However, it still does not follow that this feast was the context of the OANs. 
Within the context of the feast, Jones claims that the purpose of the OANs is 'the 
demonstration and celebration of the sovereignty of YHWH' (p.507), particularly 'the 
sovereignty of YHWH over the nations' (p.504). This is particularly demonstrated in 
Jeremiah 48:15 in which God is referred to as 'the King, whose name is the LORD of hosts'. 
Clements, as stated above, is not persuaded that the 'great Israelite Autumn Festival', or the 
cult more generally, was the appropriate setting for the OANs, despite the Zion theme 
nmning through Isaiah's OANs and the fact that some of the psalms indicate that the cult 
was involved with political affairs. For, he argues, politics affects so much of life that 'in 
itself, a concern with international affairs and die fate of Israel's neighbours and enemies in 
prophetic sayings does not necessarily point to a cultic setting'."'^ Perhaps a similar 
argument could be made with regard to YHWH's sovereignty. Even so, notwithstanding 
Jones's distinct context, his findings cohere with the other interpreters in that most see the 
proclamation of'the sovereignty of Judah's God over all peoples' (p.500) as a crucial 
purpose of the OANs. 
Although I am not persuaded that the OANs were intended for the feast of Tabernacles, such 
a context does answer Jones's question why this kind of oracle developed 'just at the period 
when Judah was smallest, powerless and utterly at the mercy of foreign powers' (p.486). It 
is also provides a setting for these difficult texts and in this way incorporates them firmly 
into Israelite religion. It is, in my opinion, one of the strengths of Jones's commentary on 
the OANs that he makes such an attempt, for many commentators do not. 
However, a more subtle account of the OANs' development at the time of Judah's weakness 
might revolve around a theologica;l rather than 'psychological' perspective. In the 
""Jones 1992:488; 1962:178 
'"Jones 1962:179 
Clements 1975a:69, 67 [quote on 67] 
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'psychological' move commonly made, the OANs act primarily as a comfort to Judah in her 
distress because they demonstrate that she is not alone and other nations are experiencing 
similar disasters. A 'theological' reflection, on the other hand, might recognise that in the 
midst of great darkness it davras that YHWH is so much greater than has possibly been 
recognised. In his commentary on Zechariah 14:5, Jones writes that, ' In the worship of the 
Temple, his coming was hailed as the judgment of all the nations.''""' I f there was a similar 
understanding in pre-exilic times, then it coiild be argued that a further purpose of the OANs 
is to herald God's coming. 
As we have seen, Clements has a clear idea of how the tone functions within Jeremiah 48. 
First, he proposes that the oracle against Moab shows that 'Israel has not been alone in her 
sufferings' (p.253), which provides an answer to why Israel's Scriptures should contain such 
laiiientation over a foreign nation. Secondly: 
In the process of piecing together a "historical map" of the range and savagery of 
Babylonian conquests among Israel's neighbours, there is a concern to mark out its 
pattern, to relinquish old grievances and enmities, and to search out in the character 
8in.d conduct of the nations dealt with some basic clues to understanding historic 
order. Not least is the concern to draw attention to the powerfijl currents of historical 
and political change as a part of the creating and re-creating work of God. (p.254) 
Whereas the previous purpose required no action on the part of the people of God, this 
purpose entails more than passive receptivity. For here they are required to forgive their 
enemies as well as to understand the changing historic order as the work of YHWH.'"'* 
There is not much debate about the latter point and the very fact that YHWH is seen to be 
the agent in the histories of foreign nations, as well as in Judah's, would seem to point to 
this. However, I am not certain that there is anything in the texts to suggest that a 
'reUnquish[ing] of old grievances and erunities' is part of their scope. YHWH, not Israel, 
grieves over Moab and though Israel's forgiveness of Moab may be a noble act, there is no 
indication even that YHWH himself forgives the nations, despite the promise of restoration 
offered to some, like Moab (see Chapter Four for a fuller discussion on forgiveness of the 
nations). In fact, the nations are sometimes castigated for their treatment of YHWH's 
chosen people and the ensuing punishment is presented as their just rewards (48:26-27), i f 
not salvation for Israel (49:1-2), a scenario that does not appear to be bound up with 
relinquishing old grievances. Jeremiah 48:10 would also fit oddly with this reading. 
"'^  Jones 1962:173 
Clements does not use the word 'forgive' but I take it that this term approximately summarises what is 
involved by 'to relinquish old grievances and enmities'. 
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Therefore, it seems unlikely that Clements is correct in this respect and I wonder i f the 
Christian emphasis on forgiveness has influenced his thinking here. It is true that the reader 
is encouraged to share with Moab in her sufferings, but I would contend that empathy and 
sympathy are not necessarily predicated on forgiveness. Nevertheless, I would agree with 
Clements that the tone of lament and recognition of Moab's suffering dwarf the 'negative 
attitudes' found in the oracle and that therefore there is 'a deeper purpose in history than a 
simple pattern of retribution' (p.254) - that of sharing in the grief of Moab. 
A third purpose of Jeremiah 48 that Clements gives (he does not list them) is found in the 
last sentence of his commentary: 
By such a complex range of emotions and images the author of the finished poem has 
endeavoured to see mirrored in Moab's fate a key to understanding the destructive 
element in human history. Wrapped in the fabric of the historical process an 
ineradicable element of tragedy is seen and an awareness that all human pride in 
achievement can be made ftitile and devoid of lasting greatness. Great triumphs and 
understandable pride and self-esteem may lead on to an eventual unexplained and 
terrifying downfall. Even so, hope of renewal and a new beginning is never wholly 
lost (v. 47). (p.255) 
From the quotes I have used to demonstrate Clements's second and third points, it is clear 
that understanding history is important to Clements. The previous quote emphasises 
YHWH's role in the historic order and this one highlights the human element. Both are in 
keeping with Clements's assertion in Prophecy and Covenant that 'The prophets were first 
and foremost interpreters of history.' His sense that they interpreted events in order to 
prevent Israel becoming either arrogant or despairing is also reflected in his understanding of 
the purpose of Jeremiah 48, except that here the lesson can be learned from Moab's 
downfall, rather than Israel's.'"^ 
Clements does not emphasise the hopeful ending to Jeremiah 48 as much as 1 might have 
expected given that in his chapter on Jeremiah's prayer in 32:16-25 in The Prayers of the 
Bible he presents Jeremiah as 'a prophet of hope in a quite special way.''"^ He argues: 
Outside of God there is no hope, and in a very real sense all other reasons and bases 
for hope are secondary to this one fact that God means hope, so that all our 
possibilities for life and for the future derive from God. Jeremiah's prayer [32:16-
25] therefore is a prayer about hope, but it is also a prayer about tragedy, suffering, 
415 
'"^Clements 1985b:137 
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and despair, since it is in the face of these painfiil experiences that it reveals the true 
nature of hope in God.'"*'^  
Jeremiah is not the only prophet to offer hope to a specific nation: Egypt and Assyria are 
assured ftiture blessing in Isaiah 19:25; Tyre is promised restoration, even i f only to 
prostitution, in Isaiah 23:17-18; and Egypt can look forward to a time when it is restored to a 
kingdom, albeit a lowly one, in Ezekiel 29:14-15. However, hope for the nations is found 
much more in Jeremiah than in the other prophets (e.g. 12:14-17) and Clements's assertion 
that Jeremiah 'was a prophet of hope in a quite special way' is ftirthered by the fact that 
Jeremiah offers so much hope to the nations in his OANs. It is also significant that 'outside 
of God there is no hope' even for the foreign nations and Clements's claim that the true 
nature of hope is revealed in painfiil experiences could be extrapolated to apply equally to a 
nation like Moab as to Jeremiah or Israel. 
A ftirther purpose of the OANs is one that has been discussed in the previous chapter; that 
they acted as a warning to Judah not to rely on her neighbours, 'since that potential ally will 
itself fall . '" '* Although Clements does not rhake this point in his commentary on Jeremiah 
48, his remarks about the oracle against Egypt in Jeremiah 46 could be said of Moab: 'The 
significance of Egypt's defeat was that it rendered impossible any hope of Egyptian 
assistance for Judah against Babylon.' (p.249) 
Thus Jones and Clements handle the text in different ways, for Clements addresses the 
questions asked here in a way that Jones does hot. Notwithstanding the absence in 
Clements's ovm preface to the commentary of any mention of the community of faith, their 
separate approaches are no doubt indicative of the different foci and purposes of their 
commentaries as earlier discussed. For the '[sjcholarly arid comprehensive in scope' of The 
New Century Bible Commentary is reflected in Jones's detailed verse by verse notes on the 
text. In contrast, Clements's discursive style which does not deal with any of the textual 
ambiguities or anomalies is in accord with Interpretation's focus on 'the needs and questions 
which arise in the use of the Bible as Holy Scripture' (p.v). 
That the nature and purpose of the commentary series is partly responsible for their varying 
perspectives is fiirthered by the fact Jones has written non-scholarly commentaries in which 
he is more free to ask 'the big questions', but mainly because Clements wrote the New 
Clements 1985b: 137 
""Clements 1975a:64. See also 1980b:131 
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Century Bible Commentary for Isaiah. Parts of Isaiah's oracle concerning Moab (Is. 15-16) 
are very similar in content to Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab, thus we are in the 
fortunate position of being able to compare Jones and Clements on oracles concerning Moab 
in commentaries for the same series. Clements's commentary on Isaiah 15-16 is remarkably 
similar to Jones's on Jeremiah 48. It is unsurprising that he follows the same structure in 
that he works through all the points of interest on a verse by verse basis. However, he also 
says much more on issues of authenticity and historical-critical issues and not a great deal on 
the divine purpose. Nevertheless, even in this commentary series he is more aware than 
Jones of the tone, particularly that of lament (for example, pp. 151, 152, 153, 156). 
It becomes cliched to advocate using both Jones's and Clements's Jeremiah's commentaries 
in tandem, but together they provide a wider approach to the text. It is interesting that Jones 
concentrates on the aspect of divine sovereignty, whilst Clements focuses on the pathos and 
suffering in the text, for this is the same dichotomy that was observed between Miller and 
Fretheim. One of the main features of Clements's commentary is that he discusses the 
purposes of the oracle against Moab and one of its strengths is that he takes the oracle 
seriously in its own right, as opposed to niaking general comments that could apply to any of 
the OANs. According to Clements, Jeremiah 48 intends Israel to feel that she is not 
suffering alone and expects Israel / the reader (Clements is not clear on the differentiation 
between the two) to share with Moab in her grief It also encourages Israel / the reader to 
realise that God is behind human history as well as to acknowledge both that humans can be 
a destructive influence in shaping this same history and that pride may end in defeat. 
Given the differences in the commentary series for which Jones and Clements write and the 
emphases of each so far, it is not surprising that Jones has less to say than Clements when it 
comes to handling Jeremiah 48 as Christian Scripture. Nevertheless, it might be possible to 
extrapolate fi-om his other works how Jones might address the issue; it this which I shall now 
investigate. 
Scripture for Today 
Since Jones's setting for the OANs is a specific Israelite / Jewish festival that has not 
transferred into the Christian calendar, one might expect that a Christian appropriation of 
thern would be limited to extracting general principles. This is perhaps especially the case 
given that the main purpose of the OANs according to Jones is quite a generic one, namely 
(to return to a quote I used earlier), that 'the LORD is lord of the nations and not of Israel 
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only, that none ultimately escapes the divine judgment, that those who have gloated over 
Judah's fall wil l themselves stumble and fall, that the LORD is not mocked and the whole 
world is in his hand.' (p.486) How much of this can be applied to a contemporary setting is 
not a question that Jones answers, but most of the above phrases seem tenets applicable to 
any time or place. The exception might be that which begins with the only clause which is 
not written in the simple present tense, but the present perfect - 'those who have gloated 
over Judah's fa l l ' , which implies that it belongs to a particular situation. Jones's (also 
previously quoted) deduction from 48:10 that history includes God's judgment through 
tragedy could also potentially be applied today. 
We glean more about Jones's handling of Scripture from his less scholarly commentaries. In 
the preface to his commentary on Isaiah 56-66 and Joel, he appreciates that the prophets do 
not speak so directly to us as they did to Israel: 
But they spoke of and witnessed to the God of Jesus Christ, who is the same 
yesterday, and today, and for ever. He, therefore, who has ears to hear wil l hear. It is 
the recovery of this robust conviction which, with the help of the right kind of 
clarifying comment, will lead a modem generation to discern anew the spiritual 
power of the prophets... Prophetic witness, apostoHc witness and the witness of the 
contemporary Church are all indispensable for the apprehension of the whole truth of 
God, and that apprehension is imperilled i f any of the three is ignored.'*'^ 
Here, then, we see that Jones is comfortable with Christian interpretations of the prophets, 
but unfortunately we do not have the 'right kind of clarifying comment' to know how he 
rhight develop such an interpretation for Jeremiah 48. The same commentary gives us a hint, 
for though Isaiah 60:22 is not part of Isaiah's OANs, Jones's remark sheds light on his 
understanding of the response God desires of the nations; 'The nations of the world are to 
recognise humbly the special place of Zion to reflect the light of God, and to seek that light 
in the new Israel, the Church of Christ.'"^" 
Similarly, although Zechariah 6:8 is not directly relevant to the OAN genre, Jones's 
exposition is relevant: 
This is an affirmation of faith that the power of YHWH is active and present in the 
very centre of the world-power in the north. In the very origin of world distiirbance 
and destruction is the controlling power of the whole earth. There is nothing to 
unlearn here, once the strange biblical imagery is decoded. According to Christian 
419 
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faith the spirit of God wi l l , i f he chooses, rest in the midst of the Kremlin and the 
Pentagon, for he is the Lord of the whole earth/^' 
This does not mean that Jones sees the Christian faith as universalistic and, as previously 
discussed, Jones attempts to hold election in tension with God's universal purposes. In the 
same way, he resists the pressure to deny that Christianity is religion' or to view election 
(first Israel's, and then the Church's) as 'offensive'. Instead, he declares that the 
fundamental doctrines of Christian faith 'cannot be abandoned except the Christian faith is 
changed into something different from i tself He continues, that 'the Christian Church is 
the bearer of his truth to all men. Paradoxically the concept of election is the clue to the way 
in which the Christian faith is genuinely the universal religion and the one sure ground of the 
unity of mankind.'''^^ In fact, he develops his reasoning, so that later in the same book he 
argues that: 
[T]he unity of mankind is dependent upon its proper obedience to God, and its 
recognition of God's universal sovereignty. The New Testament deepens this 
apprehension, showing that it is in the love of God that men find it possible to love 
one another beyond the limits of natural love and hate.. .Here, in the love of God, is 
the ultimate secret of harmony and peace. It rests on the primary prophetic intuition 
that, without a common allegiance to One who can demand universal obedience, men 
consult their own sectional intere_sts and fall apart. "When God is left out, all things 
naturally fall into chaos, since it is He alone who holds them together." ''^ ^ 
One can therefore argue from the above quotation that i f the OANs demonstrate YHWH's 
universal sovereignty, then Jones may see them as providing a means to attaining one of the 
first steps to unity. 
Like Jones, Clements considers that the theological aspect of the OT is indispensable for 
Christians: 'Since the majority of those who read the Old Testament do so because of its 
religious interest and concern, it is natural that the questions relating to its theological 
meaning should have a particular priority.''*^'^ These questions are, as we have seen, at the 
forefront of his commentary on Jeremiah 48 and his evaluation of the world-changing events 
that overtake Moab (and Judah) in Jeremiah 48 clearly have contemporary relevance. 
The reaction to these changes displayed in this prophecy embraces the fundamental 
search for meaning in history and for the justification of the ways of God towards 
humankind that we sense still remain with us in the present. It is one thing to 
recognize and grasp the nature of what has happened in such major world events, but 
'-'Jones 1962:89 
'"Jones 1965:15-16 
'^ ^ Jones 1965:41. Jones does not specify whom he is quoting here 
'^'Clements 1976:149 
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it requires a much deeper level of understanding to reflect upon their meaning 
(p.253-254) 
Clements does not specify what sort of reflection is appropriate and it might be that the 
reflection is sufficient in itself. 
Other general comments in Clements's commentary that I have cited above are relevant to 
current societies, for instance that historical and political change are part of God's creating 
and recreating (p.254), or that God's and humans' actions combine to shape history (p.255), 
or that triumph may lead to downfall, but that hope is never completely lost (p.255). In fact, 
although in a slightly different context, when exegeting the prayer of Jeremiah in 32:16-25, 
Clements concludes that ' I t is only when the depths of human misery and disaster are 
uncovered that the reality of God and the hope that God brings are shown to be the ground 
that lies beneath them.' The ultimate example of this is to be found in the cross, the 'symbol 
of hope for all Christians'.'*^^ It is also reassuring, even i f it is not admirable, for people in 
distress to know that they are not the only ones who suffer and to take comfort from that. 
Another pertinent reflection that can be applied to Jeremiah 48 is found in a statement he 
makes in Old Testament Theology about the OT: 
It has, in fact, become a bridge between the past and the present. In it men have 
expected to find something more than a history, valuable as this in itself is, and to see 
lasting and unique expressions of truth. Such a truth has not simply been about the 
past, or about the conditions and achievements of human existence in the past. 
Rather, such truth has been about man himself, and his eternal and inescapable 
confrontation with God. Its very humanity has mirrored more than human values, 
and affirmed a belief that wherever he goes man is faced with decisions about 
himself and his world which lead him to recognise the presence of the Spirit of 
God.'?' 
Perhaps Clements's most significant contributions to viewing the oracle against Moab as 
Scripture are found in his commentary on Ezekiel's OANs and relate to the question of 
sovereignty: 
What appear on the surface, therefore, to be remote and difficult prophecies, with 
little relevance for us, nonetheless point to an important spiritual truth: God is not the 
God of one nation only. Consequently, when we look to see the divine hand shaping 
human affairs, we must not interpret this in any self-centred or narrowly blinkered 
fashion, God is the God of all nations and peoples.''^ ^ 
Clements 1985b: 145 425 
''^ ^ Clements 1985a:200 
""Clements 1996:115 
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Clements exhorts his readers that, given this premise, the appropriate response is to look 
beyond nationalism to 'establish justice in international affairs.'''^^ He also warns in his 
commentary on Ezekiel's prophecy concerning Moab that, 'Against such a background we 
should remember the story of Ruth'.''^^ 
What is clear is that both Jones and Clements are at ease in moving from the OT to the NT 
as well as from the world of the OT to their own world. This is less clear in Jones's 
commentary on Jeremiah, but more than evident in his other commentaries. Most of the 
homiletic comments I have made based on the works of both commentators tend to be quite 
generalised and could have been made from many passages in the OT (and, indeed, have 
been in the cases where I have extrapolated). Some, such as the recognition of YHWH's 
universal sovereignty, are more specific to the OANs, or at least to texts in which the foreign 
nations feature prominently, but not to Jeremiah 48 in particular. 
That a foreign nation is threatened with destruction as well as promised hope of a restoration 
is not unique to Jeremiah 48, but such texts are not common. However, this predicament is a 
frequent one for Israel, so, in many ways, contemporary applications of it are not new. What 
is unusual is that these applications (such as hope stemming from despair) can arguably be 
made concerning people who are not currently incorporated into the people of God. God's 
involvement in a nation's history is not dependent on the status of its relationship to him. At 
the same time, YHWH obviously has enough of a relationship with Moab that he mourns 
over her downfall. Therefore, it is a little disappointing that neither commentator suggests a 
possible theological significance for YHWH's tears over Moab. 
Conclusions and Reflections 
Having assessed these two scholars, I am once more surprised that given the similarities 
between them, they, like their US counterparts, have produced two such different 
commentaries. Part of this is due to the different purposes between the commentary series; 
Jones's is primarily intended to be scholarly, whereas the main purpose of Clements's is to 
be 'faithful to the text and usefiil to the church' (p.v). Nevertheless, despite their stated 
hermeneutical stances, in Jones's commentary on Jeremiah 48, there is little explanation of 
'^'Clements 1996:115 
'^'Clements 1996:119 
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what its 'inner meaning may have been''*^^ and in Clements's commentary there is not much 
evidence of the redaction-critical approach that he considers characterises his work, in terms 
of 'a study of the form and arrangement of the whole book, comprising primary and 
secondary material, and also a careful appraisal of the structure of the larger units of which 
the books are c o m p o s e d . T h a t this is entirely due to the constraints of the style of 
commentary series is doubtfiil and may point to a tendency to veer in the direction of either a 
historical-critical approach, or an expository one. The strengths and weaknesses of their 
commentaries lie, respectively, in the direction they do and do not take. 
Despite the style of Jones's commentary, neither he nor Clements treat the text in isolation 
from their own faith (as can be seen in the way that Jones engages with the text in other 
commentaries). Not only do they approach the text from a position of faith, but they 
approach it from a specifically Christian faith, in that they look at it not only in the context 
of the rest of the OT, but through the lens of the NT and the cross (as do the US scholars). 
In this the outcomes of their works cohere with their hermeneutic intentions. 
In looking at the UK scholars in conjunction with the US ones, it is interesting that all 
interpreters appear to stress either the aspect of YHWH's universal sovereignty, or the 
element of lament in this chapter (this is less the case with Brueggemann): Fretheim and 
Clements emphasise lament whilst Miller and Jones (who are both less concerned with the 
tone in general) focus on sovereignty. However, since the two facets of the text are by no 
means mutually exclusive, it is somewhat surprising that the commentators are predisposed 
to one or the other. It perhaps reflects the unexpressed presuppositions of the commentators 
who might not imagine a Divine Sovereign (who is closely linked with the idea of holy war) 
who cries, or envisage a weeping God as the King of all creation. That this is not pure 
conjecture on my part might be found in the fact that I have not discovered the two 
characteristics of YHWH discussed in tandem by any of the commentators. In fact, not all 
the scholars (in this case both Jones and Clements) even comment on the fact that YHWH is 
the subject of the mourning over Moab in Jeremiah 48. 
Not only are the two UK scholars different from each other in their remarks, but in some 
aspects each is distinct from the three US scholars as well. For instance, Jones alone holds 
to the feast of Tabernacles as the context, whilst Clements is the only interpreter to 
Jones 1964:9; see also p. 10 
Clements 1975a:6 
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emphasise the variety of tones within the oracle and to suggest that the historical aspect is 
downplayed in order that these tones might be fiirther accentuated. 
I noticed no significant difference between the US and the UK scholars, though the UK ones 
(or perhaps just Clements, since Jones did not publish a great deal) seemed less inclined to 
repeat material from their other works and to find in the texts confirmation of their already-
held views. Almost ironically, the concept of cult and the idea of tradition, particularly 
prophetic tradition, underlie much of Clements's work and yet he rejects the cult as being the 
context for the OANs.''^^ Wisdom is another topic in which Clements is interested, yet he 
does not attempt to apply to the OANs lessons he finds in the wisdom literature. A third area 
in which Clements is sometimes engaged is that of historical reconstruction, yet, again, he 
refrains from attempting to provide a historical reconstruction of the OANs. This is no 
doubt due, in part at least, to his awareness that such endeavours can become too consuming, 
to the cost of other elements. 
Although both UK commentators perhaps highlight one aspect of the text at the expense of 
another, I do not consider either commentator to overstate his arguments. Jones, in 
particular, is tentative about his own conclusions and does not promote them as much as he 
might. Rather, he presents his thoughts with an openness that his reader might not accept 
them. I may not be convinced by Jones's hypothesis, but in my view, neither he, nor 
Clements, makes any unjustifiable hermeneutical moves in his commentary. 
Clements asks many pertinent questions, but does not answer most of them. Although he 
acknowledges at the outset that he cannot answer them all, it is imfortunate that he does not 
attempt to address more, such as the morality of God. He also concentrates on the divine 
purpose of the oracle, whereas I think a little more emphasis on divine involvement might be 
helpfiil. However, he covers quite a range of subjects given that his entire commentary on 
Jeremiah 48 spans less than three pages. 
Both Jones and Clements view the OANs as intended primarily for the Jews and this may 
reflect the fact that the principle of election is important to them both. Nevertheless, Jones 
also considers that the nations are offered ultimate salvation and incorporation into the 
people of God, but he is not too clear on how he holds together the notions of election and 
In Prophecy and Tradition (p.87) Clements confesses that his earlier book. Prophecy and Covenant 'did not 
allow sufficiently for the diversity of the various cultic and covenantal traditions in ancient Israel'. 
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particularity. It is therefore disappointing that in his commentary on Jeremiah's OANs he 
does not elucidate his position, for this seems an appropriate place to do so. In addition, in 
my opinion, like their US colleagues, neither commentator draws out the distinction between 
Judah and the nations as clearly as he might have done. Nevertheless, once again, they each 
provide a unique slant on the text and' together provide further possibilities for understanding 
Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab. 
At this point I begin my own reading of the text, starting with Jeremiah 48:10. Although it 
probably is a later addition to the text, 1 commence with this verse because it stands apart 
from the rest of the chapter. Since it is probably a commentary on the text it also introduces 
the rest of the chapter. 
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Chapter Six: 
The Curious Curse in Jeremiah 48:10 
'Cursed (is) the one doing (the) work of YHWH (in) slackness and cursed (is) the one 
holding back his sword from blood.' 
Introduction 
Verse 10 is an anomaly in its immediate context for several reasons. First, it introduces an 
abrupt change in tone, in that the harshness of the curse comes after a call for others to help 
Moab, which in turn follows a general survey of the extent of Moab's destruction. Secondly, 
verse 10 references a new, unnamed party. Thirdly, it appears that it might be a prose 
sentence in the midst of poetry. It is also to be noted that YHWH is mentioned in the third 
person in verse 10, whereas the chapter begins with mri'' I D N T I D and up until this point, 
YHWH appears to be the speaker. 
as most see it. Since the verse seems so awkward in its context, one naturally wonders i f it is, 
a later addition to the text."*^ ^ I f this is the case, then it would partly explain the change in 
tone. As well, the identity of the potentially cursed sword bearer in verse 10 may depend on 
whether the verse is part of the original text. In a sixth century context, one of the main 
contenders might be Babylon, but i f the verse was inserted at a later time when Babylon 
herself had fallen, then some other wielder of the sword is presumably intended. It should 
be noted at the outset that there is no consensus on the question of dating and Duhm is a rare 
exception when he attempts it (and suggests the time of Alexander Jannaeus).'* '^* 
This chapter seeks to find a possible explanation for the seemingly strange placement of 
verse 10 and also to propose how it might function in the wider context of Jeremiah 48. In 
order to do so, I wi l l investigate various aspects of the verse in order to build up a picture. 
First, I wil l analyse textual and literary aspects (textual variants, poetry versus prose, tone, 
the identity of YHWH's worker / sword wielder, and whether the verse is a gloss). 
Secondly, I wi l l consider pertinent intertextual resonances (Psalm 149:6b-9; Jeremiah 25:13; 
Judges 3) that may contribute to the understanding of the verse. Finally, I wil l evaluate how 
Jeremiah 48:10 might be appropriated as Christian Scripture. 
433 
198?mo'Rudolnh ^^TyT^:'''.^ '"'"^T """^^^^^ ' ^ ' ' ^ ^ ^ 2 ' ' ^ ^ ' ' ' ^ ' ^ 2004b:262; McKane 
V o l 1^8 4 ^ ; W^^^^^^ ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ^"^ Thompson 1980:704; 
Duhm 1901:347 
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Textual and Literary Analysis 
Textual Variants 
The only textual variant in Jeremiah 48:10 is that the equivalent of (the second curse) 
is missing from L X X (31:10). However, this variant may impact on whether the verse is 
seen as poetry or prose, for the repetition of n")N in MT creates symmetry between the 
openings of the two halves of the verse. I f it is poetry, then it would reinforce the argument 
for seeing the two halves of the verse as equivalent, that is i f the one m r f DDX'^Q nE7S7 
r f ' Q I is the same as the one D I O T3"in S7D0, and the work of the Lord is equated with 
brandishing the sword.'*''^  
Poetry or Prose 
Many Bible translations and commentators deem Jeremiah 48:10 to be prose rather than 
poetry, although some, such as Brueggemaim and Holladay are tentative in their stanGe."*^ ^ 
Even Rudolph's assertion that it 'is hardly to be read metrically'''^^ does not make it clear 
whether the verse is to be read as non-metrical poetry or prose. Surprisingly, it seems that 
these commentators do not tend to argue for the prosaic nature of the verse, but rather state 
their case. 
The prosaic nature of 48:10 is not self-evident, however, and although most modem English 
versions format the text as prose, NEB, REB, NSB, NIV and NASB lay it out as poetry. 
Lundbom, Jones, Feinberg, Clements and McKane are among exegetes who consider that it 
could be poetry.'*'^ ^ Clements and Jones are a little ambiguous when they do not count it as, 
respectively, a 'prose insertion'"''^ or 'prose additioii'.'*'*'^ For there are two issues at stake in 
these phrases: prose versus poetry; and addition / insertion versus original material. 
Nevertheless, it would seem that they do deem the verse to be poetry, particularly Jones, 
who describes it as having a 'distinct, but nicely balanced form.''*'*' It is Lundbom, however, 
who gives the most comprehensive (and persuasive) argument for it being poetry. For, he 
'^' Both D D K ' ^ Q and r f Q I are unusual words to use in this context. H D K ' P O normally refers to creational / 
building work and often used in the context of what should not be done on the Sabbath. It is not common in the 
prophets and occurs five times in Jeremiah. Interestingly, one is in 18:3 - the 'work' that the potter is making 
on the wheel - and the other is in 50:25 in relation to YHWH bringing out his weapons. r f O l normally is 
translated 'deceitfially'. 
'^ * Allen 2008:480; Bright 1965:314, 320; Brueggemann 1998c:444; Fretheim 2002:597; Holladay 1989:342, 
347; Rudolph 1968:274; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:304, 308; 
' " Rudolph 1968:279 [my translation] 
'^' Clements 1988:252; Feinberg 1982:301; Jones 1992:501; Lundbom 2004b:257; McKane 1986:1155, 1170 
'^'Clements 1988:252 
""Jones 1992:501 
"'Jones 1992:501 
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argues, ' I f it were prose, one would expect one or more of the common prose particles in a 
reading such as arurMoseh 'et-mele'ketyhwh (bijrmiyya, we arurhammdnea 'et-
harbd middani (emphases mine).""^ 
At the same time, not only is L X X , with its omission of " I T I K I , less poetic than MT, but 
Targum Jonathan is too. For whilst the accusative marker is not applicable in Aramaic, 
some of the prose particles that Lundboin notes are absent from MT, such as the definite 
article and 3 , are present in the Targum: 
biDpo r F - i m n s7DQ*'-r i^-h-^ 
'Cursed be he who makes the deed done from before the Lord into deceit, 
and cursed be he who withholds his sword from slaughtef 
That the verse seeriis to be rendered as prose in LXX and Targum may be an indicator that 
Jeremiah 48:10 in MT is also to be conceived as prose. 
Furthermore, whilst there is sonie balancing in the structure of MT's text in that n n x opens 
both halves, and the two participles in the first and second 'cola' are potentially parallels of 
one another, the symmetry is not complete.'*'*^ For n"'?3~l acts adverbially ('slackly') and so 
is not balanced by D i a 'from blood'.'*'*^ Moreover, as Kugel points out, 'parallelistic lines' 
are not necessarily an indication of poetry and neither is regularity of writing.'*'*^ As well, the 
metre is not regular throughout, though McKane does not consider it to be non-metrical 
enough to 'stand out like a sore thumb.''*''^ 
It is probably these mixed signals that lead Carroll to describe it as 'a prose commentary 
(with poetic traces?),' and Thompson as 'almost poetic.''*'** In fact, Thompson conjectures 
that it may originally have been poetic.'*''^  Nevertheless, despite the difficulties in classifying 
^- Lundbom 2004b:257 
Hayward 1987:172 
Holladay (1989:342) deems that the second I T I K is 'likely to be a clarifying expansion'. 
I am grateful to Stuart Weeks for pointing out that n '^Q-i is not otherwise used adverbially and that the lack 
of preposition in the phrase could lead to an alternative translation something along the lines o f Cursed be the 
one making the work of YHWH slackness'. However, the sense is still strained (how does one make YHWH's 
work slackness / deceit, particularly in the context of wielding swords?), but more pertinently, the slight 
adjustment in translation does not make a significant difference to the points made here. Therefore, I have 
retained the usual translation. 
Kugel 1981:3, 70 
McKane 1986:1170 
Carroll 1986:782; Thompson 1980:704 
•"^Thompson 1980:700 
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Hebrew as poetry or prose, it seems that, overall, verse 10 cannot be strictly categorised as 
poetry."* "^ Therefore, I would agree that it is 'almost poetic' prose, but prose nevertheless. 
Interestingly, it seems that there is a general consensus among commentators, even those 
who accept Jeremiah 48:10 as prose, that the two halves of Jeremiah 48:10 speak of the same 
thing."* '^ That is, either explicitly or implicitly, they equate the wielding of the sword with 
the L O R D ' S work, and think it is one person who performs both duties.''^^ Since there is no 
dispute over this matter and both halves of the verse make sense when so understood, this is 
the interpretation accepted here. 
There is also agreement among most commentators, even among those who consider that the 
verse might be poetry, that the verse 'intrude[s] upon the continuity of the text'.'*" How 
much the verse 'intrudes' in terms of tone is now the focus of our investigation. 
Tone 
McKane is an exegete who is not persuaded that verse 10 is prose, yet considers it a misfit. 
He explains why scholars take this view: 
The verse has been viewed with suspicion and it has been thought to co-exist 
uneasily with the general sentiments of the chapter (Giesebrecht, Duhm, Comhill, 
Volz, Rudolph, Weiser, Bright, Nicholson). Attention is directed to the hotness of 
the thirst for revenge which is expressed (Giesebrecht, Comhill, Volz) and also to the 
circumstances that v. 10 is a non sequitur in relation to what precedes. 454 
Since he is not convinced that verse 10 is prose (his normal deciding factor in determining a 
verse as secondary material in Jeremiah 48),"*^ ^ McKane concludes that, 'The main case 
against v. 10 would seem to me to be that it is a non sequitur after w . 8ff (Duhm) and is 
poorly cormected with what follows. Its isolation may be an indication that it is a gloss, but 
the discreteness of chapter 48 makes this difficult to judge.'' ,456 
"^ ^ See Kugel (1981), especially chapter 2 (pp.59-95) for a fiill treatment of this, including the 
acknowledgement that the terms 'poetry', 'prose' and 'parallelism' are terms unknown to the Bible (p.69). 
such as Rudolph, Brueggemann, Fretheim and Smothers 
Brueggemann 1998c:445; Calvin 1855b:15; Carroll 1986:780, 782; Feinberg 1982:302; Freedman 
1949:304; Fretheim 2002:599; Jones 1992:501, 502; Kidner 1987:142-143; Lundbom 2004b:262, 263; 
McKane 1986:1165; Miller 2001:891; Rudolph 1968:279; Smothers in Kebwn, Scalise and Smothers 
1995:314; Stulman 2005:362; Thompson 1980:704; Weiser 1955:405-406; HoUaday, Clements and McKeating 
do not discuss the relationship between the sword and the LORD'S work. 
Holladay 1989:346; see also McKane 1986:1165; McKeating 1999:204; Lundbom 2004b:257; Rudolph 
1968:279; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:314; Stulman 2005:362; Weiser 1955:405-406 
McKane 1986:1165; see also Lundbom 2004b:257 
^" McKane 1986:1170 
"^ ^ McKane 1986:1170-1171 
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Not all commentators agree with McKane's assessment of the verse, however, for as Kidner 
claims, 10b 'chimes in with the note of unsparing judgment which coexists in the chapter 
with the note of grief'''^^ This position coheres with Fretheim's overall view of the chapter 
ACQ 
as 'a kind of rhetorical collage' of destruction and grief, though Fretheim himself deems 
verse 10 to be a gloss. However, the fact remains that while observations may be made that 
lessen the incongruity of the verse, it contrasts more starkly with its surrounding verses than 
does any other in the chapter. Moreover, whilst there are other examples of harsh words (for 
example, the command in 48:26 to make Moab drunk so that he wil l splash in his vomit), 
none other goes as far as cursing the one who might hold back on such commands. 
At this point, it is time to look at the identity of the swordsman of verse 10, for this may cast 
light on the purpose of the verse. 
Identity of the Sword Wielder 
Although the addressees in the previous verse are also unnamed, it seems clear that they are 
not the same as the cursed in verse 10. For those in verse 9 are called to give wings (or 
perhaps salt)''^^ to Moab so that she might flee, while the one in 48:10 is cursed i f he (the 
participles take the masculine singular form) holds back his sword, fi"om shedding 
presumably Moabite blood. As well, the imperative in verse 9 is in the plural (lan) whereas 
the curses in verse 10 are in the singular (y3D ~n"lK1...nE7S7 ~11"1X). There are three main 
proposals for the identity of the sword vwelder of 48:10: Babylon; another enemy, such as an 
Arab tribe; or Judah. 
I f the verse is not a later addition, then the context would be that of the rest of the chapter (as 
it might be even i f the verse is a scribal gloss). Babylon was the empire of the time, which 
was conquering smaller nations, and passages such as Jeremiah 25 indicate that Babylon 
the tool used by YHWH to subdue Moab and others. Therefore, i f verse 10 is original 
material then it is likely that Moab's enemy in verse 10 would be Babylon. In fact, Calvin 
and Fretheim seem to be in no doubt that Babylon is meant here.'*^° 
was 
457 
458 1987:143; see also Brueggemann 1998c:444; Clements 1988:253; Jones 1992:501- Volz 1928-405 
Fretheim 2002:597 ' 
459 
460 
See Chapter Two for a discussion of the translation of Jer. 48:9. 
Calvin 1855b: 14; Fretheim 2002:599; see also Rudolph 1968:278; Lundbom 2004b:263 
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On the other hand, as Jones notes, 'There is no independent evidence of a conquest of Moab 
at this time,' and 'the absence of any reference to a foe from the north makes it precarious to 
assvime that this is the Babylonians.''*^' Furthermore, as Dxohm, Rudolph and McKane 
recognise, Babylon would not have needed the spur of a curse in order to wield the sword 
against Moab.''^^ 
Jones and Carroll suggest that the enemy could have been Arab tribes, though they also think 
it possible that the oracle did not have a particular people in its purview."^-' Others propose 
that the author had in mind a Judean conflict with Moab, though when this might have 
occurred is open to question. Rudolph speaks vaguely of 'later hatred against Moab',''^'* but 
more specific suggestions include: Josiah's campaigns (Carroll thinks this is unlikely);"*^^ 
when Moab joined the marauders against Judah in 2 Kings 24:2;"*^ ^ or even 'when Moab was 
actually being attacked by Nebuchadnezzar, being a projection of Judah's own hostility at 
having suffered at the hands of the same devastator herself.'''^^ 
Carroll, with Limdbom, concludes that the verse has been glossed with holy war motifs,"*^^ 
though. Smothers disagrees, explaining his reasoning thus: 
I f this verse was inserted by a glossator to incite Judean vengeance against the 
Moabites, as suggested by Carroll (783), it is out of keeping with the rest of the 
oracles concerning the nations in Jeremiah, except for the Babylonian oracles, which 
evidence remarkably little hatred for the nations."*^^  
However, i f the verse is a later gloss, then one might expect it to be 'out of keeping with the 
rest'. 
It seems to me that Duhm, Rudolph and McKane are correct that the exhortation in 48:10 is 
unnecessary i f the Babylonians are the target audience. Though not incontrovertible, when 
this observation is put together with the lack of historical evidence for a Babylonian 
invasion, I am led to suspect that the Babylonians are not the focus of verse 10. In fact, one 
could argue that no serious enemy needs a prompting to withhold the sword, far less a threat 
'^'Jones 1992:500 
' " Duhm 1901:347; McKane 1986:1165; Rudolph 1968:279 
'" Jones 1992:500; Carroll 1986:786; see also Bright 1965:322; Brueggemann 1998c:445; Thompson 
1980:704 
'^'Rudolph 1968:279 
' " Carroll 1986:782 
Lundbom 2004b:263 
Lundbom 2004b:263 
'** Carroll 1986:782 
'*' Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:314 
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to do so; it is perhaps more conceivable that such an injunction is issued to an audience that 
is not much more powerful than Moab. Judah would fit this profile. However, since the 
identity of the people largely seems to rest on whether the verse is a gloss, it is worth 
investigating this possibility iiext. 
Gloss 
As we have seen, it is mainly the harsh tone of verse 10 that persuades some commentators 
that the verse is not original to Jeremiah, but is an editorial comment.'*''" Yet those, like 
Jones and Kidner who deem that verse 10 is congruous in its context, do not judge it a gloss, 
or, like Clements, are not sure of its status.'* '^ In other words, whether verse 10 is considered 
a gloss is largely dependent on how well the text is seen to fit into the surrounding context. 
Such a move is not unwarranted, for incongruity is one clue to a text's insertion. The 
problem comes when there is disagreement over what is incongruous. For instance, as well 
as the disparity in opinion regarding tone, the switch in focus from those who are to help 
Moab to those who are to destroy her does not necessarily mean that verse 10 is out of 
keeping with the preceding ones. For Jeremiah 48 characteristically swaps and changes 
between those it addresses or references. That is, as shown in detail below, it moves 
between addressing a general audience, Moab, Moab's allies, Moab's enemies and her 
neighbours as well as switching between second and third person references to Moab. On a 
number of occasions the speech is in the first person. 
V . 1 third person reference to Moab 
V . 2 second person address to Moab 
w . 3-5 third person reference to Moab 
w . 6-7 second person address to Moab 
V . 8 third person reference to Moab 
V . 9 second person command to Moab's allies 
V . 10 third person address to Moab's enemies 
vv. 11-13 third person reference to Moab 
V . 12 YHWH speaks in the first person 
V . 14 second person address to Moab 
w . 15-16 third person reference to Moab 
V . 17 second person command to Moab's neighbours 
vv. 18-19 second person address to Moab 
V . 20 begins in the third person but is also a second person address to Moab 
w . 21 -25 third person reference to Moab 
V . 26 second person command to Moab's enemies 
'™ Carroll 1986:783; Fretheim 2002:597; McKane 1986:1170; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 
1995:309; Thompson 1980:704 
Clements 1988:253; Jones 1992:501; Kidner 1987:143 
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w . 27-28 second person address to Moab 
w . 29-38 a first person speech 
w . 29-31 third person reference to Moab 
V . 32 second person address to Moab 
w . 33-38 third person reference to Moab 
V . 39 third person reference to Moab 
V . 40 third person reference to Moab's destroyer 
w . 41 -42 third person reference to Moab 
V . 43 second person address to Moab 
V. 44-45 third person reference to Moab (first person speech in v. 44) 
V . 46 second person address to Moab 
v. 47 first person speech that refers to Moab in third person 
Therefore, it is pertinent to ask i f there are other indications in the text that point to its being 
a gloss. For instance, i f the verse is prose, as it seems to be, then it is more likely that 
Jeremiah 48:10 is a gloss, particularly since the surrounding verses are poetry. The 
vocabulary and language might also signify whether the verse is part of the original. 
However, in the same way that it is not clear-cut whether the verse is poetry or prose, the 
language indicates both continuity and discontinuity. On the one hand, as Holladay notes, 
the mention of YHWH in the third person in 48:10 comes out of context.''^^ On the other 
hand, as Miller points out, there is 'imagery of the bloody sword' in verses 2 and 10 and 'the 
destruction of Moab as "the work of the Lord" (v. 10), [is] a theme that echoes throughout 
the rest of the chapter.'''^^ Taking a wider view, the sword is a motif running through 
Jeremiah's OANs, and Fretheim and McKane both draw attention to the personification of 
the sword in 46:10 and 47:6-7.'* '^* In fact, the sword terminology runs through the book of 
Jeremiah as a whole. Indeed, it is noticeable how much more frequently •~ in is employed in 
Jeremiah (and Ezekiel) than in other OT books.'*^^ At the same time, 3"in is a common 
word throughout the whole of the OT, and its use in 48:10 does not necessarily indicate that 
the verse belongs to the chapter. 
As well, the Qal passive participle of n - i K 'cursed', is employed six times 
Jeremiah (11:3; 17:5; 20:14, 15; and twice in 48:10);''^ only Deuteronomy contains 
in 
more 
Holladay 1989:347 
""Miller 2001:891 
' J ' Fretheim 2002:598; McKane 1986:1165 
Z i" Jeremiah, 91 times in Ezekiel, cf 24 times in 1 Samuel, 23 times in Judges, 22 times in Isaiah 
19 times m Joshua, 18 in Psalms; 15 in 2 Samuel and around 10 times in each of 1 Kings (11 times) 2 Kinas 
(8 times), 1 Chronicles (9 times) and 2 Chronicles (12 times). 
None of these instances is generally thought to be a later addition. 
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such occurrences.'*^^ Yet, once again, T l X is a normal Hebrew word and consequently 
carmot be classed as Jeremianic language.''^ ^ 
Although there are indicators pointing in both directions, it seems to me that the factors that 
point to the verse being a gloss (that is, that it is probably prose and the reference to YHWH 
in the third person) seem stronger than those that indicate it is part of the original material 
(use of common words and motifs, even i f they are more common in Jeremiah). Therefore, I 
would cautiously conclude with Duhm, Rudolph and others, that verse 10 may be a gloss."*^ ^ 
However, it does not follow that it therefore should be deleted as some have suggested,"^" 
for, as McKane reminds us, 'There is no text-critical evidence to support its deletion'.''^' 
Instead of deleting the verse, then, I would propose that one tries to understand it. 
As a gloss, the verse is removed from the Babylonian context and thus ties in with my 
previous conclusion that Judah may have been the intended recipient of the curse in 48:10. 
Holladay asserts that it is not possible to determine a setting for glosses like verse 10,'**'^  but 
although there may be no way to definitively determine its setting, I would suggest that a 
canonical reading may provide one possible way of accounting for this verse. That is, there 
are intertextual resonances between Jeremiah 48 :10 and other parts of the OT which give 
48:10 a plausible context and a reason for its writing. 
Intertextual Resonances 
Psalm 149:6b-9 
Perhaps the most striking intertextual resonance is that with Psalm 149:6b-9.''^ -' For 
Jeremiah 48:10 with its curse against those who withhold their swords from Moab resounds 
with echoes of Psalm 149:6b-7, which envisages godly ones 
• T i ^ miQiS 3"im 'and two-edged swords in their hands, 
•••133 nap^ mbr'? to execute vengeance on the nations 
477 
478 
Genesis also contains six occurrences of "ITlN. 
""^  Interestingly, cursing and Moab are twinned elsewhere in the OT. For Moab attempts (via Balaam) to curse 
(-nx, D3j5) Israel in what could be termed as the first OAN in the canon (Num. 22:6, 11,12, 17; 23:7, 8, 11, 
13, 27; 24:10). As far as I can tell, Moab is the only nation to curse Israel; Shimei curses (bbp) David (2 Sam. 
16:7, 10, 11, 12, 13; 19:21; 1 Ki. 2:8), but he is an Israelite (of the house of Saul) and although David as king 
represents Israel, it is David in particular that Shimei curses. 
Duhm 1901:347; Holladay 1989:347; Lundbom 2004b:262; Rudolph 1968:274, 279 
Holladay 1989:347; Rudolph 1968:274; Volz 1928:405-406 
McKane 1996:1166 
Holladay 1989:354; see also Clements 1988:253; McKane 1986:1165-1166, 1170 
I am grateful to Walter Moberly for pointing out this Psalm and its resonances to me. 
480 
431 
482 
483 
D"'QX'?n n n D i n and punishment on the peoples' (NRSV). 
Like Jeremiah 48:10, the sword wielded against a foreign nation is portrayed as a positive 
thing in Psalm 149:6b-7. Might it have been that a scribe, writing out the oracle concerning 
Moab in Jeremiah 48, perhaps writing at a time when Moab was relatively prosperous, 
realised that the prophecy had not been fiilfilled and, recalling Psalm 149, called on his'*^ '* 
godly countrymen to help fu l f i l it?'**^ 
Such a scenario is strengthened by the intertextual echoes that then bounce back from Psalm 
149 to Jeremiah 48. For Psalm 149:9 reads, m n D t3D27?2 o n n nVlor'?'to execute on them 
the judgment decreed.' (NRSV). Such a reference to the mriD U S E ; Q may have reminded 
the scribe of the OANs, which are written judgments, but specifically, of Jeremiah 48:21 and 
48:47, which refer to the disaster falling upon Moab as her 'judgment'. In fact verse 
47 ends with •NIQ D2E70 nin"7S7 'Thus far (the) judgment upon Moab.' 
In order to test out the plausibility of this conjecture, it is pertinent to examine several 
aspects: the usage of the psalms in Jeremiah; how Psalm 149 has been interpreted, 
particularly whether the commentators refer to Jeremiah 48, and what they understand to be 
3inD DSBQ; and the usages of UDCffQ 'judgment' in the OT. 
Jeremiah and the Psalms 
Holladay points out in his article on Jeremiah and the psalms that, 'Parallels between 
passages in Jeremiah and the Psalms have long been noted' and that, 'Borrowing did take 
place in both directions.' He continues: 
[T]here are a large number of passages in Jeremiah that are dependent on prior 
expressions in the Psalms. The crucial element in my argument is the contention that 
in almost every case the expression in the psalms is simple and open to general use, 
while in Jeremiah's employment of the expression in question there appear to be 
marks of some distinctive, personal adaptation, whether it be greater specificity, or 
irony, or deformation, or some other variation. I suggest sixteen psalms whose 
parallels in Jeremiah offer marks of his distinctive usage; they are Pss 1; 2; 6; 7; 9-
10; 22; 35; 38; 64; 78; 79; 83; 84; 122; and 139."^ ^ 
484 
485 1 use the masculine personal pronoun simply because the scribe was more likely to have been male. 
I am grateful to Jeremy Corley for suggesting I compare Jeremiah 48:10 with Ps. 137:7-9. Here Edom is 
razed and the one who dashes Babylon's little ones against the rock are blessed. It is also interesting that 
Jeremiah 50:15 (the oracle against Babylon) 'ftilfils' the desire in Ps. 137:8 for Babylon to be recompensed 
according to her deeds. The link between Ps. 137:8 and Jer. 50:15 strengthens the possibility that the OANs 
have some relationship to the Psalms, an idea that might fruitfully benefit from further research. 
Holladay 2002:245, 246, 248 [long quote on p..248] 
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Psalm 149 is not among those Holladay cites, perhaps because he is only concerned with 
what he considers to be authentic material in Jeremiah. Nevertheless, despite the fact that 
48:10 may well have been inserted at a later date by a non Jeremianic author, i f the author 
has appropriated the psalm then he has done so in the same vogue (including that of psalms' 
usage in chapters 46-51). For not only has he used it with 'greater specificity' than was 
originally intended, but the psalm has also been 'deformed' in that it has been employed as a 
curse (as well the sword in Jeremiah 48 is not two-edged - a matter which will be addressed 
below). At any rate, there is a precedent in Jeremiah for quoting the psalms, which a scribe 
might recognise and perhaps even follow. It may even have been the trigger that led him to 
think in terms of the psalms. 
Psalms Commentators and Jeremiah 48 
Nevertheless, it appears that Psalms commentators do not find parallels between Psalm 149 
and Jeremiah 48, although some of the remarks about Psalm 149:6b-9 are strikingly 
reminiscent of those made by exegetes of Jeremiah 48:10 in terms of the 'bellicose tone' and 
'unedifying spirit' (to use Oesterley's words) that sit awkwardly in its context. 
Broadly, there are four main views regarding the nature of the psalm: an eschatological 
hymn; a song in the context o f (possibly post-exilic) battle; a metaphorical depiction; and 
cultic worship. However, there is overlap between these views which wil l be indicated in 
the footnotes. Determining the setting may help to assess how a scribe of Jeremiah 48:10 
may have appropriated the psalm. 
Of those who see Psalm 149 as looking forward to eschatological judgment,"*^^ Allen gives 
one of the most comprehensive explanations for this position, reasoning mainly that it is 
similar to other eschatological passages: 
Most probably the psalm is an eschatological hymn that looks forward to a future 
victory wrought by YHWH on Israel's behalf.. .this is why the ground for praise in 
w 7-9 looks to the fiiture. In support may be cited the relationship of the psalm to 
Pss 96 and 98, which are eschatological in tone. The "new song" Qbm T'E?) of v 1 
accords with Pss 96:1; 98:1, which praise the coming dynamic intervention of 
YHWH into history in an unprecedented and final manner. As in Pss 96:10; 98:6, the 
kingship of YHWH is invoked in v 2. Divine nntO"> "salvation", is celebrated in Pss 
S9ni^ /S7'Io«^ '^ '!f ^^'^^'•'^y 1939:584-585; Terrien 2003:925 
GuiJ^ 1%3 365 1998-2^^^^ I 'm hymn may have been sung in a cultic setting); 
20ot926 ' Kidnercted m Allen 2002:397-398; Kittei cited in Buttricic 1955:757; Terrien 
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96:2; 98:2-3; 149:4 and , "glory", in Pss 96:3; 149:5; YHWH is "to judge" 
(UDE7':>) the earth in Pss 96:13; 98:9, while Ps 149:9 gives a longer expression. 
Another common factor is the linkage of both those psalms of the divine king and 
this one with Isa 40-66... Also significant is the prospect of the nations' submission 
or, failing that, destruction in Isa 60:12, 14; the root 3~in, "destroy", Isa 60:12, may 
be echoed in its homonym 2in, "sword" in v 6...It is difficult to avoid the 
conclusion that, like Pss 96 and 98 and Isa 40-66, this psalm is building on the motifs 
of the fiiture victory of YHWH over the nations and the exaltation of Israel. 
Kraus, on the other hand, deems the language of 149 to correspond so well with the other 
warlike passages in the Psalter that he thinks an eschatological placement is unreasonable.'*^^ 
Oesterley, too, claims that, ' i t must be insisted, eschatology usually expresses itself in a 
more definite and detailed manner than is offered in this late psalm.Unfor tunately , 
Oesterley does not elaborate on what a more definite and detailed manner entails. 
Oesterley is among those scholars who consider that the psalm was written for a (perhaps 
holy) war setting, although the precise purpose varies: whether it is a call to war (as found in 
Isaiah, Jeremiah and Micah) before it begins; a war song sung on the eve of a battle against 
the foreign nations; or a victory song intended for afterwards.'*'^ There is a number of 
hypotheses regarding the dating of the psalm,'*'^  but it is normally dated as post-exilic, due to 
post-exilic language and syntax and references to post-exilic s i tua t ions .With in this 
period, the most popular settings given for this psalm are those of Nehemiah'*'^ and, 
historically, the Maccabees,'*'^  though the Psalms are now thought to have been written 
down before Maccabean times.'*'^ However, Broyles argues that a Persian context was 
unlikely since ' Judah had no standing army under the Persian Empire.'^ ,498 
He considers that the psalm was intended metaphorically, as does Terrien. Broyles likens 
the two-edged sword in 149:6b to the praise of God in 6a, whereas Terrien considers that it 
'is probably a metaphor for designating the powerful word of God'.'*'' This understanding 
Allen 2002:397-398 
Kraus 1989:567 
Oesterley 1939:585 
Buttrick 1955:757, 759; Dahood 1970:356; Duhm 1899:301-302; Briggs & Briggs 1907:543; Oesterley 
1939:585 
"'^ Allen 2002:398; Kraus 1989:566-567; Weiser 1959:839 
' ' 'Buttr ick 1955:757 
Broyles 1999:517; Kraus 1989:567 
Duhm 1899:301-302; Kraus 1989:566; Oesterley 1939:585-586 
"'^ Allen 2002:398; Terrien 2003:925 
Broyles 1999:517 
Broyles 1999:517-518; Terrien 2003:926 (Terrien holds together this metaphorical setting with an 
eschatological one); see also Allen's discussion on this (1999:517). 
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largely solves the problematic nature of the verse. It is also a position that is supported by 
Berman's recent study on 'the sword of mouths,' in which he argues that the term 
n r s i D 3"in always 'bears an overt oral reference'^°° (even in Judges 3) or is a metaphor 
that portrays the potency of words (Psalm 149 included).^°' However, whilst Judges 3 may 
include a play on the double-speaking of Ehud and his sword of mouths^°^, the nTiDiS 3~in 
is also used physically to slay King Eglon (Berman does not deny this). One wonders how a 
song of praise or the word of God effectively executes nQp3 'vengeance', nriDin 
'punishment' and UQIZ?Q 'judgment' on the nations and I would suggest that Psalm 149, like 
Judges 3, has more than a metaphorical sword in mind. 
Finally, there are those who see the psalm as written for cultic worship, and incorporating a 
sword dance.^°^ Usually this cultic occasion is understood to take the form of a feast; either 
a feast of YHWH or the feast of Tabernacles, the latter (the principle festival of the autumnal 
new year) perhaps indicated by E;in T"© 'new song'^ *^ "* and comparable to the fire dance at 
Tabernacles as described in Mishnah.^^^ This understanding, too, at least resolves some of 
the tension in the psalm in that the sword is not wielded for real against an enemy. 
Nevertheless, I am most persuaded that the psalm is to be understood as referring to an 
eschatological or, at least, future event, for I am not convinced that an entirely metaphorical 
setting does justice to the text,^°^ particularly with its reference to DIDD DStPO. The same 
would apply to the sword dance in a cultic setting. At the same time, as Broyles points out, 
the lack of military power in the time of Nehemiah seems to suggest that this setting is not 
quite right either. 
I f the author of the psalm anticipated an eschatological or future event, then it is natural that 
my hypothetical scribe of Jeremiah 48:10 would use it in the way I have suggested, that is, as 
a call to the godly (perhaps at the time of the Maccabean wars) to usher in this future 
glorious day by fulfilling the 3 inD t:D27?3. However, before accepting this construal too 
Berman 2002:302 
Berman 2002:291-303 
Berman 2002:291-293 
503 
Goulder 1998:299; Allen 2002:398; Dahood 1970:357; Eaton 1967:314-315- 7003-482-483- Kran. 
ZsSl l j r ^ " " ^ " ^ ^ ~ ' " " ^ - ^-^^^^'^- ^^'^^ in 
Eaton 2003:482 
505 Goulder 1998:299 
I am not opposed to a metaphorical reading strategy, but this is a different issue. 
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quickly, it is necessary to examine more carefully what scholars deem DTDD to be 
and whether Jeremiah 48 does, in fact, fall under its rubric. 
There is a variety of opinions about what constitutes the DDffiQ 'written judgment' in 
149:9 and scholars tend to cite the various alternatives, being cautious about which option 
they accept. These include: YHWH's own decrees that are written in the books of heaven;^° 
texts prescribing the destruction of the pagan Canaanite nations (Dt 7: I f f ; 20:13);^°^ and 
prophecy, including that against Israel / Judah (Is. 45:14 is a popularly quoted text, but also 
Is. 24:21-22; 41:15-16; 49:7, 23; 60; 66; Ezek. 38; 39; Hos. 7:14; 8:14; Joel 4[3]:9-16, 19-
21; M i 4:13; Zech 14; even Deut. 32:41-43).^°^ 
Dahood says that 'others see here an allusion to the prophetic oracles against the nations,'^'° 
but he does not name these 'others' and it seems from the above references that these oracles 
(usually considered prophecies of judgment) are not typically cited. This is despite the fact 
that some of Jeremiah's written prophecies concerning the nations talk in terms of DDCQ 
(Jer. 48:21, 47; 49:12; 51:9). In fact, as we have seen, 48:47 seems to refer to the whole 
oracle as DSE7Q, when it concludes the chapter with UQICQ T\ir\—rs:. At this point, 
therefore, it is prudent to look at how UDE7D is utilised in Jeremiah 48 to see whether it is 
likely that the author of 48:10 could have made the mental link between Psalm 149's 
3inD DDtffO and the upon Moab in Jeremiah 48 (though the term 3inD UDE/n itself 
is not used in Jeremiah 48). 
tDSfffD in Jeremiah 48 
Although not common, it is not unusual for the OANs to be described by the texts 
themselves as YHWH's judgment. Apart from Jeremiah 48, is used twice in Jeremiah 
46-51: Jeremiah 49:12 aiid 51:9 where Babylon's judgment is said to have reached the 
heavens. Elsewhere the OANs are described as in Isaiah 34:5 and Ezekiel 39:21, and 
the plural noun, is used in Ezekiel 25:11; 28:22; 30:14 and 19. The root DDE? is 
used in relation to all the nations in general (Jer. 25:31; Ezek. 39:21; Joel 4[3]:2, 12), but it is 
also employed with regard to specific nations: Moab (Jer. 48:21, 47; Ezek. 25:11); Babylon 
507 
508 
509 
Allen 2002:400; Buttrick 1955:759; Eaton 2003:483; Oesterley 1939:586 
Allen 2002:398; Dahood 1970:400; Gunkel 1903:366; Weiser 1959:839 
Allen 2002:400; Briggs & Briggs 1907:543; Buttrick 1955:759; Eaton 2003:483; Oesterley 1939:586; 
Terrien 2003:925; see also Gunkel 1903:366 
'^^  Dahood 1970:358 
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(Jer. 51:9); Eddm (Isa. 34:5; Ezek. 35:11)'^" Sidon (Ezek. 28:22); Thebes (Ezek. 30:14); 
Egypt (Ezek, 30:19) and Gog (Ezek. 38:22).^'^ In other words, a fair representative of the 
nations across Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and Joel can be said to fall under YHWH's 
'judgment'. 
Most dictionaries consider that D D B O is used both in terms of judicial justice and 
punishment, but consider that the punitive sense is less common.^''' According to Johnson, 
Jeremiah 48:21, 48:47 and Psalm 149:9 are examples where is used punitively: 
'When the oracle of disaster against Moab in Jer. 48:47 ends with the words "thus far is 
Moab's mispat," this refers not just to the verdict, the decision reached concerning Moab, 
but also to all the disasters listed, the entire fate of Moab.'^'"^ Like Johnson, the author of the 
article on DDtffQ in The Dictionary of Classical Hebrew also deems these three verses to use 
to mean the execution of judgment.^' ^  Johnson asserts, as well, that when USCQ 
denotes the nature of the judgment, that is, the punishment or deliverance, the singular form 
is normally employed.^'^ Jeremiah 48:21, 47 and Psalm 149:9 all use the singular form. 
Among the texts that Niehr cites where ODE? is used in the context of 'condemn' or 'punish' 
are: 1 Samuel 3:13; Ezekiel 5:10,15; 11:9-11; 16:41; 21:35(30); 25:11; 28:22,26; 30:14,19; 
and 35:11. Interesting for our purposes is that in Ezekiel 5:10, 15; 11:9-11; 16:41; 
21:35(30); 28:22; 30:14,19 the 2in again seems to be (at least in part) the method of DDE?, 
and, furthermore, that in Ezekiel 21:35(30); 25:11; 28:22; 30:14, 19, the threat is against the 
foreign nations, including Moab in 25:11. Thus, in Niehr's examples, as well as in Psalm 
149:6b-9 and Jeremiah 48, judgment is linked with pimishment by the sword.' 517 
In addition, in Ezekiel 5:15, judging appears to be equated with punishing / rebuking (RD*'), 
for it reads, rron rnnDn^T r rnnm D^DDE? -[3 ^misun'when I execute judgments 
This oracle is against Mount Seir in particular. 
It is generally accepted that this refers to the Judgment of Gog and its allies (or evil in general), rather than 
Israel (Allen 1990:208; Clements 1996:173; Cooke 1936:415; Darr 2001:1522; Eichrodt 1970:524, 525; May 
in May and Allen 1956:276; Sweeney 2004b:l 116; Wevers 1969:290; Zimmerii 1983:314; also the Tanchuma 
(Va Eirah 22) and the Jewish 'sages' cited in Eisemann 1969:591. 
''^ Clines 2001:556-564; Enns 1997:1142-1144 (though Enns barely touches on the punitive side); Johnson 
1998:87-88; see also the articles on USB which say the same - Niehr 2006:421; Schultz 1997:214. 
""Johnson 1998:90-91 [quote on p.90] 
Clines 2001:558 
Johnson 1998:89-90. He notes that when it is used in this way it is synonymous with se^e/ and fg,6l 'both 
of which only have this negative sense' (p.90). 
Allen (2002:400, 398) connects Psalm l49:6b-9 with Isaiah 66:15-16, which also contains both m n 
'sword' and DSE7Q 'judgment'. 
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on you in anger and fury, and with fimous punishments' (NRSV). In arguing that YHWH 
can use the enemy, D D P d S , for his own punitive ends, Johnson cites Habakkuk 1:12.^ '^  In 
fact (though Johnson does not say this), in Habakkuk 1:12 t3DE70 is also in parallel with the 
Hiphil of ns"^ 'to rebuke / correct': 
i n o b USlOn'? mn-* You, ( O ) YHWH, have marked him for judgment 
i r n c n"'3in':5 T I ^ T And you, ( O ) Rock, have estabUshed him for rebuke 
Thus, what is not quite so apparent in Ezekiel 5:15 is made clear in Habakkuk 1:12; that 
judgment and the disciplinary execution of its verdict are sometimes twinned.^" 
When it is used punitively, is often in conjunction with the idea of deliverance 
because, as Johnson observes, judgment is 'positive for those who are just and innocent, but 
negative for the wicked and sinfiil, ' In Johnson's mind. Psalm 149:9 is an example of 
this.^^° However, in the case of Jeremiah 48, there is no apparent deliverance for Israel or 
others. In fact Jeremiah 48:4 even implies that, far fi-om being delivered, the innocent are 
instead caught up in the suffering, since •''^'rT"'T'ys npyt l y Q E ? ^ 'her little ones have 
sounded out a cry [of distress]'. 
Al l in all, therefore, it seems clear that D2t£7Q is often used in the OT to denote punishment 
and that this is how it is used in Jeremiah 48:21 and 47 as well as in Psalm 149. In other 
words DDE?Q does not carry overtones of deliverance in Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab. 
It has been frequently noted that what are commonly termed, for ease of reference, 'OANs' 
may not all be oracles against a nation, but rather oracles concerning a nation (the Hebrew 
uses h\< ,hu and b). However, it seems clear that Jeremiah 48 can be designated as an 
oracle against Moab. At the same time, it is clear from the rest of the chapter that although 
Jeremiah 48 lacks the idea of deliverance, Moab's DDt£7Q is nevertheless, 'not the kind a 
judge imposes with coolness and impartiality' to use Goldingay's phrase, for it is 
accompanied by YHWH's tears. 
518 Johnson 1998:91 
McConville (2004:29-30) also remarks that parallelism often helps open up a word's meaning though he 
draws attention to the instances where asm is linked with words such as np^S 'righteousness''(e g Is 9 7) 
Johnson 1998:99, 91, 93. In fact, Goldingay (2003:169-170) claims that this is its sole meaning in the OT 
though the above demonstrates that this is not so. 
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I have quoted the qere version; the ketiv reads r f n u s . 
Goldingay 2003:170 
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Having established that DDCffQ can mean bloody punishment, and that this is how it appears 
to be intended in Jeremiah 48 as well as Psalm 149:9, we can be more confident in claiming 
a link between the two passages and suggesting that a scribe perceived that link. However, 
one further text will be examined in the light of Jeremiah 48 as written punishment, the like 
of which is to be carried out in Psalm 149, and that is Jeremiah 25:13. 
Jeremiah 25:13 
Jeremiah 25:31 uses the Niphal form of DDt!7 to say that YHWH is 'entering into 
controversy' with all flesh. Thus, i f chapter 25 is the precursor to chapters 46-51, then all 
Jeremiah's OANs may be seen as falling under the rubric of YHWH's judgment. 
Furthermore, perhaps prima facie the most obvious example in the OT where the OANs 
might be seen as mriD DDE7Q is in Jeremiah 25, although the text does not contain the 
phrase itself and DStPQ does not occur at all. For, in Jeremiah 25:13, YHWH declares that 
he wiW bring 1 3 0 3 mriDn-'^D iT'bs: Tn^-i—iE?}* •'n37-'?D-nK x^rrrr f nKn-bi7 
D^ian-'PD"'?S7 I B K n t n 'against that land all (the) words which I have 
spoken against it, everything written in this book which Jeremiah prophesied concerning all 
the nations'. 
However, a longer look shows that the link between this verse and the OANs is less evident, 
for this verse is beset wdth difficulties, not least because L X X inserts Jeremiah's OANs part 
way through it, after m n "1303 3inDrr"bD. The rest of MT's verse 13 (re Jeremiah's 
prophecies) occurs as a superscription to the OANs in LXX's 32:1. As well, Jeremiah 25 
starts with Judah and her judgment, so whilst the reference to XTTn "pixn 'that land' 
initially looks like it denotes Babylon (that is, one of the nations), the context suggests it 
might be otherwise. As it stands, verse 13 can thus be read either that YHWH is going to do 
to Judah all that he has done to the other nations, or that YHWH is going to bring upon 
Babylon all that has previously been prophesied against it / the nations. Some scholars are 
sharply divided on the issue; Fretheim and Jones are sure that it is a reference to Babylon^^^ 
whilst Carroll is as certain that it denotes Judah. 
There are various ways of approaching what appears to be a threat of punishment against 
Babylon in an oracle of judgment against Judah. In his apparatus for BHS, Rudolph (who 
'J' Fretheim 2002:356; Jones 1992:327; see also Freedman 1949-167 
- Carroll 1986:496; see also Nicholson 1973:212 
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deletes D"'13n-'?D-by irT'QT' K33—)E?K)"^ suggests changing ii^nn to HXTrr to 
correspond to nKTil "p ixn in verse 11, that is, Judah. He also sees verse 12 (with its 
reference to Babylon) as out of p l a c e . D u h m , on the other hand deems verse 13 to be the 
conundrum, although he does not suggest deleting it.^^^ 
HoUaday's proposal is that: 
I f the skeleton of vl3 was present in the second scroll (so the assumption of the 
present study), then the "land" must have been Judah. The easiest assumption then is 
that the text was originally "the land" (compare v l 1) and that the demonstrative 
"that" was added when v 12 was added, so that the reference of the verse shifted from 
Judah to Babylon (Rudolph's emendation of "that land" to "this land" has the same 
intention, but is less plausible). 
Although these are strategies intended to ease the problem, in Jones's eyes there is no 
problem. For he sees verse 13 as following the natural prophetic order: first YHWH judges 
Israel / Judah by means of an agent that acts as his servant, and then he turns to judge the 
agent itself. 
Unsurprisingly, how nTil "1D03 n i n D i r b D riK is to be taken is also disputed. Scholars 
who understand 'that land' to refer to Babylon are apt to deem nTil "laOD to refer to 
Jeremiah's OANs as a whole,^^° perhaps Jeremiah 50-51 in particular,"' the scroll Seraiah 
was to take to Babylon (51:60),^^^ or all the words spoken by Jeremiah against the nations."^ 
Exegetes who judge the verse to relate to Judah tend to think that HTn "1SD3 includes 
everything up to this point (that is, Jer. 1:1-25:12),"'' or one of Baruch's scrolls (Jer. 36)."^ 
Drinkard is of the opinion that Baruch's scroll included the OANs."^ Brueggemann and 
Jones are inclined to think HTn ^ ^ D • incorporated some, i f not the entire, book of Jeremiah 
as existed at the time of writing.^^' In summary, then, the book in Jeremiah 25:13 may have 
been the OANs in chapters 46-51, but it is by no means certain. The situation in LXX is 
"^^  see Rudolph's apparatus in BHS 
Rudolph 1968:160 
Duhm 1901:202 
Holladay 1986:669 
"'Jones 1992:327-328 
" ° Drinkard in Craigie, Kelley and Drinkard 1991:368; Duhm 1901:202; Freedman 1949:167; Fretheim 
2002:356; Kessler 1999:65; McKane 1986:627 
Rietzschel cited in Holladay 1986:664. Jones 1992:328 and Carroll 1986:492 also give this as a possibility 
Rudolph 1968:162 
Duhm 1901:202 
McKeating 1999:129; Thompson 1980:514 
Carroll 1986:492; Holladay 1986:667; Jones 1992:328; Miller 2001:761 
Drinkard in Craigie, Kelley and Drinkard 1991:368 
Brueggemann 1998c:224; Jones 1992:328 
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easier, for as L X X has it, iravTa xa yEypapiieva EV T W Pi^Xicp TOUTCO naturally reads as a 
reference to the OANs, which immediately follow. 
It seems, then, that there are no unequivocal arguments either for whether K T i n "f "IKH 
denotes Babylon or Judah, or for what ntrr nSD3 m n D i r b s represents. However, 
despite what appears to be distinct redactional histories between Jeremiah's OANs in LXX 
and MT, I am most persuaded that Jeremjah 25:13 refers to Babylon by LXX's placement of 
the OANs. For it indicates that, for LXX authors at least, the focus at this point has moved 
definitively from Judah to Babylon, rather than that verse 12 is a passing reference to 
Babylon. In LXX's reading, too, T T O V T O T Q yBYpa\i\iBva ev TCO ^i^Xicp TOUTCO would 
suggest the OANs. Furthermore, as it stands without textual emendation, i^Ttn f l K n most 
naturally refers to •'''7E7D which precedes it in verse 12. 
It is impossible to say conclusively that Jeremiah 25:13 was written before 48:10, but it 
seems likely that it was. Therefore, i f 25:13 existed first and the author of 48:10 recognised 
the scroll in 25:13 as relating to the OANs, then it is not inconceivable that such a reference 
to this scroll may have acted as an additional reminder of Psalm 149's 3TnD UDtOQ. 
Nevertheless, whenever they were written, as they stand now the passages come together 
canonically and so are open to intertextual reading. 
A further resonance that may have influenced the author of 48:10 (particularly i f he had 
Psalm 149 in mind) and inspired him to refer to the wielding of the sword as mn"' nDxSJD 
'YHWH's work' is Judges 3. 
YHWH'S Work and Judges 3 
Lundbom appreciates that Jeremiah 48:10 introduces the idea that Moab's coming 
catastrophes are YHWH's work^^' and Carroll is reminded of other texts in which humans 
are expected to carry out YHWH's work of judgment (Jer. 50:25) and even cursed for not 
doing so (Jud. 5:23). '^*° To these. Smothers adds Deuteronomy 7:16, where the people are 
commanded not to show mercy to their enemies.^'" However, one text that the 
commentators do not mention, but which is arguably even more applicable is Judges 3:12-
see also McKane 1986:627 
Lundbom 2004b:263 
^'"Carroll 1986:780, 782 
Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:314 
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30, for here (as mentioned above) the human sword is used in divine judgment against the 
king of Moab. 
Although does not occur in this passage, Ehud, one of the D"iDD27 that YHWH raised 
up for Israel (Jud. 2:16-19) and strengthened (3:12), kills King Eglon of Moab with a two-
edged sword. Ehud therefore sets a precedent for Moab being judged with a sword. I f 
Berman is correct that the n P S •'3E7 ^h^ 3~in can be used metaphorically, then the lack of 
a reference to a sword with two edges in Jeremiah 48:10 could be due to the fact that a 
metaphorical interpretation is not appropriate in this context. Whether one can interpret 
48:10 metaphorically as a Christian reading strategy is another matter and one which will be 
addressed shortly. 
Summary of Proposal 
My tentative proposal is that Jeremiah 48:10 may have been added by a scribe / redactor 
who was struck by the fact that this prophecy against Moab had not been fulfilled. He may 
then have recalled the words of Psalm 149:6b-9, where Israel is encouraged to wield a two-
edged sword to execute judgment on the nations, according to 2 inD UDton. This led him to 
insert a command to wield the sword so that the 3 inD of Jeremiah 48 might be 
fulfilled, perhaps in order to hasten the advent of the day of celebration and honour for the 
godly (Ps. 149:9b). The reference in Jeremiah 25:13 to Jeremiah's written words against the 
nations may have helped establish the association between Jeremiah 48 and Psalm 149. This 
connection could have been confirmed by the story recorded in Judges 3 where not only does 
the Judahite, Ehud, take a sword against the Moabite king Eglon, but does so as one of 
YHWH's deliverers. At any rate, the implicit connection between the Lord's work and the 
sword in Judges 3 is made explicit in Jeremiah 48:10. 
Whilst this hypothesis may amount to nothing other than speculation, it is one that is 
supported by various factors and is, therefore, at least plausible. That the verse might be a 
gloss is suggested by the third person reference to YHWH and the fact that it is probably 
prose located in the midst of poetry. What we know of history also backs up the theory that 
this oracle had not been completely fulfilled, since there are no accounts of a Babylonian 
invasion of Moab at that time. Moreover, the threat is incongruous i f issued against the great 
empire of Babylon, but not so i f it is intended to spur later Judah into action against one of 
her old enemies. The Maccabean wars may provide a suitable setting for this. As well, the 
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possible allusion to Psalm 149 is in keeping with the rest of Jeremiah, in that not only are 
psalms used in the book of Jeremiah, but they are also utilised in a similar manner 
(transforming the psalm in some way as well as making it more specific). In fact, it seems to 
me that one of the strongest arguments in favour of the proposal is that it ties together 
conclusions and observations that other scholars have made. 
Furthermore, the way the scribe seems to understand Psalm 149 concurs with the purpose for 
which many Psalms commentators think it was written, that is, as anticipating a future or 
eschatological day. That the scholars deem to mean punishment in both Psalm 149 
and Jeremiah 48 also gives weight to the connection between the two passages. The 
advantage of such a construal is that it makes sense of some of the incongruities of verse 10, 
such as a call for bloodshed in what is an otherwise largely lamenting chapter. How 
Christians have made sense of the chapter is a different matter. 
Christian Interpretations of Jeremiah 48:10 
This section gives a very brief overview of the history of the Christian reception of Jeremiah 
48:10 and the kinds of moves that Christians have made. 
In his commentary on Jeremiah 48:10 Calvin denounces overly metaphorical interpretations: 
This passage has been very absurdly explained, and it is commonly quoted as though 
the Prophet had said, that special care ought to be taken by us, not to omit anything 
of what God commands. But they thus misrepresent the meaning. We ought 
therefore to bear in mind what I have already said, that these words are addressed to 
the Chaldeans, as though he had said, "Spare not, but shed blood, and let no 
humanity move you, for it is the work of God; God has armed you, that ye might 
fiilly execute his judgment and spare no blood: ye shall then be accursed, except ye 
execute his vengeance." It is not indeed a common mode of speaking; but as to the 
subject and the meaning there is no ambiguity. It is the same thing as though he had 
said, "Go on courageously, and boldly execute God's vengeance, inasmuch as 
punishment has been denoimced on them." '^*^ 
It seems therefore as i f Calvin is proposing that the verse should be kept in its context of 
vengeance and bloodshed. Calvin, in a sense, stands between two traditions. Behind him 
are the fathers and pre-modem interpreters who do read the verse 'metaphorically' and in 
front of him are the modem exegetes who tend to take the 'plain sense' of Scripture. 
Calvin 1855b: 14-15 
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Sulpitius^"*^ Severus (bom c. 360, died c. 420-25) '^*'' interprets Jeremiah 48:10 
metaphorically in the second letter dubiously attributed to him, where he uses the verse in 
loose connection with the psalms. 
When you repeat a psalm, consider whose words you are repeating and delight 
yourself more with true contrition of soul, than with the pleasantness of a trilling 
voice.. .Display diligence in all your doings; for it is written. Cursed (Jeremiah 
48:10) is the man who carelessly performs the work of the Lord. Let grace grow in 
you with years; let righteousness increase with age; and let your faith appear the 
more perfect the older you become; for Jesus, who has left us an example how to 
live, increased not only in years as respected his body, but in wisdom and spiritual 
grace before God and men.^ "*^  
It is interesting that the references to the sword and bloodshed are absent in Severus's 
reinterpretafion of the verse and seemingly replaced with 'grace', 'righteousness' and 'faith'. 
Sulpitius does precisely what Calvin rejects, for his phrase 'Display diligence in all your 
doings' is similar to Calvin's 'not to omit anything of what God commands'. The difference 
is that Sulpitius encourages such a reading, where Calvin warns against it. 
The advantage of Sulpitius's use of 48:10 as an aphorism is that it keeps the verse within a 
Christian rule of faith and protects it from wooden, literalistic reuses of which Pope Gregory 
VI I (Hildebrand) is accused. The verse seems to have been a favourite of this 'dominant 
personality' who, as well as dedicating his life to ecclesiastical reform, made an alliance with 
the Normans that included military aid, and campaigned for a crusade with himself at the 
head.^ '*^  In fact, he quoted Jeremiah 48:10 in at least eight letters,^ "*^ though in all but two of 
these he qualifies his quotation with an explanation that what is meant is keeping back the 
word of preaching, reproof or admonition from rebuking the carnally minded.^ "*^ 
Nevertheless, i f Rudolph is correct then Gregory's use of 48:10 'has worked itself out fatally 
even i f he himself (cf. Condamin and Lauck) did not want to understand it in a literal sense. 
We have here an object lesson for the false usage of the OT in Christian religion.'^'^^ For, it 
seems, Gregory's metaphorical reading was lost in his frequent citation of the verse in 
conjunction with his emphases on military warfare in other areas of life. 
His name is spelled 'Sulpitius' in the translation of his 'Dubious Letters', and 'Sulpicius' by the Catholic 
Encyclopaedia. For consistency, I always use the former spelling. 
'^^  Weber 1912:'Sulpicius Severus' http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/14332a.htm (05/07/09) 
Severus 2008:Letter 2, Ch. 19 http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/3504.htm (05/07/09) 
Gregory 1932:xxiv; Oestereich 1909: http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/06791 c.htm (05/07/09) 
^"'Gregory 1932:8, 11, 15,40, 82, 101, 104, 155 
Gregory 1932:11,40, 82, 101, 104,155 
Rudolph 1968:279 [my translation]; see also Feinberg 1982:302; Volz 1928:405 
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Modem interpreters tend to shy away from usages that work themselves out fatally, but they 
tend to avoid as well the kind of metaphorical usage with which Sulpitius is comfortable. 
Jones's insight on the verse may provide a suitable example of a modem interpreter who 
works with the 'plain sense' of Scripture without being literalistic: 
The execution of the destruction of Moab as the LORD'S work (cf. 50:25) is presented in 
an over-simplified way. But that a judgment is worked out in the tragedies and 
vicissitudes of history is part of the insight into history which is Israel's gift to the 
thought of mankind. 
Thus, as part of the wider canon of Scripture the verse contributes to the general witness to 
the mysteries of God and his dealings with the world. Jones has at least attempted to read 
Jeremiah 48:10 as Christian Scripture. However, the result is a very general comment that 
could be made about Jeremiah 48 as a whole or the OANs in general. So then, we return to 
Calvin. How does Calvin suggest a Christian read Jeremiah 48:10 well? Unfortunately, 
although Calvin tells his readers how one should not read Jeremiah 48:10 he does not 
provide them with an example of what he considers is a good interpretation. What we do 
have, though, is his reading of Psalm 149:9, a verse that I have argued throughout may have 
been the catalyst for the scribal gloss of Jeremiah 48:10. 
Calvin warns that all God's children, like the Jews in the Psalm, must only execute 
vengeance at God's command. He continues to say that this jurisdiction is peculiar to the 
offices of rulers and magistrates, but: 
As to the Church collective, the sword now put into our hand is of another kind, that of 
the word and the spirit, that we may slay for a sacrifice to God those who formerly were 
enemies, or again deliver them over to everlasting destruction unless they repent. (Eph. 
vi.l7). For what Isaiah predicted of Christ extends to all who are his members, - "He 
shall smite the wicked with the word of his mouth, and shall slay them with the breath of 
his lips." (Is. xi . 4) I f believers quietly confine themselves within these limits of their 
calling, they will find that the promise of vengeance upon their enemies has not been 
given in vain.^^' 
Thus, in Calvin's reading, the sword remains in the hand of the godly, but it is no longer a 
real sword, but a metaphorical one. By doing so, Calvin maintains the 'plain sense' of the 
context of vengeance, but does not take the text literalistically. Today this would be called a 
figural reading (figural readings will be discussed in a little more detail in the next chapter). 
""Jones 1992:502 
Calvin 1855c:316-3I7 
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Eaton, too, metaphorically likens the two-edged sword of Psalm 149:6-9 to the sword of the 
Spirit in Ephesians 6:17 and the word of God in Hebrews 4:12.^" Both Calvin and Eaton 
follow in the wake of Augustine's interpretation: 
This sort of weapon contains a great mystical meaning, in that it is sharp on both sides. 
By swords sharpened on both sides, we understand the Word of the Lord: (Hebrews 
4:12) it is one sword, but therefore are they called many, because there are many mouths 
and many tongues of the saints.^" 
Interestingly, although some Psalms commentators understand the battle in 149 to be 
symbolic (for example, a sword dance), in Calvin's, Eaton's and Augustine's interpretations, 
the battle is a real one, albeit not one of flesh and blood. Neither is the battle an internal 
struggle of the human heart against evil inclinations, or against principalities and powers, 
but, as in Psalm 149, one where the godly are avenged and punishment comes upon their 
wicked enemies. 
In the same way that Pope Gregory VII's usage of Jeremiah 48:10 led to bloodshed, Weiser 
notes that Psalm 149 was also utilised as a battle cry on behalf of the princes in the Thirty 
Years War and 'misused by Thomas Miinzer to sanction his lust for vengeance .Again , 
analogical readings steer away from these kinds of dangers. 
At the same time, a metaphorical reading appears more suitable for Psalm 149:6b-9 than 
Jeremiah 48:10 because of its less specific language. Jeremiah 48, on the other hand, 
contains detailed references to places in Moab, the reason for her sin and the subsequent 
form her punishment wi l l take. Thus, it seems, that the moves that are made in 
metaphorically appropriating Psalm 149:6b-9 cannot be made with equal facility with 
respect to Jeremiah 48:10, which is ironic given that Psalm 149 may be the text behind 
Jeremiah 48:10. 
To summarise, then, both literalistic and metaphorical interpretations of Jeremiah 48:10 have 
been abused. Taking the text woodenly has led to tragic bloodshed, but too fi-ee a 
metaphorical interpretation that removes the text from its context, such as Sulpitius's, is also 
arguably unwarranted, as Calvin points out. Jones's interpretation avoided both pitfalls but 
the corollary was a very general statement that could have been made from Jeremiah 48 even 
i f verse 10 was omitted. Calvin's metaphorical reading of Psalm 149:9 might act as a model 
Eaton 2003:315 
553 
554 
Augustine 2008:Ps. 149:9 http://www.newadvent.org/father./l 801149.htm (05/07/09) 
Weiser 1959:839 " ' 
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for Jeremiah 48:10; on the other hand, the psalm's non-specific language encourages a good 
metaphorical reading in a way that Jeremiah 48 does not. At the same tihie i f the verse is a 
later comment from a 'zealous voice' that 'breaks in' from the sidelines,^^^ then perhaps it 
lends itself to being extracted from its context to be taken more figurally. 
An alternative approach is to set aside completely the verse in the light of the cross and 
resurrection. In the garden of Gethsemane, Peter cuts off the servant' s ear and Jesus rebukes 
him and tells him to put back the sword, for those who take up the sword shall perish by the 
sword (Matt. 26:51-52). Here the work of the Lord is not to be executed with the sword and 
it could be argued that, since Jesus' breaking into the world, the work of the Lord no longer 
requires the sword. At any rate, it is a generally accepted Christian principle that 
discipleship entails less wielding the sword and more turning of the other cheek. 
At the same time, it should also be noted that the context in Matthew 26 is as specific as that 
of Jeremiah 48. In fact, the NT is diverse in its witness as the OT and speaks with a 
multitude of voices as is shown by the martyrs who cry out for vengeance in Revelation 
6:10. Jeremiah 48:10 and Revelation 6:10 both show that those behind such outbursts are 
not automatically met with a rebuke, nor are their words silenced. Nevertheless, it does not 
follow that these cries are normative or even legitimate. 
The nature of the verse as a scribal addition might itself be an indication of how to read the 
OT as Scripture in that although the scribe probably did not appreciate some of the text he 
was writing (e.g. the call for others to help Moab in verse 9 and the promise of restoration in 
verse 47), he did not delete anything. The hard texts remained as part of the whole. How 
Jeremiah 48 as a whole should be read as Christian Scripture is the quest of the next and 
final chapter. 
Stulman 2005:362 
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Chapter Seven: 
A Christian Reading of Jeremiah 48 
Introduction 
This chapter of the dissertation attempts to give a Christian reading of the oracle concerning 
Moab in Jeremiah 48. It begins with an outline of my own Christian perspective and 
hermeneutical position since these affect the reading I give. After this follows a short 
iritroduction to figural reading, for this is one of the approaches that I take to Jeremiah 48, 
along with making value judgments within a Christian frame of reference. Then the chapter 
gives a brief overview of Jeremiah 48 and introduces the idea of Easter as the ultimate 
horizon, before dealing with the text in five logical discrete blocks: verses 1-10; verses 11-
13; verses 14-28; verses 29-39; and verses 40-47. Whilst there is no consensus on how 
Jeremiah 48 should be divided, these section breaks cohere with those of the major 
commentators who also divide their commentary according to groups of verses (as opposed 
to a verse by verse explanation), as can be seen fi:om Table 5. The chapter ends with some 
concluding reflections on the text, followed by two codas which give an imaginative 
portrayal of Jeremiah 48 by means of literary storyboards. 
These codas are included because a kaleidoscopic representation of Jererniah 48 may lend 
itself more easily to a visual rather than written medium. Thus the standard way of 
interpreting the text in commentaries may be supplemented by a filmic montage. Coda 1 
gives a representation of the chapter in its sixth century context whilst Coda 2 portrays it 
within a Christian fi-ame of reference. 
Fretheim, Miller, Brueggemann, Jones and Clements all offer a Christian reading of 
Jeremiah 48, though the US scholars do so more explicitly. As discussed elsewhere in this 
dissertation, Fretheim draws out the aspect of lament in the chapter and YHWH's suffering. 
Miller concentrates on YHWH's sovereignty and Brueggemann focuses on Moab's pride 
and abuse of power and the judgment that follows as a consequence. Nevertheless, it must 
be said that none of the scholars cited deals with his preferred theme to the exclusion of the 
others. In my reading I am particularly interested, as well as in the laments over Moab, in 
the reasons given for her judgment, since these are a key characteristic of the oracle (as 
shown by their absence in Isaiah 15-16) and thus impact its interpretation. Thus I attempt to 
build upon Brueggemarm's work which is specifically interested in Mpab's pride and 
Fretheim's which focuses on lament. These issues will be dealt with throughout within the 
sections that raise them, rather than as separate sections. At the same time, I seek to pick up 
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and draw together a number of ideas from all these scholars (as well as others) in order to 
give a sense of the whole. Due to these emphases, for reasons of space I cannot always 
engage with the many technical difficulties with the text, nor justify the decisions I have 
made for reading it a certain way. 
Table 5: Commentators' Breakdown of Jeremiah 48 into Sections 
Fretheim Miller Brueggemann Jones Carroll Rudolph Thompson 
1-10 1-13 1-9 M O 1-10 1-10 1-10 
11-17 10-13 11-13 11-17 11-20 11-17 
14-28 14-20 14-28 
18-28 21-28 18-28 21-28 18-28 
29-39 29-39 29-33 .29-47 29-39 29-31 29-39 
34-39 32-39 
40-47 40-47 40-47 40-47 40-46, 47 40-47 
Hermeneutical Bases 
My perspective is that of a Western Protestant, who lives in that strange time where 
modernism and post-modernism coexist, i f not always in harmony. That both aspects have 
shaped me is demonstrated by this paragraph. For although I consider it a helpful exercise to 
classify myself, I am unable to do so in the way that I can my conversation partners, since I 
am part of the increasing niunber of Christians who have no denominational affiliation or 
loyalties. At the moment I happen to attend an Anglican church. 
It is easier to clarify my hermeneutic position with regard to the text. 1 try to enter the 
literary world of the text and take it on its own terms. For example, the speaking voice of 
Jeremiah 48 is Jeremiah's since in the literary world of the text the OANs are attributed to 
Jeremiah (46:1). At the same time, I appreciate that much of what at times I might take for 
granted is only available to me because historical-critical scholars have gone before and up-
turned the stones, revealing what is underneath. This is the case concerning both the broader 
understanding of the context of the text and also the more intricate details of Hebrew roots 
and word usages. 
Nevertheless (apart from the fact that there is often little consensus among scholars, for 
example, how much of Jeremiah is 'authentic'), it seems to me that such research does not 
lead to a satisfactory reading of the text as 'Scripture'. However, I would reiterate what 
Rendtorff says regarding the Book of the Twelve, that 'there is no simple alternative 
between a "diachronic" and a "synchronic" reading.'^^^ Therefore, in areas of the text where 
556 Rendtorff 2000:87 
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I deem the historical critical observations to make a significant difference to the 
interpretation of the text, I have addressed them (for example, the work on the curse in verse 
10 in Chapter Six). 
A Figural Reading Strategy 
There are various ways of recontextualising a passage within a Christian frame of reference. 
For the Church Fathers a metaphorical interpretation was a normal way of reading the texts, 
but after the Reformation and Calvin, metaphorical readings received less explicit attention 
and the emphasis was on the literal meaning. In recent years there has been renewed interest 
in 'figural' reading (a term that seeks to bypass the potential definitional problems with 
'metaphorical', 'allegorical', or 'typological'). The sheer difficulty of Jeremiah 48 with its 
bloodshed and violent imagery raises the possibility that a figural reading might be one good 
way of recontextualising Jeremiah's oracle concerning Moab. 
There appear to be no established rules for what a figural reading should or should not be. 
However, there are several aspects which seem to be generally agreed upon even i f 
implicitly. First, figural readings are seen as extracting additional meaning from a text, often 
by reusing it in a new context.^" In fact, Seitz claims that a Scriptural text contains 'the 
seeds of its own ex tens ion ' .Or , as he puts it elsewhere, 'Figural interpretation has 
assumed there is a surplus of intended meaning in every divine revelation.'^^^ 
Secondly, Christian figural readings view the text through a Trinitarian lens so that the 
additional meaning often points to Christ or finds Christ in the text, for as Carter asserts, 
Jesus Christ is the 'subject matter of the Bible as a w h o l e ' . T h o u g h he does not explicitly 
state it, in Carter's view, the second person of the Trinity is often behind the text and the 
third person of the Trinity is the one who guides the interpreter to see Christ in the text and 
in the right way.^^' 
Thirdly, there is a concern with how such readings should function in the life of the Church 
and Christian faith. For example, Radner is of the opinion that 'the figural reading of the 
Bible is in part bound up with our own need to be changed, be challenged in our hearts, to be 
Walters 2008a:33, 38 
Seitz 2008:6 
Seitz 2001:32 
560 Carter 2008:134 
Carter 2008:135-136; see also Davis 2005:83 
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judged, condemned, and remade.'^ ^^ At the same time he warns against simply making 
something in the text 'stand for' something else, since this quickly leads to reducing the text 
to moralistic homilies.^^^ Carter cautions that while all interpreters will 'read into the text' 
something that is not 'there', the question to ask is what should be 'read in' in order to avoid 
an arbitrary interpretation.^^ Likewise Davis also addresses the 'difficult imaginative task' 
of recontextualisation and concludes that, like all artists, 'biblical interpreters and preachers 
must submit their work to standards of precision and functionality as well as those of 
imagination and beauty.'^ ^^ She thus speaks of'imaginative precision'. One way of 
exercising this, she argues, is to 'read the Old Testament text in relation to the story of Jesus 
before v^e can discover its meaning for the Christian life.'^^^ 
She also makes the point that, 'We can interpret the Bible for the Christian life - and 
interpret it accurately, skilfully, even beautifully - only because others have consistently 
done so before us.'^ ^^ It is this tradition of Christian exegesis that shapes Davis's view of 
interpreting OT passages christologically: 
Does it violate their literary, historical, and above all their theological integrity to 
read and preach them as pointing to and illumining the person, work, death, and 
resurrection of Jesus the Christ? My short answer is no. The freedom to make that 
move and the ability to make it with some precision sue gifts that come to us out of 
the theological tradition, and it is essential that we continue to exercise them in 
preaching that takes the ful l measure of the gospel. But that does not mean that every 
sermon must or should be explicitly Christological. The freedom to preach Old 
Testament texts christologically is, in rhy judgment, just that; a freedom that the 
Christian preacher may exercise at any time and should exercise sometimes, not a 
requirement for preaching any particular text responsibly.^^* 
Fourthly, interpreters draw attention to inner-biblical examples of figural readings and use 
them as formative case studies in terms of noting which moves are and are hot made.^ ^^ 
Whilst Walters asserts that, '"Scripture" is the premier example of the re-use of texts',"^ it 
should be noted that 'reuse' is not necessarily 'figural reading', though the examples where 
Jesus sees himself in the Psalms can be classed as such."' 
Radher 2008a:27 
Radner 2008b: 119 
Carter 2008:135 
' "Davis 2005:64, 68 
Davis 2005:76; see also Louth 1983:115-117 
Davis 2005:65; see also p.69 
Davis 2005:72 
r^ '^'oiT;l,^ l"'.^ '^ Louth 1983:116-117, 120-121; Macdonald 2008-53-60-
-WakS^^^^^^^ 
Walters 2008a:40-46 
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It could be argued that Jeremiah 48:45-46 is an example of inner-biblical figural reading 
with its recontextualisation of the taunt song in Numbers 21 -.28-29. For the old song refers 
to fire and flames whereas Moab's judgment is not described in these terms elsewhere in 
Jeremiah 48. It seems more likely that the fire that previously destroyed Heshbon is now 
used to refer to Moab's breaking, desolation, destruction and capture, rather than to 
introduce the notion that Moab's destruction will be partly by fire. However, I would tend to 
see this as 'reuse' of a text, rather than a 'figural reading'. 
Structure and Overview 
As stated above, the structural breakdown of Jeremiah 48 given here closely follows that of 
Brueggemann and the general consensus (see Table 5). A more detailed outline is as 
follows: 
1 -10 Overview of Moab's current and future predicament with a reason 
1-5 description of destruction, shame and tears plus warning / threat 
6-9 urge to flee, reason for Moab's destruction, command to help 
10 curse on those withholding their swords fi-om blood 
11-13 Moab is settled wine about to be poured out 
14-28 Description of extent of judgment and commands to various parties 
14-20 question, statement, threat and 10 commands (17-20) 
21-25 judgment upon many places - Moab's strength broken 
26-28 Moab to be made a drunk laughingstock and urged to leave 
29-39 Moab's pride leads to YHWH's lament, threats and Moab's lament 
29-30 Moab's pride 
31-32 YHWH's lament 
33-35 YHWH's threatened destruction 
36 YHWH's lament 
37-39 Moab's lament 
40-47 Inescapability of Moab's destruction followed by a promise of restoration 
40-42 destroyer like an eagle coming upon the arrogant Moab 
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43-44 inescapability of terror, pit and trap 
45-46 reuse of taunt song found in Numbers 21 
47 promise of restoration 
The oracle opens with a description of Moab's destruction in terms of its severity and scope, 
Moab's shame and her mourning over the catastrophe that has befallen her. Moab is urged 
to flee, others are commanded to help her, and another audience is cursed i f it does not 
pursue her. The first ten verses set the tone of the oracle as a whole. These themes are 
expanded in verses 11-28 by means of various metaphors and rhetorical questions and 
reasons are given for Moab's punishment. The intensity steps up a pace, too, with the 
imperatives of verses 14-28. However, the climax of the oracle seems to be in verse 31 
where YHWH castigates Moab for her pride and then weeps over her. From this point on 
there is a slight shift in focus, for YHWH's presence becomes more overt and Moab's less. 
This is demonstrated not only by the attention given to YHWH's mourning, but by the 
increase in first person references to him in this second half of the chapter. The final few 
verses (40-47) reiterate the inescapability of Moab's destruction and many of the same 
themes as were introduced in verses 1-10 recur, perhaps indicating an unending cycle of sin 
and destruction. However, the last verse ends on a somewhat surprising note of restoration. 
Lament, Judgment and the Cross 
Two important themes in Jeremiah 48 are judgment and lament. Other key motifs in 
Jeremiah 48 are pride (and its corollary, shame) and destruction. Overarching all is the idea 
of YHWH's sovereignty. A l l these ideas come together in the NT nowhere more clearly 
than in the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ. 
Different voices utter lament through Jeremiah 48. However, all of them primarily mourn 
the broken state of Moab. Her little ones are first heard to cry out over Moab's brokenness 
(the Niphal of ~I3S7 - v. 4) and the people of Moab confinually weep over Moab's 
destruction (n3E7 - v. 5). Her neighbours are called to mourn over her brokenness (the 
Niphal of "13E?) in verse 17 and the inhabitants are called to wail over her destruction (11127) 
in verse 20. Whilst YHWH weeps and wails for Moab's pride in verses 29-32, his weeping 
in verse 32 is implicitly over what the destroyer (11E7) has done to her. The Moabites 
bemoan their desolation (IDBO) in verses 33-34 and it is Moab's end that causes YHWH to 
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wail in verses 35-36, though no specific words of destrucfion are used. Again, in verses 37-
39 the inhabitants of Moab lament their broken state ("ISE?). 
Although the lament that takes place in the Passion narratives is not explicitly centred 
around brokenness, but is due to a number of causes, Christ's death is the driving force 
behind most of it. Christ is deeply grieved in the Garden of Gethsemane over his coming 
trial (Matt. 26:38; Mark 14:34), the disciples fall asleep fi:om sorrow in the garden (Luke 
22:45), Peter weeps bitterly over betraying Jesus (Matt. 26:75; Mark 15:1; Luke 22:62), the 
crowds and women lament and mourn Christ before his death (Luke 23:27, 48) and Mary 
weeps outside the tomb afterwards (John 20:11-15). Though Judas does not lament as such, 
he hangs himself from remorse over his betrayal (Matt. 27:3-5). 
When the lament over Moab's brokenness in Jeremiah 48 is compared with the Passion 
narratives, the question arises to what extent Christ and Moab can be linked figurally. For 
Moab's sin, given the significance that it has in the chapter, is a major obstacle in drawing an 
analogous relationship between Moab and Christ and it is doubtftil that such a move portrays 
the required imaginative precision of which Davis speaks. Perhaps a better way of 
construing the parallel is to see, instead, Christ as embodying Moab (as one among many), 
or simply taking the burden of Moab's lament, at the Cross. This would be a similar move 
to that made fi-equently within Christianity that YHWH's judgment of the world falls on the 
shoulders of Christ on Good Friday. 
In fact, the understanding of judgment in Jeremiah 48 might be made richer by viewing it 
through this lens. Judgment (DSIPQ) in Jeremiah 48 is in the direction from YHWH to 
Moab. Whilst the portrayal of judgment in the Passion narratives is more complex and 
judgment is not explicitly mentioned, the direction is that human judgment is passed on 
Christ, for example in Jesus' trial. Human judgment on Christ unwittingly opened the way 
to YHWH's judgment on sin, thus enabling restoration for humanity, although this 
restoration is not akin to Moab's restoration in Jeremiah 48:47. Nevertheless, the promise 
made to the Moabites witnesses to the same hope as the empty tomb on Easter Sunday; 
God's ability to bring new life from death. 
Easter can thus be seen as the ultimate horizon of a Christian reading of Jeremiah 48. 
However, this is to paint with a broad brush and a closer reading might suggest other 
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Christian 'parallels'. The following reading seeks to bring out some of these, whilst keeping 
the idea of Easter as the background against which all stand. 
Verses 1-10: Destruction, Lament, Inescapability 
As indicated above, the first ten verses give an overview of Moab's predicament and 
introduces the reader to several key themes in the chapter: Moab's destruction (vv. 1-6, 8-9); 
her shame and the irony of a shattered stronghold (v. 1); her lament (v. 4-5); a reason for her 
catastrophe (v. 7); the totality of the disaster (v. 8); and an implicit acknowledgement that 
YHWH is the instigator of this (vv. 1, 8, 10). In this way, the first section acts as an 
introductory summary of the entire chapter. Whilst they do not speak in tenns of an 
introductory summary, Fretheim and Miller also note that the major themes of the chapter 
appear in these first few verses.^ ^^ 
Superscription (v. 1) 
The oracle begins by introducing the two main actors who will dominate this chapter; Moab 
and YHWH; '^ XnE?-' ^n'px mXDS mn^ -l?3i«-nD ZVi-Hzh. Bmeggemann remarks that 
these are two unlikely parties to be linked."^ The title "pXIE;-' •<r[bi< mit32 mrr%isa 
Jeremianic term, which occurs thirty five times in MT Jeremiah, as opposed to five times in 
the rest of the OT (2 Sam 7:27; Ps 59:5; Is 21:10; 37:16; Zeph 2:9 35). It is never used to 
introduce another of Jeremiah's OANs, though it appears both in the oracle concerning 
Egypt (46:24) and twice in that against Babylon (50:18; 51:33). Thus it is interesting that 
this extended title is employed in the three longest oracles in Jeremiah 46-51 and that it is 
reserved for the start of the oracle concerning Moab. It is worth noting at this juncture that 
both mn^ 'YHWH' and D"'n'?X 'God' are used in the OANs, the preference being mn^ as 
is usual in prophecies. Thus there appears to be no difference in the way that God is 
presented to the foreign nations, that is, the Tetragrammaton is not reserved only for 
prophecies concerning Israel / Judah. 
Place Names 
Whilst it is common for the OANs to open by naming the nation in question, Moab is 
mentioned by name proportionally more times in Jeremiah 48 than most nations are in their 
respective oracles, as Table 6 demonstrates (unsurprisingly, the shortest oracles contain 
proportionally the highest occurrence). 
" ' Fretheim 2002:597; Miller 2001:890-891; see also Volz 1928:410 
Brueggemann 1998b:443 
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Table 6: Number of times a Country is Named in Jeremiah's OANs 
Jer. Ref Country No. of times named 
Ch 46 Egypt 11 
Ch 47 Philistia / Philistines 3 
Ch 48 Moab 34 
49:1-6 Ammon / Ammonites 3 
49:7-22 Edom 4- Esau 4 + 2 = 6 
(49;23-27 Damascus 3 
49:28-33 Kedar + Hazor 2 + 3 = 5 
49:34-39 Elam 7 
Chs 50-51 Babylon + Chaldea / Chaldeans 55 + 10 = 65 
Thus not only, as we have seen previously, are there numerous place names in the chapter, 
but itself is repeated. 
Rudolph includes an appendix to his commentary on Jeremiah 48 in which he attempts to 
provide, as best as possible, a location for each of these places. Though many are unknown 
and others disputed, it is apparent that the places are not grouped according to geographical 
location in these sections; for example, Heshbon in the South and Horonaim in the North 
appear in both verses 1-5 and verses 31-36. Nor do they obviously represent the extremities 
of Moab's borders.""* What is obvious is that there is word play on these place names, 
though it is not always apparent what that is. For example, may be a play on D l 
'blood', DQl 'silence', or HSQIQ 'dung pit' though it is generally understood to refer to 
Dibon (or Dimon)."^ 
While Levine observes that citing 'numerous towns and locales' as Isaiah 15-16 and 
Jeremiah 48 'seems to be typical of laments, in general',^^^ there are an unusually high 
number of place names mentioned in Jeremiah 48. This may be, as previously discussed, to 
demonstrate the comprehensiveness of Moab's destruct ion.This comprehensiveness 
becomes clearer as the oracle progresses and more and more of Moab is affected one way or 
another. 
Rudolph 1968:284-288. For a discussion on place names see also Allen 2008:479; Feinberg 1982:304; 
Ferch 1992:1116; Fretheim2002:596, 597;McKane 1996:1157, 1158, 1176; McKeating 1999:203; Volz 
1928:411 
" ' Allen 2008:479; Carroll 1986:778, 799; Clements 1988:253; Duhm 1901:345; Feinberg 1982:301; 
Freedman 1949:302; Fretheim 2002:597; Holladay 1989:356; Jones 1992:501, 502; Lundbom 2004b:249; 
McKane 1996:1157; McKeating 1999:203; Rudolph 1968:274-275, 278-279; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and 
Smothers 1995:306, 311; Thompson 1980:703; Volz 1920:306; Volz 1928:409, 411; Weiser 1955:404 
Levine 2000:102 
Calvin 1855b:8; Carroll 1986:781; Clements 1988:254; Fretheim 2002:596, 602; see also Brueggemann 
1998b:444; Miller 2001:891; Rudolph 1968:283 
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Woe (V. 1) 
The opening word of YHWH's oracle is ""irr. It is the language of a fiineral lament but when 
used in prophetic literature as a cry over those still alive, it becomes a chilling threat. In fact, 
in his detailed article on ''in in TDOTZohel argues that the prophets borrowed fi-om laments 
over the dead in order 'to make the point that judgrnent is inescapable'.The inescapable 
nature of Moab's judgment is clear throughout Jeremiah's oracle, particularly verses 8, 43-
44, as commentators regularly point out,"' Therefore, i f Zobel is correct, the first word of 
the oracle adumbrates the tenor of what is to follow, "til, then, becomes the ominous death 
knoll that sounds for Moab. 
Language of Destruction (vv. 1-5) 
Verses 1-5 are primarily concerned with Moab's destriiction and the cry in verse 3 could act 
as a one line summary of these five verses: "PTia 13271 IE? 'Devastation and a great 
breaking!' A look at the language of destruction shows that it is not different to that used 
against Israel / Judah. That is, there do not seem to be specific words used for the nations as 
opposed to Israel / Judah. For instance, given that the Israelites are 'to put to the ban' ( O i l ) 
the Canaanites when they enter the land (Deut. 7:2; see also passages in Joshua where they 
• i n the people), one might expect D i n to featvire in the context of the OANs. Yet D in is 
only found in Jeremiah's oracle concerning Babylon (50:21). 
Jeremiah 48 is no exception and though some words tend to be used more for the foreign 
nations (13'p, 11E7 and IE?) and some less (for example, 13E?), the following words of 
destruction found in this oracle are used in the context of both Israel and the nations: IDb 
'to capture, take, seize' (48:1); 11E7 'to destroy' (48:1, 8, 15, 18, 20, 32) and its noun, IE? 
'violence, havoc, devastafion, ruin' (48:3); 13127 'to break, break in pieces' (48:4, 17, 25, 
38); the Niphal of 17327 'to be exterminated' (48:8, 42), f D2 'to shatter; (Pi.) dash to pieces' 
(48:12) (this word is used predominantly by Jeremiah in the hammer poem in 50:20-23); the 
noun 030 'slaughter' (48:15); SJi: 'to hew down / o f f , (Niph.) 'to be hewn o f f (48:25); the 
Hiphil of n327 'to cause to cease' (48:33, 35); the nouns 17327 'waste / horror' (48:9) and 
17227Q 'devastation, waste; horror' (48:34); n n i 'to be dismayed' (48:1, 20, 39) and its noun 
Zobel 1978:362-364 
Brueggemann 1998b:450-451; Calvin 1855b:45,48; Feinberg 1982:307; Fretheim 2002:603; Jones 
1992:506; Lundbom 2004b:259, 306, 307; McKane 1996:1196; Miller 2001:892; Rudolph 1968:283; Stulman 
2005:365-366 
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form, nnnD 'terror, destruction, ruin' (48:39); E7Dn 'to lay hold of, wield', (Niph.) 'to be 
seized arrested caught' (48:41); T l S 'to suffer distress' (48:41); 'to be ashamed' 
(48:13, 39); 'to perish' (48:8, 36, 46); "J-'J* 'distress, calamity' (48:16); and 3^E7 (Jer. 
48:46) and n''2^ (Jer. 48:46) 'captivity, captives'. Even terms such as HDE? 'to be / 
become drunk' (48:26) are common to both. As discussed in Chapter Four, although 
'judgment' is not frequently used in relation to the nations (that is, in terms of YHWH's 
judgment), Jeremiah 48 uses DDE7Q twice (Jer. 48:21, 47) and it is found twice more in the 
same book (Jer. 49:12; 51.9). 
Thus the common vocabulary would seem to imply that when it comes to YHWH destroying 
there is no difference in treatment between Israel and Moab (or the other nations). I f this 
analogy is right then it might be one way in which YHWH metes out justice with 
impartiality (cf. Rom. 2:9-12). That there is a plethora of terms used to describe Moab's 
destruction indicates the serious nature of Moab's wrongdoing in YHWH's eyes. Where the 
numerous place names seem to suggest the scope of YHWH's judgment against her, the 
abundance of terms denoting destruction adds to its intensity. That many of these terms 
(13X, nnrr, ~t^h, ~)3ir;, IW, n i b , IQtP, and riQlZ?) occur in the first ten verses means that 
the chapter begins with a forcefijl note, for the way that the rhetoric works here is in piling 
up the words.^^" The force of the rhetoric is enhanced by the long title given to YHWH in 
the superscription and the introductory ""in. Although this list may suggest alliteration, the 
text does not tend to use this rhetorical tool in that alliterative terms of destruction are not 
used together. 
Whilst the first two verses focus solely on the portrayal of Moab's destruction and a number 
of words are used to depict Moab's breaking, in verses 3-5 several terms are used to describe 
the Moabites' lamenting over her situation: rfprs b'ip 'sound of an outcry' (v. 3)^*'; npS7T 
'cry / outcry' (v. 4); ' 'DnTT'py ""DDD 'he goes up weeping bitterly' (v. 5); and 
nDt!7"npS7S ""IS 'distressing cry of breaking' (v. 5). The first five verses thus paint a vivid 
picture that almost compels emotional involvement in the onlookers, especially i f Moab's 
tears amidst horror spring from I T ' l T a 'her little ones' and not the place, Zogora (v. 4). 
See also Brueggemann I998b:443 
^ip may be used as an exclamation. This is how NRSV understands it when it translates it 'Hark!' - see 
also Gen. 4:10. Nevertheless, the sense is not significantly affected whichever way it is translated. 
Qere cited here; the Ketib reads n '^nua 
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Rhetorical Kaleidoscope 
Changing Agent and Means of Punishment 
The agents and the means of Moab's punishment do not remain static as the oracle 
progresses, though the anonymous makes his appearance in verses 8, 18 and 32. In the 
first ten verses, those in Heshbon (v. 2) and the destroyer (v. 8) are the implied agents of 
Moab's punishment, whilst the sword (v. 2), along with capture and shaming (vv. 1, 7) are 
the means. The sword also figures in verse 10, though it is not again mentioned in the 
chapter. In verses 11-13 the means of punishment is expressed via the metaphor of wine 
being poured out. The agents of the punishment are YHWH, indirectly, and those who tip 
the wine. In verses 14-28 the agent is once more the destroyer and the means are through 
slaughter and being rnade a drunk laughingstock. The destroyer continues to be the agent in 
verses 29-39, although YHWH claims responsibility by use of the first person as the primary 
agent. The means of judgment are through cessation of agricultural processes and, again, by 
Moab being made a laughingstock. In the final verses in 40-47, YHWH continues to take 
responsibility for Moab's fate (via the eagle in v. 40) and the means are through the 
metaphor of terror, pit, snare, fire and captivity. Thus whilst ideas do recur within the 
oracle, it is not as vainly repetitive as Weiser seems to think, for new ideas are introduced 
even up to the final verses.^ '^' Clements is therefore perhaps more accurate when he refers to 
'the richness and variety of its poetry'.^ ^"^ 
Swapping of Audiences 
In verse 2, the poem swaps from speaking about Moab in the third person to addressing her 
in the second, which raises the question of whether she was ever the intended recipient of the 
address. As has been discussed earlier, opinions are divided on this issue, although most 
consider that Moab was not the intended recipient. As Raabe points out (see Chapter One) it 
is not beyond the realms of possibility that she was. Nevertheless, it is clear from other OT 
passages that the nations were not always expected to hear the oracles, even i f they were 
addressed in the second person within the oracle. YHWH's answer to Hezekiah's prayer 
583 Weiser 1955:403'Wiederholungen, WidersprQche, stOfende Uiiterbrechungen des 
Gedankenzusammenhangs, Wechsel von poetischen mit prosaischen Stucken, auffallende Anlehnungen und 
Entlehnungen aus anderen alttestamentlichen Texten filhren zu der Annahme eines auf Jeremia 
zurilckgehenden Kerns, der durch verschiedenartige Zusatze nicht gerade glilcklich ergSnzt worden ist, so dal3 
der Gesamteindruck eines Mosaiks entsteht. Auch die Textiiberlieferung laBt zu wunschen iibrig' 
('Repetitions, contradictions, irritating interruptions of the overall content, swapping between poetic and 
prosaic parts, notable imitations and borrowing from other OT texts lead to the assumption that there is a core 
from Jeremiah which has rather unfortunately been extended by various additions, so that the overall 
impression is that of a mosaic. The tradition of the text leaves much to be desired') [translation mine]. 
Clements 1988:254; see also Brueggemann 1998b:446 
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concerning Sennacherib in 2 Kings 19:21-28 is a case in point.^*^ Balaam's curses in 
Numbers 24:15-24 are another.^ *^ As well, it is highly unlikely that the animals of the 
Negev were the intended recipients of Isaiah 30:6 (though admittedly, this is not written in 
the second person). 
Moreover, it is improbable that all the audiences addressed in Jeremiah 48 (Moab's allies in 
verse 9, her enemies in verses 10 and 26, her neighbours in verse 17 and her destroyer in 
verse 40) were intended to hear it. Instead, it seems that these second person speeches have 
a rhetorical purpose, for the effect is that the hearer / reader is pulled into the midst of the 
action. Although most of the commentators surveyed here do not make such observations, 
Volz notes that this formula is effective at maintaining the vividness.^*'' In verse 6 it seems 
as though even the writer himself has become involved for he urges the Moabites to flee and 
save their lives and to become like a " i m s ? in the wilderness. It is worth noting that most 
commentators do not deem this verse to be ironic, though Duhm considers it is a summons to 
live in poverty. 
Varying Metaphors 
In the same way that the agents and means of punishment change throughout the chapter, 
and the texts swap between audiences, the metaphors also vary. Verse 6, with the imperative 
to the Moabites to be like a ~in~lS7 in the wilderness, is the first of several metaphors in the 
chapter. The next is the reference to wings in verse 9, but fi-om verse 11 onwards, the 
metaphors become common, beginning with the image of imdisturbed wine finally being 
poured out and then the bottle broken in verses 11-13. In verses 14^28 Moab's strong men 
are described as going down to the slaughter (v. 15), and Moab herself is described as a 
formerly mighty sceptre and staff of splendour (v. 17), which now has a broken horn and 
arm (symbols of strength - v. 25), as a drunk wallowing in its vomit (v. 26) and as a nesting 
dove (v. 28). Verses 29-39 speak of Sibmah as a vine with extraordinarily long tendrils 
(particularly i f the 'sea of Jazer' is the Dead Sea in v. 32), YHWH's wailing is likened to 
Brueggemann 2000c:509-511, 516, 517; Fritz 2003:377; Gray 1970:690-691; Hobbs 1986:279, 283 (though 
his comment, p.284, that we do not hear Sennacherib's response implies that Hobbs considers it possible that 
Seruiacherib heard at some point YHWH's response to Hezekiah); Montgomery 1951:494 
Ashley 1993:506; Budd 1984:271; Gray 1903:373. Even the Jewish authors who deem Balaam to have 
perhaps beheld the Kenites from afar, i.e. Levine 2000:204 and Milgrom 1990:209, do not suppose that they 
heard his words. 
Volz 1928:411. Compare David's lament over Saul and Jonathan in 2 Samuel 1:19-27 which similarly 
changes between rhetorical addressees. 
Allen 2008:479-480; Brueggemann 1998b:443-444; Calvin 1855b: 10-11; Carroll 1986:782; Duhm 
1901:346; Feinberg 1982:301; Freedmatn 1949:303; Fretheim 2002:597; Holladay 1989:350; Jones 1992:501; 
Lundbom 2004b:251, 254; Rudolph 1968:279; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:312; Stulman 
2005:362; Volz 1920:307-308; Volz 1928:411-412; Weiser 1955:405 
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flutes (v. 36) and Moab is described as a broken undesirable vessel (v. 38) as well as one 
who has turned his back (v. 39). Verses 40-47 compare Moab's enemy to an eagle (40), the 
inevitability of Moab's destruction as a terror, pit and snare (v. 43-44), and refer to Moab's 
forehead and scalp (v. 45). 
Commentators tend not to discuss the metaphors as rhetorical tools, though Brueggemann 
acknowledges their rhetorical power.^*' However, given that the subject matter is Moab's 
destruction, it would seem as i f the purpose is to demonstrate that Moab's punishment is 
inevitable. They also show that her judgment will be widespread in the same way that the 
multitude of place names listed does. 
The language throughout, therefore, whilst telling the same story, does so in a variety of 
ways, all of which are vivid. 
Moab's sin (v. 7) 
The first explanation for Moab's predicament is introduced in 48:7; "]"'il'17D3 "jlDS ] ! ; • ' 
"^ "rmsilOl 'because of your trust in your achievements and in your treasures'. Most 
commentators consider that Moab's punishment is caused by her misplaced trust as 
explicitly stated by the text,^ '*^ some noting that it is specifically self-assurance, pride or 
hubris for which she is judged.^'' Others deem Moab's trust in Chemosh to be part of the 
indictment itself since Chemosh is included in the resulting punishment in the second part of 
the verse. However, ••'27S772 and mi2J15t (or even LXX's fortresses) do not naturally 
extend to the inclusion of deities, though it could be argued that 'treasures' envisage a 
shrine, given that temples often housed the most valuable commodities. Nor does 
Chemosh's exile directly follow Moab's trust in her treasures in the text; Moab's own 
capture does. Furthermore, i f worship of Chemdsh is at the centre of Moab's trust here, it 
seems strange that the text does not explicitly state it, but rather refers to what seem lesser 
charges of trust in herself Nevertheless, the reference to Chemosh in the second half of the 
verse may well allude to his impotence.^'"' It may also be in order to demonstrate the 
seriousness of the consequences of Moab's misplaced trust, or to reveal that her sins have 
Brueggemann 1998b:449 
Brueggemann I998c:444; Duhm 1901:346; Fretheim 2002:595, 598; Rudolph 1968:279; Smothers in 
Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:312; Stulman 2005:362; Thompson 1980:703-704. 
Calvin 1855b:12; Feinberg 1982:301; Volz 1928:412; Weiser 1955:405 
Allen 2008:480; Clements 1988:254. Whether 'idolatry' is the appropriate term to use with respect to the 
nations will be addressed in relation to v. 35. 
' '^Calvin 1855b: 12; see also Thompson 1980:703-704 
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unforeseen consequences. For, due to her imprudence, not only will the common people of 
Moab be taken captive, but her god Chemosh will also go into exile and not even his priests 
wil l be spared. 
The idea that treasures are a snare is not a foreign idea to either the OT (for example. 
Proverbs 11:28) or the NT (for example, the famous verse about the love of money in 1 Tim. 
6:10) and in this respect Jeremiah 48:7 with its castigafion of trusting in riches is an easier 
theme to appropriate in a contemporary context than some other notions in the chapter might 
be. Furthermore, the NT also exemplifies this idea in the parable of the rich fool in Luke 
12:13-21, which addresses the double sided aspect of trusting in one's deeds and one's 
treasures.^ "^^  The inappropriate trust of the rich fool does not explicitly bring down God's 
judgment (Luke 12:20), but as Calvin says, 'such persons wil l suffer the penalty of their own 
f o l l y ' . J a m e s 1:11 also remarks that the rich man wil l wither away in the middle of his 
busy life, again linking the works with the treasures. True treasure, according to Luke 12, 
appears to be selling possessions and giving to charity (12:33). Though Jeremiah 48 does 
not make this point, a Christian interpreter might use this observation from Luke 12 in order 
to suggest what Moab's behaviour should have been. I f Dives had Moses and the Prophets 
(Luke 16:29), then contemporary Christians also have the Gospels. 
One of the purposes suggested for the OANs in general is that they acted as a warning to 
Israel / Judah not to put her trust in the other nations. That is, God's people should not trust 
what is not of God, whether it is other deities, a nation's military power or economic 
security. The parable of the wise and foolish builders who respectively built their houses on 
rock and sand (Matt. 7:24-27; Luke 6:47-49) depicts the consequences of building on the 
wrong foundation. Whilst the parable is not explicitly about trust, but concerned with 
whether one chooses to act on the words of Christ, the inherent warning is not to trust in any 
party other than Christ. Therefore, a Christian interpreter of the OANs (including Jeremiah 
48) looks beyond the OT to the NT where Christ's words are the foundation for trust. 
The rabbis taught that the nations only had to keep a few basic moral laws, whereas Israel 
had to keep the whole Torah. 'Therefore, they argued, there was no advantage to becoming 
As stated, previously in Chapter Two, LXX differs fi-om MT at this point and there is less correspondence 
between LXX 31:7 and Luke 12:13-21. There is also no overlapping Greek between the two that is worth 
noting. 
Calvin 1855b:iil51 
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a Jew and there was no point in encouraging converts.'^^^ However, the OANs, particularly 
verses like Jeremiah 48:7, demonstrate that even without a law, nations are not exempt from 
punishment just as severe as Israel's even i f they 'only had to keep a few basic moral laws'. 
Moab's Sins in the Context of the Other OANs 
Lundbom asserts that, 'Reasons for divine judgment occur now and then in the Foreign 
Nafion Oracles, but they are not common.''^^ This is not quite the situation, however, for 
most nations are castigated somewhere in the prophets either for arrogance and pride (Egypt, 
Philistia, Moab, Ammon, Edom, Babylon, Tyre, Assyria), misplaced trust (Egypt, Moab, 
Anmion, Babylon, the valley of vision , Assyria, Lebanon and seemingly Kedar and 
Hazor) or for sins against Israel / Judah (Egypt, Philistia, Moab, Ammon, Edom, Damascus, 
Babylon, Tyre and Sidon). See Table 7 and Table 8 for the references for each of these. 
Indeed, these three offences are the most frequently cited in the OANs. 
Table 7: Nations' Sins in the OANs Other than Those against Israel / Judah 
Arrogance 
/ Pride / 
Boasting 
General 
unright-
eousness 
Misplaced 
Trust 
Wronging / 
Slaying 
others (not 
Israel at 
least, not 
specifically 
Israel) 
Sin against 
Y H W H 
(usu. 
arrogance) 
Violence, 
Anger, 
Envy, 
Hatred 
Foolish-
ness 
Ammon Jer 49:4; 
Zeph 2:8, 
10 
Am 1:13 Jer 49:4 
Assyria Isa 10:12, 
13-14, 15, 
33; Zeph 
2:15 
Nah 1:15; 
3:19 
Nah 2:12; 
3:4 
Nah 1:11 Nah3:l 
Babylon Isa 13:11, 
19; 47:7, 8, 
10; Jer 
50:29,31, 
32,44 
Isa 47:8, 10 Isa 14:5-6; 
iex 25:14; 
50:15, 29; 
51:7, 49; 
Jer 50:14, 
24 
Damascus Am 1:3 
Earth (Isa) / 
General 
(Joel) / 
Jerusalem's 
enemies 
(Zechariah) 
Isa 24:16 Zeph 1:17 
Edom/ 
Mount Seir 
Jer 49:16, 
19; Ezek 
35:10; Oba 
3 
Am 1:11 Ezek 35:13 Ezek 35-6, 
11; Am 
1:11 
Jer 49:7 
' Cohn-Sherbok 1999:28 
Lundbom 2004b:255 
Although the valley o f vision (Isaiah 22) probably refers to Jerusalem (e.g. Watts 1985:337), it is included 
here since it is contained in what is generally regarded as the main body of Isaiah's OANs, i.e. chapters 13-23. 
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Egypt Isa 20:5; 
Ezek. 29:3, 
9; 30:6,18; 
31:10, 14; 
32:2, 12 
Ezek 32:2 Isa 20:6 Isa 19:11, 
13 
Kedar and 
Hazor 
Jer 49:31 
Lebanon Zech 11:2-3 
Moab Isa 16:6; 
25:11, 12; 
Jer 48:29, 
30; Zeph 
2:8, 10 
Am 2:1 Jer 48:7, 13 Am 2:1 Jer 48:26, 
42 
Philistia Zech 9:6 Am 1:6 Am 1:6; 
Zech 9:7 
Tyre(+ 
Sidon and 
Philistia in 
Joel) 
Isa 23:9; 
Ezek 27:3; 
28:2, 5, 6, 
17 
Ezek 
28:15; 
Am 1:9 
Ezek 
28:16; (Jo 
3:19- in 
context of 
Judah) 
Ezek 
28:17 
Valley of 
. • 599 
Vision 
Isa 22:8 
Having 
amassed 
wealth 
Idolatry Scorning 
temple 
Wronging 
own 
country 
Astrology Transgressing 
laws, covenant 
Not 
celebrating 
feast 
Ammon Ezek 25:3 
Assyria Nah3;16 Nah 1:15 
Babylon Jer51:13 Jer 50:38 Jer 51:51 Isa 14:20 Isa 47:12-
13 
Damascus 
Earth (Isa) / 
General 
(Joel) / 
Jerusalem's 
enemies 
(Zechariah) 
Isa 24:5 Zech 14:17-
18 
Edom/ 
Mount Seir 
Egypt 
Kedar and 
Hazor 
Lebanon 
Moab Jer 
48:35 
Philistia 
Tyre (+ 
Sidon and 
Philistia in 
Joel) 
Zech 9:3 Ezek 26:17 
Valley of 
vision 
Table 8: Nations' Sins in the OANs against Israel / Judah 
Possessing Oppressing Taking Delivering Not Being Mocking Thinking 
land of / Doing vengeance Israel to showing unreliable / Judah is 
Judah violence to on Judah sword mercy allies of Scorning like all 
599 See footnote 598. 
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/ Taking 
captive / 
Selling / 
Plundering 
Israelites 
to/ 
helping 
Israel 
Israel Israel / 
Rejoicing 
at her 
downfall 
the 
nations 
Ammon Jer 49:1-2 Am 1:13 (of. Dt 
23:4) 
Ezek 
25:3, 6; 
Zeph 2:8, 
10 
Babylon Isa 14:2; Jer 
50:7, 17, 
33; 51:24 
Isa 47:6 
Damascus Am 1:3 
Earth (Isa)/ 
General 
(Joel) / 
Jerusalem's 
enemies 
(Zechariah) 
Jo 3:3; Zech 
14:12 
Edom / 
Mount Seir 
Am 1:11; 
Oba 10, 13-
14 
Ezek 
25:12 
Ezek 35:5 Am 
1:11; 
Oba 11 
Ezek 
35:15; 
Oba 12-
13 
Egypt Ezek 29:6-
7 
Moab (cf. Dt 
23:4) 
Jer 48:27; 
Zeph 2:8, 
10 
Ezek 25:8 
Philistia Zech 9:8 Ezek 
25:15 
Am 1:6? 
Sidon Ezek 
28:24, 26 
Tyre (+ 
Sidon and 
Philistia in 
Joel) 
Jo 3:5, 6, 19 Am 1:9 Am 1.9 Ezek 26:2 
Nations that are not accused of any sins are not included in Table 7 and Table 8, e.g. Elam in both tables, Sidon 
(as its own entry) in Table 7, and Kedar and Hazor, Valley of Vision, Assyria and Lebanon in Table 8. 
Italicised: sin is implied 
Strangely, idolatry is not often listed as one of the reasons; so Jeremiah 50:38 and the 
possible allusion to Moab's idolatry in Jeremiah 48:35 are unusual in this respect. 
Nonetheless, Moab's main offences are those which are common to the foreign nations. For, 
apart from trusting in her own deeds and treasures (v. 7) Moab's offences are that: she had 
been at ease since her youth (v. 11); relied on Chemosh (v. 13); magnified herself against 
YHWH ( w . 26, 42); mocked Israel (v. 27); and was proud (vv. 29-30). •"'13 in verse 30 
may also indicate boasting and the reference to sacrificing on high places in verse 35 may 
imply that Moab is judged for idolatry. In addition to these specific reasons, verse 44 
reveals that Moab's destruction was punishment and verses 21 and 47 that it was 
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The book of Jeremiah does not always provide a reason for a nation's catastrophe (see the 
oracles concerning Philistia, Damascus and Elam). Sometimes it alludes to a nation's 
wrongdoing or refers to it in general terms, such as YHWH's ilOpD DV 'day of 
vengeance' upon Egypt when he would avenge (Dp^) himself on her (46:10 - see also 46:21, 
25), or what seems (particularly given Jeremiah 48:11) to be an implicit condemnation of 
Kedar and Razor's ease Obv3) and security (nD3) (49:31). At other times nations are 
accused, like Moab, of specific sins. That is: Ammon is indicted for mistreating Judah 
(49:1-2), boasting (49:4)^°" and trusting in her treasures (49:4); Edom is accused of losing 
her wisdom (49:7) and being arrogant (49:16); and Babylon is blamed for mistreating and 
oppressing Israel (50:7, 17, 33; 51:24), sinning against YHWH (50:14, 24), wronging others 
(50:15, 29, 49), arrogance (50:31, 32, 44), idolatry (50:38) and being abundant in treasures 
(51:13). Although it is not an indictment as such, in 51 -51 Israel grieves that aliens have 
entered YHWH's holy place. Thus there is no standard pattern regarding whether the 
grounds for a nation's punishment are specified in Jeremiah or, i f they are, how explicitly 
they are presented. This same variety exists generally in the OANs (for example, Is. 13-23, 
Ezek. 25-32, Amos 1-2, Obadiah and Nahum). 
It can be seen from the above that Babylon and Moab are accused in Jeremiah of having 
committed most of the common sins of all the other nations combined (both in Jeremiah and 
the OT OANs in general) and thus stand out from the rest of the nations in terms of the 
extent of their wrongdoing as well as in respect to their predicament being a result of 
YHWH's UDtffQ (see Chapter Six). I f commentators are correct that Babylon should be 
treated separately fi-om the other nations then it could be argued that Moab stands as a 
'model' OAN in chapters 46-49 and Babylon stands on its own at the end. Babylon is also 
conspicuous in Isaiah in terms of the number of indictments given (Is. 13:11,19; 14:2, 5-6, 
20; 47:6, 7, 8, 10), as in Ezekiel are Tyre (Ezek. 26:2, 17; 27:3; 28:2, 5, 6, 16, 17), Mount 
Seir(Ezek, 35:5,6, 11, 13, 15) and Egypt (Ezek. 29:3,6-7, 9, 16; 30:6, 18; 31:10, 14; 32:2, 
12). As well, as Table 9 shows, Jeremiah 48 incorporates most of the sins of which Moab 
herself is accused elsewhere in the OT OANs (pride, arrogance, oppression of Israel / Judah, 
setting herself up against YHWH) and in this respect provides a comprehensive summary of 
the rest. 
' The Hebrew uses the Hithpael ofbhn for boasting in Jeremiah 49:4; this is different from the possible 
lusion to Moab's boastinp CniTi^ in it^romi^h As-in„„A i^^-.^u ir.^ allusion to oab's boasting (•• '^3) in Jeremiah 48:30 and Isaiah 16:6. 
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Table 9: Reasons for Mpab's Judgment in Jer. 48 Found Elsewhere in OANs 
Jeremiah's Reasons for 
Moab's Judgment (48) 
Other Nations Accused of 
the Same Sin in Jeremiah 
46-51 
Moab Accused of the Same 
Sin in Other Prophetic Books 
Trusting in treasures Arnmpn 
Being at ease Kedax and Hazor 
Confidence in her god / 
idolatry 
Babylon 
Making herself great against 
YHWH 
Babylon (cfPs83:6) 
Boasting Ammon Isa. 16:6 
Taunting / mocking Israel / 
Judah 
Ammon, Babylon Ezek. 25:8; Zeph. 2:8, 10 
Pride / arrogance Edom, Babylon Isa. 16:6; 25:11-12; Zeph. 2:8, 
10 
The reasons for Moab's destruction are interspersed throughout the oracle, although the 
centre of the chapter (48:26-30) contains the core of them. Similarly, the explanations in 
Jeremiah's other OANs for a nation's catastrophe tend to be scattered over the oracle rather 
than appearing all together in one place. In fact, apart from Amos, there is no set formula 
where the reasons appear in the OANs in other prophetic books though, like Jeremiah, they 
tend to occur at intervals throughout the oracle except at the end. Although some prophets 
do display a preference for a certain structure, this is not universally applied. For instance 
Ezekiel begins some oracles with an indictment of a specific offence (25:3, 8, 12, 15 ; 26:2) 
and ends some of these (as Jer. 48 does) with a general reminder that this is YHWH's 
Qioatc; 'judgments', ni2p2 'vengeance', or mn3in 'reproofs' (25:11, 14, 17). 
In summary, then, Jeremiah's oracle against Moab is typical (as are Jeremiah's OANs in 
general) of other OT OANs in several ways. First, Moab is accused of sins that are common 
to the OANs. Secondly, the oracle appears in a collection where some oracles provide a 
rationale for the calamities and some do not. Thirdly, the reasons tend to be individually 
introduced at intervals as the oracle progresses. Fourthly, as seen from Chapter Six, its use 
of is not unusual, particularly in the way that the oracle ends with a reference to it. 
At the same time, it is an oracle that contains more condemnations than most. Indeed, of all 
the prophetic passages that speak against Moab, Jeremiah's oracle contains the most reasons 
for her judgment. So, then, Jeremiah 48 is not only comprehensive in terms of the scope of 
the places cited, but also with regard to the reasons provided for Moab's judgment. Hence, 
in this respect, it would seem that Moab may function as an example OAN for Jeremiah 46-
49 (as it seems Babylon does in Isaiah and Tyre, Edom and Egypt do in Ezekiel). 
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Sword (v. 10) 
The rhetoric of the first few verses of Jererniah 48 finds its climax in verse 10 with the harsh 
curse, as has been discussed at length in Chapter Six. As the text stands now, i f verse 9 is a 
call to help Moab, then verse 10 is a striking reversal and thus this first section of the oracle 
concludes with a surprise. This is not the only part of the oracle to end this way, for, as has 
already been pointed out, the entire chapter ends on a startlingly positive note for Moab. 
Summary 
Perhaps the most striking element to come out of these verses is the rhetoric employed to 
portray the seriousness of the words of the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel, upon Moab. 
That this is a communication specifically between YHWH and Moab is indicated by the 
superscription in which these two actors are named. The first word of the oracle, "^ in, sets 
the tone: Moab's time is up. The amount of place names and the repeated references to 
make it clear that Moab's destruction extends across all her land and the ominous, 
even macabre, word plays on the place names (for example, Madmen and blood) is a further 
way of linking Moab inextricably with destruction. The various terms used to denote her 
devastation emphasise the inevitability and intensity of the catastrophe and the reference to 
Chemosh's exile show that it affects all aspects of Moabite society. That Moab is addressed 
in the second person (common to the OANs) brings an immediacy to the oracle, as does the 
second person address to other parties. Swapping between audiences and switching between 
literary styles (description, threat, lament, summons to help, curse) results in swift scene 
changes that draw the hearer / reader in to the chaotic situation. A variety of vivid 
metaphors increase this effect, as does the change in agent and means of punishment. It is 
apparent that Jeremiah 48 does not so much tell a sequential story as paint a picture. 
Therefore a reading of the chapter may best be represented as a film rather than as text (see 
Codas 1 and 2). 
The reasons for Moab's judgment are typical of those given in other OT OANs, though 
Jeremiah 48 contains more than the average. In verse 7 she is punished for misplaced trust 
in her own deeds and treasures. This reading is enriched for the Christian by the parable of 
the rich fool, the rich man and Lazarus, the wise and foolish builders and verses such as 
James 1:11. The NT spells out that the underlying foundation of confidence should be 
Christ and his words and that one should seek to store up treasures in heaven, not on earth. 
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Vierses 11-13: Undisturbed Wine tipped Out 
One of the most interesting features about the wine metaphor in verses 11-13 is that it is split 
across poetry and prose, though modem English translations and commentators are not 
always agreed on which verses are which.^"' Kugel has famously drawn attention to the 
difficulty in distinguishing poetry from prose, and when, in conclusion to The Idea of 
Biblical Poetry, he avers that 'the whole notion of biblical poetry is both right and wrong', 
one wonders that there is any consensus at all.^°^ Since the mix does not detract from the 
metaphor as a whole or create a break in subject, it will not be discussed further here. That 
the metaphor is composed of both poetry and prose, however, does perhaps reflect the fluid 
way in which Jeremiah 48 has been constructed. 
In Jeremiah 25, YHWH threatened that the nations would be forced to drink the cup of the 
wane of his wrath, an image that is used later in Jeremiah 48. Wine imagery is utilised a 
number of times in Jeremiah 48 and on each occasion Moab assumes a different 
metaphorical role in the viniculture process. Here, in verses 11-13 she is the wine, in verse 
26 she is the one who will drink the wine of YHWH's wrath in keeping with chapter 25, 
whilst in verse 32-33 she is the wine producer. Whereas the winemaking process has been 
successfully completed in verses 11-13, by the time the oracle has passed the halfway point, 
Moab's grapes are hot even being harvested. This may indicate a progression in YHWH's 
judgment on Moab, perhaps even an intensification of it. At any rate, the recurrence of the 
wine metaphor is one method by which the theme of judgment runs through the oracle. 
I f the first ten verses do act as a kind of introductory summary to the chapter, then it makes 
sense that they are written in plainer language and that once the scene has been set, more 
pictorial forms can be used. YHWH (described in the first person for the first time in verse 
12) is the one to cause Moab to be poured out. YHWH as the one who controls Moab's fate 
is in contrast to Chemosh and Bethel in verse 13 and their impotence highlights YHWH's 
omnipotence (though this is not the language of the Hebrew text). 
Those who consider verses 11-13 to be all poetry: NIV; Feinberg 1982:302; Freedman 1949:304-305; Miller 
2001:887; Thompson 1980:705. Those who deem verse I I to be poetry and verses 12-13 as prose: NASB; 
NRSV; Jewish Study Bible; REB; Allen 2008:474; Brueggemann 1998b:444-445; Carroll 1986:785; Clements 
1988:252; Lundbom 2004b:263; McKane 1996:1168; McKeating 1999:204. Those who see only verse 13 as 
prose: Holladay 1989:342, 346; Rudolph 1968:276, 280; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:304, 
315; Volz 1920:309; Volz 1928:406; Weiser 1955:406. NEB has only verse 12 as prose. 
Kugel 1981:286 
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Moab's Ease (v. 11) 
Verse 11 does not accuse Moab of any obvious misdemeanour, but the ease in which Moab 
dwells. This key concern is emphasised by a piling up of terms that is characteristic of 
Jeremiah. In fact her undisturbed state is described in six different ways: Moab has been at 
ease (]KIZ7); undisturbed on his dregs (T'")QC;"'PK...t3pE;); not been emptied (pnn -x '?) ; not 
gone into exile (^':?n i<b n'piaD); and thus retains his flavour (IQyo "TOy); and his aroma 
has not changed (-1Q3 x'p i m i ) . It would seem here, at least, that Moab's ease is the sole 
reason why YHWH wil l send his cohort to tip him over, empty his vessels and shatter his^ '^ ^ 
jars.^°^ 
Most commentators use either 'complacent' or 'complacency' at some point in their exegesis 
of this verse.^°^ This is possibly because, like Holladay, they consider that the phrase 
T'~IQE7"'?K Kin DpBJT '(and) undisturbed on his dregs' is proverbial for complacency. 
Certainly, complacency would cohere with the theme of Moab's pride that seems to run 
through the chapter, such as her self-confidence in verse 7 and smug certainty of her own 
ability in war in verse 14. Alternatively, commentators may have been influenced by a 
common understanding of •n">~lQE7"':5y •"'KSpn in Zephaniah 1:12, as 'the people who 
rest complacently on their dregs' and read one text in the light of the other. 
There is a strong rhetorical element in verse 11 for it exaggerates Moab's undisturbed 
history according to the rest of the OT. For instance, David subjugated Moab during his 
reign (2 Sam. 8:2), and Ahab exacted annual tribute from her (2 Kings 1:1; 3:4-5). Even 
Jeremiah 48 itself reuses a song (found in Num. 21:28-29) concerning Moab's change of 
ownership (48:45-46). In other words, even before Israel had seriously started to settle in 
Canaan, Israel's tradition portrays Heshbon as having been tipped from vessel to vessel.^°^ 
So then, the only part of Jeremiah 48:11 that really can be said about Moab is that she was 
not taken into exile. In fact, though some commentators assert or imply that Moab had had 
603 
604 
605 
The MT has 'their' rather than 'his' at this point. 
See also Carroll 1986:784-785; McKane 1996:1167 
Brueggemann 1998c:444; Clements 1988:253; Fretheim 2002:599; Holladay 1989:358; Jones 1992:499, 
503, 504; Kidner 1987:142; Lundbom 2004b:266; McKeating 1999:205; Miller 2001:891; Smothers in Keown, 
Scalise and Smothers 1995:314; Stulman 2005:362; Sweeney 2004a: 1021; Thompson 1980:705. Duhm, 
Rudolph and Volz do not speak about verse 11 in terms of complacency, but Weiser (1955:406) uses the word 
'selbstsicher' (self-confident, self-reliant). 
Holladay 1989:358 
This coheres with the account of history given by Maxwell Miller (1992:883), including Moab's own 
tradition according to the Moabite stone. 
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an untroubled existence,^"* most understand the claims of 48:11 to mean merely that Moab 
had been spared exile (or, with Lundbom, that she had had peace for a while).^^^ 
That exile is not solely envisaged in Jeremiah 48:11, however, is hinted at by the use of jXE? 
and Dptff. For, whilst Miller notes that 'being at ease' is ambiguous in its meaning,^"^ (a 
word employed only in the prophetic literature of the OT) means being quiet, without 
anxiety, secure, at rest; a siense that the dictionaries ascribe to its use in Jeremiah 48:11 
In other words, it seems clear that the rhetoric of verse 11 gives 'an idyllic and unreal 
description in view of the troubled history of all the small nations during the Assyrian 
period', to use Carroll's words.^'^ Such a skewed perspective is typical of anger, jealousy, 
or resentment and thus the unrealistic description of Moab in verse 11 may hint at YHWH's 
anger. Might it be that YHWH cannot bear to look on wicked nations still at ease when his 
punishment of Israel and Judah has involved totally uprooting them and sending them into 
exile? 
Zechariah 1:14-15 is a text which 'attests tp a divine announcement that the Lord is jealous 
for Jerusalem and Zion and very angry with the nations "that are at ease" (]3Xtt?). They 
made the disaster of the Lord's anger against Jerusalem even worse.'^'"' Though there is no 
mention of YHWH's anger in Jeremiah 48:11, in Zechariah 1:15 it is explicit: b l lD I^P'^ 
*^2p ""^ K '(and) I am greatly angry with anger', as is the link to Israel and Judah. Most 
Zechariah commentators consider that YHWH's anger stems fi-om the nations overstepping 
the limits of their divine commission to punish Israel.^''' 
Psalm 123:4 may further illumine Zechariah 1:15 and Jeremiah 48:11 (and 48:27) when it 
attributes the 'scoffing' of YHWH's people to ••'D3XE;rT 'those who are at ease'. A 
final text worth noting is Ezekiel 16:49 in which Sodom is described as guilty because she 
608 
609 
Calvin 1855b: 15-16; Jones 1992:503; McKane 1996:1166-1167; Stulman 2005:362 
Brueggemann I998c:445; Duhm 1901:347; Feinberg:303; Freedman 1949.304; Fretheim 2002:599; 
Lundbom 2004b:265; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:314; Rudolph 1968:279; Sweeney 
2004a: 1021; Thompson 1980:705; Weiser 1955:406 
^'^ Miller 2001:891 
^" Baumgartner and Stamm 1999:1375; BDB; Oswah 1997:10; Thiel 2004:265. The adjectival form, ]3KC7, 
tends to be defined in dictionaries as 'carefi-ee self-confidence' or describing 'iliusionary security' 
(Baumgartner and Stamm 1999:1375; Thiel 2004:265, 267) or even 'careless, wanton, arrogant' (BDB). 
Baumgartner and Stamm translate it 'carefree' in Zechariah 1:15 and 'self-confident' in Psalm 123:4. 
Carroll 1986:784 
'^^  Miller 2001:891 
614 
Jones 1962:60; Mitchell, Smith and Bewer 1912:126; Thomas in Thomas and Speers 19561062- Zvi 
2004:1251 
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had exaltation ( ] l l« )^ '^ abimdant food and lived in quiet ease (DpE7n hlSci) yet did not 
help the poor and needy. This demonstrates that responsibility towards the poor was not 
only the rubric of Israel / Judah. Given the OT's concern for the poor and needy, the 
implicit assumption behind Jeremiah 48:11 might be that Moab did not share her wealth 
appropriately. 
Chemosh and Bethel Shamed (v. 13) 
Israel is only mentioned by name three times in Jeremiah 48: in verses 1,13 and 27. The 
first instance seems almost incidental, for it is in an appellation of YHWH; bxiij?'' Tl':'}*. 
However, this designation assumes a greater significance in the light of verse 13, for here, 
despite 48:1 having explicitly stated that YHWH is Israel's God, we learn that Israel has 
placed her confidence elsewhere. One implication of verse 13 seems to be that YHWH was 
not the object of Israel's shame and that her exile was not due to his failure to protect her. 
Instead, the inference is that YHWH himself was the cause of Israel's predicament. Pre-
empting such possible objections to YHWH's potency paves the way for the declaration of 
his sovereignty in verse 15. 
In verse 1, Israel's God shamed Moab, which, presumably, evoked in Moab a sense of 
shame concerning herself In verse 13, the shame is turned outwards towards the deity who 
has failed her. The message of verse 7 with its indictment about false trust resounds in this 
verse and similar points could be made. Verse 13 also makes explicit Chemosh's impotence, 
whereas this is only implied in verse 7. The presentation of misplaced trust in verse 13 is 
also more subtly nuanced for whilst trust in self and hubris might be part of what Fretheim 
calls 'natural law', trust in one's deity is less obviously an offence. The same cannot be said 
of Israel, for she had trusted in a deity other than her own, a sin she had been repeatedly 
warned against (including on the tablets of stone). Therefore, whilst Moab's predicament is 
placed in parallel with Israel's in verse 13, and Chemosh and Bethel are both shamed, 
Moab's and Israel's offences are somewhat different. 
Furthermore, whilst verse 13 might appear to be an equaliser between Moab and Judah 
because it juxtaposes their shame of Chemosh and Bethel, verse 27 disabuses one of such an 
idea. Israel may have been ashamed of Bethel, but she is not to be made a laughingstock by 
Though NRSV and other versions translate ]1i<2 'pride', in this context it seems to be better translated by 
'exaltation' since the other descriptions in the list (abundant food and ease) are not necessarily negative 
qualities. 
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Moab. In this third and final reference to Israel in the chapter, it is plain that YHWH is still 
Israel's God as announced in verse 1 and that he has not ceased to look after her interests, 
despite sending her into exile. 
Summary 
In summary, then, the wine metaphor in Jeremiah 48:11-13 is especially ominous given the 
threat in Jeremiah 25. It seems clear that Jeremiah 48:11 is primarily concerned with what it 
sees as Moab's ease, which is indicated by the piling up of terms used to emphasise this 
undisturbed state and the exaggerated account of Moab's history in language which implies 
peacefiil security. Moab's undisturbed condition might have disturbed YHWH because of 
jealousy for Israel, but it seems that at least in part it is due to Moab's complacency. The 
intertextual resonance in Zechariah 1:15 affirms that the nations at ease made YHWH angry 
whilst that of Psalm 123:4 implies that this might have been because they scoffed at Israel. 
Ezekiel 16:49 niight also suggest that Moab was irresponsible with her wealth. 
Although Jeremiah 48:13 places Israel and Judah side by side in their shame due to their 
misplaced trust, verses 1 and 27 are indicators that YHWH is still Israel's God and wil l 
avenge her. Verse 27 wil l be discussed more fiiUy in the next section. There is also an 
implicit claim in verse 13 that Israel's exile was at YHWH's behest, and not because he had 
been conquered by a more powerfijl deity. Such a clarification opens the way for verse 15's 
declaration of YHWH's sovereignty. 
Verses 14-28: Thie King Commands 
The section begins with a rhetorical question asking Moab how she can say she is strong and 
ready for battle (v. 14) when the strongest of them has been destroyed (v. 15). The words of 
destruction are given immediate force by the fact they issue from the mouth of mn"' ~[b?3n 
IDtt? n*lH32J 'the King whose name is YHWH of hosts' (v. 15) and, as some point out, 
YHWH's power is in contrast to Moab's.^'^ Stulman notes that in verse 15, the first become 
last and that this inversion of categories recurs throughout the chapter.^ 
Then, as Carroll observes, the imminence of Moab's distress is made plain by the words of 
verse 16,-TKQ m n o i n y n Kin"? nxiQ-T'i i anp 'The calamity of Moab is coming 
Brueggemann 1998b:447; Calvin 1855b:21; Lundbom 2004b:272; Miller 2001:891-892 
Stulman 2005:363 
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near. And his distress hastens exceedingly'. This imminence is further reinforced by the 
style of the verses that follow (vv. 17-20), that is, the imperatives given to Moab and her 
neighbours regarding how they are to respond to the disaster. For, as discussed above, the 
constant swapping between addressees and referring to Moab in the third and second person 
brings an immediacy and urgency to the text, as Volz recognises, as well. Yet verses 14-28 
increase the intensity since here the text not only moves between addressing Moab's 
neighbours (v. 17), Moab herself ( w . 14, 18-19, 27-28) and Moab's enemies (v. 26), but it 
also piles imperatives one on another: 'Mourn...Say' (v. 17), '*"*"'3E7T..."'~ri 
'Come down...and sit' (v. 18), -^sai ""-ipSJ 'Stand and keep watch' (v. 19),-'1Ql<...^ bKlZ7 
'Ask...say' (v. 19),1-T''an '^ '^^ iprn '^ '^ l':'^ '?^ n 'Howl and cry out, Declare' (v. 20), 
inn-'StPil 'Make hini drunk' (v. 26),rm...i:DE?"!...n3TV 'Leave..,and dwell...and be' (v. 
28).^^' 
Verses 21-24 explicitly describe Moab's predicament as DDCPQ 'judgment' and highUght the 
extensive nature of the damage to be inflicted by citing the places affected. The loss of 
Moab's power is reiterated in verse 25 by the breaking of her horn and arm. This verse is an 
ironic reminder that whereas Moab had thought herself strong and powerful (v. 14), nothing 
could be further from the truth. This theme of pride coming before a fall runs through the 
Old and New Testaments, fi-om Israel (Prov. 16:18) and Moab (Jer. 48:14-15,25) to the 
church (1 Cor. 10; 12). Al l these passages paint a rather metaphorical picture of pride 
leading to shame, so it is less a matter of Christians doing a figural reading of Jeremiah 
48:14-15, 25 at this point and more that these verses give a vivid depiction of the metaphor 
in 1 Corinthians 10:12. 
It appears that disrobing Moab of her power is not enough, for verse 26 commands her 
enemies (presumably) to rhake her drunk so that she wil l roll in her vomit and become a 
laughingstock. The reference to making Moab drunk in 48:26 is undoubtedly part of the 
motif about making the nations drink of the cup of wine of YHWH's wrath in Jeremiah 25. 
This motif is an enduring theme that is picked up again in Revelation 14 (in relation to 
Babylon). It occurs in the oracles concerning Edom (49:12) and Babylon (51:39, 57), 
though only Moab is made to vomit (Babylon sleeps forever and the oracle concerning 
Qere quoted: Ketib is ''2V'' 
Qere quoted: Ketib is •''?''b"'rr 
Qere quoted: Ketib is ""pun 
See also Volz 1928:411; Carroll 1986:785 
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Edom does not divulge particulars) in keeping with 25:27. Moreover, not only does Moab 
vomit, but she pSD 'claps' in her vomit, though pSD is a strange word in its context."^ 
Nevertheless, the picture is vivid (as it is throughout Jeremiah 48) and i f verses 14-24 are 
intense with regard to the extent and the imminence of Moab's destruction, the portrayal of 
Moab's shame here in verse 26 is equally forceful. 
Making Herself Great Against YHWH (vv. 26, 42) 
Whilst 48:26 at least presents us with a tangible wrongdoing of Moab's, once again this is a 
verse which tells only half a story. First, it does not explain in what way b"'"ran m r f ' S y 
'(s)he made herself great against YHWH' (see also 48:42). Secondly, as Brueggemann 
points out: 
The indictment, on the face of it, is more than a little curious, because Moab would 
not have imagined itself in any way in relation to YHWH. The text, however, never 
reflects upon or explains why Moab should be responsive or submissive to YHWH. 
The text simply assumes this to be the case, and fiirther assumes that Moab should 
know about this definitional relation. That Yahwistic claim, which is fomdational to 
all these "Oracles against the Nations", is a daring act of rhetoric which insists upon 
cormections where others do not notice or acknowledge them. Moab's failure is a 
failure to come to terms with the rule of YHWH, a rule which is the driving power of 
this poetry.^ '^ ^ 
Whilst Brueggemann is surely correct that the daring rhetoric insists that Moab is also under 
YHWH's rule, Jeremiah's language need not imply that Moab should know about this 
relationship. There may not have been any intentionality behind Moab's behaviour, but she 
is nevertheless accountable. 
Although verse 26 does not explain what it means by Moab making herself great against 
YHAVH, verse 27 continues with the pointed remark, bxiE?-' -[b n^n pnE7n Kl*? DNT 
'Now surely Israel was a laughingstock to you.'"'* Thus, it seems, Moab's mockery of Israel 
might be associated with making herself great against YHWH. That is, by exalting herself 
Carroll 1986:787; Lundbom 2004b:283; McKane 1996:1179 
Brueggemann 1998c:446 
624 
This verse 'has caused much difficulty for translators' (Lundbom 2004b:284) and Lundbom's rather unique 
franslation will be discussed in due course. For the rest, the problems lie mainly in how to make sense of the 
verse, whether one translates Hlb DX as an asseverative or an interrogative and whether n is to be translated as 
the definite article or an interrogative. However, Holladay (1989:360) argues that there is little difference in 
meaning whether one translates it, 'Surely for you Israel has become a laughingstock' or as a rhetorical 
question, 'Has Israel nol been for you a laughingstock?' (emphasis mine). 
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over Judah, Moab exalts herself over Y H W H . ^ ^ ^ In fact, sin against Israel / Judah is the sin 
in both verses in the Targum, for verse 26 accuses Moab of 13"nnK ''VI Npy bi?"^ 
'making himself great against the people of Y H W H ' . The Targum may be harmonising its 
translation with Zephaniah 2:10. For Zephaniah 2:8-10 is a short oracle against Moab and 
Ammon which threatens to punish them for reproaching / taunting (^"in) Israel, for their 
]1Xa 'pride' and because mK3S mn"' UVblJ ib l^- ' l '(and) they made themselves great 
against the people of Y H W H of hosts.' Whether or not Targum harmonises the texts, 
Zephaniah 2:8-10 may itself be a clue that pride against Y H W H ' s people is pride against 
himself, for in both this text and Jeremiah 48:27, Moab is condemned for taimting Israel. 
Zephaniah 2:8-10 also brings the whole into the context of Moab's and Ammon's an 
explicit reference to the pride that is implied by ^''larT mrf''"':'!? in Jeremiah 48:26. 
In fact, it is hubris that Carroll thinks is the root of the accusation in verse 42, a verse which 
also accuses Moab of'?"'ian mn*'"'?:?.^ '^' In the immediate context of verse 42 there is no 
equivalent verse to 27 and therefore no ftirther illumining of what exaltation against YHWH 
might entail. Therefore, as Miller asserts, 'The clues must be taken from the earlier 
context.' That is, despite the fact that verse 42 may well have been the original one and 
verse 26 the copy, in the final form of the canon, verse 42 seems to act as a reference back to 
verses 26-27. 
I f arrogance against YHWH is to be equated with arrogance against Israel, then verse 26 is 
perhaps a less 'daring act of rhetoric' than Brueggemann supposes, for Moab could have 
'known better' than to shame another nation by making it a laughingstock and should have 
been responsive to Israel, i f not YHWH. Even so, it is still daring for the text to elevate this 
offence to the level of a sin against YHWH, which is largely Brueggemann's point. For, as 
in verse 7, the consequences of Moab's sin in 48:27 turn out to be bigger than she rnight 
have imagined. 
625 
Allen 2008:482; Brueggemann 1998c:447; Calvin 1855b:29-30, 47; Carroll 1986:788; Fretheim 2002:601-
Lundbom 2004b:283, 305; McKeating 1999:206; Miller 2001:892; Rudolph 1968:281; Smothers in Keown, ' 
Scalise and Smothers 1995:317; Sweeney 2004a: 1024; Weiser 1955:407-408 
Sperber 1992:244 (Qere version) 
Carroll 1986:795 
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Caught Among Thieves (v. 27) 
As normally translated, the rhetorical question in verse 27, D"'32a3"'DK, expects the 
answer, "No, Israel was not caught amongst thieves."^^^ However, not only does the text 
dare to imply that Israel is undeserving of Moab's mockery, but the metaphor used to 
describe her 'innocent' status is that used elsewhere in the book to denote her guih (though it 
is possible that the text refers to a time other than 721 BCE). In 2:26 she is described as a 
thief and in 2:34 she is accused of treating others as robbers. It may simply be that the two 
texts are making different rhetorical points in the way that Deuteronomy 7:7 and 10:22 do. 
For Israel is described as a small nation in Deuteronomy 7:7 in order to demonstrate that her 
election was YHWH's initiative, whereas in 10:22 she is described as a large nation as 
demonstration of fulfilment of the Abrahamic promise. 
On the other hand, the reuse of this metaphor in 48:27 may be to indicate that Israel's guilt 
before YHWH does not mean that she is guilty before Moab (also see the above remarks on 
verse 13). I f this is the case then it is almost a reverse of what has just been discussed, that 
is, that Moab's guilt before Israel is guilt before YHWH. In this way, then, these two verses 
seem to invert what Moab's common perception might have been. Her own offences are 
portrayed as worse than she had probably anticipated, whilst the sins of the other (Israel) 
suddenly become non-existent, at least as far as Moab is concerned. Commentators dp not 
point out this inversion, although they note Israel's innocence and / or the inappropriateness 
of Moab's mockery of her. 
Lundbom's approach is distinct from that of most because it relies on a translation of verse 
27 that addresses Israel, not Moab (I can find no version that translates the text in a similar 
way);^^' 
•f? HTr pnE?n Xl'? D X T Thensurely thejoke is for you, 
SsNIE?-' Israel, 
i f among thieves he has been found. 
m D n n "["""ini For more than all your words against him, 
you will shake your head! '^'^  
Whether translated as a rhetorical question or strong indicative (see footnote 624), the sense is the same. 
""Calvin 1855b:30; Carroll 1986:789 
ASV, AV, ESV, Geneva Bible, JPS, NAB, NASB, NEB, REB, NET, NIV, New Jerusalem Bible, New 
Living Translation, (RSV and) NRSV, Holladay, McKane, Smothers and Freedman 
Lundbom 2004b:282 
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Lundbom explains that this translation can make sense i f X l b DK is translated 'surely', the 
n as a definite article ('the joke') and not an interrogative, '^ ^"lE?"' is taken as a vocative and 
the second DK has the usual meaning of ' i f . He argues that his translation is more logical 
than die usual rendition since ' I t makes little sense to ask i f Israel has been caught among 
thieves, because it has (cf 2:26, 34).'^" 
However, there are two linguistic considerations to be noted, one of which would tend away 
from Lundbom's proposal and the other which would support it. The first is the presence of 
nTt, for i f Lundbom is correct that the present tense is intended, then one would expect no 
verb to represent 'to be'. Secondly, Lundbom accepts the Qere K i^QD 'he has been found', 
whereas the Kefiv reads nN25Q3 'she has been found'. The masculine form, coheres 
with the masculine pronouns for Moab used in verse 26 and would therefore suggest the 
same party. However, there are no other positive comments directed towards Israel, nor is 
she addressed elsewhere in the oracle. Thus, there are no precedents in the chapter to lend 
support to Lundbom's translation. Therefore, whilst not dismissing Lundbom's alternative 
translation, I would tentatively accept the translation of the consensus. 
Summary 
In summary, then, the pace quickens and the intensity deepens in verses 14-28 in terms of 
the multiple voices and moods, in the graphic metaphors and by means of the word 3 i n p 
'near at hand' in verse 16. This intensity is increased with the imperatives that follow from 
verse 17. Moreover, Moab's predicament is a resuh of (YHWH's) judgment. YHWH's 
t3S27Q is explicit in verse 21 and implicit in verses 26-27 where there appears to be an 
allusion to YHWH's cup of wrath. Moab's pride has resulted in her shameful fall, a lesson 
that it is easily transferable to a Christian setting, particularly as the NT itself contains 
warnings of such. The rhetoric of verses 26-27 seems to invert the way Moab would likely 
have seen her own sins and those of Israel. 
Verses 29-39; Pride, Lament, Destruction 
Pride (vv. 29-30) 
Verse 29 reads, la*:) D n i m X J T i : i t i :n i n a a - T K Q nK:i 3Km-] lK3 1:17?3E7, which the 
NRSV translates 'We have heard of the pride of Moab - he is very proud - of his loftiness, 
Lundbom 2004b:284 
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his pride, and his arrogance, and the haughtiness of his heart.' In this short verse of ten 
words, eight are words or phrases that describe Moab's pride: "IliiJ 'pride'; "lt<D PlJta 
'exceedingly proud'; iiaa 'haughtiness'; 'pride'; mx? 'pride'; and 3^ DTI 
'haughtiness of heart'. Verse 30 adds another two words that depict Moab's problem: rT"13S7 
and 13. There is debate over the translation of both words, but with McKane and the 
majority, I accept rn3S7 as 'arrogance' and •'•"13 as 'boasting' as fitting the context.^^" 
Who the 'we' are in verse 29 is also open to debate,"^ but I would be inclined to view it as 
including YHWH, given that the T in the next verse denotes him. 
It is not surprising, given the eight ways in which Moab's pride is described in verses 29-30, 
that the next verse begins ]D"bS7, for surely she wil l 'therefore' be punished in some way. 
Such expectation does not account for Jeremiah's daring acts of rhetoric, however, and 
instead of a torrent of threats, YHWH's tears stream down the next few verses. Such 
surprises are perhaps characteristic of YHWH. 
The first person singular in verse 30 is explicitly designated as YHWH and from verse 31 he 
suddenly becomes the focus, eclipsing Moab's pride with his grief: 
'P-^ '^ ^K ' I will howl' (v. 31); 
pS7TK ' I wil l cry out' (v. 31); 
rrHiT' 'he wil l moan', though most translations accept the variant reading, njrrx ' I 
will moan' (v. 31); 
nD3X ' I wi l l weep' (v. 32); 
rrQrT'...''3':' 'my heart moans' (v. 36); 
and, again, nQn''...''3b 'my heart moans' (v. 36). 
Nevertheless, despite the twist in the p""?!? of verse 31, verses 32-36 inform us that Moab's 
pride will be punished. Commentators of Jeremiah 48 appear to have little to say regarding 
the significance of ]D"bs7 'upon ground of such conditions / therefore' that begins 48:31, 
which is surprising given that it is such a departure from the tone of the preceding verses. 
The situafion in Isaiah 16:7 is slightly simpler since it is Moab who mourns and 
For a discussion on this see: Allen 2008:482; Calvin 1855b:33, 34; Carroll 1986:789; Duhm 1901:350; 
Feinberg 1982:304; Freedman 1949:308; Fretheim 2002:601; Holladay 1989:343; Jones 1992:505; Lundbom 
2004b:286; McKane 1996:1183; Rudolph 1968:280; Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:305; 
Sweeney 2004a:1022; Thompson 1980:709; Volz 1928:407; Weiser 1955:401. 
For a discussion on this see: Calvin 1855b:32; Feinberg 1982:305; Freedman 1949:308; Fretheim 2002:601; 
Holladay 1989:352; Kidner 1987:142; McKane 1996:1182; Lundbom 2004b:288; Rudolph 1968:282; 
Thompson 1980:710; Volz 1928:407; Weiser 1955:408. 
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commentators generally understand her pride to have led to her fall and 'therefore' she 
636 
mourns. 
I would suggest that verses 29-38 form the climax of the oracle for three main reasons. First, 
nowhere else in the chapter is there such a diatribe of Moab. Secondly, this is the only place 
where YHWH pours out his grief over Moab. That one follows from the other creates acute 
tension at this point. Thirdly, the sharp change in focus from Moab to YHWH creates a 
turning point in the chapter. Before this point, there has only been one reference to YHWH 
in the first person: ib 'Tinbs?! '(and) I will send to him' (48:12) those who will tip him 
over. From verse 31, however, there are ten ( i f one accepts the variant reading in verse 31); 
in addition to his expressions of mourning (see above) there are: 
• 'n3»n ••'3p'>0 '(and) I have stopped the wine from the presses' (48:33), 
axis':) ^n3E7m '(and) I will make an end of Moab' (48:35), 
3X1Q-nx •'m32; ' I have broken Moab'(48:38) and 
• m p a nzt i l - ' ' ^ ^ X - i a x ' I will bring to her, to Moab, the year of their 
punishment / visitation' (48:44). 
As Fretheim points out, in these verses 'God hears and knows ( w . 29-30); God laments ( w . 
31-32, 36), and God judges ( w . 33, 35, 38).'"^ Moab's arrogance (m3S7) and pretentious 
idle talk ( C i a ) have indeed come to nothing ( ] D " K ' 7 ) . Not only is Moab destroyed, but 
even the rhetoric itself gives her less space as Moab's pride gives way to YHWH's moaning 
heart and his judgment. 
Lament (vv. 31-36) 
The verses in 48:31 -36 are perhaps the most poignant of the whole chapter and, as stated, the 
only ones in which YHWH himself is said specifically to mourn over Moab. Interestingly, 
in the Targum, YHWH has been removed altogether from the weeping and the wailing of 
48:31-36 and, instead, it is Moab herself that is said to mourn. Similariy, in LXX, YHWH's 
involvement is drastically reduced in these verses; only in 31:32 (a different text to MT in a 
number of ways) is the weeping attributed to the first person (YHWH) - see Chapter Two 
for a ftiller discussion on LXX. Turning back to MT, however, it is worth considering 
whether the lament is genuine or ironic. 
636 
637 
E.g. Goldingay 2001:111; Gray 1912:291; Wildberger 1997:146 
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Genuine or Ironic Lament 
The question over the genuineness of the lament arises because of the incongruity of 
mourning in the midst of such a harsh oracle of judgment. In addition, in the literary 
context, the lament is sung before the death of Moab, which might indicate that it is intended 
as a taunt. I f the lament is intended in mockery, then it retains the harshness of the oracles; 
i f the grief is genuine and also sincere (the two are not necessarily synonymous, as will be 
discussed), then mourning becomes the predominant tone, since it pervades the whole of the 
oracles. However, it seems to me that Jeremiah 48 is not intended as a mocking taunt for the 
following reasons. 
First, Isaiah 14:3-21 is an explicit example of a taimt over a foreign nation (Babylon) but 
Jeremiah 48 is not comparable to it. Tucker similarly points out regarding Isaiah 15-16 that 
'It lacks the marks of a taunting or ironic poem seen in the taunt song over the king of 
AIR 
Babylon (14:3-21).' Tucker does not elucidate what these markers might be, but his 
commentary on 14:3^21 suggests that the main marker is the use of btS/Q to describe the 
oracle. For, as Eissfeldt argues, >>E??3 is the name for a mocking saying as well as a 
proverb.*"'^  Jeremiah 48 does not use "PIPD. Another marker in Isaiah 14:3-21 is that it 
ironically uses "^""X 'how', characteristic of funeral dirges.^ '"^ This brings me to my second 
point. 
is characteristic of laments, yet when it is used in the prophets (apart from as an 
interrogative) it is employed more often in sarcastic mockery, usually in the context of 
OANs. That is: 'How the oppressor has ceased' (Is. 14:4), 'How you are cut down to the 
ground' (14:12), or in Jeremiah in the context of Moab as a laughingstock, 'How shattered it 
is!...How Moab has turned his back' (48:39); see also Jeremiah 49:25; 50:23 (twice); 51:41 
(twice); possibly Ezekiel 26:17 i f it is a mock dirge; Obadiah 1:6; Micah 2:4 (the only time it 
is used against Israel); and Zephaniah 2:15.^ "" Given that yii is so appropriate in the 
context of taunts against foreign nations and that it is used this way elsewhere in Jeremiah 
48, its absence in the lament parts of Jeremiah 48 might indicate that they are not taunts. 
Tucker 2001:168, 167 (quote on p. 167) 
Eissfeldt 1966:66, 93 
""Tucker 2001:158; see also Eissfeldt 1966:94, 95; Wildberger 1991:50, 56 
The instanees where it is not used in this way are Jeremiah 3:19 (though it is used ironically here), 9:18(19) 
and Obadiah 1:5. 
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Thirdly, i f the author is mocking Moab and her grief, then describing in detail the depth and 
extent of her mourning does not seem to be the best way to convey it. For surely mockery 
requires a certain amount of distancing from the mocked in order to be effective, whilst 
depictions of weeping are more appropriate in a text that invites sympathy. Indeed, although 
mock funeral dirges often ape genuine laments in the way that they compare the former 
greatness that existed before death with the current state at death,^^ they tend not to express 
sorrow or pain (ironic or otherwise) to the same extent. For instance, of the mocking dirges 
listed by Eissfeldt, Isaiah 14:3-21 and Ezekiel 28 do not contain any such sentiments and 
Isaiah 32 only commands the women to mourn (32:11-12). Ezekiel 27 is the sole one which 
communicates bitter wailing and even then it is only in three verses towards the end, 30-32. 
On the other hand, all those Eissfeldt lists as genuine laments (2 Sam. 1:17-27; 3:32-35; Jer. 
9; Lam. 1; 2; 4; Amos 5) do convey sadness and grief Thus i f expression of grief is an 
indicator of genuine mourning or mockery, it is likely that Jeremiah 48 is a legitimate 
lament. 
Fourthly, I cannot find examples where mourning attributed to YHWH, as it is in Jeremiah 
48, is meant as insincere or in mockery. Fifthly and finally, there is a lack of scholarly 
support for understanding the laments as mocking.^^ Nevertheless, Brian Jones argues 
strongly that the lament in Isaiah 15-16 is meant ironically and many of his observations and 
arguments are relevant to this study. Therefore, whilst it is not possible here to rehearse all 
his arguments, the following is a disputation of his salient points. '^*'' 
Response to Brian Jones 
Jones observes that the OANs frequently use the 'sarcasfic imperative', for example. Flee! 
Turn aside! Hide! Go down and mourn! Sit in the dust! (p.l27) However, the OANs also 
use such imperatives for Judah in ways that do not indicate sarcasm. There are three, 
possibly four, such examples in Jeremiah 50-51, none of which is generally taken to be 
642 Eissfeldt 1966:95-96 
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1989:349, 350, 351, 352, 353, 355, 361; Jones 1992:499, 501, 504; Kidner 1987:142; Lundbom 2004b:253, 
256, 277, 289, 290, 291, 295, 299, 301 (though Lundbom is unsure whether the weeping in vv. 31-32 is 
genuine); McKane 1996:1178, 1186, 1191 (though he sees the lament in vv. 31-32 as incongruous-p. 1186, 
and V. 17 as gloating-p. 1174); McKeating 1999:206, 207; Miller 2001:890-891; Rudolph 1968:280-281; 
Smothers in Keown, Scalise and Smothers 1995:308, 319 (though he sees v. 17 as a taunt and verses 31-32 as a 
means of announcing judgment rather than expressing sorrow); Stulman 2005:362, 364; Thompson 1980:712; 
Volz 1928:387, 389, 410, 413; Weiser 1955:404, 405, 408, 409 
"'Jones 1996 
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ironic by commentators. Perhaps the most obvious is the call to the Judahites in 51:6 103 
naiyn lO - rn - ' PX WSa D - ' K I D ' P D T b22 - [ I D Q 'Flee from the midst of Babylon and 
escape each with his life; do not be silenced in her punishment'; 51:45 says similarly; see 
also 51:50 and possibly 50:8.^^ Jones does not explain why imperatives to the nations 
should be considered sarcastic whilst those to Judah should not be. 
Part of Jones's understanding of Isaiah 15-16's laments as satirical is based on the 
assumption that Jeremiah 48 is unmistakably ironic (p. 130). This is despite the fact that 
'Admittedly, the prophets present no obvious examples of ironic first-person expressions of 
sympathy, while straightforward, first-person expressions of sympathy do occasionally 
occur.' (p.l34). However, since it seems far fi-om clear that Jeremiah 48:31-32 is ironic, his 
premises are questionable.^* 
Furthermore he claims that ' A l l the foreign nations are, with but a few exceptions, portrayed 
negatively in the HB. Moab, however, is cast in an exceptionally negative light, as will be 
apparent in the following survey of those texts in the HB that mention Moab.' (p.l37). He 
continues: 
Ruth alone among all the texts in the HB has been construed as presenting Moab, or at 
least the Moabite woman Ruth, in a positive light. Such an interpretation of the story 
probably misses the point, however. Part of the narrative tension in Ruth derives from 
the danger involved in Elimelech's family seeking refiage in Moab during a famine and 
the even greater threat presented when Elimelech's two sons marry Orpah and Ruth, 
Moabite women. These dangerous decisions bear fruit when not only Elimelech, but 
also his two sons, die in the land of Moab. Moreover, the narrator subtly calls to mind 
the Moabite primal scene of origin (Gen 19) in his account of Ruth lying down by the 
drunken Boaz on the threshing floor (Ruth 3). Quite probably the story assumes and 
plays upon the contenipt the Israelites felt toward the Moabites. At the very least, the 
story presents a complex picture, as difficult to interpret as it is intriguing. It does not, 
however, give any solid evidence of a positive attitude toward Moab and in no way 
suggests that amicable relations existed between the nations at the time it was written. 
(pp.151-152). 
Jones's position is an unusual one and slightly skewed for he ignores the praise given to 
Ruth by the Israelite characters in the text itself: Boaz in 2:11-12 and 3:10, and the women in 
4:15. 
Allen 2008:513, 530; Brueggemann 1998c:466,474,480,481; Carroll 1986:823-824, 842, 850; Clements 
1988:260; Feinberg 1982:317, 329; Freedman 1949:327, 337, 346, 347; Fretheim 2002:624, 634, 643; 
Holladay 1989:416,422,430; Jones 1992:528, 536, 544; Lundbom 2004b:439,480 (though Lundbom thinks 
50:8 has an ironic slant - p.382, and 51:50 is a command to hurry into exile - p.487); McKane 1996:1258, 
1299, 1340 and implied in 1335; McKeating 1999:215, 222,223; Miller 2001:914, 915; Smothers in Keown, 
Scalise and Smothers 1995:365, 369, 371, 372; Stulman 2005:381; Thompson 1980:734, 750, 765, 767 
See foomote 643. 
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As well, when David is fleeing from King Saul and it is presumably no longer safe for his 
parents to live in Israel, it is the king of Moab who shelters them (1 Sam. 22:1-4). Yet again, 
Jones does not draw out the positive light in which the king of Moab is portrayed; rather he 
proposes that David's later harsh treatment (2 Sam. 8:2) was a deuteronomistic attempt to 
counter this favourable account in 1 Samuel 22 (as well as that in Ruth 4:18-22) (p. 148). 
He points out that Moab is derisively portrayed by means of sexual and / or scatological 
imagery in at least four instances: the story of Ehud; that of Lot and his daughters; Isaiah 
25:10-12 and Jeremiah 48:26 (p. 154). This is a valuable observation and Moab's 
'beginnings' may explain why the prophets later used such imagery. However, these 
passages persuade Jones that the tone of the oracle is one of hatred throughout, whereas this 
is not necessarily the case. 
He proposes that: 
I f we are to place ourselves among the poem's original audience (in so far as this is 
possible), we must be ready to hate the Moabites, to wish them destroyed, to rejoice and 
gloat over their misfortune. Then we shall be suitably prepared to catch the poet's 
meaning in the confession, "My bowels growl like a lyre for Moab" (16:11). (p. 161). 
However, one could argue that the reverse is true: i f we are ready to hate the Moabites and 
wish them destroyed, to rejoice and gloat over their misfortune then we shall be suitably i l l -
prepared for the poet's confession of lament. In fact, such reversal of expectations is 
common in the Bible. 
Jones considers that "T drench with my tears Heshbon and Elealah," paints a ridiculous 
picture' in 16:9a (cf Jer. 48:32) for the verb used, m~l, indicates complete saturation 
(pp.268-269). However an alternative way of looking at it is to see the larger than life 
language as being for emphasis. Similarly, whilst Jeremiah 48 does not employ m i , it piles 
up five different verbs in 48:31-36 (bb'' 'to howl', pS7T 'to cry, cry out, call', n n n 'to moan, 
growl, utter, speak', r r D 3 'to weep, bewail', n Q H 'to murmur, growl, roar'). As stated 
above, most commentators of Jeremiah 48 do not take these verses to be intended 
ironically.^"*^ 
See footnote 643. 
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All in all, then, I am not persuaded by Jones that the lamentation over Moab in Isaiah 15-16 
(and Jeremiah 48) is satirical. It is at this point that my reading strategy determines that i f 
laments are not ironic, then they are likely to be heart-felt. This would particularly seem so 
when the lament is uttered by YHWH, for my reading strategy is to read with the grain of the 
text as best as this can be discerned. As well, the text^ written about Israelites for Israelites, 
is composed sympathetically. This is demonstrated by the Psalms of lament, whether 
community laments (for example, 44, 60, 74, 79, 80, 83, 85, 137) or individual ones (for 
example, 6, 22, 38, 39, 41, 42-43, 55, 59, 64, 69, 70, 77, 86, 88, 102, 109, 140, 142, 143), 
which have been revered for millennia and used liturgically as sincere utterances. Though 
Moab, not Israel, is the object of lament in Jeremiah 48, it seems unlikely that expressions of 
grief are used as purely stylistic devices when they are not elsewhere: This view is in 
contrast to McKane who asserts of Jeremiah 48, 'Lament is ancillary to oracle [sic] in vv. 
29-39 and its presence does not show that YHWH's compassion is awakened or his grief 
engaged but only that a disaster of great dimensions is to engulf Moab'.^'^^ At the same time, 
bringing the lament into the realms of the divine may well be another way to portray the 
comprehensive nature and depth of Moab's destruction. 
Idolatry? (v. 35) 
Jeremiah 48:35 reads: T ^ H ' ^ K ' ? I i u p m nQ3 nbv&*'-' mm -DK3 T ia t sm 'And 
I will cause Moab to cease, declares YHWH; the one offering sacrifices on a high place and 
making sacrifices to his gods'. Before analysing the question of idolatry in this verse, it is 
worth noting a textual point: n3E? is used in conjunction with b. This is an unusual 
construction and as far as I can see, the only other occurrence where this occurs is in Ruth 
4:14 where the people say to Naomi that YHWH has not left her without (b rUE?) a 
kinsman-redeemer (context suggests that probably next of kin is implied). It is ironic that in 
Ruth 4, a Moabite is one half of a relationship which YHWH uses not to leave Naomi 
without offspring whilst in Jeremiah 48 he causes Moab herself to cease. 
The reference to Moab's worship of her gods in Jeremiah 48:35 is confusing in that it is not 
clear whether the text wishes to convey Moab's idolatry as a cause of YHWH's punishment 
(and therefore an indictment of Moab at this point) or whether the termination of her worship 
forms part of the penalty for other sins, including the aforementioned pride in verses 29-30. 
It is also questionable whether idolatry is even the correct terminology to use in relation to 
McKane 1996:clxvi 
649 
The lack of the definite article on nbs7Q is puzzling and may be due to haplography (see Rudolph in BHS). 
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the OANs; certainly the concept of idolatry does not play a major role in them. At this point, 
it is worth briefly defining idolatry. 
Barton explains that ' Worshipping gods other than YHWH, and using images in worship, are 
essentially two different phenomena, not merely two different aspects of the same 
aberration.'^^° In other words he separates the command in Exodus 20:3 (and Deut. 5:7) 
from that in Exodus 20:4-6 (cf. Deut. 5:8-10). When considering the possibility of 'idolatry' 
in Jeremiah 48, the question relates to the first phenomenon; was Moab condemned for 
worshipping a god other than YHWH? Moberly points out that the OT distinguishes 
between •'»n'px and miT ' in that only Israel is expected to worship mn"* whereas everyone 
is expected to acknowledge and fear D T l b K . The latter is worked out by means of 
exercising moral restra:int, such as refusing to take advantage of a weaker party. 
According to Provan, taking advantage of a weaker party would constitute idolatry since 
'Idolatry, then, is more than nierely the practice of a certain type of ritualistic religion. It is a 
matter of the whole orientation of a person's (or nation's) being, as it impinges on social, 
economic, and political l i fe . ' ^" However, as Schultz notes, Provan's definition of idolatry is 
broad and thus the term becomes less usefiil and all sin could be labeled idolatry. 
Whatever its exact definition, Pharaoh does not get the attention of YHWH because of 
idolatry, but because YHWH hears the cries of his people under Pharaoh's oppression (Ex. 
2:23-25). Even when YHWH desires that Pharaoh / the Egyptians will know who YHWH is 
(Ex. 7:5, 17; 8:10; 9:14, 29; 14:4, 18; see also 8:22), worship of other gods is not mentioned. 
YHWH's response to Hezekiah's prayer is also concenied with Assyria's treatment of Judah, 
not Sennacherib's misplaced worship (2 Ki . 19:21-28). Nebuchadnezzar is humbled at the 
point he boasts of building Babylon by his own strength (Dan. 4:30) until he acknowledges it 
is the Most High who gives and takes away power (Dan. 4:25; 5:34-36). 
In fact, there seems to be only one verse in Jeremiah which implies that a nation is judged 
for worship of 'idols', though whether this relates to worshipping gods other tha:n YHWH or 
worshipping through images is not clear. This is 50:38 in the oracle concerning Babylon: 
n''Q"'D"':>K 3nn A drought against her waters. 
Barton 1999:64 
Moberly 2000:92-94 
Provan 1999:25 
^" Schultz 1999:40. At the same time, the OT in general paints a picture where right living follows from right 
worship and the reverse. Thus in a general way it could be said that idolatry is at the root of all wrongdoing. 
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that they may be dried up! 
ii^n D " ' S D D ]*"it< """D For it is a land of images, 
I'^bnn*' • • ' D ' ' K 3 1 and they go mad over idols. 
On the whole, the only times Jeremiah's OANs speak of a nation's gods are when they 
specify that the deities are punished or destroyed along with the people of the nation (46:25; 
48:7; 49:3; 50:2; 51:18, 44, 47, 52; and perhaps 46:25) - see also 10:15; 43:12-13. 
There is more interest in Moab's deities than ifi some others in Jeremiah's OANs, for 
Chemosh is mentioned three times as well as there being a reference to Moab's gods in 
general and as previously stated some commentators do hold the opinion that Moab is 
condemned for her idolatry (particularly in v. 35), though they tend to be reserved in 
propounding their position.'^^'' Nevertheless, even in Jeremiah 48 the focus tends to be on the 
conflict between YHWH and the people rather than their gods.^ ^^ The rhetorical shaping of 
48:35 serves to highlight this tension between these opposing deities, for the first person 
address and mn"" stand at the start of the verse whilst TTt'px'? 'to her gods' is placed at the 
end. That YHWH overpowers Chemosh is another way in which the attention shifts from 
Moab to YHWH at this point. Having concluded that idolatry is probably not a central 
concern in Jeremiah 48, i f one reads Jeremiah in a more developed / canonical context, that 
is, in the light of passages such as Isaiah 45-55, it becomes natural to read Moab's behaviour 
as idolatrous. Thus more than one reading of the text is possible. 
What Causes YHWH's Tears? (vv. 31-36) 
Whether or not verse 35 is a reference to idolatry, one does not expect YHWH's deep felt 
sorrow over Moab to follow an allusion to Moab's worship of her gods any more 
than one supposes YHWH's tears will fall as a result of Moab's pride. As with the 
that begins verse 31, however, the conmientaries do not have much to say on the ]D"'7X7 
between verses 35 and 36. It could be argued that in both verse 31 and 36 YHWH's 
weeping is because of the pathos / poignancy of the futility of Moab's actions. For 48:30 
informs that Moab's idle boasts have accomplished nothing, whilst it becomes clear in 
Calvin (1855b:40) is not reserved. Nor does he comment on the fact that idolatry is rarely condemned in the 
OANs, probably because idolatry is a common motif of Calvin's which he draws out from many texts. Calvin 
is also working within a framework that is mainly concerned with giving a contemporary application, rather 
than conducting a historical exercise. Moreover, Calvin lacks religio-historical insights into ANE religion. 
Whilst he does not call it idolatry, Duhm (1901:348) in his comments on 48:13, also ascribes Moab's decline as 
due to her 'Heidentum' 'heathenism'. Those who are more reserved are: Brueggemann 1998c:449; Feinberg 
1982:305; Fretheim 2002:602-603; Holladay 1989:304. 
Feinberg 1982:1; Fretheim 2002:1; Holladay 1989:352; Jones 1992:1; Miller 2001:892; Volz 1928:406; and 
tentatively McKane 1996:1168 
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Jeremiah 48:37-38 that Moab's misdirected efforts in verse 35 extend to the whole 
population. In considering this futility, I am reminded of the conclusion to Jeremiah's 
OANs in 51:58b, I S y i © K - ' i a ••'QX'^T p- 'T - ' ia D^ 73S7 l U r V S o peoples toil only for 
emptiness and nations only for fire. And they are weary'. 
I f the futility of Moab's actions is the issue in these verses, then ]D'bS7 in 36b can be seen to 
follow on from 35 in that both her worship and her acquisition of riches has been in vain. 
Then the sense of these verses becorries, ' I wil l make an end of Moab (and therefore all she 
does is fiitile). Her sacrifices, though earnest are pointless. Therefore my heart wails over 
the fiitility. ( I wi l l make an end to Moab) and therefore all she has gained wil l perish.' This 
reading makes more sense i f the ""D in the next clause (v. 37) is translated 'though', that is, 
Moab has lost the abimdance it produced 
nmp E 7 X T ' ? D ""D though every head (is) bald 
nvil ] p T ' ' ? 3 T and every beard has been shorn (lit. diminished) 
Although ''D can be translated 'though' (see BDB),"* an example being NRSV's and ESV's 
translation of Jeremiah 50:11, no commentator or modem English translation appears to 
translate it 'though' in Jeremiah 48:37.*^^ Nevertheless, translating ""D as 'though' maintains 
the theme of the futility of Moab's actions. 
The response of the Moabites in v. 37 is similar to that of the Ninevites in Jonah who dress 
in sackcloth and fast (though there is no mention that the Moabites fast) and whose king sits 
in ashes (Jon. 3:5, 6, 8 - again, not present in Jer. 48). In both cases the mourning / 
repentance extends to everyone. In Jonah this is conveyed by the narrative which tells us 
that D ^ D p — m •'?Tr:?3 'from the greatest of them to the least of them' (3:5) 
] X 2 m -Ipnn n o n D m D I K H ' t h e (hu)m.an, and the beast, the herd and the flock'(3:7), 
and nQiiam DIHH 'the (hu)man and the beast' (3:8). In Jeremiah 48, it is expressed by a 
repetition of >>D and its variants: n'pD...m2a-'PD...D''"T^''?3...]pT-'?Dl...E7}<n-bD 'every 
head...and every beard...all their hands...all the rooves...all of him (48:37-38). 
However, there is a big difference between the Ninevites and the Moabites. Though both 
react in a similar way and this reaction involves the whole of the country, the king of Assyria 
656 
BDB states that '•3 is normally followed by an imperfect (rather than perfect) verb when translated 'though', 
but in Jeremiah 48:37aa, there is no verb and in 48:37aP there is only a participle. 
including ESV, JPS, KJV, NASB, NET, NEB, REB, NIV, NLT, RSV, NRSV, JPS Tanakh. 
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calls the Ninevites to call on God and turn fi"om their wicked ways (Jon. 3:8), whereas the 
Moabites call on their own gods (at least metaphorically by way of sacrifices) and there is no 
mention of a turn fi-om wickedness. Nineveh does turn from her evil ways and God relents, 
but Moab does not and so God continues with his plan. 
Although the story of Jonah reveals that YHWH has compassion on Nineveh (Jon. 4:11) 
there is no indication (as far as I can see) that he mourns over other 'foreign' nations.^ ^* 
YHWH / the prophet does not even mourn over Israel / Judah as much as one might imagine, 
though it is interesting that in Jeremiah 13:17 he weeps over Judah's m3 'pride'.^^^ Why 
Moab in particular is singled out and given so much space in Jeremiah may always remain a 
puzzle. However, again, a canonical reading strategy might allow the reader to make links 
between texts in order to try to do justice to the canonical space given to Moab. 
In the book of Ruth, the heroine is described as iTiaKlorr mi 'Ruth the Moabite' five 
times and referred to as a Moabite or from Moab another five times. Contrary to Brian 
Jones's assertions, it seems that the text portrays her as an exemplary model; that she is a 
foreigner is all the more remarkable, therefore. Her role, effectively, is to rescue Elimelech's 
bloodline and his land (Naomi's inheritance). The book ends with the genealogy of Boaz's 
line from Perez to David. Joel Lohr has pointed out in his dissertation that Pharaoh's 
daughter, by saving Moses, saves the race of Israel (or at least is a catalyst for the 
Exodus).^^° Thus, Pharaoh's daughter stands at the start of Israel's life under YHWH as 
their sovereign. This stage is coming to an end by the time of Ruth's context and it is 
another foreign woman who emerges to provide the means for the next stage of Israel's 
history; that of Israel as a kingdom. As well as enabling Elimelech's blood-line to continue 
and, as a great-grandmother of David, providing the means for Israel's golden age, might she 
also in some way, as an exemplary representative of Moab, have provided YHWH with a 
favourable memory of Moab that could not easily be forgotten? It is also interesting that 
whilst YHWH does not weep over Egypt, she is offered restoration in the major oracles 
concerning her in Isaiah (19:21-25), Jeremiah (46:26) and Ezekiel (29:14-15)."' Moab, on 
658 
In Isaiah 21:3, the prophet is in anguish over the 'wilderness of the sea', but here the context (21:3-4) 
suggests that it is the prophet himself as distinguishable from God who speaks in 21:6. 
See also Isaiah 22:4, Jeremiah 8:21; 9:1; and 14:17 for examples where God / the prophet mourns over 
••Dynn 'the daughter of my people' (Israel / Judah). 
Lohr 2007:121-131 
In Isaiah 19 she will be as great as Israel and Assyria while in Ezekiel she can only hope to become a lowly 
kingdom. In Jeremiah the promise is to restore her as she was previously. 
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the other hand is only offered restoration here in Jeremiah 48, despite the strong element of 
lament in both Isaiah and Jeremiah. 
Moab is significant, too, for the fact that Moses died in the land of Moab (after seemingly 
communicating his last recorded words from there - Deut. 33:1-34:1) and YHWH himself 
buried him in that land (Deut. 34:5-6). Laying Moab to waste disturbs the resting place of 
YHWH's servant Moses, 0^DD-':5X Q"^2D Hin^ i n " * " I B X 'whom the Lord knew face to 
face' (Deut. 34:10). In fact. Maxwell Miller writes, in his article on Moab in ABD, 'The 
plains of Moab provide the setting for a considerable portion of the Genesis-Joshua 
narrative... from Numbers 21 through Joshua 3.' When reading Jeremiah 48 against these 
other texts, YHWH's weeping and wailing over Moab perhaps seems less strange. 
Jesus' Sorrow Over Jerusalem 
Nevertheless, i f YHWH enters into such deep mourning over a recalcitrant foreign nation, it 
might indicate that he wi l l mourn much more over his own people. Indeed, YHWH's 
mourning over Moab brings to mind Jesus' anguished cry over Jerusalem in Matthew 23:37-
39 (and the parallel in Luke 13:34-35) and although in the text Jesus is not said to mourn 
over the city, it is generally considered that he did; in fact the NIV's subtitle for Luke 13:31-
35 is 'Jesus' Sorrow for Jerusalem'. 
Jerusalem is portrayed as complacent and heedless (13:26-27) and therefore it did not 
receive Christ and his teaching. In actual fact, according to Christ, she killed the prophets 
and stoned others sent by God (13:34). Her complacency is reminiscent of Moab's 
undisturbed state like unopened wine and her pride akin to Moab's. In both cases, pride and 
complacency blinded them to their true state of vulnerabiUty and need in the same way as the 
rich fool. In Luke 13:34, Jesus expresses his desire to gather the children of Jerusalem as a 
hen gathers her chicks, but Jerusalem would not have it. From the context it seems likely 
that Jerusalem would not have it partly because she did not see herself in terms of a 
defenceless little chick, but perhaps saw herself as strong in the way that Moab did (48:14). 
A Christian reading might ask whether the Church also sees herself in self-satisfied terms. 
Jesus warns complacent Jerusalem that the first will be last and the last first (Luke 13:30), an 
idea that recurs in Luke. For example, those who exalt themselves and choose the esteemed 
seat at the wedding banquet will be humbled and vice versa in 14:7-11, as well as the parable 
Maxwell Miller 1992:887 
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in 16:19-31 in which the rich man goes to Hades whilst the poor man, Lazarus, is carried by 
angels to Abraham's bosom. Though these reversals are part of God's justice, they are 
sometimes meted out with tears as Jeremiah 48 and Luke 13 demonstrate. However, it is 
doubtfiil that when Judah heard the words uttered against Moab, she would have joined 
YHWH in weeping over her (see Jer. 48:10). The history of the Church shows that, to her 
discredit, she has not shed many tears over Jerusalem. Jerusalem is an 'other' to the Church 
as Moab was an 'other' to Judah. A Christian reading might challenge these responses and 
seek to redress the balance and to show compassion for those who are outside of the Church. 
Jesus' grief is not cominon in the NT, as YHWH's is not in the OT. When contemplating 
this and realising that Jesus' sorrow is reserved for Jerusalem, YHWH's wailing over Moab 
is all the more remarkable. This is particularly so given that YHWH's weeping over Moab 
is described in much greater detail and given considerably more space than Jesus' sorrow 
over Jerusalem. A Christian reader might see in Jeremiah 48 a reminder of the mystery that 
God's purpose includes Genfiles; see for example Romans 11:25.^" 
Broken and Shamed (vv. 37-38) 
I f YHWH weeps over Moab's destruction, Moab does so no less. Verse 38 tells the reader 
that there is lamentation everywhere in Moab because YHWH has broken her like a pot that 
no one wants. Moab is shattered, wails and is ashamed of being a laughingstock. Since the 
beginning of the oracle, Moab has wept with shame over her destruction, but in these verses 
her lamentation and humiliation are magnified. Six words were used to describe her pride at 
the beginning of the secfion and now, at the end of it (v. 39), four expressions are used to 
depict her shame: 
ni^lQ "^nSJ'n^srr Moab has turned his back (of the neck) 
t27T3 he is ashamed 
prwh rfm And Moab has become a laughingstock 
T'3" '3D' '?3 '? nnno 'PT And a horror to all those surrounding him 
Summary 
Verses 29-39 therefore begin with Moab's pride and end with her shame. In between are 
YHWH's and Moab's tears and YHWH's lament over Moab acts as the pivot point for the 
chapter. For from this point, YHWH takes more of an active part in the oracle. I argued that 
idolatry is not the focus of verse 35 and suggested that it may be the futility of Moab's 
^" Dunn 1988:678 
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efforts that cause YHWH's weeping, which I also argued is heartfeh. At the same time, 
YHWH does not turn back from executing the punishment planned for Moab, perhaps 
because she has shown no repentance. His mourning over Moab is less puzzling i f one takes 
a reading strategy that includes other texts in which Moab is significant. That is, Ruth the 
Moabitess was the great-grandmother of David and Moab was the resting place of Moses. It 
is no surprise that Moab weeps and is shamed over her fate and this section ends where the 
oracle started; Moab is trapped in a cycle of destruction, shame and tears. A Christian 
reading might consider YHWH's weeping over Moab in the light of Jesus' weeping over 
Jerusalem; both Jerusalem and Moab were complacent and confident and both met their 
reversal to the accompaniment of divine tears. Heavenly weeping over nations is rare so 
Moab is privileged, particularly as a Gentile nation. Moab's downfall would likely have 
been good news for Judah, but a Christian reading might encourage a different response, for 
instance one of weeping. It might also wish to highlight the mystery that God's piirposes 
extend to Gentiles. 
Verses 40-47; Inevitable Destruction Plus Promise 
In this last section of Jeremiah 48, Moab is once again threatened with the destroyer (likened 
to an eagle in verse 40) and with inescapable punishment described in terms of the terror-pit-
snare metaphor. D m p D riDE? 'the year of their visitafion / reckoning' (48:44) is 'a vital 
motif of all these poems'**'* and a reminder that these verses are YHWH's punishment. The 
final verses of the oracle quote an old song, after which comes the promise of restoration. 
Echoes of Verses 1-10 
Though commentators do not address it per se, this final part of the chapter reiterates many 
of the ideas in this first section, though much of the actual wording is different. As the 
oracle starts with a reference to the two main characters (YHWH and Moab), so it also ends 
with one: DDE7?3 n3rr-lS7 mrf-OKD (v. 47).**^ The first word of the oracle itself 
is 'Alas'(v. 1) and the last words (before the final verse of restoration) begin with a 
similar word, ' 'IX 'Woe' (v. 46).*** Calamity is planned in Heshbon in verse 2, whilst the 
outcome of previous such planning is sung in the taunt song in verse 45 (the song might even 
have been included in order that Heshbon be mentioned at the end). Moab and her cities are 
captured ( i p ' p ) in verses 1, 7 and 41, 44, 46 arid exterminated (^ QC£7) in verses 8 and 42, 
Jones 1992:506 
Lundbofn 2004b:243 
666 Brueggemann (1998b:451) also makes this observation. 
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despite her strongholds which are also referred to in both sections, though in verse 1 the 
word is 3a'E7D whilst in verse 41 it is I S O . In verse 2 Moab is cut off from being a nation 
Ciao), whilst in verse 42 she is destroyed from being a people ( D I 7 Q ) . In fact, verse 8 
informs that no city wi l l escape, whilst verses 43-44 make the same point by means of the 
metaphor of trap, pit and snare. The Moabites are urged to flee ( 0 1 3 ) in verse 6, but warned 
in verse 44 that it is fiitile to do so. Both passages give a reason for her calamity; in verse 7 
it is because she trusts in her own achievements and treasures and in verse 42 it is because of 
her arrogance towards Y H W H . Chemosh makes an appearance in verse 46 as well as in 
verse 7. Arguably, there are mentions of flying in both passages, though in verse 9 Moab is 
called to fly away (X : sn }<:S3) whilst in verse 40 it is her enemy who wil l fly swiftly ( i l N l ) . 
Thus there is a sense in which, by the end of the chapter, Moab has come full circle. She is 
trapped in the cycle of death and destruction - that is, until the final verse. Y H W H is the 
only one who can break the cycle. 
Jeremiah 48:45-46 was discussed in Chapter Two in relation to LXX. In this chapter, the 
conclusion was that the taunt song froin Numbers 21:2:8-29 acts as a rhetorical tool to 
intimate that what had happened to Moab would happen again. Given the above, it seems 
that this reading particularly fits with the tenor of this section of Jeremiah 48 which appears 
to pay tribute to the perpetuation of the endless cycle of sin and destruction. 
Restoration (v. 47) 
In the opening scenes of the book of Jeremiah, the prophet is depicted as a prophet to the 
nations (1:5,10) yiua'PT n-\22b D"nn'?*l - I ^ D K H ' P T y^n^bl E;in3'?'To pluck up and to 
pull down, And to destroy and to throw down, To build and to plant' (Jer. 1:10). There are 
four verbs for tearing dovra and two for building up. This does at least pay literary tribute to 
the imbalance between the two ideas, for Jeremiah mainly tears down nations by delivering 
prophetic oracles of judgment to them. He is more positive towards Judah (notably chapters 
31 and 33, particularly 31:27-28), but apart from the brief promises of restoration to four of 
the nine nations and the conditional promise of 12:14-17, he does not build them up. 
There is no reason in the text itself why YHWH should choose to restore Moab. It might be 
for the same reasons as he weeps over her. However, could it be that the ultimate purpose 
that Fretheim considers to be behind the Exodus is also that of the OANs? 
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Generally for Exodus, God's liberation of Israel is the primary but not the ultimate 
focus of the divine activity. The deliverance of Israel is ultimately for the sake of the 
entire creation. The issue for God finally is not that God's name be made known in 
Israel; the scope of the divine purpose is ereationwide, for all the earth is God's. 
God's purpose is to so lif t up the divine name that it wil l come to the attention of all 
the peoples of the earth.^ ^^ 
Exodus makes clear that the hardening of Pharaoh's heart is in order that YHWH may 
multiply his signs and wonders in the land of Egypt (for example, Ex. 7:3; 10:1; 11:9) so that 
mrr"' •'3X"'3 ••'n:j?3 '(and) the Egyptians will know that I am YHWH' (Ex. 7:5; 
14:4,18). Though in Isaiah 19:21 Q^^2 m n ^ - H X • • ' l i S n '\^^^^ Q-'-\'212b T\^n^ 
X i n n 'YHWH wil l make himself known to Egypt, and the Egyptians wi l l know YHWH in 
that day', there is little in the OANs about 'knowing' YHWH, particularly in Jeremiah's 
OANs. This includes Jeremiah 25 (considered the introduction to chapters 46-51). In 
addition, although both Exodus and the OANs deal with foreign nations and portray 
YHWH's punishment of them, the OANs do not contain the 'signs and wonders' that are 
part of YHWH's revelation of himself in Exodus. Therefore, i f YHWH's ultimate piirpose 
is to l if t up his name in Jeremiah 48:47 then it is subtle and at best implicit in a canonical 
reading. Moreover, it could be said that in many texts God's purpose is ultimately to glorify 
himself, in a similar way that the OANs can be read against the backdrop of his universal 
sovereignty. 
The final words of Jeremiah 4i8, 3 X 1 0 DDE7?3 n^n—rS7 'Thus far the judgment of Moab' 
are generally considered to be an editorial comment to denote the end of the oracle, since 
'The sheer length of the oracle against Moab has constrained an editor to add a note 
indicating its termination.' However, there are some who see a theological purpose 
behind these words, though interestingly, there are two contrasting (but not contradictory) 
ways in which this can be viewed. Feinberg represents the first when he asserts that, 
'Finally, Jeremiah proclaims that God's judgment still hangs over Moab.'*^^ Brueggemann, 
Miller and Kidner are proponents of the second in their claim that the promise of restoration 
demonstrates that judgment is not the last word for the nations, but rather that restoration is 
(as it is for Judah), and Kidner quotes James 2:13b 'mercy triumphs over judgment'. 
'"'Fretheim 1991:392 
Carroll 1986:795; see also 797; Freedman 1949:313; Fretheim 2002:604; Holladay 1989:345; Lundbom 
2004b:31]; McKane 1996:1201 
'^^  Feinberg 1982:307 
"° Brueggemann 1998c:451-452; Kidner 1987:143; Jones 1992:507; Miller 2001:893 
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Once again, a combination of the two would seem to do justice to the text, for although 
restoration is a reality, it belongs to the future, whereas the DDE7n is for Moab's present. 
When MT and LXX Diverge 
As noted in Chapter Two, LXX does not have the equivalent of either the taunt song in MT's 
48:45-46, or the final verse of restoration. How does one handle a verse that is included in 
one tradition but not another? To adapt McKane's idea; what does one do when the rolling 
corpus is rolled out at various points which are different from each other, especially i f the 
more widely accepted version looks as i f it is the addition, as verse 47 does here? 
The pragmatic approach is to choose one and work with that one alone, acknowledging that 
there are variant traditions. I f the intent of Scripture is, in part, to lead to a transforination of 
life, then the substantive issues remain much the same. For, in the main, the differences 
between MT and LXX are unlikely to transform lives in diverse ways. Jeremiah 48:47 is not 
one of the more commonly read texts in any fradition, it seems, and its inclusion or exclusion 
would barely be noticed by most. Nevertheless, whilst the choice of canon is unlikely to be 
of much consequence to the overall life of faith, omissions and additions do nuance a 
particular passage. 
So then, an alternative approach is to work primarily with one canon but consult the others 
and adjust the primary one accordingly. A variation of this is to refuse to adopt particular 
textual tradition as a 'canon' and to search for the Christian OT among the various traditions. 
This is Wagner's approach.^^' Wagner follows Childs when he suggests that the search for 
the Christian Bible should start v^th the outer perimeters of tradition, that is the more 
expansive Greek, and move in towards the Hebrew MT. Wagner also considers Childs 
theological model of interpreting the OT can be applied to LXX. That is, hearing the 
of LXX and NT are heard as distinct, but complementary witnesses.^ '^^  
s 
voices 
on a In relation to Jeremiah 48:47, one could search for the 'best' witness perhaps based • 
number of factors. For instance, by choosing the more original (probably LXX at this point), 
by deciding that the chapter with the broadest range of responses to Moab is most conducive 
to the verse (in which case MT would take priority), by taking as the norm the level of 
indictment in the OANs as a whole (where LXX would seem to be more in keeping), or by 
Wagner 2008:23-26 
Wagner 2008:23-25 
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keeping to the general idea of the OT that God is good (in which case retaining the promise 
with MT would appear to be the better option). Yet, as complicated as this may sound, 
looking at the verse iri the context of ever widening concentric circles is not enough. 
The comparison of MT's Jeremiah 48 with LXX 31 (in which the promise is absent) in 
Chapter Two showed varying nuances that stemmed in part from the placement of the oracle 
within the OANs and also the position of the OANs within the book as a whole. In other 
words, as one searches deeper for the 'solution' to verse 47 (MT), more permutations and 
combinations emerge as contributory factors in the quest, until it becomes a question of 
which Jeremiah one chooses; LXX or MT. Jeremiah is the book most at variance between 
LXX and MT so is particularly susceptible to such unravelling. Moreover, there is a danger 
that searching for the best Christian witness becomes analogous to forming one gospel from 
the four. Therefore, I would suggest that LXX and MT are not to be dove-tailed into a 
distilled third but that they remain as two separate documents, drawing attention to the 
omissions / additions in the other. The verse of restoration in MT Jeremiah 48 stands out 
precisely because of its absence in MT, so the question becomes, What role does it play 
within the chapter? 
Jeremiah 48:47 is not simply MT's Judeo-Christian equivalent of the hope at the bottom of 
Pandora's box. It is a promise to a recalcitrant nation (whether or not she heard it) that 
YHWH will punish but that he will restore; one wil l follow the other. It is demonstration to 
Judah that YHWH's restoration is as plausible for the nations as it is for them. Similarly, 
from the perspective of the church, it is demonstration that God is gracious to those who are 
not his people, though reading other OANs shows that grace is not a certainty. For the 
Church itself, the verse carries the promise of Easter Sunday. 
Grace 
In Prophecy and Discernment, Moberly discusses the conundrum of holding in tension 
passages in Jeremiah which speak about God's response to human transformation with those 
that assert that God wil l bring about restoration regardless of human actions. In the face of 
repentance meeting rebiiff and restoration being offered as an act of complete grace, 
Moberly points olit that, 'We are faced by the fundamental issue of the relationship of divine 
sovereignty and initiative with human moral responsibility and accountability. Can one 
articulate the one without misrepresenting or downplaying the other?' His answer is that. 
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whilst as a general rule, God is responsive to humans, there are occasions when God's 
freedom allows hirn to act outside this general maxim.^^"' 
His comments relate to a tension in the larger presentation of Jeremiah as a book, which is 
the reason for the excursus. Thus it may not be extrapolating too far to apply such reflections 
to Moab, particularly since, as noted above, the Moabites do not 'repent' or confess their 
transgressions in the way that the Judahites do (though the Judahites themselves are not said 
to shuv in Jer. 14:7-9, 19-22, passages where they acknowledge their sins; m3ie?Q 
'apostasies' in 14:7 is the only time the root is used). Given that there is nothing to suggest 
that by the end of the oracle the Moabites have either turned to God or away from their 
wickedness, the promise of restoration demonstrates even more clearly the divine grace. 
Summary 
In this last section of the oracle, then, the emphasis seems to be on Moab's story repeating 
itself because it contains many of the same themes that were present in the first ten verses. 
In addition, the inclusion of the ancient song may also be intended to point to the cyclical 
nature of Moab's story, whilst the inevitability of Moab's plight is emphasised through the 
terror-pit^trap metaphor. I f the purpose of the promise of restoration in 48:47 is to glorify 
God, then there are only whispers of it emanating from other parts of the canon. Instead, in 
restoring an unrepentant nation, YHWH's sovereignty and grace come to the fore. For a 
Christian, these themes meet at the Cross. The absence in LXX of this verse of restoration 
complicates the reading of MT, but I suggested that the two traditions are too different for a 
quest for the 'best reading' to be finitfiil. That is, the verse of restoration suits MT where the 
lack of it is fitting in LXX. 
Reflections 
Having analysed the passage exegetically and given a suggested reading of it from a 
Christian perspective, a few reflective thoughts regarding a Christian appropriation of 
Jeremiah 48 are in order. Some of these will arise out of reading the text analogically. 
Response to Moab's Downfall 
It is unlikely that Jeremiah 48 ftinctioned as a salvation oracle to Judah since Babylon was 
oppressing both these small countries, meaning that Moab was not strong enough to oppress 
Moberly 2006:96-97 
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others and Judah had her eyes on deliverance from a much greater enemy. Nevertheless, 
Judah may still have obtained hope from the fact that she was being avenged for having been 
made a laughingstock by Moab. For whatever the Sitz im Leben, as stated above the 
downfall of an enemy was surely good news to Israel. 
In the light of the NT and against the background of Jesus' exhortation to love one's enemies 
(Matt. 5:44) the right Christian reaction to a similar scenario when misfortune befalls 
another party or an enemy might be (as also stated above) to show compassion for them 
rather than to gloat. The second half of Matthew 5:44 might even indicate intercession is the 
right response, though verses such as Jeremiah 7:16 and Jeremiah 15:1 indicate that 
intercession is not always what is required. Showing compassion for, or interceding on 
behalf of, others does not imply that their sin will not be judged. There may even be a place 
for desiring the downfall of one's enemies (Nazi Germany comes to mind), providing these 
desires are held in tension with the notion that judgment begins with the household of God 
(1 Pet. 4:7). 
Alternatively, a Christian reading might take a more figural route and see Moab as 
representing one's own sins, and therefore hope for its dovmfall and rejoice when it is 
conquered. The problem with this reading is that the last verse of restoration does not fit the 
analogy well. Such an analogy can therefore be made better from LXX which does not have 
this promise, though the tone of lament lends itself to neither. 
Substituting IVIoab 
As we have seen Brueggemann asserts that ' I intend that my analysis of YHWH and the 
nations should finally settle in the presence of the United States, which has no viable 
competitor for power.'^ ^"^ In other words, when he reads the oracle concerning Moab he 
reads it with the US in mind. Such a reading is in keeping with the Christian principle of 
taking the log out of one's own eye before looking for the speck in another's and the 
acknowledgment that j udgment begins with the household of God (1 Pet. 4:7). 
Brueggemann's stance may be commendable (and brave) in that he himself is from the US, 
but one of his reasons for using the US as a substitute seems to be because it has no 'viable 
competitor for power'. I f this is the premise then it becomes viable for anyone from any 
nation to read Jeremiah 48 v^ith the US in mind. However, i f a non-US person reads in this 
way then they themselves are open to the charge of trying to take the speck out of another's 
Brueggemann 1997:527 
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eye and ignoring the plank in their ovm. It would perhaps be more legitimate to do as 
Brueggemarin does and turn the critique upon one's own people, even i f they are a small 
nation with relatively little political power, for example, Sweden. 
Calvin's solution is more nuanced than Brueggemann's and enables such a move to be made 
more easily. In his interpretation of Jeremiah 50:40 where Babylon is likened to Sodom, he 
writes: 
The destruction of Sodom is as it were a mirror in which we behold God's vengeance 
on all the ungodly. God overthrew Sodom; but he does not proceed in the same way 
with other lands and nations; yet the same is the lot of all the unbelieving, of the 
despisers of God, and reprobates.^'^ 
Calvin's concept of the mirror neither affirms that we can substitute Babylon with the nation 
of our choice, nor denies us that move. Rather, it allows us to view any nation against the 
reflection of any OAN and see which parts of the images overlap. In other words, we are not 
limited to the US because it 'has no viable competitor for power' nor to the OANs 
concerning Babylon and/or Assyria because these nations are the most notorious. 
Furthermore, i f the text is a mirror then it can be used not only for any nation, but for the 
Church (or any other group). Indeed, it is natural that a Christi£in reader, as part of the 
Church, reads Jeremiah 48 as a critique of the Church rather than of a nation. This is a bold 
move in that God's people are equated with those who are not his people, yet the premise for 
doing so still lies with the idea of renioving the plank from one's own eye. Trusting in 
treasures, relying on one's own accomplishments, mocking others (particularly God's 
people), arrogance before God, pride and idolatry ( i f such it be in Jeremiah 48) are generic 
offences that anyone may commit as an individual or as part of a larger community. The 
idea that a party cannot look at judgment towards others without first doing so with regard to 
itself is developed in the NT in a way that it is not in the OT. 
Universality Versus Israel's Uniqueness 
Although commentators agree that Israel is peculiar among the nations, it seems that they are 
tempted to stress instead the similarities between Israel and 'the rest'. Kaminsky warns that, 
'one must provide a corrective to the tendency to read the Bible through the lens of current 
Calvin 1885b: 183 
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popular notions of race, ethnicity and multiculturalism when such readings lead to serious 
distortions of the biblical text, especially those that deal with the idea of election.'^^^ 
That Israel is 'special' among the nations is nowhere overturned in the OT. Even the 
shocking claim in Amos 9:7 starts fading by the next verse and has almost disappeared by 
9:15 (the end of the book of Amos). Amos 9:7 consists of a rhetorical question, iilbn 
m n ^ - D X : "PN-lb^ •'33 '>h> Dm •"'••©D'"Are you not as the sons of the Cushites to me, 
sons of Israel?!" declares YHWH' . The implied answer is 'yes' (after the imrnediate 
reaction of 'No, of course not!'), for it transpires that YHWH has engineered exoduses for 
the Philistines and the Arameans. However, the prophet rather undermines his point by 
effectively saying over the next few verses, "Well, no not really - in fact you're not at all". 
For in the next verse YHWH declares that he will not completely destroy the house of Jacob 
and by verse 12 this house is possessing QH^bv K-ipa—lKjK D*'i:n-bDT '(and) all the 
nations who are called by my name'. The last few verses are completely concerned with 
Israel's restoration (described in idyllic terms) and YHWH's last words in Amos, 
• r r b "Tin: "ItljK D D Q I K ' t h e i r land which I gave to them', brings Israel ful l circle right 
back to their beginnings in Genesis 12:1 - YHWH's call to Abraham to go to the land that 
YHWH would show him. In other words, the prophet does not sustain the rhetoric that 
ignites Amos 9:7 and it fizzles out in a matter of verses. Despite the fact most commentators 
take this passage to demonstrate that YHWH's relationships with other nations are 'just like' 
his one with Israel,^^' it seems to me that what Amos 9:7-15 actually demonstrates is that not 
even rhetoric can give credence for long to an implication that the other nations are on a par 
with Israel. 
The nations are the 'unchosen' virgin daughters (for example, Jer. 48:18), too remote for 
relationship which involves forsaking, but close enough for YHWH to have compassion 
them. Ultimately, though, the precise nature of YHWH's involvement with Moab and the 
other nations is not given. Maybe this is how it should be; after all, these are Israel's 
Scriptures and the intimate details of YHWH's involvement with the others are not 
necessary for Israel to know. Perhaps all they need to realise is that the nations are not 
outside YHWH's perimeters. 
a 
on 
Kaminsky 2001:35 
^'^ Freedman 1989:863; Cripps 1929:264; Mays 1969:156, 157, 159; Stuart 1987:393. 
Wolff (1977:347) is an exception. 
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Moreover, as I have made clear throughout, the diversity of content and form in the OANs 
(for example, with regard to restoration) prohibits any sure way of calculating how God 
might act. Their consistent message is that God punishes wrong-doing, or at least, wrong-
doing runs a high chance of being punished, but beyond this, there is an element to God's 
freedom which cannot be fathomed. Nevertheless, in the glimpse that the OANs give us into 
God's 'hidden histories' (to use Brueggemann's term) with the other nations, we can see that 
in at least one case, his punishing has caused him pain. 
Conclusion 
When taken on its own terrhs in a sixth century context, Jeremiah 48 is a passionate piece of 
writing, cenfred around a few themes; Moab's destruction, shame, pride, offences, 
punishment, lament and impotence in the face of YHWH. For Christians, the 
comprehensive and intense way in which YHWH judges sin meets the mystery of his 
compassion at the foot of the Cross. 
Having looked at the individual reasons for Moab's disaster in Jeremiah 48, several themes 
stand out. First, the text often makes striking rhetorical moves: in verse 7 the consequences 
for misplaced trust are destruction of the nation's god; in verse 11 Moab is described as 'at 
ease' despite her troubled history; in verse 26 mockery of Israel seems to be classed as 
making herself great against YHWH; verse 27 implies that Israel is irmocent in terms that 
indict her in other parts of Jeremiah (2:26, 34); and following the condemnation of Moab's 
pride in verse 29-30, the "jD"'?!? of verse 31 introduces not only punishment, but also 
weeping. Secondly, the text often piles up language for emphasis, such as Moab's 
undisturbed state (v. 11) and her pride (w . 29-30). Thirdly, the consequences of sin are 
more than Moab might expect, that is, misplaced trust leads to exile (v. 7) and mocking 
Israel is equated with exaltation against YHWH (vv. 26-27). Finally, the references to the 
• n i p D n3E? 'year of punishment' and t3DE7D 'judgment' express the inevitability and 
inescapability of the judgment, and the comprehensive and exhaustive nature of it. The 
language of destruction in Jeremiah 48:1-5 is the same for Israel as for the nations, which 
perhaps points to the impartiality of which Romans 2:9-12 speaks. 
Misplaced trust (Jer. 48:7,13) is a mode of behaviour that is widespread and a number of 
biblical passages address it (for example, Luke 12). Pride coming before a fall (Jer. 48:14-
15, 25) is also a common sin and one which receives a warning in the NT (1 Cor. 10:12). 
There are at least two possible ways in which a Christian interpreter can handle Moab's fall 
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in Jeremiah 48:26-27. The first is to respond with compassion to another who is under 
judgment (though in practice it is not possible to tell whether something is 'judgment'). The 
second is to see Moab as representing one's sins and therefore to rejoice over its destruction. 
However, this seems a less viable interpretative option in a chapter that contains a verse of 
promise as well as resounds with the note of lament. 
Jeremiah 48 and the accounts of Jesus weeping over Jerusalem show that whilst the Deity's 
judgment turns pride and complacency into shame, he occasionally does so with tears. In 
fact, on both these occasions when he cries over a nation, it is in the context of judgment, 
seemingly demonstrating Fretheim's notion that the iritemal side of God's judgment is grief 
Moab as a foreign nation is particularly privileged to be a recipient of the divine passion, a 
privilege which has deeper resonances in the light of the NT. I f verses 31-36 figurally 
adumbrate Good Friday, then verse 47 cariies with it the seeds of hope for Easter Sunday. 
This final verse of restoration is a witness that YHWH is gracious to those who are not his 
people, though grace is not to the exclusion of judgment. 
There is more than one way to read Jeremiah 48 as Christian Scripture, but one possibility is 
to read it as a critique of the Church; that is to use the text as a 'mirror' to use Calvin's term. 
This would be in keeping with the idea in the NT that a party judges itself before others. 
It is clear that not everything is spelled out in the chapter; we are not told why YHWH 
disapproved of Moab's ease, or what '?'''73n mn''"'?S7 means in concrete terms. It is not 
even clear how significant idolatry is in 48:35. However, this in itself may be an 
interpretative key, for there is a sense that the rhetoric delivers its blow and then moves on. 
I f the shrapnel left behind causes consternation or angst then it is in keeping with the tone of 
Jeremiah 48. There is also an element of mystery to YHWH's judgment; at times it is more 
severe than one might expect, but on other occasions, just when one might anticipate fire 
raining down on the head of Moab (cf 48:45), YHWH's tears fall instead (though the two 
are then mingled). Thus, YHWH's justice and his compassion hold surprises. 
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Coda 1: Literary Storyboard of the Film of Jeremiah 48 (6*^  
Century Context) 
The rubrics are in italicised script. The viewer's description is in normal font, 
[w. 1-91 
The film begins in silence and in black and white. A long camera shot shows what is 
obviously a devastated city. Smoke rises from crushed buildings and the crumbled ring of 
stones surrounding them shows that this had been a walled city. 
The camera slowly moves in. Strewn everywhere are crushed and broken human and animal 
bodies. Already a light film of dust has begun to cover them. Some appear to have been 
victims of the falling buildings and lie trapped, others have been struck with the sword, with 
heads and limbs severed from the rest of their bodies. 
The view quickly becomes a long shot again before the camera races across the screen in a 
blur to portray another scene similar to the first; then another and another. Demolished 
city after demolished city; all that remains of a country is rubble, dust, smoke and silent 
corpses. 
The camera moves in once more on another shattered city. Then, for the first time, there is 
movement other than faUing dust and rising smoke. There is also the first expression of 
colour as well as sound. A three or four year old little girl in a scarlet tunic walks along, 
alone, sobbing. 
The atmosphere is transformed: silence gives way to a burst of noise and there is 
accompanying activity. A bleeding wonian screams hysterically as she holds two small limp 
bodies to her. The sound seems to frighten a small child nearby, for he immediately begins 
wailing, his head thrown back, a lone wolf cub howling to the moon. The pack responds and 
one by one the little oiies begin crying out in pain and fear. Some of the women hold them 
in vain attempts at comfort. For others it is too late and soon there is the rhythmic chant of 
wailing and swaying as the women mourn their dead families. 
A man walks into the picture, bare headed, wearing sackcloth and holding a bowl of ashes. 
He periodically takes a few ashes between his fingers and sprinkles them upon his head. He 
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remains with his back to the camera throughout. A man in sackcloth touches a tall, 
anguished Moabite on his arm and says clearly and with some compassion, "Flee, save 
yourselves. Survive against the odds, just as juniper trees do in the wilderness." The 
Moabite turns and with bitterness asks, "Why? Why this?" The man in sackcloth replies 
steadily, "Because you trusted in your own achievements and treasures." 
The scene changes and the figure in sackcloth, his back still to the camera, now stands in 
front of a crowd who are dressed differently to the Moabites. An interested crowd has 
gathered to gaze on the scene and the bare headed man beseeches them. "Help him flee. 
Give wings to Moab so that she might fly away." 
[V. 10] 
The scene changes to a bare room, though everything in this scene is in colour. A young 
man sits at a wooden desk writing on a scroll and the angle shows clearly the text. That it is 
an account of the previous scene indicates that the film has moved forward in time. A scribe 
sits writing what is obviously an account of the previous scene, but when he has written, 
"Give wings to Moab that she might fly away", he throws down his pen, leaps to his feet and 
cries out, "What about OUR pain, Lord? Who gave US wings to flee? Moab didn't! Moab 
scorned us! Don't give her wings! Cut her down! Finish the job! Moab prospers still - the 
sword has not yet done its work!" Then he moans, looking upward, "WE are your sons. 
Judah. Remember us. Take pleasure in your people. Beautify the afflicted ones with 
salvation. Let the godly ones exult in glory; Let them sing for joy on their bed. Let the high 
praises of God be in their mouth..." He pauses with a sharp intake of breath of sudden 
enlightenment and then continues slowly, "And a two-edged sword in their hand, to execute 
vengeance on the nations and punishment on the peoples". He pauses once more, looks 
down at his scroll, and then breathes softly, "To execute on them the judgment written...This 
is an honour for all His godly ones." Sitting up straight, with a bright look in his eyes, he 
proclaims, "Praise the Lord!" and seizing his pen, he continues writing, "Cursed be the one 
who does the Lord's work negligently, and cursed be the one who withholds his sword from 
bloodshed". 
[w. 11-16] 
The next scene is the most colourful so far. It is a harvest scene at the end of the day and a 
happy group of laughing men are standing together, including the anguished man from 
above, which shows that this is a flash-back to former times. The joyful harvest scene is a 
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relief from the passion of the previous scenes and recognisable is the anguished man who 
had been called to flee, but how different he looks now. "Another good year!" he exclaims, 
brightly. "Another good decade. Thanks be to Chemosh! And may we build ever bigger 
bams!" There is a cheer and two small boys bring pitchers of wine to the group of sweating 
men. Everyone fills ajar, but then freezes for without warning the man in sackcloth appears. 
They watch him as he approaches one of the pitchers of wine and tips out the red liquid onto 
the harvested land, before smashing the pitcher. Finally, he speaks. "You have been 
undisturbed wine from your youth but Adonai declares that he wil l tip you over and smash 
you, and your blood wil l water the land of Moab. How can you say, 'We are mighty 
warriors?' Choice young men like you are already going down to the slaughter." The tall 
man steps forward. "Dear Chemosh!" he ejaculates, but the other swiftly cuts in, forestalling 
any ftirther utterances. "You wil l be ashamed of Chemosh as Israel was ashamed of 
Bethel!", he retorts sharply, adding, "says the King, whose name is Adonai of hosts". 
[w. 17-281 
The camera cuts back to a previous scene of devastation. The strong, quick beat of the 
sound track indicates a change in pace. A series of black and white scenes follow in quick 
succession, none longer than a few seconds. The man in sackcloth addresses the crowd of 
onlookers that he had previously summoned to help Moab flee. Now he implores them to 
mourn her; clearly it is too late for aid to be given her now. It is not clear whether his tone is 
one of mockery. 
Then he is standing in front of part of a wall that has not been destroyed. On it sit a few 
young soldiers, dejected with minor wounds. Now it is clear that he ridicules them. "Come 
down from your glory and sit on the parched ground, O daughter Dibon, for the destroyer 
has reached even this most central city and the fight is over". The little giri in the scarlet 
tunic appears from behind the wall where she has been hidden and she is still crying. She 
sits down with her legs folded up, her hands around her knees, and she rocks herself to and 
fro. 
A family is huddled together by the roadside, looking dazed. The man in sackcloth 
approaches them. "Stand there and watch, O inhabitants of Aroer", he says, in a gentler 
tone, "Ask those who are still trying to run and they will tell you that the whole of Moab has 
been shattered. Wail and cry out for she has been destroyed". "It's so...total" the husband 
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says, overwhelmed. "Every city, every tovm..." His voice trails off as his wife begins to 
weep and he looks on helplessly as his children's shrill voices soon join hers. 
The camera pans through city after city in silence and, as each scene is shown, a subtitle 
provides the appropriate caption: Holon, Jahzah, Mephaath, Dibon, Nebo, Beth-diblathaim, 
Kiriathaim, Beth-gamul, Beth-meon, Kerioth, Bozrah. Then the camera zooms out again to 
display an ever wider, but less distinct, view of the country. The father is correct; every city, 
every town has been destroyed; the whole land of Moab, far and near has been broken. 
Charred remains of burnt cattle punctuate black landscapes. 
The next scene (in colour) is a flash-back depicting another harvest celebration. The tall 
man is even younger in this scene. The tall man is standing in the midst of a group of 
inebriated men lounging on the ground and, with slurred speech, is thanking Chemosh for 
the harvest. Suddenly, he stops mid-sentence and a sneer crosses his face, for a young 
Judahite shepherd is herding a few sheep across the land a short distance away. The tall man 
approaches him. "You think this is disputed land, do you?!" he taunts, "You think this 
Moabite city still belongs to your great king David, do you?" The men behind are obviously 
amused. "Your god couldn't hold onto the land could he? He couldn't even stop Israel from 
going into exile into Assyria, could he?" Several of the men clap behind him. "You should 
worship Chemosh, instead, Judahite. Go on, down on your knees and worship Chemosh. 
Let me hear you say it. 'Praise be to Chemosh' - say it - say i t!" He pushes the young man 
down, but the Judahite remains silent. 
There is a pause in the laughing as someone else catches the Moabites' attention. It is the 
man in sackcloth who now stands before them, quivering with rage. He does not address the 
Moabites, however - he addresses the youth on the dusty soil beside him, but points to the 
tall Moabite man. "Make him drunk", he orders him, "for he has become arrogant against 
Adonai". When the Judahite remains motionless several of the inebriated farmers cheerfully 
rise to what they perceive as a high spirited game. One grabs the tall man and grapples him 
to the ground and another puts ajar to his lips and pours wine down his throat. When they 
step away, the tall man turns to one side and vomits. Then he falls back into the spreading 
pool of red, fetid liquid that he has just expelled. 
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The Judahite is still on his knees. "Leave the cities and run away to the cliffs", he murmurs, 
looking at the semi-conscious tall man. "Run away, be like a dove that nests in the crags. It 
is safe there and no one can humiliate you." 
[w. 29-38] 
Once more the present condition of Moab is portrayed in black and white. The arrogant 
smirk has disappeared from the face of the tall man and, in shame, he looks at the ground. 
He does not see the man in sackcloth until the latter turns to him and declares, "We have all 
heard of your pride, Moab; your arrogance is widely known; you are proud and haughty, but 
your boasts have accomplished nothing". In the distance the little girl in the scarlet tunic is 
stumbling away from the city, her progress slow and ineffectual. The man in sackcloth 
pauses as he looks at her, then in barely audible tones he sighs, "Therefore, I will weep for 
you, Moab" and looking back towards the tall man he says in a louder voice, "Even for all 
Moab I wi l l cry out." 
There are very quick scene changes showing various cities in turn. The man in sackcloth is 
no longer in view, but his voice continues. " I wil l moan for the men of Kir-heres" he intones 
as a group of men can be seen wailing. "For the fruitfiil vine of Sibmah", he cries as a 
mixed crowd of people l i f t up their voices and all but drown out his voice, "How your fruits, 
your grapes, your harvest have been destroyed." There is a momentary flash-back that 
shows (in colour) the same crowd of people identically positioned, but differently clothed 
and instead of wasteland, they are surrounded by choice vines and orchards. They are still 
crying out, but their cries are the joyful shouts of harvest. 
The inhabitants of another city are wailing and the sound merges with the weeping of the 
man in sackcloth until the two are indistinguishable. In yet another town, the inhabitants are 
dressed in sackcloth and ashes, crying to Chemosh, holding their wounded offspring, 
kneeling over a dying spouse, screaming in pain. The man in sackcloth's voice can just 
about be heard, reeling of f names in memorial of the cities that had once existed: Sibmah, 
Jazer, Heshbon, Elealeh, Jahaz, Zoar, Horonaim, Eglath-shelishiyah, Nimrin, Kir-heres. 
The wailing fades as the camera once more changes to an increasingly wider lens. Finally, 
the only sound is that of the choking sobs of the man in sackcloth and his disjointed speech 
as he tries to express a heart that cannot be translated into words. "Moab...Moab...Moab. 
My heart aches for you. Oh Moab. Kir-heres..." He dissolves into desolate sobbing once 
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more. " I have broken Moab like a pot that no one wants" he repeats again and again, a 
broken man himself. 
[w. 39-47] 
The pace slows dOwn and the familiar scene, portrayed in black and white, is that of a 
destroyed city. For the first time Moab's destroyer can be seen, for guards surround the city 
and some are beginning to rebuild some of the fortified booths on the higher places. One of 
the guards is beating the tall man, whilst his comrades idly watch, half amused, half bored. 
When the man collapses, the guard kicks him outside the city. The little girl in the scarlet 
tunic joins him without a word and they sit together, shaking slightly. The man in sackcloth 
appears behind them and, unseen by them, looks for a long time. Then he states, before 
turning quickly away, "The hearts of the mighty men of Moab in that day will be like the 
heart of a woman in labour. Moab will be destroyed from being a people because he has 
become arrogant towards Adonai". 
// is the same city (still black and white), but now the conquering guards are rounding up 
Moabite survivors. A number of refiigees are hiding in terrified silence in nearby caves, but 
one by one, with a triumphant shout, the guards find them. Most come meekly out to be tied 
up and deported as slaves. Others try to flee, but are overtaken by bloodthirsty soldiers on 
horses who then round them up, in the process trampling some underfoot. Still others, many 
severely wounded, make their way to the desert, but they are not juniper trees or doves and 
most are obviously perishing from lack of water and the heat. In a brief interlude in the 
action, the man in sackcloth's voice can be heard. "Terror, pit and snare are coming upon 
you, O inhabitant of Moab. The one who flees from the terror wil l fall into the pit and the 
one who climbs up out of the pit wi l l be caught in the snare". 
The man in sackcloth now comes into view, walking silently and purposefully. In the 
background the slow singing of a taunt song against Moab can be heard. The man in 
sackcloth walks along surveying the destruction, to the accompaniment of a song, "A fire 
from Heshbon has devoured Moab. The people of Chemosh have been taken captive". I f it 
was once a taunt song, the effect now is somewhat lost; instead it has an ironic sadness about 
it. 
Violins continue playing the tune. The man in sackcloth stops. On the ground in front of 
him is a small, scarlet tunic. Horses hooves can be seen imprinted in the ground around. He 
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drop. .0 his knees, wid, a tag. heart-rending ™oa„ and clutches ,he iunic .0 his ches. "Ye, 
. WU .store the fortunes of Moab in the latter days", he finally promises quietly, holding 
the tuntc tightly to him and then burying his face into it. 
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Coda 2: Literary Storyboard of the Film of Jeremiah 48 
(with a Christian Frame of Reference) 
The rubrics are in italicised script. The viewer's description is in normal font, 
[w. 1-9] 
The film begins in silence and in black and white. A long camera shot shows what is 
obviously a devastated city. Smoke rises from crushed buildings and the crumbled ring of 
stones surrounding them shows that this had been a walled city. 
The camera slowly moves in, Strewn everywhere are crushed and broken human and animal 
bodies. Already a light film of dust has begun to cover them. Some appear to haye been 
victims of the falling buildings ^ d lie trapped, others have been struck with the sword, with 
heads and limbs severed from the rest of their bodies. 
The view quickly becomes a long shot again before the camera races across the screen in a 
blur to portray another scene similar to the first; then another and another. Demolished 
city after demolished city; all that remains of a country is rubble, dust, smoke and silent 
corpses. 
The camera moves in once more on another shattered city. Then, for the first time, there is 
movement other than falling dust and rising smoke. There is also the first expression of 
colour as well as sound. A three or four year old little girl in a scarlet tunic walks along, 
alone, sobbing. 
The atmosphere is transformed: silence gives way to a burst of noise and there is 
accompanying activity. A bleeding woman screams hysterically as she holds two small limp 
bodies to her. The sound seems to frighten a small child nearby, for he immediately begins 
wailing, his head thrown back, a lone wolf cub howling to the moon. The pack responds and 
one by one the little ones begin crying out in pain and fear. Some of the women hold them 
in vain attempts at comfort. For others it is too late and soon there is the rhythmic chant of 
wailing and swaying as the women mourn their dead families. 
A man with a tonsure walks into the picture, wearing a brown habit and holding a string of 
rosary beads. He periodically takes the next one between his fingers, his lips moving 
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silently. He remains with his back to the camera throughout. A tonsured man in a brown 
habit walks purposeftiUy towards the lone wolf cub. The child falls silent as the tonsured 
man picks him up in his arms and carries him towards the bleeding woman who is still 
hysterical; she too calms down as the tonsured man approaches. Putting the child down 
before her, he looks directly at her and says, "Woman, behold your son". He takes the 
child's hand and pulls him towards the woman, "Behold your rnothef". 
some Then he touches a tall, anguished Moabite on his arin and says clearly and with 
compassion, "Flee, save yourselves. Survive against the odds, just as juniper trees do in the 
wilderness." The Moabite turns and with bitterness asks, "Why? Why this?" The tonsured 
man replies steadily, "Because you trusted in your own achievements and treasures. You 
said to yourselves, 'What shall we do, since we have no place to store our crops? We wil l 
tear down our bams and build larger ones. We have many goods laid up for many years; 
let's take our ease, eat, drink, and be merry.'" The tonsured man pauses before adding, 
"You fools! This very night your souls are required of yOu". 
The scene changes and the tonsured figure, his back still to the camera, now stands in front 
of a crowd who are dressed differently to the Moabites. An interested crowd has gathered to 
gaze on the scene and the tonsured man beseeches them. "Help him flee. Give wings to 
Moab so that she might fly away." He takes a bleeding Moabite by the arm and leads him to 
a nearby onlooker. "Take him", he says softly. The stranger looks around uncomfortably 
before sighing and moving towards his donkey. He takes a cloth from his provisions, rips it 
into strips and throws them at the Moabite. "These should help the cuts", he barks and 
catching the tonsured man's eye, he nods to the water bottle hanging from the donkey's back 
and adds in a kinder tone, "Help yourself to water". He begins to walk swiftly away, 
beckoning to the Moabite to join him, but the Moabite is limping slowly and cannot keep up. 
With an exaggerated exhalation of breath and what is obviously ungracious resignation, the 
stranger helps the injured man onto his donkey and they both begin their journey. As they 
pass the tonsured man the stranger says, unsmilingly, " I have family in Ammon; I ' l l take 
him there and give them money to look after him. I ' l l pass this way again in a couple of 
weeks and I can give them more i f they need it." 
[v. 10] 
The scene changes to a bare room, though everything in this scene is in colour. A young 
man sits at a wooden desk writing on a scroll and the angle shows clearly the text. That it is 
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an account of the previous scene indicates that the film has moved forward in time. A scribe 
sits writing what is obviously an account of the previous scene, but when he has written, 
"Give wings to Moab that she might fly away", he throws down his pen, leaps to his feet and 
cries out, "What about OUR pain. Lord? Who gave US wings to flee? Moab didn't! Moab 
scorned us! Don't give her wings! Cut her down! Finish the job! Moab prospers still - the 
sword has not yet done its work!" Then he moans, looking upward, "WE are your sons. 
Judah. Remember us. Take pleasure in your people. Beautify the afflicted ones with 
salvation." 
Two phantoms rise up before him. One stands to his left; an armoured man wielding a 
sword boldly proclaiming, "There is an appointed time for everything. And there is a time 
for every event under heaven. A time to uproot what is planted, a time to ki l l , a time to tear 
down, a time to tear apart, a time to hate, a time for war". On his right is a prisoner with a 
crown of thorns and surrounded by hostile soldiers. The prisoner says to the scribe, "Those 
who take up the sword shall perish by the sword." The scribe looks from one to the other 
and then finally he bursts out, "Beautify the afflicted ones with salvaition. Let the godly ones 
exult in glory; Let them sing for joy on their bed. Let the high praises of God be in their 
mouth. And a two-edged sword in their hand, to execute vengeance on the nations and 
punishment on the peoples, to execute ori them the judgment written...This is an honour for 
all His godly ones." Rushing back to his desk, he seizes his pen and continues writing, 
"Cursed be the one who does the Lord's work negligently, and cursed be the one who 
withholds his sword from bloodshed". Even having made the decision, however, his 
agonising is not over and he hovers with his pen over the scroll. Then, suddenly, he leaps to 
his feet with a roar, pushes over the chair in his anger, splutters, "What I have written, I have 
written!" and rushes from the room. 
(w. 11-16] 
The next scene is the most colourful so far. It is a harvest scene at the end of the day and a 
happy group of laughing men are standing together, including the anguished man from 
above, which shows that this is a flash-back to former times. The joyful harvest scene is a 
relief from the passion of the previous scenes and recognisable is the anguished man who 
had been called to flee, but how different he looks now. "Another good year!" he exclaims, 
brightly. "Another good decade. Thanks be to Chemosh! And may we build ever bigger 
bams!" There is a cheer and two small boys bring pitchers of wine to the group of sweating 
men. Everyone fills ajar, but then freezes for without warning the tonsured man appears. 
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"You build on sand", he says, "and you rich men will wither away in the middle of your 
busy lives." They watch him as he approaches one of the pitchers of wine and tips out the 
red liquid onto the harvested land, before smashing the pitcher. Finally, he speaks. "You 
have been undistiirbed wine from your youth but Adonai declares that he will tip you over 
and smash you, and your blood wil l water the land of Moab. How can you say, 'We are 
mighty warriors?' Choice young men like you are already going down to the slaughter." 
The tall man steps forward. "Dear Chemosh!" he ejaculates, but the other swiftly 
forestalling any further utterances. "You will be ashamed of Chemosh as Israel 
ashamed of Bethel!", he retorts sharply, adding, "says the King, whose name is Adonai of 
cuts m, 
was 
hosts". 
[w. 17-28] 
The camera cuts back to a previous scene of devastation. The strong, quick beat of the 
sound track indicates a change in pace. A series of black and white scenes follow in quick 
succession, none longer than a few seconds. The tonsured man addresses the crowd of 
onlookers that he had previously summoned to help Moab flee. Now he implores them to 
mourn her; clearly it is too late for aid to be given her now. It is not clear whether his tone is 
one of mockery. 
Then he is standing in front of part of a wall that has not been destroyed. On it sit a few 
young soldiers, dejected with minor wounds. Now it is clear that he ridicules them. "Come 
down from your glory and sit on the parched ground, O daughter Dibon, for the destroyer 
has reached even this most central city and the fight is over". The little girl in the scarlet 
tunic appears from behind the wall where she has been hidden and she is still crying. She 
sits down with her legs folded up, her hands around her knees, and she rocks herself to and 
fro. 
A family is huddled together by the roadside, looking dazed. The tonsured man approaches 
them. "Stand there and watch, O inhabitants of Aroer", he says, in a gentler tone, "Ask 
those who are still trying to run and they will tell you that the whole of Moab has been 
shattered. Wail and cry out for she has been destroyed". "It's so...total" the husband says, 
overwhelmed. "Every city, every town..." His voice trails o f f as his wife begins to weep 
and he looks on helplessly as his children's shrill voices soon join hers. 
;r 
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The camera pans through city after city in silence and, as each scene is shown, a subtitle 
provides the appropriate caption: Holon, Jahzah, Mephaath, Dibon, Nebo, Beth-diblathaim, 
Kiriathaim, Beth-gamul, Beth-meon, Kerioth, Bozrah. Then the camera zooms out again to 
display an ever wider, but less distinct, view of the country. The father is correct; every city, 
every town has been destroyed; the whole land of Moab, far and near has been broken. 
Charred remains of burnt cattle punctuate black landscapes. 
The next scene (in colour) is a flash-back depicting another harvest celebration. The tall 
man is even younger in this scene. The tall man is standing in the midst of a group of 
inebriated men lounging on the ground and, with slurred speech, is thanking Chemosh for 
the harvest. Suddenly, he stops mid-sentence and a sneer crosses his face, for a young 
Judahite shepherd is herding a few sheep across the land a short distance away. The tall man 
approaches him. "You think this is disputed land, do you?!" he taunts, "You think this 
Moabite city still belongs to your great king David, do you?" The men behind are obviously 
amused. "Your god couldn't hold onto the land could he? He couldn't even stop Israel from 
going into exile into Assyria, could he?" Several of the men clap behind him. "You should 
worship Chemosh, instead, Judahite. Go on, down on your knees and worship Chemosh. 
Let me hear you say it. 'Praise be to Chemosh' - say it ^  say i t!" He pushes the young man 
down, but the Judahite remains silent. 
There is a pause in the laughing as someone else catches the Moabites' attention. It is the 
tonsured man who now stands before them, quivering with rage. He does not address the 
Moabites, however - he addresses the youth on the dusty soil beside him, but points to the 
tall Moabite man. "Make him drunk", he orders him, "for he has become arrogant against 
Adonai". When the Judahite remains motionless several of the inebriated farmers cheerfully 
rise to what they perceive as a high spirited game. One grabs the tall man and grapples him 
to the ground and another puts ajar to his lips and pours wine down his throat. When they 
step away, the tall man turns to one side and vomits. Then he falls back into the spreading 
pool of red, fetid liquid that he has just expelled. 
The Judahite is still on his knees. "Leave the cities and run away to the cliffs", he murmurs, 
looking at the semi-conscious tall man. "Run away, be like a dove that nests in the crags. It 
is safe there and no one can humiliate you." 
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[w. 29^ 381 
Once more the present condition of Moab is portrayed in black and white. The arrogant 
smirk has disappeared from the face of the tall man and, in shame, he looks at the ground. 
He does not see the tonsured man until the latter turns to him and declares, "We have all 
heard of your pride, Moab; your arrogance is widely knowri; you are proud and haughty, but 
your boasts have accomplished nothing". In the distance the little girl in the scarlet tunic is 
stumbling away from the city, her progress slow and ineffectual. The tonsured man pauses 
as he looks at her, then in barely audible tones he sighs, "Therefore, I wil l weep for you, 
Moab" and looking back towards the tall man he says in a louder voice, "Even for all Moab I 
will cry out." 
Then the tonsured man cries with a loud voice, " I thirst" and closes his eyes shut. The next 
picture is shot in soft focus and the colours are depicted more brightly. Suddenly, the little 
girl in the scarlet tunic is beside him with a cup in her hand. "You can have this drink", she 
offers, "but you might not like it; it's too bitter for me". The tonsured man takes it from her 
and drinks. The picture returns to normal focus and colour saturation. The girl is gone and 
the tonsured man remains with his eyes shut. Suddenly he opens them and looks around, 
apparently startled. Then his gaze transfers to the distance and he watches the little girl in 
the scarlet tunic far away. " I wil l weep for you, Moab", he repeats in a low voice, nodding. 
There are very quick scene changes showing various cities in turn. The tonsured man is no 
longer in view, but his voice continues. " I wil l moan for the men of Kir-heres" he intones as 
a group of men can be seen wailing. "For the fruitful vine of Sibmah", he cries as a mixed 
crowd of people l i f t up their voices and all but drown out his voice, "How your fruits, your 
grapes, your harvest have been desfroyed." There is a momentary flash-back that shows (in 
colour) the same crowd of people identically positioned, but differently clothed and instead 
of wasteland, they are surrounded by choice vines and orchards. They are still crying out, 
but their cries are the joyful shouts of harvest. 
The inhabitants of another city are wailing and the sound merges with the weeping of the 
tonsured man imtil the two are indistinguishable. In yet another town, the inhabitants are 
dressed in sackcloth and ashes, crying to Chemosh, holding their wounded offspring, 
kneeling over a dying spouse, screaming in pain. The tonsured man's voice can just about 
be heard, reeling o f f names in memorial of the cities that had once existed: Sibmah, Jazer, 
Heshbon, Elealeh, Jahaz, Zoar, Horonaim, Eglath-shelishiyah, Nimrin, Kir-heres. 
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The wailing fades as the camera once more changes to an increasingly wider lens. Finally, 
the only sound is that of the choking sobs of the tonsured man and his disjointed speech as 
he tries to express a heart that cannot be translated into words. "Moab...Moab...Moab. My 
heart aches for you. OhMoab. Kir-heres..." He dissolves into desolate sobbing once more. 
" I have broken Moab like a pot that no one wants" he repeats again and again, a broken man 
himself 
[w. 39-47] 
The pace slows down and the familiar scene, portrayed in black and white, is that of a 
destroyed city. For the first time Moab's destroyer can be seen, for guards surround the city 
and some are beginning to rebuild some of the fortified booths on the higher places. One of 
the guards is beating the tall man, whilst his comrades idly watch, half amused, half bored. 
When the man collapses, the guard kicks him outside the city. The little girl in the scarlet 
timic joins him without a word and they sit together, shaking slightly. The tonsured man 
appears behind them and, unseen by them, looks for a long time. Then he states, before 
turning quickly away, "The hearts of the mighty men of Moab in that day wil l be like the 
heart of a woman in labour. Moab wil l be destroyed from being a people because he has 
become arrogant towards Adonai". 
// is the same city (still black and white), but now the conquering guards are rounding up 
Moabite survivors. A number of refugees are hiding in terrified silence in nearby caves, but 
one by one, with a triimiphant shout, the guards find them. Most come meekly out to be tied 
up and deported as slaves. Others try to flee, but are overtaken by bloodthirsty soldiers on 
horses who then round them up, in the process trarnpling some underfoot. Still others, many 
severely wounded, make their way to the desert, but they are not juniper trees or doves and 
most are obviously perishing from lack of water and the heat. In a brief interlude in the 
action, the tonsured man's voice can be heard. "Terror, pit and snare are coming upon you, O 
inhabitant of Moab. The one who flees from the terror wil l fall into the pit and the one who 
chmbs up out of the pit will be caught in the snare". 
The tonsured man now comes into view, walking silently and purposefully. In the 
background the slow singing of a taunt song against Moab can be heard. The tonsured man 
walks along surveying the destruction, to the accompaniment of a song, "A fire from 
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Heshbon has devoured Moab. The people of Chemosh have been taken captive". I f it was 
once a taunt song, the effect now is somewhat lost; instead it has an ironic sadness about it. 
Violins continue playing the tune. The tonsured man stops. On the ground in front of him is 
a small, scarlet tunic. Horses hooves can be seen imprinted in the ground around. He drops 
to his knees, with a long, heart-rending moan and clutches the tunic to his chest. "Father, 
forgive them, for they know not what they do" he murmurs holding the tunic tightly to him 
and then burying his face into it. He remains there for a few seconds before jiimping to his 
feet abruptly, still holding the scarlet fabric. Swinging around to face the ruined nation of 
Moab he promises in a resolute tone, "Yet I will restore the fortunes of Moab in the latter 
days." The earth shakes, rocks split in two and he drops the scarlet tunic into a split rock. 
As the camera pans out for this final shot, the little girl is seen standing a few feet in front of 
the tonsured man and they look at each other. She is dressed in brilliant white and her long 
hair is blowing out behind her. Then there is darkness. 
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Conclusion 
Having studied Jeremiah 48, it appears that its purpose was primarily for Judah and not for 
Moab. These purposes include being a warning not to trust another foreign nation, a 
demonstration that YHWH is involved in worldwide events and that history is not 'just' 
history. The distinct characters of individual OANs show that when it comes to the OANs, 
'one size does not fit all ' . First, the nations do not lend themselves to a move that equates 
the nations with Israel / Judah, except in terms of the language used for YHWH's 
punishment. Secondly, one foreign nation is not the same as the next and YHWH's attitude 
and approach is specific to each. Jeremiah 48 exemplifies this with its unique portrayal of 
YHWH's lament over a foreign nation. At the same time, it is clear from Jeremiah 48 and 
the other OANs that YHWH is sovereign over the entire world. 
There is no obvious reason why the long oracle concerning Moab occurs in the middle of 
Jeremiah's OANs, although it is understandable why Egypt should be first and Babylon last 
(and Elam last of the collection i f one excludes Babylon). Nevertheless, it might be 
precisely because Moab is a 'standard' foreign nation that she receives the attention she is 
given. That is, she is not a huge empire, nor a tiny, nomadic people, but a country similar to 
Israel in terms of size and military strength and therefore perhaps typifies a non-Israelite 
nation so that the oracle concerning her acts as a model example OAN. 
In Chapter One it became clear that the OANs have, by and large, not attracted much 
scholarly attention, although in recent years Babylon has become a more popular topic of 
discussion. The studies that have taken place have tended to have been predominantly 
concerned with authorship, form and Sitz im Leben. The OANs are often regarded as 
stemming from the war oracle genre. 
Chapter Two revealed that LXX and MT have distinct nuances (partly governed by the 
different placing and order of the OAN collections within the book), though their theologies 
are substantially the same. MT gives a more vivid, intense portrayal of Moab's calamity, for 
example, by emphasising slightly more the aspect of lament and including both the taunt 
song which concludes the judgment speech as well as the final promise of restoration. The 
length of the oracle in both LXX and MT suggests that the oracle is important and its 
position at the end of the list of Jeremiah's OANs in LXX reinforces this idea. 
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The comparison with Isaiah 15-16 in Chapter Three demonstrated that despite the significant 
overlap between them, the two texts have been individually shaped in a way that stresses 
different elements. For instance, Isaiah 15-16 has a narrower scope, namely lament, whereas 
Jeremiah 48 has a wider interest (e.g. Moab's sins and hope of restoration), though the tone 
of lament is at times more intense than in Isaiah 15-16. It may be that the main purpose 
behind Jeremiah 48 is to portray the overall picture of Moab's judgment, whereas Isaiah 15-
16 has a different purpose (to elicit Judah's sympathy, perhaps). 
Chapters Four and Five revealed how various US and UK Christian scholars have read 
Jeremiah 48 as Christian Scripture. The US scholars (more than the UK ones) tend to draw 
out from the chapter elements that are conducive to their wider interests. For instance, 
Fretheim concenfrates on the tone of lament, Miller on divine sovereignty and YHWH's 
opposition to Chemosh, and Brueggemann on Moab's pride and the plays for power in the 
text. Both UK scholars also draw out the ideas of lament and divine sovereignty, Clements 
stressing the former and Jones latter. In addition, Jones argues that the OANs belong to the 
feast of Tabernacles. 
Chapter Six dealt explicitly with the curse of 48:10 and proposed that it was inserted by a 
scribe who, seeing that Moab prospered, called for those around to bring to fruition what the 
oracle threatened by cutting Moab down with the sword. This may have been in keeping 
with the sentiments of Psalm 149:6b-9 with its reference to the godly wielding swords and 
Judges 3 where Ehud kills the Moabite king with a sword. Whilst a 'plain reading' of 48:10 
might be inappropriate within a Christian context, a more figural reading in which the sword 
is understood as the Word of God might enable this verse to continue to speak to the 
contemporary commtmity of faith. As well, the right response to it may be the same that its 
author took with regard to some parts of Jeremiah 48: whilst not liking all he read, he did not 
delete it. 
The substantial final chapter of this dissertation attempted to give a Christian reading of 
Jeremiah 48. This reading was guided by the results of the research in previous chapters and 
built upon the insights of the interpreters examined. For instance, the comparison with 
Isaiah 15-16 showed that the reasons for Moab's judgment have been woven into the fabric 
of Jeremiah 48 whereas they are not a concern in Isaiah 15-16. This suggested that they are 
an integral and significant characteristic of Jeremiah 48 and therefore my reading made 
special reference to them as well as the tone of lament. In the rhetoric that accompanies the 
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reasons given, it becomes apparent that Moab's offences have led to unforeseen 
consequences in terms of the charge with which she is judged (for example, arrogance 
against YHWH) and the intensity of the punishment meted out on her. At the same time 
there are occasions when one would expect punishment to fall, yet YHWH's tears fall 
instead, though punishment does then ensue. Jeremiah 48 is more comprehensive than most 
in itemising the wrongdoings of the nation under judgment and it is evident that Moab has 
committed many of the sins of all the other nations combined. 
The similarities between Jeremiah 48 and Isaiah 15-16 were also helpful when trying to 
show that Jeremiah 48 was not intended as a taunt in the way that Isaiah 14:3-21 is over 
Babylon. For since both belong to the same book, and therefore there is less distance 
between thern, Isaiah 15-16 acts a better contrasting comparison to Isaiah 14:3-21 than 
Jeremiah 48, yet the points made are easily transferable to Jeremiah 48 in this case. 
LXX Jeremiah 31 highlighted the greater rhetorical slant of Jeremiah 48, another element to 
which my reading paid attention. For instance, the taunt song from Numbers 21:28-29 
seems to act as a rhetorical tool in MT Jeremiah 48 to infer the cyclical nature of Moab's 
predicament. The comparison between LXX and MT also led me to abandon the idea of 
finding a 'best witness' since the emphases of the two texts are sometimes sufficiently 
intricately incorporated to make such a quest unfeasible. Specifically, LXX is less amenable 
to a concluding promise partly because of the position of the OANs wathin the book of 
Jeremiah and also because the oracle concerning Moab is placed last in the collection. 
Instead, similarly to the reasons that were absent in Isaiah 15-16, the absence of the final 
verse of restoration highlighted its significance in MT's oracle, a significance to which my 
reading attempted to do justice. 
I expanded on Miller's and Jones's emphasis on YHWH's sovereignty not by pointing out 
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(as Jones does, too) that his sovereignty is manifest in grace as well as in his role as divine 
warrior but in discussing more fully the unfathomable quality behind his tears, the level of 
punishment and the promise of restoration. The memory of Ruth or Moses' resting place 
may make the importance of Moab less surprising, and the oracle against Moab may act as a 
'typical' OAN within Jeremiah. Nevertheless, it seems that ultimately there is no way of 
knowing with much certainty why Moab assumes such prominence within the book in terms 
of the length of the oracle against it as well as being subject to YHWH's mourning. The 
''"Jones 1992:507 
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section arguing that idolatry is not the right terminology to use with regard to the nations 
builds on Miller's idea that the conflict between YHWH and Chemosh is implicit. 
However, most influential to my reading were Brueggemann and Fretheim, Brueggemann 
with regard to the importance of Moab's pride and also because he draws attention to the 
rhetorical nature of the text, and Fretheim because of the emphasis he gives to the tone of 
lament and the kaleidoscopic format of the oracle. Though Brueggemaim points out the 
various occasions where there is an accumulation of vocabulary in the texts, he does not 
draw attention either to the rhetorical nature of the swapping of audiences, or to the 
rhetorical effect of the various metaphors (although he talks about individual metaphors). 
Nor does he note the way that the oracle ends with many of the same themes with which it 
begins. Similarly, while he elucidates Moab's pride, he does not say much about some of 
Moab's other sins. Thus, in these ways my reading tries to continue what Brueggemann 
starts. 
Likewise, Fretheim argues that the tone of lament in Jeremiah 48 is not ironic, but space 
precludes him from addressing the subject properly. My reading attempts to provide the 
kind of rationale that Fretheim might have made had space allowed it. In addition, I have 
extrapolated Fretheim's comments about YHWH's mourning by including Luke's account 
of Jesus' weeping over Jerusalem and suggested that a Christian response to another's 
judgment might also be one of weeping. 
Most o f the interpreters surveyed have attempted to give Christian readings of Jeremiah 48 
to some extent, but the genre of commentaries does not lend itself as easily as a dissertation 
to such appropriation. Therefore, I have attempted to further the Christianised readings of 
the interpreters. This has included extending Fretheim's and Jones's visual descriptions of 
the oracle as, respectively, a 'collage' or 'mosaic' by means of Codas 1 and 2, which are 
literary storyboards for imaginary films of Jeremiah 48. Ultimately, like Brueggemann, I 
suggest that Jeremiah 48 be read from one's own viewpoint but whereas Brueggemann reads 
it as an American, I suggest that it be read as a critique of the Church. 
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